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The recognition of the fact that chain reactions play a 
widespread /tale in chemical kinetics dates only from some 
seven years ago, Considerable attention had, of course, been 
devoted to those few reactions, for example, the photochemical 
combination of hydrogen and chlorine, in which the phenomenon 
had first been discovered, but the realisation that formally 
similar processes go on in so-called thermal reactions, especi- 
ally in combustion chemistry, opened up a wide field for enquiry 
in a region of unrelated empiricism. Formerly it appeared im- 
possible that the application of the concepts of kinetics could 
be applied to such complicated reactions to give even a general 
description of the nature of the elementary processes constitut- 
ing these reactions. In many cases, the picture is still far 
from being complete, and it seems likely to remain so unless 
new experimental methods be devised, but in the majority of re- 
actions it is now possible to treat the kinetic data to give at 
least an outline of the nature of the initial intermediate and 
final steps in the chain, All this work has led to a closer 
interrelationship between photo and thermal reactions, the use 
of photochemical methods aiding considerably and unambiguously 
in the selection of the correct reaction mechanism. 
Perhaps the most important outcome of the theory is the 
new light it has brought to bear on explosive reactions or 
rather the conditions necessary for the attainment of explosive 
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combustion. In a vague way it was believed that the primary 
cause of explosion was that the heat generated in an exothermic 
reaction could not escape sufficiently quickly to maintain iso- 
thermal conditions in the gas mixture. Semenoff showeda however, 
in a classical paper published in 1927 dealing with the oxidation 
of phosphorus, that rapid or explosive reaction may occur if the 
reaction chains can brancha so giving the reason for the abrupt 
transition from a practically immeasurable reaction to explosion. 
At the present time it appears that both ideas are correct - they 
represent extreme conditions. In practice both factors may be 
involved in fixing the position of an explosion limits To de- 
terminelmfareadioneneed be incorporated in a given reaction it 
is necessary to study very closely the quantitative relationships 
between the stable and explosive reactions. This again raises 
new problems and thereby gives rise to new methods of dealing 
with them. 
Another important line of enquiry comes Prom the discovery 
that heterogeneous reactions may induce homogeneous chain re- 
actions, by the evaporation of reactive entities such as radicals 
from the surface upon which the heterogeneous reaction is 
occurring. Thus a new class of composite reactions has to be 
investigated for the phenomenon, as will be seen later, is very 
specific and so far direct evidence for the existence of this 
type of reaction very meagre . 
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The work described in the following papers was done during 
the later stages of the development of the theory of chain re- 
actions. It was designed to attack some of the problems briefly 
alluded to above. As it proceeded various ancillary investiga- 
tions were made with methods developed for dealing with chain 
reactions, but which were of interest in other branches of 
chemical kinetics. 
The whole scheme of the research is summarised in the 
diagram which shows the different lines of enquiry pursued dur- 
ing the past four years. 
The first investigat on 
1 
was concerned with the effect of 
foreign gases on the lower explosion limit of phosphorus-oxygen 
mixtures. In the paper of Semenoff already referred to, the 
discovery was made that argon facilitated explosion by impeding 
the loss, by diffusion, of the chain carriers from the gas to 
the walls. A quantitative theory was developed but when con- 
sidered more carefully was found to be inadequate, since it 
became necessary as a result of this work to take into account 
the different diffusfbilities of the chain carriers through the 
gas mioture. One important result of this was that so-called 
strong poisons for the oxidation of phosphorus at the upper 
limit behaved purely as inert gases at the lower limit showing 
that collisions between carriers and foreign gas under these 
conditions were elastic. The correction required for taking 
into account the variation of diffusion coefficient was applied 
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empirically. In the succeeding paper 5 in this serles a 
theoretical derivation of the corrected equation for the 
explosion limit was given. In addition an approximate theory 
for inhibition et the lower limit was proposed and applied to 
results with lead tetraethyl which was the only substance found 
to exert a measurable inhibitory action. it is of interest to 
mention that phosphine was found to have the unique property of 
raising the lower explosion limit of P4 - 02 miXtures. After 
the publication of these papers, several chain reactions were 
reinvestigated by other workers to see whether the diffusion 
effect on lower limits was a general phenomenon. The result 
with phosphorus were confirmed in all the reactions studied. 
Consequently another paper 
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was written bringing the new data 
together to show that the theory given in (5) was in agreement 
with experiment. The inert gas results with phopphine were 
however, incomplete and those available appeared to indicate 
that the inert gas effect was complicated by some form of gas 
phase intibition even by such simple gases as argon and nitrogen. 
A reinvestigation of the PH302 reaction was therefore aade21 
and it was found that the majority of simple gases were inert 
and only impeded diffusion, whilst more complicated molecules 
inhibited the reaction so much that they raised the limit. The 
inert gas effects were shown to be in agreement with theory, an 
exact theory of inhibition at the lower limit was worked out in 
order to be able to calculate inhibition coefficients numeri- 
cally and a more extensive summary made of inert gas effects 
from all the available data. 
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Next an attempt was made to study the oxidation of 
phosphorus trioxide in the hope that it might prove simpler 
than that of phosphoruo. Various difficulties were encountered 
and the experiments were finally abandoned. One of the problems 
was that of making a sensitive direct reading manometer as 
sensitive as a sulphuric acid U.etube manometer. The construc- 
tion of this instrument utilising a new principle in the Con- 
nexion is described in (2). 
Another outcome of the work on diffusion is described in 
(8) and (11). The experiments were mainly carried out with a 
view to making quantitative a lecture experiment to illustrate 
the different rates of the intordiffusion of gases. The con- 
sic-bent results obtained with the relatively crude visual method 
of estimating the depth of colour of bromine vapour suggested 
that some measurements might be made of the absolute values 
of the diffusion coefficients to see if they checked with 
theory. Those result were then further extended by employing 
a photo-electric cell method of measuring the pressure of the 
bromine vapour. 
Pursuing the main line of investigation the general pro- 
blems to be considered were ( a ) the relationship between the 
kinetics outside of and at the explosion limits to find whether 
in the oxidation of phosphorus and of phosphine the braaehing 
chain theory was quantitatively seffic,ent to account for the 
position of both lower and upper limits, (b) the discovery and 
if possible the detailed analysis of the nature of heterogeneous 
reactions capable of initiating homogeneous chain processes. 
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In the theory of the oxidation of phosphorus criteria 
become evident whereby it is possible to test whether or no a 
reaction is of the chain type. One of the most useful is the 
acceleration of rate by inert gases. Thus it is possible to 
determine it a heterogeneous reaction between two gases, e.g., 
P -0 
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in which chains may be propagated in the gas phase, gives 
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rise to an appreciable number of chain carriers to cause a 
measurable homogeneous reaction. Upon carrying out experiments 
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with a platinum filament surrounded by a mixture of phosphorus 
and oxygen at a pressure below the lower limit, all tests for a 
chain reaction failed. On the other hand with tungsten, 
molybdenum, glass, evidence of chain propagation was provided 
not only by the acceleration of the reaction rate with inert 
gases but also by the appearance of the characteristic green 
glow. Thus the glow of phosphorus is not necessarily a sign 
of explosion, it simply indicates a homogeneous reaction between 
P4ani02.Exact experiments with argan and neon Showed that more 
than 90% of the reaction went on in the gas phase. These 
experiments also establish the fact that, although in the 
thermal reaction the number of chains starting per unit time 
outside the limits is so small as to be immeasurable, yet if 
artificial means of augmenting this number be introduced a 
stable reaction is observed having many of the characteristics 
of the explosion limit itself. 
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Another method of starting chains io by Dhotpchepical 
excitation. Unfortunately with the phosphorus oxygen reaction, 
although phosphorus vapour absorbs at a convenient region of the 
pectrum, there is much doubt about the nature of the products of 
the reaction. Furthermore it is known that red phosphorus is 
rapidly deposited so it is difficult to make use of the photo 
technique to probe further into the mechanism of the reaction. 
The phosphine-oxygen reaction i$, however, very similar 88 re- 
gards general features to that of P4-020 Before a thorough 
study could be made of the kinetics of the photo oxidation it 
waa necessary to make detailed enquiries"743 into the nature 
of the photo-dissociation of the phosphine molecule itself, 
Such experiments were also of importance since a eonoiderable 
amount of attention had been devoted to the photochemistry of 
ammonia and it was desirable to make close comparisons between 
the behaviour of the two molecules. The mechanism of both the 
direct and the mercury photo-sensitised decomposition was in- 
vestigated During this work a method was devised to show that 
the low quantum yield (0*5) in the decomposition of phosphine 
was due to the recombination reaction PH2 4. H P H3 Since - 
the photolysis of ammonia exhibits an abnormally low quantum 
Yield too, the technique used for phosphine was applied to the 
case of ammonia (12) and again it was shown that a recombination 
reaction NH2 + H plays an important part in limiting the extent 
of the photo-decomposition. 
nuraber of preliminary experiments had been made on the 
kinetics of the photo-oxidation of phosphine in 4, 7 and 13. 
These experiments were then extended eonsiderably (9,20) to 
determine the kinetics in the region outside both explosion 
limits. One Important result of this work was the establishment 
of the fact that the position of the limits or the condition for 
explosion is adequately accounted for by the hypothesis of 
branching chains and that no additional cause for explosion need 
be introduced into the theory. The phosphine-oxygen exaosiona 
are indeed of the true chain type. Another definite conclusion 
arrived at was that the carrier which reacts with phosphine is 
an oxygen atom. 
Having therefore a fairly detailed knowledge of the chain 
characteristics of the stable oxidation of phosphine an attempt 
was made to see if it were possible to initiate chains by means 
of a hot filament as had proved effective with phosphorus. It 
was anticipated that some detailed insight might be gained with 
regard to the nature of the heterogeneous reactions responsible 
for the ejection of molecules in such a state as to start chains 
in the gas phase. An extensive study was made of the 
decomposition of phosphine on tungsten and molybdenuml° 
followed by a kinetic analysis of the oxidation16. Unfortun- 
ately the fraction of homogeneous reaction proved to be so small 
as to be useless for the purpose outlined above. 
The development of the theory of thermal chain reactions 
had been based almost wholly on kinetic data obtained from the 
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interaction of combustible molecules with oxygen. The nuestion 
then arose as to whether nitrous oxide could be substituted for 
oxygen. One of the most important issues of such a substitution 
concerned the existence of sharp explosion limits characteristic 
only of oxidation processes. Nitrous oxide, moreover, possessed 
a great advantage in that prior to starting this work the 
kinetics of its decomposition had been extensively investigated 
with the resrit that the first step is the dissociation of an 
activated molecule into N2 and O. There was therefore the possi- 
bility that the rate of initiation of chains might be accurately 
calculeted, in contrast to the complete lack of knowledge in 
this respect in all purely thermal chain reactions. 
The simplest reaction was that with hydrogen. Preliminary 
experiments indicated that the reaction went by way of chains, 
so immediately a scheme was prepared to investigate the kinetics 
as completely as possible. The first paPer15 describes the 
results obtained in the thermal high pressure-reaction,the 
second18 the thermal low pressure reaction and the mercury 
photosensitised high and low pressure reactions. Since one the 
primary objects of this research was the correlation of the be- 
haviour of the hydrogen-oxygen and hydrogen-nitrous oxie3e re- 
actions a study was made of the effect of small quantities of 
oxygen on the latter reaction19. One of the main conclusions 
was that as far as stable processes are concerned both reactions 
exhibit somewhat similar behaviour, but the sharp explosion 
limits belong wholly to the hydrogen-oxygen reaction. Iii other 
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words it is not pocsible to have branching chains in hydrogen- 
nitrous oxide mixtures. This is apparently due to the nitrous 
oxide molecule possessing (Jay aae oxygen atom. Chains branch 
ih hydrogen-oxygen reaction on account of the oxygen molecule 
being diatomic each of the atoms forming part of a chain 
carrier. The hydrogen nitrous oxide therefore throws an 
iateresting side light on the nature of the slip In branching 
chains. 
One of the problems which aroce in the course of the above 
investigation was the construction of an intensity fluter for 
o 
the resonance line as 2537 A of the mercury arc. The construc- 
tion and uses of this filter are described in (14). 
AnotherpollUemto which the chain theory seemed likely tr 
contribute some information was the mechanism of polymeri$,ati(,n 
reactions. The simplest molecule to exhibit this phenomenon is 
acetylene. A considerable amount of work had already been done 
on different aspects of this problem, but no exact treatment 
under the guidance of the chain theory had. been given0 Bich an 
attack wa6 made using exited mercury atoms as a primary stimulus. 
The results _are briefly discussed in 170 the investigation not 
Yet being quite complete. 
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Joint Work 
al the papers submitted for the degree have been written 
wholly by the writer, with the exception of the introduction to 
:per 3. Thc material in papers 1 and 3 ha s already ixe. parly 
used in a thesis for the Ph.D. degree but it is included to show 
the general scheme of research. 
In papers 16, 20 and 21 the experimental work was done by 
the secand author under the direction of the writer. Ia paper 10 
the results for the tungsten filament, described on p.593: were 
obtained by the second author, aad in per 14 the measurement 
of the extinction coefficients was made by the scOona author 
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Introduction. 
The oxidation of phosphorus has for long been the object of experimental 
study. It is only within recent years, however, that it has been found possible 
to apply the laws of chemical kinetics to the problem in order to elucidate 
its mechanism. This advance was made possible by the study of oxidation of 
the vapour under carefully regulated conditions. In particular, the esperi 
ments of Chariton and Walta,* Semenoff,t and of Kowalski,$ have established 
the fact that the luminous oxidation of phosphorus vapour at a given pressure 
takes place only between two limiting pressures of the reacting oxygen -tbe 
lower and upper critical oxidation limits. At pressures less than the lower 
limit the oxidation is immeasurably slow, whereas at pressures above the 
upper limit Lord Rayleigh§ has shown that the oxidation is slow and is 
unaccompanied by luminescence. It was Semenoff who first definitely realised 
that the mechanism of the luminous oxidation was to be explained on the 
conception of chain reactions. He therefore applied the theory in a quantita- 
tive manner in order to find how the lower critical oxidation limit varied with 
the pressure of the phosphorus vapour, the diameter of the reaction tube, the 
presence of an inert gas and the temperature of the reaction mixture. The 
result of his investigation gave the equation 
pppo (1 + 
po + 
pP)dz = constant, 
where po is the lower critical oxidation pressure, pp and p¢ the pressures of the 
phosphorus vapour and of the inert gas respectively, d is the diameter of a 
cylindrical reaction vessel. The " constant " in the equation is independent 
(within the experimental error) of temperature in the range 0 -100° C. Some 
* ' Z. Physik,' vol. 39, p. 547 (1926). 
t ' Z. Physik,' vol. 46, p. 109 (1927), also ' Chem. Rev.,' vol. 6 (1929). 
$ ' Z. Phys. Chem.,' vol. 4B, p. 288 (1929). 
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what later the same equation was deduced by Dalton and Hinshelwood* by 
a different method but in a more rigorous way, for the oxidation of phosphine 
at the lower critical limit. The method, on account of its generality, is equally 
suitable for application to the oxidation of phosphorus. In order to derive 
this equation Semenoff assumed that the reaction chains terminated on the 
walls of the containing vessel and that the diffusion of the propagators of 
the chains to the walls was hindered by the presence of an inert gas X. This 
assumption resulted in the appearance of d2. For simplicity it was further 
assumed that the diameters of all molecular species present were equal and 
that the mean free path in the gas mixture was inversely proportional to the 
total pressure. The experimental results agreed excellently with the theoretical 
equation except that they tended to show that the critical oxidation pressure 
varied inversely as the square root of the pressure of phosphorus vapour. 
Argon was used as the inert gas. 
These assumptions and the szesultant theoretical conclusions thus pointed 
to the probability that the effect of inert gases ought to be entirely independent 
of their nature. It is the object of this paper to examine more closely this 
effect : (I) to find out whether the equation is applicable to a wide variety of 
the common gases and some organic vapours ; (II) to compare the results at 
the lower pressure limit with those at the upper limit which have been obtained 
by Oentnerszwer,t by Tausz and Görlacher and by Schacherl. The interest 
in the comparison also lies in determining how those substances which are 
strong poisons or inhibitors for the oxidation at the upper limit behave at the 
lower limit. In view of the highly specific action of the poisons at the upper 
limit it was anticipated that with organic vapours at least the effect at the 
lower limit would also be specific. 
Apparatus. 
The apparatus used is shown diagrammatically in fig. 1. R is the reaction 
tube which is immersed in an oil bath which could be heated internally by a 
resistance wire. For pumping out this is attached to a liquid air trap and ä 
mercury condensation pump backed by a Hyvac oil pump. The oxygen 
reservoir 0 with manometer is attached through the several taps and a fine 
capillary C (obtained by drawing down 1 mm. capillary tube) to R. M is a 
sulphuric acid manometer read by means of a microscope fitted with an eye- 
* `Prot. Roy. Soc.,' A, vol. 125, p. 294 (1929). 
t Oentnerszwer, ' Z. Phys. Chem.,' vol. 26, p. 9 (1898) ; Tausz and Görlacher, ' Z. Anorg. 
vol, 190, p.95 (1930) ; Schacherl, ` Coll, Czech, Chem, Comm.,' vol. 2, p. 665(1930), 
T) 
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piece scale. P is the vessel containing the white phosphorus, immersed either 







FIG. 1.- Diagram of reaction tube R showing connections to the oxygen reservoir 0, to 
the foreign gas reservoir X and to the phosphorus reservoir P. 
vapour is contained in X which is fitted with side tube A and taps T1 and Ti. 
T1 serves for exhausting X while T2 is made in the form of a small pipette for 
transferring the gas in X to R in small amounts. When using gases, these 
were supplied from a small pipette attached to T3. 
Preparation of Materials. 
All the organic liquids were obtained in the purest form obtainable; they 
were fractionally distilled, the middle portion of the distillate being used. 
The hydrogen was electrolytic and was freed from the residual oxygen by 
heated palladium asbestos and dried with phosphorus pentoxide. The helium 
used contained 2 per cent. neon and the neon 2 per cent. helium, while the argon 
contained 0.5 per cent. nitrogen. Commercial nitrogen (from liquid air) 
was passed over active heated copper and dried with phosphorus pentoxide 
as were all the gases used for these experiments. Nitrogen prepared from 
ammonia and sodium hypobromite solution gave similar results. Carbon 
monoxide was derived from sodium formate and sulphuric acid. Hydrogen 
sulphide was prepared from aqueous solution of pure sodium sulphide and dilute 
sulphuric acid. Nitrous oxide, sulphur dioxide, ethylene and carbon dioxide 
were obtained from cylinders. Procedure : 0 was filled with dry oxygen by 
means of the taps shown. P was detached and a little anhydrous red phoa 
;r 
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phorus introduced. The apparatus was then evacuated and P heated in order 
to obtain white phosphorus. The white phosphorus prepared in this way was 
free from oxide. If a gas was being used X was filled as described above. 
For liquids, a different procedure was adopted. X was detached at the ground 
joint B, and a small amount of the liquid was run into A. After replacing X, 
A was then immersed in liquid air and X pumped out. On removing the 
liquid air and substituting a 002 /ether, ice or water bath X was filled with 
vapour at such a pressure that the vapour could easily be admitted to R by 
means of T1. In some experiments a portion of the liquid in A was distilled 
through R to the liquid air trap in order to make sure that the vapour was 
free from oxygen. This precaution was found to be unnecessary in the later 
experiments. 
With this form of apparatus two methods may be used to determine the 
critical pressure : (1) observation of the time required for the oxygen to leak 
into R until a flash indicates that the reaction has occurred : the pressure of 
oxygen is then calculated from the known rate of flow of oxygen through the 
capillary under a given pressure in 0 ; (2) by plotting a pressure -time curve 
for the slow entry of oxygen into R and interpolating for the point of 
discontinuity : this point is due to the fact that the oxidation of phosphorus 
vapour results in the formation of an oxide of negligible vapour pressure 
(cf, Semenoff loc. cit.). The first method was adopted since it is more 
accurate than the second and requires only one observation. This latter point 
was important since about 2000 explosions were required to furnish the data. 
Figs. 2 and 3 show respectively the type of curve obtained by plotting 
explosion times against the pressures of foreign gas and 1 /po against 
1 + p./(p0 + pr). 
These results were obtained with carbon dioxide, the temperature of R being 48 °. 
The Tables A to H give a few of the results of typical series of experiments. 
Two different reaction tubes were used during the experiments, the results 
being correlated by means of experiments carried out with neon. All pressures 
are in millimetres of mercury. 
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FIG. 3.- Replot of the results of fig. 2, according to Semenoff's equation. 
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Table A. 
Carbon Dioxide. Nitrogen. 
Temperature of reaction tube 15 °. Temperature of reaction tube 15 °. 
Temperature of phosphorus 0 °. Temperature of phosphorus 0 °. 
Px. Po. 1iPo 1+PoPr' Px. Pó 11Po 1+Po+Pr 
0 0.054 18.5 1.00 0 0.054 18.5 100 
0.047 0.032 31 2.3 0.059 0035 29 2.4 
0.049 0.032 31 2.2 0.068 0.035 29 2.6, 
0.097 0.024 41 4.1 0.135 0.023 43 5.5. 
0.097 0.024 41 4.1 0.135 0.027 37 5.0' 
0.100 0.025 40 4.1 0.170 0.022 46 6.9. 
0.108 0.023 44 4.6 0.175 0.020 50 75 
0.140 0.017 58 6.7 0.211 0.016 64 102 
0140 0.017 58 6.7 0211 0016 64 10.2. 
0.102 0.014 72 8.7 0.216 0.016 64 10.2. 
0.210 0.009 110 14.1 0216 0.016 64 10.2 
0.238 0009 110 15.7 0243 0.012 84 13.8 
0.243 0.008 125 171 0.248 0.014 74 12.8 
0.270 0006 165 217 0251 0.012 81 14.2 
0.251 0.014 74 13.0 
0.292 0.009 110 19.2 
Table B. 
Nitrous Oxide. Ethylene. 
Temperature of reaction tube 15 °. Temperature of reaction tube 15 °. 
Temperature of phosphorus 0 °. Temperature of phosphorus 0 °. 
Px. Po. 1/Po 1-} Px. Po. 1iPo 1-}-Po+Pr PoPr 
0 0.054 18.5 1.00 0 0.054 18.5 1.00 
0.051 0.033 31 2.3 0 076 0.032 31 2 .9 
0.054 0.034 30 2 3 0.076 0.035 29 2 .8 
0.054 0.034 30 2.3 0.081 0.036 28 2.9 
0.108 0.022 45 4.7 0.138 0.024 41 5.4 
0.108 0.023 43 4.6 0.140 0.021 49 6.1 
0.108 0.021 47 4.8 0143 0.024 42 5.6 
0.102 0014 71 8.7 0.208 0.017 60 9.8 
0.162 0.015 66 8.4 0.216 0016 64 10.5 
0.216 0.011 88 12.8 0.216 0.017 60 10.1 
0.216 0.011 88 128 0.224 0.015 66 11.0 
0.218 0.011 88 13.0 0.292 0.011 93 174 
0.278 0.008 125 19.6 0.305 0.010 100 18.6 
0.305 0.010 100 18.6 
C 
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Table C. 
Neon. Hydrogen. 
Temperature of reaction tube 15 °. Temperature of reaction tube 15 °, 
Temperature of phosphorus 0 °. Temperature of phosphorus 15 °, 





0 0.054 18.5 1.00 0 0.068 14.7 . 1.00 
0.035 0.045 22 1.7 0086 0.064 15.8 1.98 
0086 0.038 26 2.9 0.103 0.061 16.4 22 
0.092 0.038 26 3.0 0.175 0.057 17.6 31 
0.092 0.037 27 3.1 0.175 0058 17.2 31 
0.143 0031 33 4.8 0.189 0.054 18.5 3.4 
0.194 0.026 38 6.7 0257 0.049 20 5.0 
0197 0.030 33 6.3 0.257 0.054 18.5 43 
0.189 0.030 33 6.1 0.270 0.049 20 4.7 
0.192 0027 36 6.5 0.346 0047 21 6.6 
0.248 0.024 42 9.0 0.432 0.043 23 7.4 
0.268 0.023 44 10.0 0.460 0.042 24 7.9 
0.292 0.021 49 11.2 0.540 0.040 25 9.3 
0.296 0021 49 11.8 0.568 0.037 27 10.2 
0389 0.012 81 21.0 
Table D. 
Argon. 
Temperature of reaction tube 15 °. 
Temperature of phosphorus 15 °. 
Helium. 
Temperature of reaction tube 15 °. 
Temperature of phosphorus 15 °. 
Px. Po. l/Po 1+ +Pr Px- Po. llPo . 1-{-p +
0 0068 147 1.00 0 0.068 14.7 1410 
0.051 0.055 18.2 1.64 0.095 0.057 17.5 2.53 
0.057 0.046 22 1.80 0.102 0.056 17.9 2.67 
0.076 0043 23 2.12 0.186 0.054 185 3.35 
0.111 0.044 23 2.6 0.240 0.048 21 43 
0.135 0.040 25 3.1 0.243 0.049 20 43 
0184 0.029 34 4.4 0.281 0.045 22 5.0 
0.194 0.027 37 4.7 0289 0.045 22 54 
0.219 0.026 38 5.3 0.324 0.041 24 5.9 
0.275 0.022 45 6.9 0.356 0.041 24 64 
0.319 0.018 55 8.4 0391 0.040 24 6.8 
0.342 0.017 62 9.3 0405 0.038 26 74 
0.365 0.014 71 10.4 0-508 0.034 29 9.6 
0.405 0.013 77 11.7 0.516 0.035 29 9.6 
0435 0.012 83 12.8 0.590 0.031 32 115 
0.460 0.011 91 13.8 0.652 0.028 36 133 
0.485 0.010 100 14.9 
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Table E. 
Acetone. Mesitylene. 
Temperature of reaction tube 15 °. Temperature of reaction tube 15 °. 
Temperature of phosphorus 15 °. Temperature of phosphorus 15 °. 
PS. Po. 1/Po 1 
Px 
+Pod-Pp 
Px. Po. 1/Pe. Px 
0 0.068 14.7 1.00 0 0.068 14.7 1.00 
0032 0.053 18.9 1.41 0.038 0.054 18.5 1.48 
0.049 0.043 23 1.72 0.065 0.045 22 1.93 
0.068 0.042 24 2.01 0.076 0.037 27 2.2 
0.078 0.034 29 2.32 0.081 0.033 30 2.4 
0.095 0.028 36 2.79 0.095 0.033 30 2.6 
0.097 0.025 40 2.94 0.111 0.028 36 3.1 
0.121 0.023 43 3.5 0.127 0.026 39 3.5 
0.130 0.022 45 3.8 0.132 0.025 40 3.6 
0.135 0.019 53 4.1 0.146 0.018 56 4.4 
0.156 0.018 56 4.6 0.162 0.015 67 5.1 
0.175 0.018 56 5.1 0.170 0.013 77 5.5 
0.189 0.012 83 6.1 
Acetone slowly dissolved in the sulphuric 0.200 0.013 77 6.3 
acid in the manometer. Prolonged pumping 0.216 0.011 90 7.0 
was necessary after each experiment. 0.243 0.009 110 8.2 
Table F. 
Methylene Chloride. Benzene. 
Temperature of reaction tube 15 °. Temperature of reaction tube 15 °. 
Temperature of phosphorus 15 °. Temperature of phosphorus 15 °. 
Px Po. llPo Px. Po. 1 I10 1 + Po-I-PP 1+ Po+Pr 
0 0.068 14.7 1.00 0 0.068 14.7 1.00 
0.027 0.055 18.2 1.45 0.048 0.046 22 1.68 
0.030 0.053 18.9 1.39 0.054 0.040 25 1.83 
0.054 0.041 24 1.82 0.070 0.037 27 213 
0.070 0.032 31 2.2 0.089 0028 36 2.68 
0081 0.034 29 2.4 0.108 0.027 37 3.1 
0.089 0.026 38 2.7 0.135 0.022 45 3.9 
0.097 0.029 34 2.8 0.176 0018 56 5.1 
0.105 0.022 45 3.4 0.189 0.016 62 5.6 
0.119 0.019 53 3.7 0.257 0.011 91 8.1 
0.135 0.017 59 4.2 0.237 0.012 83 7.9 
0.162 0.014 71 5.2 0.270 0.009 110 9.0 
0.170 0.013 77 5.5 0.351 0.008 130 11.7 
0.197 0.011 91 6.5 0405 0.005 200 14.5 
0.216 0.009 110 7.4 0.432 0.005 200 15.4 
0.219 0008 120 7.6 
c2 
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Table G. 
Hexane. Hydrogen Sulphide. 
Temperature of reaction tube 15 °. Temperature of reaction tube 15 °. 
Temperature of phosphorus 15 °. Temperature of phosphorus 15 °. 




0 0.068 14.7 1.00 0 0.068 14.7 14O6 
0.030 0.053 18.9 1.38 0.051 0.051 19.6 1.67 
0.032 0.051 19.6 1.42 0054 0.053 18.9 1.69 
0.046 0.050 20.0 1.61 0.095 0.041 24 2.4 
0.054 0.046 22 1.76 0.143 0.027 37 3.8 
0.073 0.041 24 2.1 0.149 0.027 37 31 
0.081 0.034 29 2.4 0195. 0.018 56 5.5 
0.092 0.033 30 2.6 0.197 0.019 53 5.5 
0.105 0.026 39 3.1 0.243 0.016 63 61 
0.108 0.026 39 3.1 0.243 0.016 63 61 
0.135 0.022 45 3.9 0.320 0.008 125 101 
0.135 0.019 53 4.1 0.324 0.008 125 101 
0.159 0.018 56 4.7 0.410 0.004 250 154 
0.162 0.017 59 4.9 
0.211 0.014 71 6.4 
0.270 0.009 110 9.0 
Table H. 
Sulphur Dioxide. Acetylene. 
Temperature of reaction tube 15 °. Temperature of reaction tube 15 °. 
Temperature of phosphorus 15 °. Temperature of phosphorus 15 °. 
Px. Po 
1 
IPo Px Px. Po 1/Po 1+-1-)°- 
PoiPe 
1 + 
0 0.068 14.7 1.00 0 0.068 14.7 1.00 
0.041 0.048 21 1.55 0.046 0.057 17.5 1.66 
0.068 0046 22 1.96 0.049 0.054 18.5 110 
0.081 0.039 26 2.3 0.057 0.051 19.7 116 
0.108 0.040 25 2.7 0.076 0.049 20 21 
0.156 0.027 37 4.0 0.108 0.044 23 21 
0.192 0.026 38 4.8 0.154 0.040 25 34 
0230 0.022 45 59 0.167 0.035 29 38 
0.238 0.021 48 6.2 0.186 0.034 29 42 
0.272 0.017 59 7.5 0.216 0.030 34 41 
0.300 0.016 63 8.3 0.257 0.027 37 51 
0.349 0014 71 9.9 0.292 0.022 46 71 
0.378 0.012 83 11.2 0.324 0.020 49 82 
0.432 0.011 91 13.0 0.378 0018 57 91 
0.513 0.009 110 16.1 0.397 0.014 70 102 
0.580 0.008 125 18.6 
n 
) 
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Discussion. 
The foregoing results are summarised in fig. 4, where the reciprocal of the 
critical oxygen pressure is plotted against the quantity 1 + pxl (po pr). 
The first point to be noted is that this equation is applicable to all gases and 
vapours used in these experiments. The effect of the following substances 
can also be expressed by the same equation (for brevity the actual figures are 
not given) : Carbon tetrachloride, chloroform, carbon disulphide, carbon 
monoxide, nitrobenzene, phosphorus trichloride, phosphorus tribromide and 
phosphorus oxychloride. The slopes of the curves obtained are not identical 
as would be anticipated on Semenoff's theory, but vary between the extremes 
hydrogen 0.134 and mesitylene 1.30 -a variation which is much greater 
than could be accommodated in the approximate theory of the effect. 
Two possible explanations might be advanced to explain this wide variation: 
(1) that in addition to preventing the chains from reaching the walls of the 
vessel by decreasing the mean free path, the foreign gas is capable of destroying 
or deactivating the propagators of the reaction chain, the efficiency of the 
deactivation being specific for each gas ; (2) that the foreign gas forms a film. 
on the surface of the reaction tube which has a specific power of stopping or of 
reflecting the chains. In this connection mention may be made of the difficulty 
experienced by Dalton and Hinshelwood (loc. cit.) in obtaining reproducible 
surface conditions in the low pressure oxidation of phosphine. 
Dealing with (2) first of all, the following points definitely prove this explana- 
tion untenable. In the first place; the variation in the slopes of the curves 
for hydrogen, helium, neon and argon are much too large to be explained in 
this way. Secondly, experiments were made with tubes, of which the surfaces 
were (1) clean, (2) covered with phosphorus pentoxide, (3) with paraffin wax, 
(4) with platinised glass ; the slopes of the curves were found to be independent 
of the nature of the surface of the reaction tube. Further, any modification 
of the equation proposed by Semenoff to take into account the adsorption of 
a film on the surface of the reaction tube resulted in equations which did not 
fit the experimental results. 
The objection to the first explanation is not so strong. It is, however, to 
be observed that in fig. 4 the heavy and large organic molecules give curves 
with the greatest slopes, i.e., prevent the diffusion of the chains to the walls 
to the greatest extent, the common gases occupy an intermediate position 
with a tendency for the heavier molecules to have greater slopes ; the lighter 
molecules or atoms H2, He, Ne, are arranged in order of their masses with 
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hydrogen much nearer to helium than would be expected if mass operated 
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Fia. 4.- Variation of A with the nature of the foreign gas. A is the slope of the line 
obtained by plotting 1 /po against (1 -}- px po, ps and pp being the critical 
Po +pp 
oxidation pressure, the pressure of foreign gas and the pressure of phosphorus respea 
tively. 
the gas rather than on a chemical property which is usually more specific in 
character. The obvious physical property which might determine the order 
in the above series of gases is the diffusion coefficient. 
The difficulty lay in the introduction of the diffusion coefficient into the 
existing theory without modifying Semenoff's equation to any great extent, 
The rigorous theory has been attempted by Semenoff* for the chain reaction 
between hydrogen and oxygen, but the resulting equation is so complicated 
and contains so many unmeasurable factors that much simplification had to 
be carried out before it would fit the experimental data. The reaction between 
* ` Z. Phys. Chem.,' B, vol. 2, p. 161 (1929). 
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phosphorus vapour and oxygen is even more complicated so that there seems 
Ui at present little hope of solving the problem in this manner. Nevertheless, 
the arrangement of the slopes of the curves suggested that the existing equation 
could be preserved and brought into harmony with the data most simply by 
multiplying pm by a diffusion coefficient characteristic of X. The formula 
which has been found to represent most satisfactorily the diffusion of one gas 
into another is that based on the Stefan- Maxwell theory of diffusion (Jeans, 
"Dynamical Theory of Gases," p. 315). It is given by the equation 
D12= ^/ 51122 
V' Mi M; 
where D12 is the diffusion coefficient of gas 1 into gas 2. K is a constant which 
is a function of the temperature. S12 is the sum of the molecular diameters 
of 1 and 2 with molecular weights respectively M1 and M2. Let M2 be the 
molecular weight of the foreign gas, the problem then is to determine the mass 
and diameter of gas 1. In the theory of chain reactions (see Hinshelwood, 
" Kinetics of Chemical Change in Gaseous Systems," 2nd ed., p. 173) two energy 
rich propagators are assumed to take part in the chain the activated product 
X, which loses, by collision, wholly or partly its energy to form the activated 
reactant Xc. Hence in order to estimate the diffusibility of X0 and Xp through 
2 it is necessary to know their masses and effective diameters. In the case 
of the phosphorus oxidation X0 may either be an oxygen atom or an activated 
oxygen molecule capable of surviving the collisions with inert gas molecules 
while XD is probably a phosphorus oxide molecule which may be represented 
by the general formùla-P4O,, where n varies from 1 to 10. In comparison with 
X0, XD will therefore be a comparatively slow diffuser owing to its mass and 
large diameter. As a first approximation it is neglected in what follows. 
[Assuming that P4O = P4O5 as a mean and using a probable value for the 
molecular diameter, it was found that D for P4O5 is small compared with and 
varies approximately with D12, so that the general character of the results 
tabulated below remains unchanged.] Table I shows the result of multiplying 
the slopes of the curves in fig. 4 by the diffusion coefficient for oxygen atom and 
oxygen molecule respectively. As a basis for calculation the diameter of the 
oxygen atom was taken to be equal to that of neon, while for the oxygen mole- 
cule the kinetic theory value has been taken. The values for molecular 
diameters have been taken from the Landolt -Börnstein ` Tabellen.' 
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Table I. 
Gas. Slope = A. 
Oxygen atom. Oxygen molecule. 
ll 
e 
D12. D12 X A. D12. D12 x A. 
Hydrogen 0.134 1.00 1.0 1.00 1.0 
Helium 0.169 0.90 1.2 0.85 1.0 
Neon 0.264 0.45 0.9 0.37 0.7 
Ethylene 0.42 0.25 0.8 0.23 0.7 
Acetylene 0.46 0.25 0.9 0.23 0.7 
Nitrogen 0.48 0.26 0.9 0.23 0.7 ] 
Nitrous oxide 0.60 0.18 0.8 0.23 1.0 
Argon 0.60 0.27 1.3 0.27 1.1 
Carbon dioxide 0.62 0.18 0.8 0.23 1.0 
7 
The values of D12 for the atom and for the molecule and of D12 X A are 
given relative to hydrogen which is taken as unity in all cases. 
Since molecular diameters for some of the gases and vapours used were not 
available the calculation of D12 was carried out by a method which is detailed 
by J. H. Arnold.* It is assumed that S12 is proportional to (V11 /3 + VP') 
where V1 and V2 are the molecular volumes of 1 and 2 (in the liquid state) at 
corresponding temperatures. Since V1 is unknown for the oxygen atom the 
following Table (II) has been compiled for the oxygen molecule only. The 
values of V2 are taken from Le Bas, " Molecular Volumes of Liquid Chemical 
Compounds." The diffusion equation thus 
D12 = K' (V11 /3 + V21/3) -2 N/111,1 
M2 
1 
where K' is another constant. 
Table II. 
Gas. Slope = A. D12 x A. 
Benzene 1.06 1.0 
Hexane 1.20 1.0 
Methylene chloride 1.30 1.3 
Mesitylene 1.30 1.0 
Ethylene dibromide 1.20 1.0 
Acetone 1.16 1.3 
Hydrogen sulphide 0.81 1.0 
Sulphur dioxide 067 0.9 
The values of Die X A are referred to benzene which is taken as unity. 
* " Industrial and Engineering Chemistry," vol. 22, p. 1091 (1930). 
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The agreement obtained by multiplying A by D12, although by no means 
exact, is sufficient to show that the effect is dominated by D12. The results 
in Table I also show that it is difficult to decide between the atom and the mole- 
cule for Xo. 
The variations which are apparent are, no doubt, due to several factors ; 
probably to small specific effects of the foreign gas, to the difficulty of knowing 
the physical constants of X0 and in no small degree to the uncertainty as to 
the effective molecular diameters in the collisions between X0 and X. The 
neglect of X2, also contributes to the error. Further progress towards better 
agreement is thus hindered by the lack of knowledge of the mechanism of the 
reaction and by the difficulty, when applying the kinetic theory, of obtaining 
reasonably simple equations amenable to experimental investigation. 
Additional support for the supposition that the diffusion factor is pre- 
dominant is afforded by an examination of the temperature coefficient of A. 
The diffusion coefficient is proportional to T3/2/1 -}- T where T is the absolute 
temperature and C is Sutherland's constant for the system in question and is 
given by the Sutherland formula C = FA /C1. C2 where Cl and 02 are the 
individual Sutherland constants for the two gases, F is a factor not differing 
far from unity provided the molecular volumes of the two gases are not greatly 
different (cf. Arnold, loc. cit.). From this it would be expected that A would 
be given by 
A = le (1 C/T) T-3/2, 
where k is a constant. 
In order to test this equation three gases were selected -neon, carbon 
dioxide and ethylene. Ethylene was chosen since it was anticipated that at 
higher temperatures it would exert a poisoning action in addition to the 
normal increase in diffusion coefficient. As has been shown by Semenoff, and 
confirmed in the experiments to be described, temperatures from 0° to 100° C. 
have no measurable effect on the lower critical oxidation pressure. This 
fortunate circumstance allowed a direct test of the above equation, obviating 
the necessity of applying any additional corrections. 
A few of the results for neon and for ethylene are given in Tables III and IV. 
The results for carbon dioxide are summarised in Table V. For brevity, they 
are not given in extenso. 
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Table III. 
Neon : Temperature of phosphorus 0 °. Critical pressure 0.054 mm. 
Temperature of reaction tube 15 °. Temperature of reaction tube 112 °. 
Pr. Po. l/Po Px. Po. 1/Po. 1-f+Po+Pe' 
1+Po+Pr 
0.035 0.045 22 1.9 0.074 0.044 23 2.5 
0086 0.038 26 2.9 0.081 0.045 22 2.6 
0.143 0.031 33 4.8 0.170 0.039 26 4.6 
0.194 0.027 38 6.7 0.181 0.038 26 5.0 
0248 0.024 42 9.0 0.265 0.033 30 7.6 
0.292 0.021 49 11.2 0.270 0.031 32 8.1 
0.389 0.012 80 21 0.351 0.027 37 11.3 
0.440 0.022 46 16.2 
Temperature of reaction tube 60 °. 




0.084 0.044 23 2.7 
0138 0.039 26 40 
0.140 0.038 26 4.1 
0.189 0035 29 5.5 
0.189 0.035 29 5.5 
0.240 0.030 33 7.5 
0.246 0.028 36 8.0 
0.348 0.021 48 13.4 
0.378 0.023 44 13.6 
Table IV. 
Ethylene : Temperature of phosphorus 0° C. 
Temperature of reaction tube 14 °. Temperature of reaction tube 23 °. 
Px. Po. l/Po 
Px 





0 0.054 18.5 1.00 0 0.054 18.5 1.00 
0081 0.036 28 2.88 0.054 0.034 29 2.32 
0.157 0.023 44 6.2 0.100 0.026 39 4.0 
0.218 0.017 59 10.1 0.100 0.027 37 3'9 
0.224 0.015 67 11.2 0.159 0.021 48 6.7 
0.290 0.010 100 18 0.211 0.008 125 15 
0.305 0.010 100 19 0.211 0.009 90 14 
0.378 0.008 125 26 0.270 0.006 165 22 
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Table IV- (continued). 
Temperature of reaction tube 70 °. Temperature of reaction tube 116 °. 
Px Po 1lP0 Px. Po llPo 1+ Poi-Pr ` 1-1-Po I Pr 
0 0.054 185 1.00 0 0.054 18.5 1.00 
0403 0.037 27 3.34 0.054 0.043 23.1 2.08 
0.108 0032 31 ' 3.77 0.10S 0.038 26 3.4 
0462 0.025 40 6.1 0.108 0.038 26 34 
0.162 0.026 39 5.9 0.170 0.032 31 5.4 
0.216 0.021 48 8.7 0.237 0.029 35 7.2 
0.267 0.017 59 11.8 0.291 0.025 40 10.1 
0.270 0.018 56 11.4 0.297 0.025 40 10.3, 
0.351 0.022 45 11.1 
Neon. 
Table V. 
Ethylene. Carbon Dioxide. 
T. A. xA. T. A. X A T. A. XA. 1+/T 1+%T 
c 
1+gIT 
285 0.26 102 287 0.42 130 324 0.56 210 
334 022 106 296 0.36 120 354. 0.50 230 
385 017 102 343 0.27 120 383 0.43 220 
389 0.19 102 
The values of the Sutherland constants were obtained from the recent 
results of Trautz and Zink, ' Ann. Physik,' vol. 7, p. 427 (1930). 
The comparison of the above results with these obtained at the upper limit 
by Centnerszwer and more recently by Tausz and Görlacher and by Schacherl 
show very striking divergences. Tausz and Görlacher found that their results 
could be represented by the equation 
p.= g /(a -I-x), 
Pm = pressure of oxygen above which the luminous oxidation is arrested and 
x is the percentage (by volume) of the foreign gas. The value of 1/K was 
taken as a measure of the activity of the poison. For the common gases it 
was found that they had little effect on p.. Centnerszwer, however, found 
that under his experimental conditions the gases N2, 00, 002, H2 and N2& 
exerted a small but measurable effect in reducing p.. This is in marked 
contrast with the low pressure experiments in which the effect of carbon dioxide 
is four times greater than that of hydrogen. Sulphur dioxide is, according 
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to Tausz and Görlacher, a feeble poison of about the same efficiency as benzen e, 
whereas the value of A for SO2 is only slightly greater than that for 002, an d 
is much smaller than A for benzene. Again, benzene exerts a poisoning effect 
six times as great as that of ethylene dibromide (Centnerszwer), while A fo r 
benzene is 1.06 and for ethylene dibromide 1.20. It is unnecessary to amp' 
these comparisons, which show very clearly the differences which exist at th 
two oxidation limits. 
The behaviour of ethylene may be examined rather more closely on account 
of the results obtained at different temperatures. This gas has a value of 1/K 
which is 10 times that of SO2, and has therefore been regarded for a considerable 
time as a fairly strong inhibitor of the glow of phosphorus. At the lower limit 
it assumes its normal position, lying close to acetylene and nitrogen. This 
result, therefore, points to the conclusion that collisions between X0 and ethylene 
molecules are for the most part elastic, up to pressures where the ethylene con- 
centration is 10 times that of oxygen. Ethylene appears to behave abnormally 
at temperatures above 20° C. as the value of A decreases by a greater amount 
than can be accounted for by the increase in the diffusion coefficient. If the 
assumption is made that this abnormal decrease is due to the destruction of X5 
in the gas phase by ethylene and that this reaction has a temperature coefficient, 
it is possible, on the basis of a theory advanced by Kowalski, to make a very 
rough estimate of the efficiency of the collisions between X0 and ethylene 
resulting in the destruction of Xo. 
Kowalski showed that the rate (w) of the oxidation of phosphorus vapour 
is given by 
w= .3 
1/v -a -{- px p + Pr 
(1) 
where no is number of primary reactions occurring in 1 second, y is proportional 
to the length of the chains, a is a constant within the temperature range at 
present being considered, px is the partial pressure of a poison and px/(px + Pr) 
is the probability of a collision between X0 and poison. In order to take into 
account the temperature coefficient (1) will assume the form 
w= no 
1/v -a + pw e_L/aT, 
Poe `i- Pp 
(2) 
where e_U /aT is the ratio of the number of effective collisions to the total 
number of collisions, U being the energy of activation. 
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For condition of explosion w = oo , therefore 
It i 1/v -a + Px e -IIIRT = 0. (3) Px + PP 
it 








where A0 is the mean free path at unit pressure. Let 4X02/6nd2 = K, then 
1C substituting (4') in (3) and as an approximation taking Px /(Px + pp) equal- to 
unity (pp = 0.007 mm. and px ranged up to 0.4 mm.) 
Dv 
:t -K = Popp \1 + Pp/ (1 
1/a e- U/12), (5) 
!C 
or if 
t, A' - 1 /Po 
1 Dpx /(Po + Pp) 
LC g 
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dT RT2 . 
For the 100° range A'1 /A'2 = 1.5, so that U - 103 cals. and therefore it 
would appear that only one collision in 5 is effective in destruction of X0 at 
a temperature of 80° C. 
These comparisons thus show that there is no correlation between the effect 
of foreign gases and vapours at the higher and at the lower critical oxidation 
limits of phosphorus vapour. This is in keeping with the theories which have 
already been proposed for the mechanism of the reaction. At the upper limit 
the length of the reaction chains is determined solely by deactivation or destruc- 
tion of the propagators in the gas phase, whereas at the lower limit the chain 
length is governed by the facility with which the propagators may reach the 
wall of the containing vessel where they are destroyed or transformed in some 
way which is as yet uncertain. 
In conclusion, we wish to express our thanks to Professor Kendall 
l 
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for continued interest and encouragement, to the Imperial Chemical 
Industries, Ltd., for a grant for apparatus and to the Carnegie Trustees 
whose scheme for the endowment of research enabled the work to be 
undertaken. 
Summary. 
The effect of different gases and vapours on the lower critical oxidation Iimit 
of phosphorus vapour has been investigated in order to test the equation 
originally proposed by Semenoff. 
It has been found that although the equation represents the results satis. 
factorily, the slope of the curve obtained by plotting the reciprocal of the 
critical oxidation pressure against the quantity 1 + px ) depends ou 
po+ .Pp / 
the nature of the gas. (px, pp, po are the pressures of foreign gas, phosphorus 
and oxygen.) 
From the results obtained it is concluded, in the present approximate state 
of the theory, that the differences are to be explained on the variation of the 
diffusion coefficient (D) of the chain propagators into the foreign gas. Empiri- 
cally the equation is modified to 
Po PP \ 
1 + Dpx ) = constant. 
Po +PP1 
The results therefore show no correlation with those obtained for foreign 
gases at the upper critical oxidation limit. 
Evidence from the variation of the slopes of the curves with temperature 
confirms the opinion that variation of the diffusion coefficient is the predomi- 
nating cause of the differences obtained. 
HsaarsoN AND SoNs, Ltd., Printers, St. Martin's Lane, London, W.C.2. 
Reprinted from the Journal 
of the Chemical Society, 1931. 
CCCXLIV. -A Sensitive Direct -reading Mercury 
Manometer. 
By HARRY W. MELVILLE. 
TRLNG the course of an investigation of the oxidation of phos- 
orus trioxide vapour at low pressures, a direct- reading manometer 
is required which was sensitive to at least 0.001 mm. of mercury. 
ice the use of the simple U-tube manometer employing oil or 
Iphuric acid was precluded owing to the solubility of the phos- 
torus trioxide in these liquids, a manometer was devised employ - 
g a principle which, it is believed, has not been previously used 
this connexion. 
The manometer consists essentially of a small inverted glass 
p (C) floating in mercury as shown in Fig. 1. The simple theory 
as follows. Let the pressures of gas on the outside and inside of 
e cup be identical; the cup will then sink into the mercury until 
e weight of liquid displaced is .equal to the weight of the cup. If 
to pressure is now increased on the outside of the cup by Ap the 
tal force exerted downwards on the cup is proportional to are . Ap, 
here r is the radius of the cup. This will result in the cup sinking 
rther into the mercury by a distance Ax,* the weight of mercury 
splaced being equal to Ax . 2artp, where t is the thickness of the 
ip and p the density of mercury. For equilibrium, then, 
Ap . art :_ K . Ax . 2nrtp, 
here K is a constant depending only on the units used to express 
p. The sensitivity Ax /Ap is thus given by Ax/Ap = r /2l£tp, and 
order to make this large, r must be large and t small. Calculation 
lowed that if r = 1 cm., t = 10-2 cm., and the smallest value of 
x which can be detected is 10-e cm. (by means of a microscope 
tted with an eye -piece scale), the required sensitivity could be 
;ached. 
Two different forms of the manometer were .constructed as shown 
a Figs. 1 and 2. They differed only in the arrangement of the 
aides for the cup. The glass cups were made from 1 cm. tube by 
hawing and blowing it simultaneously. The tubing was then cut 
ato convenient lengths by covering the selected parts with paraffin 
lax, drawing a furrow in the wax with a fine steel point, and 
tehing through with hydrofluoric acid: For practical purposes, 
he limit to the thickness was about 10-2 cm.: cups were made 
* In addition the levels of the mercury outside and inside .the .cup change 
Ot this motion is small compared with the motion of the cup in this par_ - 
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with t = 5 x 10-3 cm. or less, but they were rather fragil 
were easily broken when being attached to their guide rods, 
cup was attached to the glass rod (R) as shown in Fig. 1, 
lower end of the rod a small tube (M) filled with merce 
fused on in order to sink the cup well into the mercury and, 
the centre of mass of the floating system below the surface; 
mercury. This tube moved in a glass guide, and a guide 
platinum wire or foil served at the upper end of the rod, 
large ground joint facilitated the adjustment and removal 
cup, and the tap allowed the manometer to be used different 










Fm. 1. Fm. 2. 
supported by two thin glass fibres (F) so that vertical eV. 
could easily take place, whereas horizontal movement was prey, 
These were attached to a glass rod (R), which in turn was fa 
one half of a ground joint as shown. The large joint was ns 
for the insertion and removal of the cup. The small join"_ 
made slightly eccentric with respect to the large one so thatt!; 
could be accurately adjusted when the manometer was eva: 
The motion of the cup was observed by means of a fine 
pointer (G). A considerable magnification of the motion r 
obtained by making the pointer much longer than the supel 
fibres. The side tube (T) prevented the blocking of thet 
leading to the apparatus in the event of mercury being font 
of A by sudden pressure changes in the apparatus. 
Although the manometer in Fig. 2 is not quite so comic` 
that in Fig. 1, the absence of glass and metal guides elimins. 
A SENSITIVE DIRECT -READING MERCURY MANOMETER. 2511 
fr 
rge extent any tendency to stick. During experiments with 
rods, ometer 2 the highest sensitivity reached was 2 X 10-4 mm. of 
l my. An attempt was made to increase this still further by 
e 
lacing the mercury by concentrated sulphuric acid (compare 
' and session for Ox /Op), but there was no increase in sensitivity, 
face 
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Introduction. 
Since the publication of Christiansen and Kramer's theory of chain reactions* 
numerous researches have now established the main criteriat by means of 
which such reactions may be recognised. These distinctive criteria describe, 
in a general manner, how the chains are propagated and terminated. In 
recent work on chain reactions in the gas phase, however, attention has to a 
large extent been directed to elucidating the mechanism of the initiation of 
the chains. This work has revealed a rather strange type of chemical reaction 
which is partly heterogeneous and partly homogeneous. The interpretation 
of the experiments, at present, suggests that the reaction is initiated at a surface, 
is then propagated through the gas phase and finally ends either in the gas 
phase or at a surface. 
' Z. Phys. Chem.,' vol. 104, p. 451 (1923). 
Hinshelwood, " Ann. Rep. Chem. Soc.," p. 41 (1930). 
la 
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For example, it has now been shown* that a mixture of hydrogen and Tun 
oxygen which normally explodes in a hot quartz or porcelain vessel does not chai 
ignite when brought into a large vessel under conditions in which the hydrogen of t. 
and oxygen do not have an opportunity of diffusing to the walls of the con. tun( 
taming vessel. If a hot quartz or iron rod at the same temperature is intro filar 
duced into the gas mixture explosion occurs. Similarly, a hot mixture of the 
carbon disulphide vapour and oxygen maybe ignited by introducing a glass not 
rod at the same temperature into the gases.t A third example of the initiation 
of reaction chains at a surface is given by the non -explosive oxidation of 
propane.$ 
These experiments suggested that conditions might be found for the chain' the 
oxidation of phosphorus vapour in which the reaction is initiated at an interface me 
in the reaction vessel. Since the kinetics of the chain propagation have been (an 
worked out in some detail by Semenoff and co- workers,§ a study of the kinetics ces 
of the reaction would show whether suitable conditions bave been realised. fol 
Further, since chain oxidations resemble each other in many respects, it was also mE 
desirable to find conditions for the oxidation of phosphorus vapour occurring fib 
completely at a surface. The phenomena of the oxidation of phosphorus would pis 
then resemble the oxidation of hydrogen which may occur at an interface, or re 
as a chain reaction, the chains being stable or unstable according to the of 
conditions of the experiment. tü 
The action of hot metallic filaments on mixtures of phosphorus vapour and 
oxygen at pressures below the lower explosion limit was therefore investigated o 
in detail. The metals used were platinum, gold, silver, tungsten and molyb. 
of 
denum. Some preliminary experiments had been carried out by Chariton 
ti 
and Walta,II but the course of the reaction was followed by a method, which, as 
Bodenstein¶ pointed out, gave misleading results. These results will be 
considered later. 
The experiments recorded below point to the conclusion that, in presence of 
u 
platinum the reaction takes place entirely on the surface of the filament, 's 
* Alyea and Haber, ' Z. Phys. Chem.,' vol. 10, B, p. 193 1930 Alyea, ' J. Amer. Chem, 
t1. 
Soc.,' vol. 53, p. 1324 (1931) ; compare also Garstang and Hinshelwood, ` Proc. Roy. Soc.,' p 
A, vol. 130, p. 640 (1931) ; and H. S. Taylor, ' Chem. Rev.,' vol. 9, p. 12 (1931). s, 
t H. W. Thompson, ` Naturwiss,' vol. 22, p. 530 (1930) ; ' Z. Phys. Chem.,' vol. 10,1, d 
p. 273 (1930). 
1 
$ Pease, ' J. Amer. Chem. Soc.,' vol. 51, p. 1829 (1929). 
§ ' Z. Physik,' vol. 46, p. 109 (1927) ; ' Z. Phys. Chem.,' vol. 4, B, p. 288 (1929). 
if ' Z. Physik,' vol. 39, p. 547 (1926). 
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Tungsten, on the other hand, is able to initiate the reaction at its surface, the 
chains then spreading into the gas and presumably terminating on the walls 
of the reaction tube. Gold and silver exhibited similar behaviour to that of 
tungsten, but the reaction was only measurable when the temperature of the 
filament was close to the melting point of these metals. Frequent fusion of 
the filaments occurred so that an extended investigation of the reaction could . 
not be carried out. 
Experimental Method and Apparatus. 
The experimental method used throughout was somewhat unusual and will 
therefore be described in detail. The difficulty which had to be overcome was to 
measure pressures of oxygen of 10 -2 mm. of mercury in presence of phosphorus 
(and in some cases in presence of foreign gases) with an accuracy of about 2 per 
cent. It is not possible to use a McLeod gauge preceded by liquid air trap to 
follow the changing pressure of oxygen (cf. Bodenstein, loc. cit.). Glass spring 
manometers and sulphuric acid manometers are not sensitive enough. The quartz 
fibre manometer cannot be used to measure the rate of a reaction which takes 
place to 50 per cent. of its full extent in 5 minutes, while the Pirani -Hale gauge 
requires recalibration for changing environment of the filament, e.g., diameter 
of reaction tube, presence of inert gases and changing phosphorus concentra- 
tion. 
The method finally adopted made use of the known value of the critical 
oxidation pressure. In short, the method consisted in adding a known amount 
of oxygen to the phosphorus vapour, heating up the filament for the desired 
time and then determining how much oxygen had to be added to bring its 
pressure up to the critical value. 
The arrangement of the apparatus is shown in fig. 1. R is the reaction tube 
(diameter 2 cm.) connected at the top to reservoirs of phosphorus vapour, 
inert gas and through the capillary C to the oxygen reservoir. The filament 
is supported by degassed nickel wire which in turn is connected to borated 
copper wire passing through the pinch seal. The reaction tube is divided by 
the ground joint G which permits of " liners " of glass tubing* being put into 
position inside R thereby decreasing its effective diameter. In this way the 
same filament could be used conveniently and rapidly in reaction tubes of 
different diameter. The pumping system consisted of a liquid air trap followed 
by a three -stage mercury condensation pump which was backed by a " Hyvac " 
* The volume of glass in the " liner " was less than ]. per cent. of the volume of the 
reaction tube and connections, 
h 2 
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oil pump. The filament, about 15 cm. long, was situated near the axis of l 
In order to keep its temperature constant the filament formed part of a Wheat. 
stone bridge, the current for the bridge being supplied through a potentiometer 







With taps 1, 6 and 9 closed and 2, 3 and 5 open, 4 was turned so that C was 
connected to the oxygen reservoir ; simultaneously the stop -watch was started 
and the time for explosion determined (T1). R was then pumped out and filled 
with phosphorus vapour. When oxygen had been allowed to flow into R for 
the requisite time (T2), the barrel of 4 was rotated quickly through 180°,8 
being open to the pump. The pressure of oxygen in a b was therefore reduced 
suddenly to a small fraction of its former value and hence the flow through C 
practically instantaneously arrested. The volume of tube a b was about 
0.05 c.c. while the oxygen reservoir held 1 litre. Separate control experiments 
showed that no appreciable error arose in this method of admitting the oxygen 
to the reaction tube. The filament was then heated up for the desired time, I 
after which the flow of oxygen was started and the time (T3) required for the 
oxygen pressure to rise to the critical value was noted. The amount of oxygen 
used up in the reaction is T2 + T3 - T1, and the fraction of oxygen used is 
(T2 + T3 - Ti) /T2 
In some of the best experiments when the critical oxidation pressure remained 
steady the time of explosion could be repeated to within 1/5 second with an 
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served for long, the critical pressure usually drifting slightly throughout a 
series of experiments. Corrections (not given in the tables) were applied 
whenever this drift occurred. 
The source of phosphorus vapour was white phosphorus obtained by heating 
anhydrous red phosphorus in vacuo. The oxygen used was obtained from a 
cylinder. (No difference in results was observed if pure electrolytic oxygen 
was used instead of cylinder oxygen.) The argon contained 1 per cent. 
nitrogen and the neon 2 per cent. helium. 
Platinum Filament. 
The first wires used had a diameter of 0.1 mm., but after a few experiments 
they became brittle and fell to pieces. Somewhat thicker wires (0.3 mm.) 
were substituted ; these lasted very much longer, although after a large number 
of experiments they, too, fell to pieces. The reaction velocity was conveniently 
measurable when the temperature of the wire was below red heat, and when 
the activity of the wire became steady the temperature used was about 200° C. 
A new wire had always a much greater activity than, one which had been 
used for several experiments. The activity of an old wire could be increased 
greatly by heating it to redness in vacuo for a few minutes. This treatment 
shortened the life of a wire considerably. Throughout its life the catalytic 
activity of the wire varied somewhat irregularly. This rendered accurate 
comparison of long series of results impossible. It was therefore almost 
impossible to make reliable measurements of the temperature coefficient of 
the reaction. 




of 02 (sec.). 
Amount of 
01 used up 
(sec.). 
Fraction of 02 
remaining 
(02r). 





55 8.8 0.84 0.076 1 
55 16.9 0.69 0.161 2 
55 20.7 0.62 0.208 3 
55 25.7 0.53 0.276 4 
55 30.9 0.44 0.357 5 
55 33.7 0.39 0.409 6 
55 36.0 0.35 0.456 7 
35 15.2 0.57 0.244 1 
35 19.3 0.45 0.347 2 
35 23.6 0.33 0.481 3 
35 26.5 0.24 0.620 4 
35 29.4 0.16 0.696 5 
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The second series of results was obtained with the same wire as was used foi 
the first series. At the end of the first series the wire was heated to rednea 
in vacuo and as shown in fig. 2 : an increase in activity results. Since the 
result of plotting - loglo 02r (02r = fraction of oxygen remaining) againt 
the time of heating the wire is a straight line, the reaction must be unimoleculat 





FIG. 2. -Plot of reaction time against the logarithm of the fraction of oxygen remaining 
showing that the reaction rate is proportional to [02]. 
8 
Table II gives four series of results using different concentrations of phos. 
phorus vapour. 
These results are shown graphically in fig. 3, where it is seen that although 
the pressure of phosphorus changes from 0.0014 mm. to 0.038 mm., a 27 -fold 
increase, the reaction velocity varies irregularly between small limits. Thi 
variation may be ascribed to the varying activity of the wire. It is reasonable 
to assume, therefore; that the reaction velocity is independent of the concen. 
tration of the phosphorus vapour. 
The influence of argon on the velocity of the reaction was next investigated 
The pressure of argon was measured by the sulphuric acid manometer. The 
results are given in Table III. These results were obtained at different times 
in the life of the filament. 
The argon is therefore without influence on the velocity of the reaction. 









02 used up 
(sec.). 




0.0014 45 15.4 0.66 0.180 1 
45 16.2 0.64 0.194 2 
45 19.6 0.56 0.252 3 
45 22.7 0.49 0.310 4 
0.0043 50 9.2 0.82 0.086 1 
50 11.5 0.77 0.113 2 
50 14.2 0.72 0.143 3 
50 17-7 0.65 0.187 4 
50 21.0 0-58 0.237 5 
50 24.5 0-51 0.293 6 
0.0043 50 7.4 0.86 0.065 1.2 
50 11.6 0.77 0.114 2 
50 15.2 0.70 0.155 3 
50 19-8 0.60 0.222 4 
50 23.1 0.54 0.268 5 
50 33.6 0-33 - 6 
0.038 50 9-5 0.81 0.091 1 
50 14.2 0.72 0.143 2 
50 19.0 0.62 0-208 3 
50 23.6 0.53 0.276 4 
50 33.8 0-33 5 
50 44.6 0.11 - 6 
ó 
04 
0 2 4 
Time, mia. 
1G. 3.- Irregular variation of reaction velocity within small limits with widely varying 
concentration of phosphorus. 
G 
Another observation of importance serves as a reliable guide to the nature 
of the reaction when it is considered in relation to the behaviour of tungsten. 
If oxygen is allowed to leak into the reaction vessel filled with phosphorus 
42 H. W. Melville and E. B. Ludia 
Table III. 
Initial concentration 
of 0a (sec.). 
Time of heating 
(mina.). 
Pressure of argon 
(mm. Hg). 
Amount of 0, 
used (sec.). 
30 2 0 30.0 
30 2 0.054 32.6 
30 4 0 14.8 
30 4 - 0.081 12.2 
30 4 0 17.4 
30 4 0.081 15.0 
30 4 0 21.1 
3Ó 4 0.081 22.6 
30 2 0 13.6 
30 2 '0.135 12.6 
30 2 0 13.0 
30 2 0.135 11.2 
vapour until a glow appears and then the current is switched on in the platinum 
wire the glow is immediately extinguished. 
The two facts, (a) velocity of reaction independent of phosphorus and argon 
concentration, and (b) absence of glow during the reaction, would thus appear 
to point to the reaction occurring on the surface of the platinum wire. The low' 
temperature at which the wire functions would also tend to uphold this point 
of view. 
Tungsten Filament. 
Before considering the results obtained in these experiments it is necessary 
to re- examine the work of Chariton and Walta (loe. cit.) in the light of Boden- 
stein's criticism. It was found that the pressure of the oxygen fell rapidly 
at first and then gradually approached a constant value. If this constant 
value actually corresponds to zero pressure of oxygen in the reaction tube, 
then, on recalculating the results, it was found that the rate of consumption 
of the oxygen was closely proportional to its pressure. Owing to the fact that 
the current in the wire was kept constant during the experiment, the tempera 
ture of the wire must have increased so that the results are not absolutely 
reliable. There is no doubt, however, as will be shown below, that if the 
reaction is allowed to proceed for a sufficiently long time all the oxygen is 
used up. 
In the experiments with tungsten filaments it was first of all ascertained that 
the velocity of the reaction was conveniently measurable at temperatures 
where the oxidation of the tungsten wire itself was negligible. During these 
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did not deteriorate with use, but remained fairly constant throughout a large 
number of experiments. The diameter of the wire used was 0.1 mm ; it 
was mounted in nickel supporting leads. Another precaution which enabled 
more reproducible results to be obtained consisted in heating the wire for 
2 minutes to the same temperature as that used for the experiments previous to 
the carrying out of each experiment. If this heating was omitted the critical 
oxidation pressure was always slightly low. This was probably due to the 
wire being covered with a layer of phosphorus pentoxide deposited thereon 
from the previous experiment. Since the wire formed an interface in the 
reaction tube and therefore was in a condition, to stop reaction chains, it was 
quite conceivable that the nature of the surface presented to the chains might 
alter the efficiency of their termination. The removal of the layer of pentoxide 
increased the critical pressure by about 10 per cent., so that it would appear 
that phosphorus pent oxide is not so efficient in stopping the chains as a tungsten 
surface covered (in this case probably) by a layer of oxygen atoms. 
Further, although a fairly efficient pumping system was used, the time of 
pumping out the reaction tube was kept the same for every experiment. In 
addition, all operations such as the heating up and cooling down of the filament, 
the preliminary heating of the filament, etc., were kept to a strict time schedule 
so that there would be as small a variation in results as was experimentally 
possible. 
The experiments recorded in Table IV show that the order of the reaction 




of 02 (sec.). 
Amount of 
02 used up 
(sec.). 





Time of heating. 
40 18.6 0.53 0.276 1 0.276 
40 23.8 0.40 0.398 2 0.199 
40 27.4 0.31 0.509 3 0.169 
40 32.9 0.18 0.745 4 0.186 
40 34.8 0.13 0.886 5 0.177 
40 37.1 0.07 1.155 6 0.192 
55 19.7 0.64 0.194 1 0.194 
55 28.9 0.48 0-319 2 0.159 
55 35.6 0.35 0-456 3 0.152 
55 41-6 0.24 0.620 4 0.154 
55 46.3 0.16 0-796 5 0.159 
55 49.6 0.10 1.000 6 0.166 
X24 H. W. Melville and t. B. Ludlam. 
Table V gives five series of results with varying concentrations of phosphorus 
vapour. The temperature of the wire was maintained constant and the 







of 08 (sec.). 
Amount of 







0.007 40 1.0 0.975 2 0.011 
2.0 0.950 3 0.022 
4.8 0.880 4 0.055 
8.4 0.790 5 0.102 
0.026 40 9.4 0.77 1 0.116 
12.4 0.69 1 0.161 
13.4 0.66 2 0.180 
16.4 - 0.59 3 0.229 
20.0 0.50 4 0.301 
0.026 40 9.8 0.76 1 0.119 
11.0 0.72 2 0.143 
14.6 0.64 3 0.194 
18.4 0.54 4 0.268 
22.6 0.43 5 0.367 
0.007 50 2.4 0.952 1 0.022 
4.0 0.920 2 0.036 
6.0 0.880 3 0.055 
7.4 0.852 ' 4 0.079 
8.0 0.840 5 0.081 
0.017 50 5.0 0.900 2 . 0.046 
3.5 0.892 2 0.050 
8.2 0.836 3 0.078 
11.8 0.764 4 0.117 
15.4 0.692 5 0.160 
Velocity constant 0.07 0.08 0.13 0.34 
Pressure of P 0.007 0.007 0.017 . 0.026 
From these results the rate of the reaction is very nearly proportional to the 
first power of the concentration of the phosphorus vapour. 
Temperature Coefficient of the Reaction. -To make the investigation of this 
reaction complete the temperature coefficient was measured in order to calculate 
the apparent heat of activation. The temperature of the wire was obtained 
from its resistance which could be immediately read off from the bridge. No 
corrections were applied for the cooling effect of leads. The resistance /tempera 
ture equation used was that experimentally established by Langmuir.* 
The method of carrying out the experiments was somewhat modified, so that 
rapid comparison of velocity constants could be made with the filament at 
different temperatures. The time of heating of the filament was kept constant 
throughout a series and the velocity constant for each experiment was calm. 
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lated by the usual logarithmic formula. The pressure of phosphorus vapour 
was maintained constant at 0.007 mm. during all temperature coefficient 
measurements. Table VI (fig. 4) shows in detail the record of a series of experi- 
ments, while Table VII summarises the data from other experiments. The 
heat of activation is thus comparatively small. Its significance will not be 
discussed until other factors influencing the reaction have been investigated. 
16 
.1 5 





( -logo 00r) 
Fm. 4.- Temperature coefficient of reaction. - loglo 02r is equal to the velocity constant 
















02 used up 
(sec.). 
02r. -log 02r. 
666 0 45.4 0 
666 40 19.0 2 13.6 0.70 0.155 
675 0 47.8 0 
675 40 21.2 2 13.4 0.70 0.155 
684 0 48.6 0 
684 40 24,4 2 15.8 0.65 0.187 
693 0 49.6 0 
693 40 28.0 2 18.4 0.59 0.229 
702. 0 50.8 0 
702 40 31.2 2 20.4 0.55 0.260 
711 0 52.0 0 
711 40 35.4 2 23.4 0.48 0.319 
720 0 54.0 0 
720 40 40.6 2 26.6 0.41 ' 0.387 
728 0 55.0 0 
728 40 45.0 2 30.0 0.33 0.481 
737 0 56.8 0 
737 40 49.6 2 32.8 0.27 0.569 
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Table VII, 













Effect of Inert Gases on the Reaction.- According to the chain theory of the 
kinetics of the oxidation of phosphorus at low pressures,.the presence of as 
inert gas prevents the chains reaching the wall of the containing vessel; this 
results in a lowering of the critical oxidation pressure. It would be expected 
therefore that, if the reaction now being described exhibits chain characteristics 
the presence of an inert gas ought to result in an acceleration of the oxidation 
Preliminary experiments showed that an acceleration did ensue. Table VIE 
shows results for argon and neon. 
Table VIII. 
Initial Pressure Time Time of Amount of 
concentration of gas for heating 02 used up 
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The effect of neon is not quite so great as that for argon. This is to be 
expected, since owing to its smaller mass and diameter the neon atom is not 
so effective in preventing the reaction chains from reaching the walls of the 
reaction tube.* 
The quantitative calculation of the effect of inert gases is somewhat com- 
plicated and the following treatment is based on Semenoff'st expression for 
the length of the reaction chains in the phosphorus oxygen reaction. 
It will now be assumed that the reaction in presence of hot tungsten is 
propagated in the gas phase, the chains starting on the tungsten filament. 
The length of the reaction chain is proportional to 
( 




where pp, po and px are the pressures of phosphorus, oxygen and inert gas 
respectively, d is the diameter of the reaction tube. If the rate of starting of 
the chains is represented by f (pope), then the rate of reaction which is equal to 
- dpo /dt will be given by the expression 
-ddoo = g.f (popP)PoPP (1 + Px ) dz. 
Pr + Po 
(1) 
where K is a constant. Since it has been shown that the rate of the reaction is 
proportional to pp . Po the value of f (po . pp) must be independent of the 
concentration of P4 and 02, so that (1) simplifies to 
-dpO = Kpo Px dt PP + Po' (2) 
K being another constant. pp and cl are for the present being maintained at 
constant values. Rearranging (2) and integrating 
or 
- Kt = dpo 
Poll -i- Px (3) 
PP + Po 
-LZt=2ZnPo (Po +PP+ Px) +{PP -PP+px 1 ln Po 
2 pP+px Po+PP+Px 
{ const. 
* ` Proc. Roy. Soc.,' A, vol. 132, p. lOS (1931). 
t `Z. Phys. Chem.,' vol. 2B, p. 161 (1929), 
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Therefore 
- Kt - 
Pp + 13P px 
1n po + 
PP + px . 
in (po + pr + px) + tonst. (4' 
(If px = 0 this expression = in po -1- const., as would be expected.) 
Now since px is much greater than pp, e.g., in most experiments px > 0 1 ma 
and pp = 0 007 mm. (4') may be simplified to 
- Kt = p P ln po + Ln (po + Px) + const. 
Px (51 
There is a further complication to be disposed of. px must be multiplied 
by the appropriate diffusion coefficient. It has been shown* that for mesitylene 
the equation 
Po PP (1 + px = const. 
PP + Po (61 
holds since the value of the constant obtained when px = 0 is equal to that 
obtained when an experimentally observed value of po for a given px is inserted 
in the equation. To allow for gases which do not lower the explosion limit 
to the same extent as mesitylene (6) is written in the form 
pope (1 + Ax /AM px = const. 
PP + Po (7) 
A is the slope of the line obtained by plotting 1/pe against (1 + pm/pp +po) 
and Ax and AM are the values of A for the gas used in the experiment and for 
mesitylene respectively. Introducing this correction into (5) and evaluating 
the constant of integration, the velocity constant K is given by 
ln{(6)PP/"Px (p ó+ EIPx) Ì 
t po (po + (ipx)1, (8) 
where p'o and po are the initial and final pressures of óxygen for a reaction 
time t . , = Ax /AM. 
Table IX gives two separate sets of results for neon. These are shown 
graphically in fig. 5, where it is seen that the velocity constant calculated from 
(8) is independent of px. 












Initial Amount of 
concentration 02 used up 
of 02 (see.). (sec.). 





0.216 28 11.4 0.59 0.177 0.5 
28 19.4 0.31 0.352 1.0 












28 20.4 0.27 0.568 1.5 
28 23.8 0.15 0.823 2.0 
lied 28 27.0 0.03 1.531 2.5 
[ene Series B. 
0095 30 9.4 0.69 0.147 0.5 










24.9 0.17 0.578 2.5 










ted 23.8 0.32 0.457 2.0 
28.4 0.19 0.626 2.5 
tuft 0.146 35 10.3 0.71 0.120 0.5 
17.2 0.51 0.233 1.0 
24.3 0.30 0.389 1.5 
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ci 072 0065 05 
0.47 0129 1.0 
028 0193 15 
019 0230 2.0 
067 0.072 0.5 
0.48 0125 10 
030 0181 1.5 
















Variation of Reaction Tube Diameter. -This was changed as described above. 
Difficulty was experienced in obtaining reproducible surface conditions even if and 
' the reaction tubes were subjected to the same treatment previous to the the 
being used. The results showed definitely that an increase in velocity occurred to 
with increased diameter of tube. Two series of results are given. These cic 
were obtained with a molybdenum filament at 487° C. Molybdenum functioned ' frc 
in a similar manner to tungsten in this reaction. to 
The ratio of the half -life periods of the oxygen is 3 : 1, whilst the theoretical pr 
value on the assumption that the half -life period varies inversely as the square 
of the diameter is 3.0 : 1. st' 
These experiments indicate that a homogeneous reaction is being considered, ar 
Visible proof of this opinion is given by the fact that a glow is emitted during 
Time, min. 
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Table XI. 
Diameter of tube = 1.9 cm. Diameter. of tube = 1.1 cm. 
Initial cone. of oxygen = 55 secs. Initial cons. of oxygen = 30 secs. 
jnount of Time of Amount of Time of 
0, used up O2s. -log 02i. heating 02 used up Ors.. -log 02s. heating 
(sec.). (mins ) (sec.). (mins.). 
24.2 0.56 0.252 0.5 4.5 0.85 0.070 0.5 
31.4 0.43 0.367 1.0 8.4 0.72 0.143 1.0 
365 0.34 0.469 1.5 11.1 0.63 0.201 1.5 
38.8 0.29 0.538 2.0 14.0 0.53 0-276 2.0 
40.5 0.26 0-585 2.5 16.3 0.46 0.336 2.5 
the progress of the reaction. The glow is entirely similar, so far as the eye 
can discern, to the glow obtained in the explosive reaction between phosphorus 
and oxygen. Its intensity is directly dependent on the speed with which the 
reaction goes forward. It does not persist when the current in the filament is 
switched off, but it reappears gradually when the current is switched on again. 
This process can be repeated until the glow becomes too faint to be seen. It 
is of interest to note here that in the slow oxidation of phosphorus at pressures 
above the upper explosion limit no glow can be detected even with sensitive 
detectors.* 
As was stated, molybdenum filaments behave similarly to tungsten with 
respect to their action on phosphorus /oxygen mixtures. Moreover, the 
temperature at which molybdenum becomes effective is nearly equal to that 
observed for tungsten. 
Gold and silver filaments when heated to the requisite temperature also 
induce the combination of phosphorus and oxygen. A glow is emitted during 
the progress of the reaction. The temperature to which gold and silver have 
to be raised in order to obtain a conveniently measurable reaction velocity is 
close to 1000° C. Hence there is great difficulty in preventing the filaments 
from fusing during the course of an experiment. Many attempts were made 
to obtain extended series of results, but the destruction of several of the filaments 
prevented this being accomplished. 
From the experiments described above it would appear that the rate of 
starting of the chains is independent of the concentrations of the phosphorus 
and the oxygen. Since the presence of hot tungsten induces oxidation, some 
* Rayleigh, Prot. Roy. Soc.,' A, vol. 106, p. 1 (1928). 
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material body must leave the tungsten surface, subsequently collide with and 
activate either a phosphorus or an oxygen molecule. This activated molecule 
then initiates the chain. Before suggesting how this process might occur then 
is one small point which may suggest a different mechanism for the startin pb 
of the 'reaction chain. lift 
Although theory indicates that the length of the chain is proportional 
to 
concentration of phosphorus molecules, Señíenoff* found experimentally that wi 
the chain length was proportional to the square root of the phosphorus con dux 
centration. This has been repeatedly confirmed during this and other work s tb 
this reaction. It may ,therefore be possible that the rate of starting of the re, 
chains is proportional to the square root of the phosphorus concentration so 
that the apparently simple experimental result covers a more complex VE 
mechanism. at 
Under the experimental conditions employed the tungsten surface was tl 
probably covered with a layer of oxygen atoms, but owing to the comparatively ti 
low temperature (450° C.), no oxygen- activated molecules or atoms or WO, si 
would evaporate from the surface. Initiation of the chains owing to the 
evaporation of activated oxygen thus seems to be precluded. On the other 
hand, a phosphorus molecule might strike this layer of adsorbed oxygen and 
rebound taking an oxygen atom or molecule with it. This oxide might then 
start the reaction. This mechanism leads to the appearance of pp2 in the 
kinetics of the reaction and is therefore excluded. 
A third possibility is that phosphorus itself is adsorbed as a completed ant- 
molecular layer on the layer of oxygen atoms attached to the tungsten surfas 
in the same way as cæsium, for example, is tenaciously held to a layer of oxygen 
on a silver surface. The evaporation of a phosphorus oxide molecule from this 
layer might initiate the reaction but, if the layer of phosphorus is saturated, 
the rate of evaporation of the oxide would be independent of the concentration 
of phosphorus molecules in the gas phase. Therefore, the rate of reaction 
would be proportional to pp. 
With these suggested explanations in view, further experiments are being 
carried out on this reaction. 
We wish to express our thanks to Professor Kendall for continued encourage 
ment, to the Carnegie Trustees and to the Trustees of the Moray Research 
Fund of Edinburgh University. 
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Summary. 
The action of hot filaments of platinum and tungsten on mixtures of 
phosphorus vapour and oxygen at pressures smaller than the lower explosion 
limit has been investigated in some detail. 
With platinum it was found that the reaction rate is conveniently measurable 
with the filament at a temperature of about 200° C. The reaction `velocity is 
directly proportional to the oxygen pressure. Argon is without influence on 
the rate of the reaction. No glow is emitted during the oxidation. The 
reaction therefore probably' occurs at the platinum surface. 
With the tungsten filament at 500° C. the rate of the reaction can be con- 
veniently measured. This rate is proportional to the pressure of the oxygen 
and of the phosphorus. It is increased by using wider reaction tubes and by 
the presence of neon and of argon. A green glow accompanies the progress of 
the reaction. The apparent heat of activation is 16 k. ca]. These facts are 
summarised in the equation 
_ dpo kpppo (1 + 14x ) d2 . e- IIß'r', 
dt Pr+Po 
where pp, po and px are the pressures of phosphorus, oxygen and inert gas, k is 
constant, µ = 0.46 for argon. and 0.20 for neon, d is the diameter of a 
cylindrical reaction tube, U = 16 k. cal. 
The reaction thus probably starts on the tungsten surface, is propagated 
through the gas phase and finally ends on the wall of the reaction tube. 
Gold, silver and molybdenum behave similarly to tungsten, but have not 
been studied in detail. 
}IARP.ISON AND SONS, Ltd., Printers, St. Martin's Lane, London, W.C.2. 
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PHOTOCHEMICAL DECOMPOSITION 
OF PHOSPHINE 
IT is rather surprising to find that, although the 
photochemistry of ammonia has attracted consider- 
able attention since Warburg's 1 work, no corre- 
sponding experiments have been carried out with the 
equally simple molecule of phosphine. Such experi- 
ments have now been in progress in this laboratory 
for some time. 
The absorption spectrum of phosphine consists of a 
region of continuous absorption beginning at about 
220µµ and continuing to 185µµ, the limit of the spectro- 
graph used. Preceding this continuous band there 
are three diffuse bands in the region 220 -230 µµ. No 
fine structure is exhibited by these bands. The 
spectrum, like that of ammonia, would appear to be 
of the predissociation type. 
Light from íinc or aluminium sparks readily de- 
composes the phosphine into hydrogen and phos- 
phorus, which is deposited as the red variety on the 
walls of the insolation tube. The experiments on 
the direct photochemical decomposition have not yet 
been completed. The mercury photosensitised re- 
action has, however, been investigated in some detail. 
The rate of decomposition is about ten times that of 
ammonia under the same conditions. It is dependent 
on the diameter of the reaction . tube ; for, as the 
diameter is decreased -that is, the surface volume 
ratio increased -there is a decrease in the rate of de- 
composition. For example, in tubes of 2 cm., 1 cm., 
and 0.5 cm. diameter, the rates are in the ratio 
2.5 : 1.5 : 1. This would indicate that recombination of 
the products of dissociation occurs at the walls of the 
reaction tube. Argon has no effect on the velocity. 
On the other hand, oxygen increases the rate of de- 
composition as much as five times (PPM, = 0.05 mm. ; 
7)02= 0.05 mm)., while the subsequent addition of 
argon (0.1 mm.) still further increases this rate. 
These observations are most plausibly explained if 
it is assumed that oxygen attacks the products of 
dissociation, thus preventing their recombination. 
The resulting oxide molecules then initiate á, stable 
chain reaction between the undecomposed phosphine 
and the oxygen.2 
These results partly explain an interesting observa- 
tion of Hinshelwood and Clusius,3 who found that on 
illuminating a PH3 - 02 mixture below the lower 
critical explosion pressure, the pressure to which the 
mixture had to be compressed in order to obtain 
explosion was lower than that of the unilhuninated 
gases. A mercury lamp with .a chlorine- bromine 
filter transmitting 250 -280 µu was used in these ex- 
periments. The effect was shown to have its origin 
in the phosphine molecule, but in view of the fact 
that phosphine itself does not absorb in the region 
250 -280µµ, it would seem that the incidental presence 
of mercury vapour resulted in the phosphine being 
decomposed by excited mercury atoms into hydrogen 
atoms and probably PH or PH2 radicals, which pro- 
duce the Hinshelwood- Clusius effect. Hinshelwood 
and Clusius concluded that the active material was 
present in the gas phase, but on repeating their ex- 
periment by exposing the mixture in one tube and 
determining the explosion pressure immediately after 
in another similar tube, the effect was not observed. 
That is, the effect is most probably a wall phenomenon, 
the illumination of the mixture producing a molecule 
or radical which is afterwards adsorbed on the walls ; 
the latter are thereby enabled to reflect the chains more 
efficiently, thus decreasing the explosion pressure. It has also been found that pretreatment of the walls 
with atomic hydrogen results in a decreased explosion 
pressure. H. W. MELVILLE. 
Chemistry Department, 
The University, Edinburgh, Feb. 25. 
1911. 
2 Cf. Dalton and Hins el wood Proc. l Roy. Soc., A, 125, 294; 1929. Proc. Roy. Soc., A, 129, 589; 1930. 
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THE OXIDATION OF PHOSPHORUS VAPOUR AT 
LOW PRESSURES. 
BY H. W. MELVILLE. 
Received 18th 5'anuary, 1932. 
Within the past few years a number 1 of chemical reactions have 
been studied which possess a rather peculiar characteristic. The addition 
of an inert gas to the reaction mixture results in an increase in the re- 
action velocity. Reactions which exhibit this behaviour are chain 
reactions. According to the theory of chain reactions this increase is 
explained by supposing that the chains are terminated when they en- 
counter the wall of the reaction vessel. The presence of an inert gas, 
by decreasing the mean free path of the molecules in the reaction mixture 
prevents the chains from reaching the walls and thus enables the chain 
to be longer than it normally would have been ; this results in an in- 
crease of the reaction velocity. 
In chain reactions which proceed explosively, for example, the 
oxidation of phosphorus 2 and phosphine 8 at low pressures, the effect 
of inert gases is to accelerate the reaction velocity but the effect is made 
evident by the inert gas lowering the lower critical oxidation pressure. 
That is, the inert gas facilitates the occurrence of explosion. 
The effect of the inert gas can be expressed quantitatively by an 
equation originally deduced by Semenoff.2 If pp p0, are the 
pressures of phosphorus, oxygen and inert gas respectively then, at 
the lower explosion limit, 
pp4 . po2(1 + Px 
po2) 
= constant . . (1) 
' For example the H,-02 reaction, Gibson and Hinshelwood, Proc Roy. Soc., 
119A, 595, 1928. 
2 Semenoff, Z. Physik, 46, 109, 1927 ; Z. physikal. Chem., 2B, 161, 5929. 
2 Dalton and Hinshelwood, Proc. Roy. Soc., I25A, 295, 1929. 
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provided the explosions are confined to a vessel of a given size. ii 
(n) indicates that the inert gas effect should be independent of the na 
of the gas. This result is due to the assumption that the molecules 
02 and X have the same mass and diameter and that therefore them 
free path is inversely proportional to the total pressure. 
Subsequent work 4 on this effect has shown that (i) does not 
scribe exactly the effect of gases on the lower critical oxidation limit, 
phosphorus. From (i) it is seen that if i /pot is plotted agai: 
i + px a straight line should be obtained. The slope A pp4 + po2 
this line is, however, dependent on the nature of X. It was found t' 
when the diffusion coefficient D of oxygen molecule through X is mu 
plied by A an approximately constant quantity was obtained. 
Recently H. W. Thompson 5 has found that a similar relation,. 
holds for the lower critical oxidation limit of hydrogen. The effect 
extends to the oxidation of methane. Equation (n) is thus mock 
(empirically) to 
r 
pp4. po2(i + PD + po2) = constant *. 
In order to deduce this equation the original theory must be modil 
to some extent. The problem is very complicated since the rate 
diffusion of a reaction chain involves the diffusion of the two propaga 
into a ternary mixture. Semenoff 6 has attempted an exact solution 
the case for the hydrogen- oxygen reaction assuming the propaga! Let 
were H and excited HO2 molecules. This treatment is not suitable: rear 
the above case. Another attempt at an exact kinetic theory anal', 
of the diffusion of reaction chains was made recently by Bursian 
Sorokin,7 but their treatment is not applicable in the present case 
these investigators assumed at the outset that the masses and diametr Frc 
of the reacting molecules were equal. 
The following consideration represents an attempt to obtain 
on as simple a basis as possible. Following Dalton and Hinshelwoo. 
let the chain propagators be X0 and Xp and assume that X0 is produa 
spontaneously at a rate k1F(c) in the reaction mixture, that X0 collie thu 
with P4 to give Xp and that Xp collides with 02 to give X0 then for:: 
stationary state. cox 
dpxo Ma 
dt = k,F(c) + ock2pxppo2 - kopxopp4 - Kpxo = o, 
= kspxopp4 - k2pxppo2 - Kpxp = o 
rvh 
cc introduces the branching chain hypothesis. K is the rate at rvloî an 
X0 and Xp reach the wall of the vessel and are destroyed. For me 
condition of explosion, i.e., pxo = co 
/ fus 
(oc - i)k3pp4po2 = K(p02 + pp4) . G ex 
in! 
4 Melville and Ludlam, Proc. Roy. Soc., 132A, ro8, 2931. - to 
5 See page 299. co 
* A misprint occurs in ref. 4 on p. 125. The letter D should be written D'' th 
















he nat, According 
to the Einstein- Smoluchowski diffusion law the time (t) 
he n 
required for a molecule to reach a point distant x from the original posi- 
cn1e 
tion is connected with the diffusion coefficient of the molecule through 
them 
the gas by the equation 
x2 = 2Dt (6) 
not 
a limi! K is inversely proportional to t and D is inversely proportional to the 
l agni_ total gas pressure (equal masses and diameters), and if x is the radius 
spe 
of a cylindrical reaction vessel then K ti {x2(pp4 + po2 + px)} -1 so 
that substituting in (5), '(i) is obtained. 
und tf Consider now a single molecule diffusing through a ternary gas 
is mati mixture in which the diffusion coefficients for each gas separately are 
D2, D2 and D3. If t is the time required to diffuse a given distance then 
ations assume that 
ffect 
modif 
H. W. MELVILLE 3 
t I ¡ I I. Dl D2 D3 (7) 
For a single gas D ti Mpa2 where M is the molecular weight, p the 




I /D1 + I ID2 + I /D3 
pagai ^. (M1 p1(112 + M22p2a22 + 11/31p3a32) -1 (8) 
lutina 
pagab Let o1= o2 and M1 = M2 these being constants of any particular 
table: reaction then multiplying (8) by a12M1i 
anal) 
















Pp4 p0 2(I -I- u32M1 . + po / = 
constant. 
pp 4 2 
The variable which determines the magnitude of the effect of X is 
thus o32M3i. Let a12M1i = k and substituting for a32M3x the more 
complicated factor o2 ( I + I) _ as demanded by the Stefan - 
Ag MA Mx 
Maxwell theory for the diffusion of a binary mixture (co) becomes 
Pp4 p02(í aAx(I /MA 
+ I /Mx) - x 1 =constant (ii) 
pp 
. 
4 -I-- pot 
where MA and Mx are the molecular weights of the diffusing molecule 
and of X . aAX is the sum of the radii of A and X . MA and aA will be 
mean values since they represent the effect of X0 and Xp. 
It emerges, therefore, that the factor multiplying px is not the dif- 
fusion coefficient (it is only inversely proportional to it) but a factor 
expressing the molecular weight and effective collision diameter of the 
inert gas molecules. For some particular gas this factor will be ,equal 
to unity. In the phosphorus experiments it would appear that the more 
complicated organic molecules fulfil this condition. Thus (Io) will assume 
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Inhibition in the Gas Phase. 
If, in addition, the added gas X is able to stop the reaction chai 
the gas phase the equations developed above must be modified. 
correction has been developed from a theory of Kowalski,' and it 
been shown 4 that 
k'A = I U/RT 
where k' and a are constants and e- UIRT is the ratio of the numbs 
collisions stopping the chains to the total number of collisions of X 
the reaction chains. There is reason to believe' that a is not less t 
0.1 and may possibly be equal to unity. In the latter case (12) may 
written 
k'A = 1 - e - U/RT 
and hence if e- U /RT = I, A = o. If A has a value less than that 
pected from the diffusion coefficient for X this deviation may be aseri 
to the termination of reaction chains in the gas phase. This resulti 














dp xo .- 
dt = k1F(c) + ack2pxPpo2 - kspxopP4 - k4pxopx - Kpxo = o 
0 
the penultimate term representing the inhibitory effect of X. If k, 
k3 = k2, (5) becomes 
/, (o: - I)k3pP4po2 = K(pp4 + Po2 + Px) 
or substituting the value of K 
PP4.P02 = constant, 
so that the lower critical oxidation limit is unaffected by the addito 
of X. The inhibitory effect thus balances the diffusion effect. 
This inhibition may explain the relatively small influence of aceto: 
and formaldehyde ethylal in Thompson's H2 /02 experiments. A we. 
defined inhibitory action has been found for the P4 - 02 reaction aft 
pressures, tetraethyl lead being used. 
If tetraethyl lead acts as an inert gas its effect should be approximate 
equal to that of mesitylene or methylene chloride, A = I.30 where. 
from the results given in Table I., A = 0.74. From equation (r 
e - U/RT = 0.4, i.e. I collision in every 2.5 is effective in terminating t. 
chain. For comparison the results for methylene chloride are give 
D for tetraethyl lead cannot be calculated since the molecular diamete 
has not yet been measured. An estimate of this magnitude may 
made from the parachor and D finally calculated giving a value closer, 
that for mesitylene. 
Pressures are in mm. Hg. The two series of experiments were carne 
out under slightly different conditions, which accounts for the smi 
difference in p02, for px = o. 
Equation (13) also explains another peculiarity of the oxidationá 
phosphorus at low pressures. On Semenoff's theory atomic oxyga 
is one of the chain propagators. From the experiments of Harto 
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nd Kopsch 
1° on the reactions of atomic oxygen with organic compounds 
vapours) and other gases it would be expected that most organic com- 
chaioi;ounds would act as inhibitors for the P4 - 02 reaction since these 
ed. Tcompounds are completely oxidised under the experimental conditions 
ad it,of Harteck and Kopsch. As is seen from (13), however, e - 
UIRT must 
be at least o1 or I in '0 collisions must be effective if inhibition is to 
be noted since the experimental error is of the order of io per cent. 
In the reaction tube employed by Harteck and Kopsch an oxygen atom 
umbel could make as many as Io6 collisions with other gas molecules present 
if X that even if oxidation only occurred with a collision efficiency of io - 
b 

























Methylene Chloride. Tetraethyl Lead. 
á á 
pX, P02 r/?0: á. + 
4,. 
x. P02. r/P08 a á R 
+ + 
o 0.068 t4.7 100 0 0.054 185 100 
0.027 0.055 18.2 145 0.032 0.041 24 167 
0054 0o4i 24 1432 0.035 0'041 24 113 
0.070 0.032 31 22 0.054 0.036 28 2.25 
0081 0.034 29 24 0'059 0.035 29 240 
0.089 0.026 38 2.7 0.068 . 0.029 35 290 
0097 0'029 34 2-8 0076 0.033. 31 2'93 
0.119 0.019 53 3'7 0.078 0.026 38 336 
0135 0017 59 42 0084 0.026 38 3.50 
0.162 0.014 71 5.2 0.095 0.023 43 4'16 
0.170 0.013 77 5'5 ol08 0.022 46 480 
0.197 0.011 91 6.5 0.122 0.019 53 5'70 
0216 0.009 1,10 74 0.122 0.018 56 5.98 
0.219 0.008 120 7.6 0.138 0.013 8o 81 
much more sensitive than the low pressure explosions of P4 - 02 mix- 
tures as a detector of oxidation by atomic oxygen. This explains the 
discrepancy between the two series of experiments. 
At the upper critical explosion limit of phosphorus vapour termina- 
tion of the chains takes place entirely in the gas phase. In the following 
treatment an attempt is made to calculate the efficiency of the deacti- 
vating process. It will be assumed (1) the influence of the size of the 
reaction tube is negligible ; (2) X0 is destroyed by collision with 02 
and (3) with X. Equations (3) and (4) are therefore written 
dpxo 
- k1F(c) -{- cck2pxppo2 - kapx°pp4 - k4pxopo2 - ksPxoPx = 0 (14) 
dpxp 
di = k3pxapp4 - k2pxppo2 = o . (15) 
Solving for pxp, then pxo and introducing the condition for explosion 
kspp4(oc - I) = k4p02 -I- kspx (16) 
10 Z. Eleclrochena., 36, 714, 1930 ; Z. physikal. Chem., 12B, 327, 1931. 
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pot being the upper critical explosion pressure. There are fr e crít 
mental data in support of (1 5) from the experiments of a num;100e is 
authors. If px = o, then pot PP4 which has been found to b; o per 
case by Kowalski.8 If pot is kept constant px will increase with zone ; 
(Emeleus 11). The presence of X reduces p02-an effect which has' 
m 
t 
known for many years. To enquire into this question more ei ph( 
(i6) may be rearranged 
se i 
k3/k5pr4 l« - I) k the the 
P°2 
- k4 /kb +'px /p02 a' + px/p02 
This equation has been found by Schacherl12 to express the beha howdl s 
of nitrogen peroxide with a considerable degree of accuracy. Anua,of the 
of other substances also conform to this equation.13 For a given: numbe 
stance k and a' are characteristic the reciprocals of k and of a' b this nr 
measure of the efficiency of X as a poison since they contain the cotsWhíle 
k5. The ratio k/á according to (i7) should be independent of X. 
relationships are shown in table II., the data being obtained fromT 
and Gorlacher's experiments. 
TABLE II. 




Sulphur Dioxide . . 23 13520 390 6 X ID' 
Benzene . . 21 IoBoo gro Bxlo 
Cyclohexane 2o IOI00 500 q X Io 
Acetylene . . . . r r 3 7020 35o 1'2 X Io 
Methylcyclohexane . . 8.2 4530 55o 18 x Io 
Ethylene . . . . r75 I070 610 y x Io.: 
Propylene , 0 35 168 480 5 x Io ,. 
Cyclohexene . o II 58 53o 1.4 x ra', 
IsOprene . o 025 20 800 4 x to 
Iron Pentacarbonyl . . 04o033 Iq 520 5 x Io'' 
The common gases, e.g. N2, CO2, H2, etc., have only a small effec react 
the upper critical limit and the results of different investigators are: that 
in very good agreement. If it is assumed that iron penta -carbon, exert 
as efficient a poison as tetraethyl lead then from the value of K the aba'. 0 
values of the efficiency of the poison may be calculated. This isgi! walls 
in the last column of the above table. It is of importance to notes wall 
the efficiencies lie between l0 1 and io 5 in agreement with the, with 
periments of Harteck and Kopsch. but 
the v 
Effect of Ozone and of Phosphine at Low Pressures. musi 
The effect of ozone and of phosphine on the behaviour of P4 Owil 
mixtures has also been investigated at low pressures, both gases gar?, read 
abnormal results. Kowalski had found 8 that ,ozone raises the up' 
from 
critical explosion limit, that is, it facilitates the propagation of 
ex pl 




11 J. Chem. Soc., 1336, 1926. 
12 Coll. Czech. Chem. Comm., 2, 665. 1930. 
12 Centnerszever, Z. physikal. Chem., 26, 9, 1898 ; Tausz and Gorlache, 




eui a critical explosion pressure. For 
instance, with less that 5 per cent. 
nosh one in the oxygen the pressure 
of the mixture for explosion was about 
to b; :o per cent. less than that without ozone. It is evident therefore, 
that 
with ¡zone decreases the explosion pressure 
in some way which is different 
h has om 
the normal diffusion effect since this would amount to a decrease 
are d 'f I 
to z per cent. 
Phosphine has an exactly opposite effect -it raises the lower critical 
pressure of P4 - 02 mixtures. This effect is entirely unexpected from 
the theoretical point of view, for if PH3 is a strong 
inhibitor in the gas 
phase it should have little or no influence. This seems to 
indicate that 
Me effect is connected with the initiation of the chains. 
But theory 
behu shows that the explosion limit is not affected by the rate of production 
A nuc of the centres which start the chains providing, of course, that a finite 
give number of centres is produced. It may be that phosphine can 
reduce 
a bei this number to such a small value that the explosion limit is affected. 
e coos:, While it has not yet been proved whether the chains in this particular 
K. 
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reaction are initiated in the gas phase or at an interface, it would appear 
that an interface is more suitable than the gas phase for inhibition to 
exert its full influence. 
On the other hand if the chains can make elastic collisions with the 
walls of the containing vessel it is probable that the condition of the 
wall may alter the explosion pressure. Experiments have been made 
with walls of various substances, " clean " glass, paraffin wax, platinum, 
but no significant variations were obtained. This was probably due to 
the walls being covered with oxides of phosphorus since several explosions 
must take place in any one tube in order to measure the critical pressure. 
Owing to an accident during the course of these experiments one of the 
reaction tubes was covered with a layer of concentrated sulphuric acid 
from an adjacent manometer. It was then found that in this tube the 
explosion pressure had fallen to about half its initial value. That is 
a sulphuric acid surface reflects the chains better than a glass surface 
covered with oxides. Correspondingly, phosphine may be adsorbed 
on the oxide coated wall yielding a surface which is much more effective 
in the termination of chains than the oxides alone. The critical ex- 
plosion pressure is thus raised. In this connection it may be pointed 
8 THE OXIDATION OF PHOSPHORUS VAPOUR 
out that the curve obtained by plotting explosion pressure 
phosphine pressure resembles an adsorption isotherm (Fig. i). i 
observation supports this view. After a series of experiments h 
carried out with phosphine the tube had to be pumped out for an 
long time before the explosion pressure fell to its original val 
TABLE III. 








o0 5.0 0.0 6.0 
0.1 14.0 0.5 19.2 
02 T8.4 0.9 32.o 
0'5 314 1.3 28.0 
2.2 58 2.0 48.0 
5.0 75 2.6 61 
7'5 72'4 3'0 67 
zo-o 75 3'7 72 
15.0 72 4.8 86 
6.5 87 
10.0 94 . 
one experiment when pumping out normally required two 
the process had to be carried on for thirty minutes to regain 
conditions. 
If the effect is due to inhibition in one of the forms suggested 
it is all the more surprising since phosphine itself is sponta 
inflammable in oxygen. Two 
series of experiments are re- Pressure of Phosphorus. Time tor Ex 
corded in Table III. to show the (mm') 
magnitude of the effect. 
The addition of phosphorus o T min. 4 
vapour to phosphine reduces the o007 I 2 
lower critical explosion pressure 0.025 o 5 
of phosphine as is shown here. 
These phenomena are being investigated in more detail in 
ascertain what light they may ultimately throw on the pheno 
the low pressure oxidation of phosphorus and of phosphine. 
* This is the time required for oxygen to leak through a capillary 
reaction tube. 
ABERDEEN: THE UNIVERSITY PRESS 
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INERT GAS EFFECTS IN CHAIN REACTION 
BY H. W. MELVILLE. 
Received 7th September, 1932. 
In certain chain reactions, particularly thermal oxidations, in u 
wall deactivation is prominent, it has been shown that the additive 
inert gases increases the rate of oxidation. This phenomenon 
explained by Semenoff 1 on the assumption that the inert gas hinder,. 
diffusion of the chains to the walls, postpones deactivation and there 
increases the length of the chains. It was shown by Semenoff thatt 
increáse in chain length can be represented by the factor 
1 + px /(px + pot) 
where px, pR and pot are the pressures of inert gas, oxidisable subA 
and ogygen respectively. This expression was derived from the 




























H. W. MELVILLE 815 
assumption that the mean free path of the chains in the gas mixture is 
inversely proportional to the total pressure. Later work on the phos- 
phorus-oxygen reaction 2 revealed that this was only a first approxima- 
tion, the second approximation factor being 
where µ is a constant and is inversely proportional to the diffusion 
coefficient of the chains through the gas mixture. 
It has now been found that this second approximation holds valid 
for a number of chain reactions. The object of the present note is to 
point out some regularities in the values of µ in different reactions and 
to show that these regularities are in agreement with the theory so far 
as it has been developed. 
The determination of the value of p may be carried out in two different 
ways. In the first, the acceleration of the stable chain reaction velocity 
may be measured. If Rx and Ro are the rates with and without inert 
gas present then µ is given by 
+ wPg (pR + Po2) 
Rx - Ro PR + Pox 
Ro Px 
(I) 
In the second method may be obtained by measuring the lowering of 
the lower oxidation limit upon the addition of inert gas. In these cir- 
cumstances 
PítP02 = PRP02(I + NPX!(PR + pox)) (2) 
where p' denotes pressures in absence of inert gas. 
The Experimental Data. 
The available experimental data for six oxidation reactions are 
collected in Table I. 
TABLE I.- REACTION. 
Inert Gas. H2 - O2. CH4 - 02. PHs - 02. H28 - Oa. CS2 - 02. P4 - 02. 
He . 0.15 23 - - - - 0'13 
Ne . - - - - - - 0.20 
A . 1.16 7.3 o8 0.9 0$9 0.64 0.46 
N2 2'35 5'1 12 0.3 0.44 042 037 
CO, . . 2'4 - P5 - - 083 0.48; 
SO2 
. . 2.6 - 2.7 - - 0.92 0.52 
CH2(0Et)2. 3'0 - - - - - - 





- - 3.4 * 3.0 * - - - - - - 0'84 0.84 
With phosphine 3 and phosphorus 2 the lower limiting explosion 
pressures were determined by the usual methods at temperatures in 
the neighbourhood of 15° Ç. In the case of hydrogen 4 and methane 5 
'Melville and Ludlam, Proc. Roy. Soc., 132A, 1o8, 1931. *I am indebted to Dr. H. W. Thompson for these values. 'Dalton and Hinshelwood, Proc. Roy. Soc., 125A, 294, 1929. 4Thompson, Trans. Faraday Soc., 28, 299, 1932; cf. also Horde and Thompson, J. Chem. Soc., in the ress. 
'Thompson and Kearton, J. Chem. Soc., 933, 1932. 
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chain centres in sufficient concentration to produce lower li 
explosion pressures had to he introduced by means of an electric 
The carbon disulphide explosions had to be initiated by a hot tun 
filament.6 Similarly a hot filament was required for the hyd 
sulphide,' the gas mixture in both cases being at about 15° C. 
.e for neon and argon in the phosphorus reaction was confirma', 
experiments --on the stable chain reaction below the lower limit' 
The second column under the H, - 02 reactions shows the valu 
p. calculated from the data of Gibson and Hinshelwood 9 on the st 
chain reaction above the upper limit. The available data are give 
Table II. and the value of p. calculated from equation (I). Pry 






























02. pxz + pH ° 
Increase in 
Rate. 
450 300 2.45 2.2 300 50 1.26 (r. 
450 500 3.91 2.6 30o roo 2'40 .'. 
300 300 1.75 (1'7) 300 150 3'33 
300 500 3.29 2.3 300 200 4.76 5 
Average 2.3 300 250 6.17 6: 
Average p: 
Argon. Water Vapour. 
PH2 + 02. PA* . 
IneRreaee in µ. PH2 + 02. pH$O. 
IncRate. in 
" 
300 xoo 2.84 (5'5) 300 50 1'4 
300 200 5.24 6.3 300 100 3.6 1^ 
300 500 14.2 7.9 300 200 6.2 7' 










The value of µ does not remain constant but increases with ¡; whei 
Moreover, the µ's for all gases are considerably greater than those: oA is 
tained by Thompson at the lower limit. Had the values of deem reac 
with px deactivation by the inert gas would have been indicated. simi 
opposite tendency seems to point to the kinetics being rather r will 
complex than at the lower limit, the inert gas not wholly functia 0.13 
in the manner common to the other reactions in Table I. 
The abnormally large value of p. for N,0 in the spark experim. sub: 
for the HZ - 02 reaction is probably due to the N20 participating is: of i 
reaction for when H2 and 02 are sparked in presence of N20 tirer: MA 
appreciable reaction of the N20 with H2. In fact explosive combo 
of 112 and N20 can be brought about by means of a spark. gene 
° Ritchie and others, Proc. Roy. Soc., in the press. 
9 Ritchie, private communication. Th( 
° Melville and Ludlam, Proc. Roy. Soc., 135A, 325, 1932. par 
9 Proc. Roy. Soc., 119A, 59x, 1928. 
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i The values for phosphine are possibly complicated 
by the fact that 
rics.;eactivation is simultaneously occurring with the inert gas effect. For 
to ¡,stance, with argon µ decreases down to about 0.3 as the pressure of 
hyd argon increases ; and with nitrogen, although p. remains 
fairly constant 
he value appears to be much too low. 
Irma' 
It is interesting to point out here that in the photochemical H2 - Br2 
eaction at low pressures where wall deactivation becomes evident 10 the 
vab.j' ert gas effect increases in the series He, H2, 02, HBr, Br2, thus falling 




6 has made the interesting suggestion that it may be pos- 
sible to estimate the approximate mass and diameter of the chain carriers 
by a detailed study of the inert gas effect and so enable plausible re- - action mechanisms to be verified. For example, to take an extreme 
case it might be possible to say whether one of the chain carriers in the - oxidation of methane is a heavy peroxide or hydroxylated molecule 
compared with the highly mobile hydrogen atoms and hydroxyl radicals _ which are supposed to play an essential part in the H2 - 02 reaction.' 
On inspection of Table I. the first striking fact is that the inert gas 
(`: 
coefficients for the H2 - 02 reaction are consistently higher than those 
q, 
for any of the other reactions. In order to see how this comes about 
it the approximate expression for p. may be considered. It has been shown 12 
61 that ft is given by * 
51 
a (I /MA -i- I /Mx) - 
µ 
aA,I(1 /MA + I /MM) - § 
where tux is the sum of the radii of A, the chain carrier and X, the inert 
gas ; and aAM that of A and M the reaction mixture. The radius of A 
and of M will be a mean value owing to the existence of two chain pro- 
pagators and of the two different molecules of the reaction mixture. 
7' Similarly MA and MM will be mean molecular weights. In spite of these 
complications, it will be assumed that in the H2 - 02 reaction MA = I and 
1fs1= 2 and aA is the radius of the hydrogen atom. Owing to the small 
value of aA, it will have a relatively small influence on the factor ax/aAM 
so that this will be mainly governed by axial!, which will become large 
viti; when ag is large -this, in turn, making¡. large. On the other hand when 
hose: QA is comparable with ax and om, as is probably the case with the other 
ecrec reactions, j /r will not become so great as am increases. For a 
d. similar reason, the range of values of it from He to CC14 - o.15 - 6.9 
er c will therefore be much larger than is the case with the P4 - 02 reaction, 
ctia_ 0.13 0,84 
Turning now to the mass factor in the equation for µ it is seen on 
n0 substituting the values for MA and MM and supposing Mx large a value 
g10 of 1.5 is obtained again tending to make high. With other reactions 
then MA, Mx and MM are comparable so that the mass factor will approxi- 
10 Jost and Jung, Z. physikal. Chem., 3B, 83, 1929. Cf. also Kassel, Homo- 
geneous Gas Reactions, p. 243. 
" Bonhoeffer and Haber, Z. physikal. Chem., 137, 263, 1928. 
"Melville, Trans. Faraday Soc., 28, 308, 1932. 
'This equation is obtained from equations (2) and (1;) in reference 12. 
The coefficient kin (11) is written out in full since k will vary according to the 
particular reaction being considered. 
rm 
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mate to unity but perhaps rising slightly above this value as Mg b 
large. 
Thus both factors for the H2 - 02 reaction give high values 
The contribution of the OH radical in the H2 - 02 reaction has 
neglected for the sake of simplicity. If OH is taken into consid 
it would produce slightly lower values of µ. 
Another regularity may be observed in Table I., p. for argon, ni 
carbon dioxide and sulphur dioxide decreases in the series H2, CHI, 
CS2, P4. That is, as the mass and diameter of the oxidisable mo 
increases there is a corresponding decrease in p. for any one inert 
Now the mass and diameter of A will probably be proportional to M, 
the chain propagators is supposed to be a highly reactive mi 
resulting from the oxidation of the combustible substance. Conseq 
it would be expected for any given inert gas the factor ae2,xfa2AM 
decrease slightly in the series H2 to P4. For a similar reason the 
factor would also tend to decrease. 
Thus the two regularities, larger and greater range of for the 
actions involving lighter molecules of the oxidisable substance is acco 
for by the approximate theory. 
Summary. 
The effect of foreign gases on six oxidation chain reactions is 
marised and discussed, the reactions being the oxidation of H,, 
PH,, HSS, CS, and P4. Certain regularities in the influence of 
gases are pointed out and shown to be in agreement with theory so f2 
it has been developed. For instance, the inert gas has a greater ac 
tive influence on those reactions involving the oxidation of light mol 
The available experimental data would appear to indicate, on the 
of these calculations, that the mass of the chain carrier molecules in 
with the mass of the molecule of the combustible substance. 
The author wishes to thank Dr. E. B. Ludlam for his interests] 
paper and the Carnegie Trustees for a scholarship during the tenon 
which this work was carried out. 
Chemistry Department, 
University of Edinburgh. 
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138.] 
The Photochemistry of Phosphine. 
By H. W. MELVILLE. 
(Communicated by J. Kendall, F.R.S.- Received June 8, 1932.) 
Within recent years the spectroscopy and the photochemistry of the hydrides 
of the non -metallic elements has been the subject of much study and the 
results explained with considerable success on the basis of the newer theories 
of photochemical reactions. In spite of the fact that the photochemistry of 
ammonia has attracted some attention, yet the investigation of the equally 
simple molecule of phosphine seems to have been entirely neglected. It is 
with the object of filling this gap in photochemistry that the present experi- 
ments have been undertaken. 
The investigation naturally falls into three parts : (a) the absorption spectrum 
of phosphine, (b) the direct photochemical decomposition, (c) . the photo- 
sensitised decomposition. Experimental data on the photo -oxidation are 
also of importance in view of the fact that the thermal oxidation of phosphine 
is a chain reaction. 
In the present communication attention will be devoted to the photosensitised 
reactions, while the absorption spectrum and direct photo -reactions will, it 
is hoped, be dealt with in another paper. 
375 H. W. Melville. 
The Photosensitised Decomposition. 
Phosphine does not exhibit any absorption of visible or ultra -violet light 
until a wave -length of 230 Ill/ is reached,* therefore, it is at once evident that, 
in principle, the mercury photosensitised reaction may be conveniently studied, 
The general plan of the investigation included experiments corresponding 
to 
those which had already been carried out with ammonia. In addition, it i 
became necessary to extend this scheme as certain outstanding points required 
elucidation and extension. 
Apparatus. 
The arrangement of the apparatus employed is shown in fig. 1. The 
reaction tube was a long spiral of silica tubing 5 mm. in bore surrounding a 
simple form of mercury arc lamp. The lamp consisted of a slightly inclined 
silica tube 15 cm. long and 1 cm. in diameter fitted with side tubes and mercury 
reservoirs as is shown in the figure. The lamp and spiral were fitted into a 
brass tank through which water rapidly flowed for cooling purposes. The 
FIG. 1. 
spiral was connected by means of silica -glass ground joints on the left side to 
a phosphine storage trap T1, a trap T2 for saturating the gas with phosphorus 
vapour, and T3 which contained mercury in order to maintain the concentra- 
tion of the vapour at a steady value in the spiral. T3 was immersed in water 
contained in a vacuum flask. On the right side the spiral was attached (a) to 
storage bulbs and pipettes containing phosphine, ammonia, hydrogen, oxygen 
and argon ; (b) to a mercury manometer, McLeod gauge and a mercury vapour 


















































Photochemistry of Phosphine. 376 
pump. Suitable liquid air traps and small reservoirs were connected to this 
part of the apparatus in order to facilitate the handling of the various gases 
used in these experiments. 
During the preliminary work the brass box was filled with a 2.5 per cent. 
aqueous solution of potassium bromide in order to make sure that all light 
of X <240 p.y.* was filtered out from the radiation of the mercury lamp. 
In this case the solution was cooled by a coil of lead pipe in which a current of 
water circulated. After several hours' exposure the KBr was markedly 
decomposed. Later experiments showed that with unfiltered light from a 
water cooled arc the photosensitised was at least 100 times faster than the 
direct decomposition. 
When it was found that the rate of the reaction depended to some extent 
on the surface -volume ratio of the reaction tube the arrangement of lamp and 
reaction tube was changed. A vertical water cooled lamp and interchangeable 
cylindrical insolation vessels were substituted for the horizontal lamp. 
Since the experimental procedure varies with the type of experiment, details 
of the methods employed are most conveniently given with the numerical 
results. 
Materials. 
The phosphine was prepared from phosphonium iodide and potassium 
hydroxide, passed over soda lime, calcium chloride and phosphorus pentoxide 
collected in a liquid air trap after which it was fractionally distilled, the middle 
portion of the distillate being used. Ammonia was obtained by heating 
ammonium chloride and soda lime, dried with soda lime and fractionally 
distilled with solid carbon dioxide. 
Products of Decomposition. 
The first point to be settled about the photosensitised reaction is the nature 
of the end products. With the experimental arrangement described above 
using pressures of phosphine from 0.05 mm. up to 760 mm. an exposure of a 
few minutes or even seconds (at high phosphine pressures) sufficient to yield 
an amount of gas, non -condensible in liquid air, giving a pressure of about 
01 mm. This gas could only be hydrogen. After a large number of exposures 
it was observed that the rate of decomposition gradually fell off and simul- 
taneously a brown deposit was formed on the walls of the reaction tube. This 
* Z, Elektrochem.,' vol, 35, p. 702 (1929). 
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brown deposit was most probably red phosphorus or a phosphorus hydride 
since it was easily removed by heating or by washing with bromine water. 
If phosphine is decomposed according to the equation 4PH3 = P4 +6112, 
then the pressure of hydrogen produced should be 1.5 times that of the 
phosphine decomposed. Phosphine was introduced into the apparatus at a 
pressure which could be conveniently measured by the McLeod gauge, it was 
illuminated for a suitable length of time (in this case about 10 minutes, with 
30 volts and 4 amps. in the arc) and the pressure again measured ; the phosphine 
was then condensed out with liquid air in order to measure the pressure of the 
hydrogen. From these pressure readings, after making a small correction 
due to the fact that phosphine has a small vapour pressure at liquid air tempera- 
tures. it was then possible to calculate the percentage hydrogen produced. 














0.0550 0.0605 0.0200 92 
0.0985 0.1055 0.0230 96 
0.0645 0.0720 0.0245 95 
0.1710 0.1925 0.0745 94 
0.1015 0.1125 0.0390 93 
0.0520 0.0585 0.0225 98 
Average 95 
The average of 95 per cent. of the theory thus pointed to the conclusion that 
nearly all the phosphine decomposed formed phosphorus and hydrogen. The 
small deficiency in the amount of hydrogen is due, as will be shown later, to 
the clean up of part of the hydrogen on the walls of the insolation tube. 
Whether phosphorus vapour is first produced in the decomposition is not 
known, since under the influence of light from the mercury lamp the vapour 
is transformed into red phosphorus. 
In spite of the fact that red phosphorus appears as the final product of the 
reaction, it was important to find if the addition of phosphorus vapour caused 
any decrease in the rate owing to the absorption of the 253.6 p line of the 
mercury spectrum. A piece of yellow phosphorus was placed in T2 which was 
kept at - 80° C. while phosphine was passed into the spiral at about 2 ram, 
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chick' 
pressure of hydrogen determined. After pumping out and refilling the spiral 
er, 
with the same pressure of phosphine, T2 was warmed up to 15° (vapour pressure 
GH,, 
of yellow phosphorus 0.026 mm.) and a trap on the right side of the spiral 
E tli' 
cooled to -80° so that a constant stream of phosphorus vapour passed through 
at 
the spiral. Experiments were made alternately with and without phosphorus 
vapour when it was found that only a slight diminution in rate occurred, e.g., 
from 0.0250 mm. /min. to 0.0245, 0.0295 to 0.0285, 0.0300 to 0.0295. The 
'h1°' small influence of the phosphorus is, no doubt, due to the high absorption 
f flir 
coefficient of the mercury vapour for the resonance line compared with that 
3tioo 
of phosphorus vapour ; for example,* with a mercury vapour pressure of 
xia 0.001 mm. 95 per cent. of the resonance line is absorbed in a layer of vapour 
iced, 
2 cm. thick. 
Effect of Hydrogen. 
It is well known that molecular hydrogen is a paticularly efficient deactivator 
of excited (2 3P1) mercury atoms,t so that it would be expected that, as hydro- 
gen accumulates in the phosphine during decomposition, the reaction velocity 
will fall off even if the pressure of phosphine is maintained at a constant value. 
This is clearly illustrated in fig. 2, and it is to be noted that the inhibition by 
hydrogen is more marked with small phosphine pressures. In order to discuss 
the matter quantitatively, it will be convenient at this point to propose a simple 
mechanism for the reaction and to find how far this mechanism can account 
for the experimental data. The rate of decomposition is given by 
R - d [PH3] = k1 [Hg'] [PH3], (1) 
dt 
;hat 
The where kl is a constant, Hg' denotes the excited mercury atom in the 311 state. 









k1 [PH3] -1-k2 [112] -{- 
(3) 
sed where K is proportional to the intensity of the illumination and the con - 
tlir centration of the mercury vapour. The third term of (2) takes into account 
1111, 
* Gaviola, ' Phil. Mag.,' vol. 6, p. 1154 (1928). 
t Stuart, ' Z. Physik,' vol. 32, p. 262 (1925) ; Zemansky, ` Phys. Rev.,' vol. 36, p. 919 
(1930). 
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deactivation of Hg' by 112, while k3 is the rate at which Hg' reverts to the 1181 
state by radiation or by any other process which is independent of PH3 and 
112, e.g., wall deactivation. Deactivation by radiation is probably the mod 
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Fro. 2. -The inhibitory effect of hydrogen is shown by the decomposition curves becoming 
concave to the time axis as pH, increased. The curvature is greater the smaller the 
pressure of phosphine. The small variation in initial rate of reaction is due to variation 
in the intensity of the mercury lamp. 0.0086 mm. is the vapour pressure of PH, at 
-183° C. 
From equations (1) and (3) 
1/K 
(1 





and therefore if 1 /R is plotted against [H2] for a constant [PH3] a straight line 
should be obtained. Further, if Ro and RH are the values of R at the beginning 
of the reaction and after the hydrogen has accumulated, then from (4) 
Ro - RH k2 [112] 
RH ki [PH3] + k3' 
whereby it is then possible to calculate k2 /k3 if kr/k3 is known. The ratio 
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The horizontal lamp and spiral were used, the phosphine pressure being 
4.40 mm. and exposure time 2 minutes. Tables II and III give the record 
of a typical series of experiments. 
Table II. 
r,added Total pa, R Mean p$, 
(mm.). after experiment. mm. /2 minutes. during experiment. 
0.000 0.0225 0.0225 0.0112 
0.0435 0.0620 0.0185 0.0530 
0.0775 0.0935 0.0106 0.0855 
01080 0.1210 0.0130 0.1145 
0.1405 0.1500 0.0095 0.1455 
Table III. 
pii2. R. 1.'2/k3. pH,. R. k3/1c3. 
0.00 0.0233 - 0.08 0.0163 32.5 
0.02 00216 23.9 0.10 0.0145 36.7 
0.04 0.0200 25.0 012 0.0125 43.5 
006 0.0180 29.8 0.14 0.0103 54.5 
The results in Table III were obtained by plotting the mean pH.,, against R 
in Table II, and extrapolating back to R0. p$, and R of Table III are then 
read off from the curve and k2/k3 calculated by means of (5). Fig. 3 shows R 
and 1/R plotted against psG. As is seen, (a) from fig. 3 the plot of 1/R against 
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c 3.-The reciprocal of the rate of decomposition of PH, is not proportional to pg, 
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pHs is not a straight line but a curve convex to the pH. axis, and (b) from lai, or P. 
III, k2 /k3 does not remain constant but increases with p$; That is, the radio 
hibitory effect of hydrogen is greater than that predicted on the assumption thm ably 
deactivation alone is responsible for the decrease in the rate of decomposition eape 
It might be suggested that this additional effect is due to the hydrogen ato u. rode] 
produced by collisions between excited merçury atoms and H2, recombini phos 
with the red phosphorus deposited on the walls of the reaction vessel. Then It 
are, in the literature two records of the action of atomic hydrogen on yelloi of I 
phosphorus. Langmuir* found that although a hot (1200° K.) tungsten fiV 
ment dissociates PH3 into yellow phosphorus (which is deposited on tie walk 
of the tube) and hydrogen, when the filament was heated to a higher tempes 
türe the atomic hydrogen, produced by impact of 112 on the tungsten surface, 
is able to recombine with the phosphorus to regenerate phosphine. Similarl¡ 
Bonhoefferf found that atomic hydrogen produced in a Wood's tube readij 
reacts with white phosphorus to give PH3, but in addition, a brown iridescent 
film was formed in the neighbourhood of the phosphorus. It is of importase 
to note that this film was apparently unattacked by atomic hydrogen. HI 
brown deposit is similar to that obtained in the photosensitised decomposition 
phosphine, then atomic hydrogen ought not to retard the reaction in this manes 
However, experiments were made to find if, under the experimental condition 
employed in this work, there was any reaction between phosphorus and atonie 
hydrogen produced photochemically. The method employed consisted in 
admitting hydrogen to the silica spiral with trap T3 at 15 °, T2 at -80 °, and 
T5 at -183 °. The lamp was switched on and the normal clean up of hydrogen 
measured, then T2 was warmed to 15° so that phosphorus vapour mixed with 
the hydrogen. If any combination occurred between the phosphorus vapour 
or the red phosphorus on the spiral and the atomic hydrogen then, owing to 
T5 being at -183 °, the rate of clean up of the hydrogen should be markedly 
increased. The pressure of hydrogen is plotted against time of illumination 
in fig. 4 and it is at once seen that the rate of clean up is unaffected by the 
presence of phosphorus. As is customary with clean up phenomena the rate 
decreases as the silica surface becomes covered with atomic hydrogen. The rate 
of clean up amounts to the right order of magnitude to account for the slight 
deficiency of hydrogen produced during the decomposition of the phosphine. 
These experiments seemed to indicate that recombination of atomic hydrogen 
occurred with an intermediate product of the dissociation, for example, PH, 
* ` J. Amer. Chem. Soc.,' vol. 34, p. 1310 (1912). 















































Photochemistry of Phosphine. 3$ 
or PII radicles. The existence of PH2 is not known, but apparently PH 
radicles can exist in flames* and discharge tubes.t Since these radicles prob- 
ably have only a comparatively short life, it was necessary to devise an 
experiment whereby atomic hydrogen could be produced in the reaction tube 
independently of, but simultaneously with the photo -dissociation of the 
phosphine molecule, and to observe whether the rate of dissociation is decreased. 
It is probable that the initial process in the photosensitised decomposition 
of PH3, Hg (2 3P1) -}- PH3 = PH2 + H + Hg (11S0) is similar to the direct 
20 40 GO 
Time, mins. 
Fis. 4. -The clean up of the hydrogen is not affected by the presence of phòsphorus vapour, 
hence no phosphine is formed. 
reaction, by + PH3 = PH2 + H. On the strength of this assumption, the 
basis of the idea for testing the above hypothesis is as follows. Phosphine is 
mixed with a large excess of hydrogen and illuminated, (a) with light from a 
zinc spark and the amount of decomposition noted, (b) simultaneously with a 
zinc spark and a water -cooled mercury lamp. In the first case, the excess 
hydrogen has no effect on the direct reaction ; in the second, however, the 
photosensitised decomposition is inhibited with the simultaneous production 
of atomic hydrogen which ought to combine with PH2 or PH and so retard 
the dissociation brought about by the zinc spark. 
Owing to experimental limitations the rate of the photosensitised reaction 
was quite comparable with the direct reaction. The latter could not be 
increased because of the low pressure of phosphine and consequent small 
absorption of radiation ; the spark also could not be conveniently increased in 
* Ludlam, Nature,' vol. 128, p. 271 (1930). 
fi Pearse, ` Proc. Roy. Soc.,' A, vol. 129, p. 328 (1930). 
38$ H. W. Melville. 
intensity as it was already consuming 1 amp. at 4000 volts. Separate e 
ments were therefore made with arc and spark and the total amount of hydro; 
produced compared with that from the simultaneous illumination. Inspe 
of Table IV shows that there is in every case a much smaller amount 
hydrogen obtained with simultaneous illumination. In order to prove t' 
point beyond doubt, the two experiments recorded at the bottom of Table 
show that the effect is not observed if hydrogen is absent. A 2 -cm. silica tie 
was used with the arc and spark on either side. 
Effect of Tube Diameter. 
The next question which arises is whether the recombination occurs att 
walls, since owing to the low pressures, ternary collisions, such 
PH2 + H + X = PH3 + X', where X is a third gas molecule, are extrem 
infrequent compared with collisions with the walls. If the walls do play so 
essential part in the mechanism of the reaction, then it might reasonably! 
supposed that the surface /volume ratio of the reaction tube would have so 
influence on the rate of decomposition. The problem is reduced to finding! 













0.0865 0.1360 0.0720 0.0225 Arc. 
0.0415 
0.0850' 0.1345 0.0685 0.0190 Spark. 
0.0850 0.1335 0.0810 0.0325 Spark + arc. 
0.0575 0.1455 0.0970 0.0050 Arc. 
0.0165 
0.0560 0.1465 0.1020 0.0115 Spark. 
0.0535 0.1405 0.0935 0.0065 Spark + are. 
0.0555 0.1445 0.0975 0.0085 Spark + are 
00570 0.1470 0.0985 0.0105 Spark. 
0.0155 
0.0575 0.1455 0.0930 0.0050 Arc. 
0.0555 0.1110 0.0695 0.0140 Arc. 
0.0215 
0.0570 0.1110 0.0615 0.0075 Spark. 
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Table IV- (continued). 
Pell, 
(mm.). 









0.0550 - - 0.0170 Arc. 
0.0290 
00570 - - 0.0120 Spark. 
0.0585 - - 0.0300 Spark + arc. 
0.0580 - - 0.0190 Arc. 
0.0310 
0.0585 - - 0.0120 Spark. 
0.0585 - - 0.0300 Spark + arc. 
If [H2] = 0, equation (4) assumes the simple form 
1/R = 1/K (1 + ki [PHd) 
so that the ratio of the intercept to the slope of the line obtained by plotting 
1/R against 1 /[PH3] is k1 /k3. This equation which indicates how R varies 
with [PH3] will only be valid provided that the pressure of phosphine is low 
enough to prevent pressure broadening of the absorption line of mercury 
vapour. This was ensured in these experiments by working with pressures 
below 10 mm. Tubes of 2, 1, and 0.5 cm. bore were used, the results are given 






















PIG. 5. -The reciprocal of the rate of decomposition of PH3 is proportional to 1 /pr H, as 
is to be expected on the simple theory of the effect. 
E4.5 H. W. Melville. 
made for the deposition of red phosphorus on the walls. Since the value 
k1/k3 increases with increasing diameter of tube, it would appear that re 
bination of the products is facilitated by larger surface /volume ratios 
therefore that recombination occurs on the walls. 
Table V.- 2 -cm,, Tube. 
pPH, 













10.00 0.100 00425 1.00 1.00 10.00 0.100 0-0380 1.00 
1.26 0-80 0.0300 0.75 1.33 1.80 0.56 0.0280 0.80 
0.62 1.61 0.0245 0.66 1.52 0-56 1.79 0.0220 0.67 
0.36 2.78 0.0170 0.50 2.00 0.32 3.12 0.0160 0.52 
0.20 5.00 0.0140 0.45 2.22 0.20 5.00 0.0105 0.36 
10.00 0.100 0.0285 1.00 1.00 10.00 0.100 0.0270 1.00 
kl/k3.= 2.70. kit/es = 2.7. 





















rate (R). 1 /R. 
pPH,. 














































ki /ka = 1.56. kr/k3 = 1.60. 
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Comparison of the PH3 and NH3 Reactions. 
It is interesting to compare the phosphine results with those of ammonia 
obtained by Mitchell and Dickinson* who suggested a mechanism involving 
excited ammonia molecules. The existence of these molecules is rendered 
exceedingly improbable by Bonhoeffer and Farkas' workt on the photochemistry 
of ammonia. If the mechanism suggested in equations (1) and (2) also holds 
for the decomposition of ammonia, then from Mitchell and Dickinson's results 
the value of k1 /k3 may be readily obtained and amounts to 0.20 mm. -1. 
Whether k1 /k3 depends on the diameter of the insolation tube is not yet known, 
but it is evident that the phosphine reaction, according to these calculations,' 
is about ten times as fast as the ammonia decomposition. This result was con- 
.1 
firmed by a direct comparison using pressures of ammonia and phosphine of 6 mm. 
jin a cylindrical tube 2 cm. in diameter when 0.00115 mm. of N2 and 112 were 
produced per minute from NH3 and 0.0118 mm. /min. of hydrogen from PH3. 
It is impossible at present to find if this larger yield is due to the greater 
efficiency of PH3 as a deactivator of Hg 2 3P1, or to the reactions subsequent to 
the dissociation of the PH3 molecule being more efficient than the corre- 
sponding ammonia reactions. The effect may be due to both factors. 
i 1,f 
Another important calculation concerning the ammonia reaction may be 
made from the results of Mitchell and Dickinson. From equation (5) if [H2]1 
is the pressure of hydrogen required to reduce R to 2R0 then 
le 
.0 
k2 [H21 = k1 [NH3] + k3. (7) kk 
1 o 
The slope of the line obtained by plotting [H2] against [NH3] gives k1 /k2, i.e., 
k1 is obtained relatively to the rate of deactivation of Hg 2 3131 by 112. Since 
the efficiency of this latter process is known absolutely it is then possible to 
obtain k1 absolutely. For this purpose the rate of decomposition of NH3 is 
plotted against the- mean pressure of hydrogen for the interval concerned ; 














* ' J. Amer. Chem. Soc.,' vol. 49, p. 1487 (1927), 
t ' Z. plays. Chem.,' vol. 134, p. 337 (1928), 
38'7 H. W. Melville. 
In calculating their . results Mitchell and Dickinson assumed that ; were n 
was independent of [N113] -a supposition which is incorrect as is shown them 
the table above. From these data k1/k2 = 0.028. Thus the amni 
decomposition would appear to be much less efficient than quenching 
hydrogen. k1 and k2 are, however, composite factors and are given by , Pha 
equation x pressu 
k1 aa12 (1 /Mess -{- 1 /MNe,)f either 
k2 622 (1 /Mess -i- 1 /Mg_)' are co 
where 61 and a2 are the effective collision radii of the partners Hg and ;i thoug 
and Hg and H2, M denotes the molecular weight. oc is a factor which den w °old 
the number of ammonia molecules decomposed per collision which is effe Gib 
in deactivating the excited mercury atom. Zemansky* has recently ca proce 
out a series of very careful experiments on the quenching of mercury the p: 
nance radiation from which it is possible to obtain values for a. For liquid 
612 = 2.94 X 10 -16 cm.° and H2, a22 = 6.01 X 10 -16 cm.2. Inserting t . 
01 
Pl 
values in equation (8) a = 0.162. The corresponding result of Warb expo' 
for the direct decomposition, viz., 0.25 quantum efficiency) wo ` deter P > y (y Y) 
indicate that, if the collision between Hg 2 31)1 and NH3 resulting in deactivati resid 
of the mercury atom also results in fission of the NH3 into NH2 and H the appli 
view of the correspondence between y and a the processes succeeding t ' Tab 
elementary decomposition may possibly be identical. in th 
b 
Another interesting point of resemblance of the photosensitised reaction 
lies in the fact that 1/R is plotted against the pressure of hydrogen, curie 
convex to the abscissæ are obtained as is the case with phosphine. He 
again hydrogen would appear to exert an inhibitory effect on the reactia 
which is greater than that calculated on the assumption of simple deactivation 
The explanation is probably the same and, furthermore, the low quanta 
yield is possibly due to wall recombination of the primary products d 
dissociation. 
As has been shown above the phosphine reaction is about 10 times as fag 
as the ammonia reaction hence from equation (7) it is at once seen that ft 
inhibition by hydrogen is much less marked. Small pressures of phosphiY 
have to be used in order to obtain accurately measurable effects ; this, 
turn, introduces the difficulty that the phosphine pressure diminishes duun 
hyp 
an exposure and with it the reaction velocity. However, extended attempt 
is a 
* Phys. Rev.,' vol. 36, p. 919 (1930). 
t SitzBer. preuss. Akad. Wiss., p. 741 (1911) ; compare also Wiig and Kistiakowsh, 9 
J. Amer, Chem. Soc.,' vol. 54, p. 1906 (1932). '  
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at ere made but the results were so variable that little use could be made of 







carvi procedure was as follows : phosphine was admitted to the reaction tube and 
the pressure measured on the McLeod gauge ; it was then condensed out with 
rr Al 
liquid air and oxygen admitted to a known pressure such that the total pressure 
thh 
of PH3 and 02 was below the lower limit when the PH3 evaporated. The 
rbas exposure was made and the pressure of the gas not condensable by liquid air 
wou'r 
determined, this gas was then pumped off and the pressure exerted by the 
residual phosphine (after evaporation) racorded. Small corrections were 
applied owing to the volatility of the phosphine at -183 °. Inspection of 
Table VIII shows, that a considerable increase in reaction velocity is obtained 
in the presence of oxygen thus lending apparent support for the recombination 
The Photosensitised Oxidation. 
Phosphine and oxygen inflame spontaneously between certain limiting 
pressures,* so that photochemical experiments must be confined to pressures 
either above or below the explosion limits. The experiments described below 
are concerned with pressures at or below the lower limit. First of all, it was 
thought that by adding oxygen to the phosphine the rate of decomposition 
would be increased since the products of the primary dissociation would be 













Initialpra,.. p,, added. 




0.0750 0.0285 0.0340 0.0280 
0.0760 - - 0.0150 
0.0885 0.0710 0.0795 0.0605 
0.0885 - - 0.0070 
0.0865 0.0220 0.0390 0.0405 
0.0885 - - 0.0070 
0.0915 0.0890 0.0670. 0.0525 
0.0885 - - 0.0160 
hypothesis. The curious 
is about equal to that of 
*Dalton and Hinshelwood, 
A, vol, 128, p, 263 (1930). 
anomaly is that the pressure of uncondensable gas, 
the oxygen. Since oxygen accelerates the reaction 
` Proc. Roy. Soc.,' A, vol. 125, p, 294 (1929) ; Dalton, ibid., 
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it must be used up and, further, any oxide that might be formed is invole', 
at -183° so that the residual gas will probably be hydrogen. Thereto 
the scheme of the reaction may be amended : the oxygen attacks the prods 
of dissociation, forming oxides of such an energy content that they are a. 
to activate phosphine or oxygen molecules which initiate a stable chain react 
the residual PH3 and 02. If thi,A supposition is correct then t.. 
subsequent addition of argon to the PH302 mixture ought to increase the 
still further, precisely in the same way as argon accelerates* the stable cifi, 
oxidation of phosphorus. The data given in Table IX show that the s 
is correct. Argon does not accelerate the reaction in absence of oxygen. 1: 
is therefore not possible to say whether wall recombination is retarded h' 
oxidation owing to the intervention of the chain mechanism. 
Table IX. 
Initial 





00565 - - - 0.0115 
0.0500 0.0375 - 0-0275 0.0245 
0.0545 0-0425 0.0940 0.1215 0.0350 
0.0675 - - - 00125 
0.0675 0.0310 - 0.0385 0.0365 
0.0660 0.0325 0.0900 01355 0.0455 
0.0590 - - - 0.0135 
0.0610 0.0325 - 0.0420 0.0295 
00590 00325 0.1170 0.1520 0.0435 
Effects at the Lower Limit in PH3-02 Mixtures. 
When a PH3-02 mixture below the lower limit is illuminated by a mercure 
lamp, Hinshelwood and Clusiust found that on compression explosion toot 
place at a much lower pressure than the normal nnilluminated mixture. Th 
effect, however, is not permanent but decays slowly, the original explosiao 
pressure being reached. On further investigation the phosphine proved to he 
the origin of the effect and Hinshelwood and Clusius suggested that the 
phosphine molecule became activated by absorption of light ; the presence ei 
this activated molecule of long life produces the lowering of the limit. Fro 
the decay curves it was estimated that the active molecule could make 1, 
* Melville and Ludlam, Proc. Roy. Soc.,' vol. 135, p. 315 (1932), 
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many as 105 collisions with the walls before being deactivated. Since no 
excited or metastable molecule could undergo so many collisions with a wall 
without becoming deactivated, it was concluded that the molecule was active 
M virtue of its chemical unsaturation rather than its high energy content. 
Now in the theory of the oxidation of phosphine* the concentration [X0] 
of one of the chain propagators is given by 
X kik2 [02] 
F (c) -I- k1K . F (c) 
(9) [ 0] _ (1 - a) k2k3 [PH3] [02] + k2K [02] + k3K [PH3] + K2 
where lei, k2 and k3 are velocity coefficients and K the rate of deactivation of 
X0 at the walls, F(c) is the rate of production of chain centres. The condition 
for explosion is that [X0] = co or that the denominator of (9) is zero. F(c) 
does not appear in the denominator hence the explosion pressure ought to be 
independent of the rate of production of chain centres, therefore, the presence 
of active molecules produced photochemically should not alter the explosion 
limit. From (9) then, at the explosion limit 
[PH3] [02] = K' X constant, 
K' expressing the efficiency of deactivating collisions of X0 with the walls. A 
variation in the condition of the walls may consequently alter the explosion 
limit. 
Before proceeding, the question which required to be settled was whether the 
effect was due to the walls in spite of Hinshelwood and Clusius' demonstration 
that illumination of the tube itself did not change the explosion pressure. 
For this purpose two similar silica tubes provided with graduated scales and 
mercury reservoirs were connected together by a short length of tubing having 
a tap in the middle. This apparatus was connected to sources of PH3 and 02, 
pumps, etc. Phosphoric acid was used to coat the insides of the illumination 
tubes in order to maintain constant surface conditions. A hot mercury arc 
was employed for most experiments, although a water -cooled lamp was also 
used but owing to the intense resonance radiation it had to be placed at a 
considerable distance from the tube in order to avoid excessive photo -oxidation. 
No filters were employed. Let A and B (in which the explosion pressures are 
determined) be the two tubes. The principle of the method consists in illumi- 
nating a PH3-02 mixture in A and transferring immediately afterwards to 
E where the explosion pressure is measured. If the effect is a surface pheno- 
menon, then the explosion pressure should be identical with that of a similar 
* Dalton and Hinshelwood, loe, cit. 
G 
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unilluminated mixture, because the active surface remains behind in A. <h 
the other hand, if the active material is present in the gas it should prodo 
in B a diminished explosion pressure. 
Hinshelwood and Clnsius' experiments were repeated ; for example, aflo 
4 minutes' illumination of B the explosion pressure fell from 19.5 to 17.1 
(arbitrary) units. On allowing the illuminated mixture to stand for 4 mind] 
in B and also in contact with the tubes connecting A and B, the explosion 
pressure had risen to 17.3. Since the time of transference was about 16 
seconds no appreciable loss of active product would occur in this interval - 
In one experiment when the mixture was illuminated in A and the explosion The 
pressure determined in B the latter amounted to 22.1 units. Without Muni men 
nation it was 22.2. In two succeeding experiments the respective valus mir 
were 20.5 and 20.5 ; 22.0 and 21.6. There seemed no doubt therefore, that I 
the alteration of surface conditions was responsible for the greater explosibilitl to 
of the illuminated mixture. de( 
Since the effect has its origin primarily in the phosphine molecule, ore ant 
explanation would be that the PH2 radicles or H atoms are adsorbed on the the 
walls which then become less efficient in deactivating the chain propagator;, ex] 
the chain length thereby being increased and the explosion pressure couse 
quently diminished. But it has been seen that in presence of oxygen the rate silt 
of decomposition of the phosphine is greatly increased. If this fact is taken into . ab 
consideration with Frankenburger and Klinkhardt's extensive work* on the acs 
mercury photosensitised 112-02 reaction, which proceeds initially by means of at 
the ternary collision H + 112 + 02 = H2O + OH, then it is most probable, 
in view of the comparatively low pressures (< 1 mm.) and therefore infre sil 
quency of ternary collisions, that the phosphorus containing residue of the lai 
products of primary decomposition is immediately attacked by oxygen. Thu in 
hydrogen atom, on the other hand, diffuses to the walls and is most likely 
adsorbed there. 
This hypothesis is easily tested, for it is only necessary to pretreat the Pa 
surface of tube B with hydrogen atoms produced photochemically by the Pe 
Pa 
reaction Hg 2 3P1 -{- 112 and determine explosion pressures. The water PH 
cooled lamp was used during these experiments. Table X gives one serie Pe 
of results. The walls of the tube were washed down with phosphoric acid Pk 
after each experiment and the pressure of hydrogen amounted to about 
0.05 mm. 
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Table X. 









10 min. exposure. 
Dark. 
10 min. exposure. 
Dark. 
10 min. exposure. 
Dark. 
There is quite a definite decrease in explosion pressure. Separate experi- 
ments showed that the clean up of hydrogen was about 0.004 mm. per 10 
minutes, the length and diameter of B being 15 cm. and 2 cm. respectively. 
It remains to account for the decay of the effect. This may simply be due 
to the hydrogen atoms diffusing into the liquid phosphoric acid. Hence the 
decay period will depend on the phosphoric acid to some extent. Hinshelwood 
or and Clusius actually found that large variations were obtained depending on 
u the the previous history of the acid. If the tube is not coated with acid another 
ator.., explanation the decay can be advanced. 
ouch It has been shown by M. C. Johnson* that hydrogen atoms may remain on 
rate silica surfaces for long periods of time -much longer than the decay of the 
tinta above effect. Recombination of the atomic hydrogen would therefore not 
t tie . account for the phenomenon. What would seem more likely is the attack of 
ns at atomic hydrogen by impact of molecular oxygen on the surface. 
able, Hydrogen saturated with mercury vapour was therefore admitted to a clean 
nfre silica tube and part of it cleaned up by exposing the tube to the water- cooled 
F the lamp. Oxygen was then admitted and the pressures measured at suitable 








ps,initial 0.0735 mm. 0.0660 mm. 0.0465 mm. 
po, after clean up 0.0695 mm. 0.0625 mm. 0.0445 mm. 
Ps, +o, 0.0910 mm. 0.0865 mm. 0.0800 mm. 
Pari-o. After 8.5 minutes After 9 minutes After 10 minutes 
0.0905 mm. 0.0855 mm. 0.0780 mm. 
PIç +o, After 18.5 minutes 
0.0900 mm. 
After 19 minutes 
0.0845 mm. 
After 20.5 minutes 
0-0780 mm. 
Puri-o. - After 29 minutes - 
0.0845 mm. 
* Proc. Roy. Soc.,' A, vol. 123, p. 603 (1929) ; ibid., A, vol. 128, p. 447 (1930) ; ` Proc. 
Phys. Soc.,' vol. 42, p. 490 (1930). 
39a H. W. Melville. 
adsorbed hydrogen, since the total pressure of hydrogen + oxygen falls tos 
steady value after about 10 -20 minutes. A liquid air trap was connected 
to 
the apparatus when the oxygen was admitted. 
Langmuir* observed a similar disappearance of oxygen when it was admit} 
to a bulb in which hydrogen atoms had been produced by thermal dissociatias 
on a hot tungsten filament. 
In their experiments Hinshelwood and Clusius considered that light in the 
region 250 -280 NJ. (transmitted by a chlorine -bromine filter) was responsible, 
so that the initial stage of the reaction must have consisted in the photo- 
sensitised decomposition of phosphine due to the presence of some mercmr 
vapour. The effect is not, however, dependent on whether the phosphine 
molecule is directly or indirectly dissociated so that illumination of the mixture 
by the unfiltered light from the hot arc would produce the same result. 
Discussion, of Mechanism of the Decomposition and Oxidation. 
From these experiments the following mechanism can be proposed for the 
reaction. The phosphine molecule is dissociated, in the first place, by collision 
with excited mercury atoms into atomic hydrogen and a residue which is 
probably PH2. The products of the dissociation diffuse to the walls of the tube, 
where they may recombine as is shown by the fact that as the surface/volume 
ratio of the tube is increased there is a decrease in the rate of decom. 
position. Recombination is extremely improbable in the gas phase as the 
concentration of the products of dissociation is small, and since the reaction 
is accompanied by the evolution of about 100 k. cal. per mole of PH3 formed, 
a ternary collision would be necessary to effect stabilisation of the molecule, 
That recombination can occur between the phosphorus residue and hydrogen 
atoms is evident from the retardation of the reaction by atomic hydrogen. 
Formation of PH3 from red phosphorus or phosphorus vapour and atomic 
hydrogen could not be detected in this investigation so that this provides 
further evidence that the atomic hydrogen unites with an intermediate product 
of the reaction. 
If oxygen is added two effects are produced. First, the oxygen attacks 
the products of dissociation, thus preventing their recombination and therefore 
accelerating the rate of decomposition ; second, the oxide molecule so formed 
(probably a phosphorus oxide and not 1120, H202 or HO) initiates a stable 
chain reaction between the remaining phosphine and oxygen as is shown by 
the acceleration of this reaction by argon. 






































hoto. the P2 molecules then polymerising to red phosphorus. P2H4 might have 
Tenn been formed just at N2H4 is produced under suitable conditions in the photo- 
phio dissociation of ammonia.* In view of the fact that the hydrogen pressure 
xtilf, developed during the decomposition was almost equal to that predicted from 
the equation 1PH3 = P4 + 6112, any formation of P2H4 must have been 
inappreciable. That P2 molecules do polymerise on striking a glass surface 
was proved in an experiment carried out in connection with another investi- 
r 
gation. In this, a beam of P2 molecules obtained by passing P4 molecules 
ision through a fine silica jet at 800° C. was directed towards glass targets cooled 
ih to various temperatures down to -80° C. After a suitable interval had 
ube, elapsed a circular spot of red phosphorus had collected on the target. 
The importance of surface effects was again emphasised in extending observa- 
;on. ions on the discovery of Hinshelwood and Cqusius that illumination of 
the PH3-02mixtures with a mercury arc resulted in a decreased explosion pressure. 
ion From the experimental evidence presented above, the dominant influence of 
aed, hydrogen atoms is demonstrated. It is not at all clear how reaction chains are 
ade, more efficiently reflected from a surface which is covered with. hydrogen atoras. 
gee 
On p. 392 it was recorded that 0.004 ram. of hydrogen occupying about 
!en. 300 c.c. or 10" atoms adsorbed on 100 cm.2 of silica tube sufficed to produce the 
effect. A saturated layer of H atoms on 100 cm.2 amounts to about 1017 
des atoms.t 
uct 
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The inhibitory influence of molecular hydrogen is likewise due to two 
effects : (a) reduction of concentration of excited mercury atoms by deactiva- 
tion, (b) reaction between atomic hydrogen and products of dissociation at 
the walls. 
The production of molecular hydrogen during the decomposition is due to 
combination of atomic hydrogen probably at the walls. The PH2 or PH 
radicles also may react at the walls, 
The author wishes to express his indebtedness to Dr. E. B. Ludlam for 
,lis his constant advice and encouragement, to the Carnegie Trustees for a 
re scholarship, to Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd., and the Trustees of 
ed the Moray Research Fund of Edinburgh University for grants towards the 
ile cost of the apparatus. 
by 
* Gedye, `J. Chem. Soc.,' p. 1158 (1932). 
t Johnson, 'Trans. Faraday Soc.,' vol. 28, p. 161 (1932). 
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Summary. 
The mercury photosensitised decomposition of phosphine has been ins esii 
gated in some detail and the influence of the pressure of P113, 112, 02 and 
investigated in order to construct a mechanism for the reaction. The kin 
of this reaction are compared with those of ammonia. The ammonia r 
are recalculated on the basis of a new mechanism and compared with the dime 
photochemical reaction. 
The lowering of the explosion limit of PI-13-02 mixtures by illumination with 
a mercury arc is shown to be due to a surface effect. The phenomenon en 
be reproduced by pretreatment of the walls with atomic hydrogen, 
mechanism for the effect is suggested. 
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INTRODUCTION. 
THE early experiments on gaseous diffusion carried out by Joseph Priestley,* 
by John Dalton,t and by Berthollet t led to the conclusion that a lighter 
gas diffuses more rapidly than a heavier one. Faraday § concluded from 
his experiments that " the actual relative mobilities of the gases are 
inversely as their specific gravities." Graham's classical work II established 
quantitative relationships, of which perhaps the most important was : " The 
diffusion or spontaneous intermixture of two gases in contact is effected by 
an interchange in position of indefinitely minute volumes of the gases, 
which volumes are not necessarily of equal magnitude, being, in the case 
of each gas, inversely proportional to the square root of the density of 
that gas." 
Measurements of diffusion as thus defined, that is diffusion of two gases 
in contact -without any septum between them -appear to be comparatively 
few. Graham's experiments in 1863 (vide ante) led to the more accurate 
work of Loschmidt,¶ which may be briefly described as follows : A glass 
tube was divided into two equal parts and these joined together by glass 
plates and a movable steel plate so arranged (a) that the circular holes cut 
in the glass plates and steel plate coincided with the bore of each half -tube, 
thus allowing uninterrupted passage of gas from one end to the- other end 
of the tube; or (b) by pushing in the steel plate the upper half was com- 
pletely cut off from the lower half of the tube. With the steel plate in 
position (b) each half was filled with a gas, the heavier gas being generally 
put in the lower and the lighter gas in the upper half of the vertical tube. 
* Experiments and Observations on different Kinds of Air, 1777, iii, 301. 
t Phil. Mag., 1806, xxiv, 8. 
$ Mém. d'Arcueil, 1809, ii, 463. 
Quart. Tournal of Sci., 1817, iii, 354 ; 1819, vii, 106. 
Ibid., 1829, ii, 74; Phil. Mag., 1833, ii, 175, 269, 351 ; Brit. Assoc. Report, 1845, 28 ; 
Phil. Trans., 1846, iv, 573 ; 1849, ii, 349 ; 1863, 153, 385. 
1f Wien. Sitz., 1870, lxi, 367 ; lxii, 468. 
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The steel plate was then moved to position (a), when diffusion commenced, 
and after a definite interval of time, say an hour, the steel plate was aga 
brought to position (b) and the\gas mixture in each half of the tube analysed 
In this manner Loschmidt obtained data from which were calculated the in 
diffusion coefficients of CO2 : Air ; CO2 : H2 ; H2 : 02 ; CO2 : 02 ; CO2 : CO ant 
CO2 : CH4 ; CO2: N20 ; SO2 : H2 ; CO : 02 ; CO : H2. pre 
Stefan * advanced the theoretical treatment of the subject, using the or 
experimental results obtained by Loschmidt (vide ante), and his collabora bar 
tors Wretschko t and Benigar,$ and also calculated the diffusion coefficients me 
of (C2H5)20 : air and CS2 : air from the rate of evaporation of these liquids sur 
contained in glass tubes of 2 to 6 mm. diameter. Winkelmann § extended one 
this method to other vapours and gases, and later Stefan II summarised the to 
results thus obtained. bel 
Schmidt,¶ Jackmann,** Deutsch,tt and Lonius +t+ used a similar method, of 
but replaced the glass tube by a steel tube provided with a steel stopcock, tin 
with opening of same bore as that of the tube, and in a second apparats th 
an additional stopcock divided the top half of the tube into an upper and 
a lower quarter. The data obtained from experiments with the second lar 
apparatus showed that the diffusion constant varied slightly with change Er 
in the relative concentration of the two gases. ob 
The method described below presents an attempt to develop a method coi 
of measuring diffusion coefficients of vapours into gases. It allows of br, 
continuous observation of the process of diffusion and the making of e of 
large number of measurements in one experiment. For this purpose the ox 
vapour of bromine is admirably adapted and its diffusion into a colour an 
less gas is readily followed visually. Balard §§ in describing the newly su 
discovered element said : " Il se volatilise aisément, et cette grande volatilité 
contraste beaucoup avec sa pesanteur spécifique : il suffit de mettre une br 
goutte de brôme dans un vase quelconque, pour que sa capacité soit e re 
l'instant remplie par une vapeur rutilante très foncée... ." of 
wì 
* Wien. Sitz., 1871, lxiii, 63 ; 1872, lxv, 323 ; 1873, lxviii, 385. 
t ibid., 1870, lxii, 575. it 
Ibid., 1870, lxii, 687. ju 
§ Ann. d. Physik, 1884, xxiii, 203 ; 1885, xxvi, 105. 
11 Ibid., 1890, xli, 725. w' 
If Ann. d. Physik, 1904, xiv, 801. as 
** Inaug. Diss. Halle, 1906. vs 
tt Ibid., 1907. 
tb 
4+ Ann. d. Physik, 1909, xxix, 664. 
§§ Ann. Chinn. Phys., 1826, (2), 32, 337. ac 
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EXPERIMENTAL. 
The apparatus (fig. 1) is a glass tube A, 1500 mm. in length and 29.8 mm. 
in diameter (internal). A tap funnel B is sealed to the lower end of A 
and the upper end is closed by a rubber stopper C 
provided with a glass tap D. A is filled with hydrogen 
or other gas, and bromine is then poured into B. The 
barometric pressure and room temperature having been 
measured, bromine is run from B into A, so . that the 
surface of the liquid bromine is about 25 mm. in dia- 
meter, the time is noted and tap D opened momentarily 
to equalise the pressure. A white filter -paper screen 
behind the tube showed up the reddish -brown vapour 
of bromine. At short intervals of time the height above 
the surface of the liquid bromine at which the colour of 
the bromine vapour just becomes perceptible is measured. 
The observations were made in a room with a very 
large window having an uninterrupted northern exposure. 
Experiments made on different days and by different 
observers (having normal colour vision) gave closely 
concordant data, so that it may be concluded that slight variations in the 
brightness of the northern sky did not appreciably affect the readings 
of the heights of the bromine -vapour column. The hydrogen, nitrogen, 
oxygen, and carbon dioxide were supplied by the British Oxygen Company, 
and before introducing into the tube A were bubbled through concentrated 
sulphuric acid. 
In this manner measurements were made with pairs of gases and 
bromine vapour, using two diffusion tubes side by side in order that 
relative as well as absolute measurements might be made. A large number 
of experiments were made, and the data given in Table I and plotted along 
with others, in fig. 2, are typical. 
In order to calculate the absolute value of the diffusion coefficient (D), 
it is necessary to know the concentration of bromine vapour (n), which can 
just be seen in the apparatus used for these experiments. This concentration 
was measured as follows. A 12 -litre flask with a neck of the same diameter 
as that of the diffusion tube was filled with hydrogen, and then bromine 
vapour was introduced until, after thorough mixing, it was just visible in 
the neck. ' The use of the flask instead of the diffusion tube rendered the 
adjustment of the bromine concentration much easier owing to the gradation 
of intensity of the colour of the bromine vapour from the middle to the neck 
Fia. 1. 
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of the flask. In addition the use of a large flask permitted of a more am. 
rate determination of the concentration of the bromine vapour. The flask 
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FIG. 2. x denotes readings made on 23.2.32 at 15° and 767 mm. for Br2: Fl, 
and on 2.24.32 at 15° and 764 mm. for Br2 : CO,,. 
on the other to two sets of Geissler bulbs in series containing potassium 
iodide solution and to a large aspirator. Air was then drawn through the 
apparatus until all the bromine had been transferred from the flask to the 
Geissler bulbs. The amount of iodine liberated was estimated by standard 
thiosulphate solution. Three estimations gave the following results: 2'66. 
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Pressure . 774 mm. 
Temp. . 286° K. 
Date . 18.2.32 
Pressure . 772 mm. 
Temp. . 286° K. 
Date . 22.2.32 
Pressure 766.5 mm. 
Temp. . 286° K. 
Date . 1.3.32 
Pressure . 768 mm. 
Temp. . 286° K. 
Date . 25.2.32 
CALCULATION OF DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT. 
The diffusion coefficient of a single gas may be defined by the general 
equation 
dn_ (den den den\ 
(Ft 
D \x +dye +dz21' . . 
where n is the number of molecules per c.c., x, y, and z are co- ordinates of 
a given point in the gas, t being the time and D the diffusion coefficient. If, 
for simplicity, diffusion in a long cylindrical tube is considered, then equation 
(1) may be simplified to 
do den 
(it dx2 
x being measured along the axis of the tube, this equation being the 
expression of Fick's diffusion law. In order to integrate (2) the limiting 
. (2) 
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conditions must be known. If it is assumed that the concentration is kept wh 
constant at one end of the tube, i.e. n = n0 for x=0, then (2) becomes, o0 of. 
integration,* gas 
n = noe - x'l2Df. (3) 
Hence if n is measured at x after a given time interval t, D may be 
calculated from (3). 
Before it is possible to calculate D fromathe above data an important 
correction must be applied. Since the tap at the top of the diffusion tube 
is kept shut, the pressure will gradually rise as the bromine evaporates 
If p is the mean pressure of the bromine, x0 the length, and A the area of 
cross -section of the diffusion tube, 
pAxo = A ¡x pdx 
or 
o 
.p=x rp d = Jpoe-x'/2nedx. 0 00 
The integral is most conveniently evaluated graphically. Nor 
p = poe - kx2, and let k = 1 /2Dt. Since p and po are known, then the value of 
k for any value of x may be computed and therefore the curve of p against 
x plotted. This was done for three values of x, viz. 70, 87.5, and 110 cm., 
the area of the curves determined, by a planimeter, and the mean value of 
the pressure of the bromine vapour obtained from the above equation. 
The following results were obtained : 
x . 70 87.5 110 cm. 
p . 20.2 24.8 32.5 mm. 
The values of t for x=70, 87.5, and 110 cm. were obtained from fig. 2. 
Using equation (3), D was calculated for the pressure prevailing in the 
diffusion tube, and then by multiplication by the factor -total pressure/760 
-D760 was evaluated. The results of the calculation are shown in 
Table II. 
D cale. may be obtained in various ways by using the different equations 
which have been advanced from time to time, and the values thus got are 
in fairly close agreement. In a recent comprehensive survey of diffusion 
coefficients, Arnold f concludes that the diffusion equation given by Jeans( 
agrees best with the experimental data. The diffusion coefficient is given 
by the equation 
D=K1I11, 
12z Ml M2 
(41 
* Cf. Eucken, Lehrbuch der chemischen Physik, p. 522. 
t Industrial and Engineering Chem., 1930, xxii, 1091. 
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where K is a constant provided the temperature is a constant, tr12 the sum 
of the radii of the molecules, and M1 and M2 the molecular weights of the 













cm.2 sec. -' D78°' D cale. 
Br2/H2 70.0 13.0 20.0 794.0 0.513 0.538 
87.5 20.0 25.0 799.0 0.521 0.550 0.598 
110.0 30.0. 32.5 806.5 0.546 0.580 .. 
Br2fN2 70.0 61.0 20.0 792.0 0.110 0.115 
87.5 92.0 25.0 799.0 0.113 0.119 0.132 
110.0 146.0 32.5 806.0 0.113 0.120 . 
Br2/02 70.0 63.0 20.0 786.0 0.104 0.109 .. 
87.5 101.0 25.0 791.0 0.103 0.108 0.133 
110.0 178.0 32.5 806.0 0.093 0.099 .. 
Br2 1002 70.0 84.0 20.0 788.0 0.079 0.083 
87.5 126.0 25.0 793.0 0.083 0.087 0.107 
110.0 .. .. .. .. .. .. 
For H2 : 02 Arnold concludes from theoretical considerations that the 
most probable value of D12 is 0.70. Using this value, the constant K of 
equation (4) was determined by substituting the appropriate values for 
o. and All and M2, and found to be 7.02 x 10 -18. In Table II, D calc. was got 
by using this theoretical value of K and the following values of o -Br2, 
1.71 x 10 -8 cm. ; H2, 1.15 x 10 -8 cm. ; N2, 1.55 x 10 -8 cm. ; 02, 1.45 x 10-8 cm. ; 
00,, 1.60 x 10 -8 cm. 
It is to be noted that the observed diffusion coefficients are consistently 
lower than the calculated values. A similar difference between observed 
and calculated diffusion coefficients is found in the data given by Arnold * 
for mixtures of gases, and of vapours and hydrogen, but not of vapours 
with air or carbon dioxide. 
With the one exception of Br2 : 02 at t= 178 min. (which may be due 
to experimental error), D780 increases with time of diffusion. Hence the 
diffusion coefficient is dependent to some slight extent on the composition 
of the vapour -gas mixture, as has been previously found to be the case with 
most gas mixtures (see p. 338). It is probable that the experimental values of 
Dwould approach closely to the calculated values if the diffusion were allowed 
to proceed further until an approximately equim olecular mixture was obtained. 
« Industrial and Engineering Chem., 1930, xxii, 1091. 
ht 
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SUMMARY. 
A brief history of the measurement of diffusion of gases (excluding 
" effusion," " transpiration," and other processes from which data for the 
calculation of the diffusion coefficient may be obtained) is given. 
A visual method of following the diffusion of a strongly coloured 
vapour (bromine) into colourless gases is described. 
The diffusion coefficients calculated from the observed data are in good 
accordance with those obtained theoretically. 
The authors desire to thank Miss Netta Macnaughton for valuable 
assistance in the experimental work. 
(Issued separately September 5, 1932.) 
9 
(Reprinted from NATURE, Vol. 131, page Ego, May 13, 1933.) 
UPPER LIMIT IN EXPLOSIVE 
CHAIN REACTIONS 
BY 
H. W. MELVILLE 
AND 
H. L. ROXBURGH 
Chemistry Department, University 
of Edinburgh 
THE existence of an upper limiting pressure for 
explosion in thermal chain reactions has been 
explained in two ways. (1) The rate of branching 
of the chains, at the limit, is just sufficient to balance 
the rate of gas phase deactivation of the carriers ; 
(2) a sudden change in the nature of the absorbed 
layer of gas on the walls of the reaction tube leads 
to the ejection of atoms or molecules into the gas 
capable of starting the chain. In two recent letters1 
to NATURE, the gas phase deactivation theory has 
been further extended to explain the occurrence of 
the upper limit. It may be of interest, therefore, to 
describe an experiment with phosphine- oxygen mix- 
tures in which it can be shown that in the region 
above the upper limit there is a gradual decrease 
in the length of the reaction chains as the pressure 
is increased. 
In order to initiate the chain, dissociation of the 
phosphine molecule was effected by collision with 
an optically excited (2 3P1) mercury atom a. The 
pressure of the phosphine was maintained at a constant 
value (0.130 mm. mercury) and a series of experi- 
ments was made at different oxygen pressures with 
the mercury lamp burning at a constant intensity. 
As can be observed from Fig. 1, the rate of reaction 
increases at first, reaches a maximum and then 
decreases ; ' and the pressure of oxygen at the 
maximum is of the same order as that where the 
curves representing the upper and the lower limit 
coincides. The chain length consequently increases 
in the region below the lower limit, but above the 
upper limit it apparently decreases as the pressure 
of gas rises. 
It might be argued that this decrease in chain 
length is due to deactivation of the mercury atoms 
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Taking this factor into account, the rate of oxidation 
of phosphine is then given by 
R= _d[PH3] K1 k1 [PH3] 
[ 
gs PHalf(LOaI)> dt - k, [PH3] + k2 [02] -I-1 /-r' 
the first term representing the rate of starting and 
the second the chain length ; k1 and ka are velocity 
coefficients and T the mean life of the excited mercury 
atom. If f ([02]) = [03], as is probably the case 
below the lower limit, R would increase with [02] 
and tend to a maximum steady value when 
[02] » [PH3]. The fact that R decreases shows that 
f ([0e]) is of the form 1 /[02]n and hence the chain 
length must decrease as [02] increases. From the 
results, it may be readily shown by plotting 1/R 
against [03] 2 that n approaches unity. ' The oxygen 
molecule is thus an inhibitor for the reaction in this 
region by virtue of its deactivating influence on the 
chain carriers in the gas phase. As the upper limit 
is approached, such deactivation diminishes until 
the rate of branching effects a balance between the 
two, and explosion occurs. 
Ubbelohde, March 4, p. 328 ; Hinshelwood and Grant, March 11, 
p. 361. 
Melville, Proc. Roy. Soc., A, 188, 374 ; 1932. 
Dalton, ibid., A, 128, 263 ; 1930. 
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147. The Thermal Decomposition of Phosphine by Tungsten and 
Molybdenum. 
By H. W. MELVILLE and H. L. ROXBURGH. 
RECENT investigations on the kinetics of thermal chain reactions have emphasised the fact 
that surfaces are responsible not only for the termination of chains but also for their initi- 
ation (cf. Hinshelwood, Trans. Faraday Soc., 1932, 28, 184). The latter effect extends to 
the explosive reaction and to the stable chain reaction, which occurs, in some cases, in the 
region outside the explosion limits. Whilst the kinetics of explosions have been satis- 
factorily worked out, in a general manner, notably by Hinshelwood and by Semenoff, the 
investigation of possible stable chain processes is more likely to lead to a better under- 
standing of the mechanism, as a wider variety of conditions for reaction can be studied and 
also more easily controlled. 
586 
Yb 
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A chain reaction consists essentially of three distinct phenomena, viz., (a) initiatí 
(b) propagation, (c) termination of the chain. In order to investigate the kinetics of 
reaction in detail, some means are required to separate these processes. Since the st 
of chains depends upon the introduction of reactive molecules or atoms into the gas 
a variety of ways exists whereby initiation may be induced. It has been shown (M 
and Ludlam, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1932, A, 135, 315) that in the oxidation of phosphorusa 
tungsten, molybdenum, or glass filament is capable of initiating a stable chain rea 
below the lower limit. This reaction has many of the chain characteristics of the expl 
reaction at the lower limit (Semenoff, Z. Physik, 1927, 46, 109). By the use of a hot 
ment, then, a method is available in certain circumstances whereby the initiation of 
may be accurately controlled, provided that the mixture be in a condition to prop 
chains once they have been started. 
The kinetics of the oxidation of phosphine and of ph sphorus are very similar. Furt 
it has been shown (Melville, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1932, A, 138, 374 ; 1933, A, 139, 541) thf 
stable chain reaction may be started by excited mercury atoms or by the direct phot 
chemical decomposition of the phosphine molecule. The photochemical experimentshs 









































































reaction occurs at every collision between chain carriers and reactant molecules, Phm 
phine -oxygen mixtures below the lower explosion limit are therefore capable of propagatie 
chains with suitable primary stimulation. 
It was consequently anticipated that the oxidation of phosphine, like that of phosphors, 
might be induced by hot filaments. Before such an investigation could be carried out,V 
was necessary to study the kinetics of the decomposition of phosphine on tungsten an 
molybdenum filaments. The present paper is concerned with this aspect of the problem, 
and the oxidation will be dealt with in another communication. 
EXPERIMENTAL. 
Preparation of Gases. -PH3 was prepared by dropping KOH aq. on PH4I, passing the PH, 
evolved over NaOH, CaCl2, and P2O5, and collecting in a liquid -air trap. The PHs was the 
subjected to fractional distillation. The H, O, and A were taken from cylinders and purifa" 
by the usual methods, all gases being dried with P2O5. 
Apparatus. -The essential parts of the apparatus are shown diagrammatically in Fig. i 
The reaction tube (K) was 3 cm. wide and about 20 cm. long. This was surrounded by a water 
bath maintained at a coirst. temp. (usually about 20 °). K was exhausted by a Hg condensate% 
pump backed by a Hyvac oil pump. In addition to the gas reservoirs and pipettes, suitable 
side tubes cooled in liquid air were connected to the apparatus in order to facilitate the anaiY1 
of gas mixtures containing PHs. A small Töpler pump (B) was used for transferring gas 1ui 
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Several types of pressure gauge were employed. For the lowest pressures, a McLeod gauge 
'Me) 
was most convenient, but for somewhat higher pressures a glass spring manometer was 
used Later expts. were made with an oil manometer (M1). The right (exhausted) limb was 
bf much wider tubing (2.5 cm. diam.) than the left limb (0.4 cm.), so the movement of the oil 
in the left limb for a given pressure change was nearly double that in a manometer with limbs 
of equal bore. Apiezon oil " B " (Shell-Mex and B.P.) of v.p. < 10-7 mm. Hg proved to be 
suitable, as it did not appreciably dissolve the gases which were used in these expts. The oil 
was thoroughly degassed before use by warming in a vac. A sensitivity of 0.001 mm. was easily 
reached by using a microscope to read the position of the oil. M2, M3, and M4 were capillary 
Hg manometers. Apiezon grease " L " was used as a tap lubricant. 
Determination of Filament Temperature. -In order to eliminate, as far as possible, end losses, 
the filament was constructed in an unusual manner. Preliminary expts. had shown that the 
rate of decomp. of the PH3 was conveniently measurable at temps. below 600 °, so it was not 
possible to read the temperature of the centre portion of the filament by a micropyrometer and 
correct for end losses by calculation (Langmuir, MacLane, and Blodgett, Physical Rev., 1930, 
35, 478). 
The principle of this new method is as follows. Two filaments, one 3 -4 times longer than 
the other, are set up in the reaction tube and run under identical conditions. The reaction 
velocity due to each filament is determined as well as the " hot and cold " resistance of the two 
filaments. The rate of reaction on the filament minus the rate on the small filament is therefore 
the rate due to a central portion of the large filament which is at an approx. const. temp. through- 
out its length. Similarly, the difference in resistances of the two filaments gives the resistance 
of this central portion, and from the resistance -temp. relation of the metal, the mean temp. of 
the central portion can be accurately calculated. To ensure that the filaments did run under 
precisely identical conditions, each formed the arm of a Wheatstone bridge, in which circum- 
stances small losses in the connecting leads were simultaneously balanced out. 
The filament was spot -welded to 1 mm. Ni leads, " copper clad " wire being used to make the 
metal -glass seals. The electrical connexions are shown in Fig. 2. F1 and F2 denote the large 
and the small filament respectively, whilst R1 and R2 are variable resistances whereby F1 or F2 
can be balanced out ; R3 is a fixed resistance. R1, R2, and R3 were all made of constantan wire 
of such a diameter as to carry the bridge current without appreciably changing in resistance. 
R4 and R6 are much higher resistances (ca. 1000 ohms). 
Before setting up the bridge, it was necessary to find how long the small filament should be 
in order to eliminate end losses. The choice of dimensions was facilitated by the fact that when 
PH3 is decomposed on the W or the Mo filament a deposit of red P is formed on the walls of 
the tube containing the filament. The density of distribution of this deposit, when the decomp. 
was carried out at low press., indicated approx. the effective length of the filament. For a 
12-cm. filament, this length was found to be ca. 9 cm. at the temps. used in these expts. The 
small filament was therefore made 3 cm. long. 
With F1 and F2 in circuit, suitable temp. and press. ranges were found, and the bridge was 
balanced by the adjustment of R6. A run was then made, and the velocity calculated according 
to the methods described below. With the same press. of PH3, another run was carried out, 
Rr being substituted for F1. The rate due to F2 was thus obtained, and by subtraction the rate 
due to the central portion of F1. R1, R2,, R3, R4, and R5 were all known, so the resistance of 
Fr and of F2 could easily be calculated. 
If for any reason the temp. of the filament was changed, the above balancing was repeated. 
In the comparatively small temp. range which could be conveniently used, it was unnecessary 
to find the reaction velocity due to each filament at the several temps. used. A small correction 
-4% -was applied to the rate of reaction with both filaments in circuit in order to reduce this 
rate to that due to the central portion of the large filament. The bridge currents, with 0.1 mm. 
diam. wires, ranged from 0.3 to 1.5 amp. On each occasion in which a new filament was put into 
use it was subjected to a thorough out -gassing for several hr: under 10 -5 mm. The resistance - 
temp. curves for each specimen of wire were separately determined. 
Although W and Mo were used entirely in these expts., one or two runs were made with Ni 
and With a Ni -Fe alloy. The temp. to which these required to be heated was approx. the same 
as that for W and Mo, but they did not survive more than one or two expts. involving the decomp. 
of about 5 mm. PH3 in a vol. of 200 c.c. The P appeared to attack the metal, rendering it very 
brittle and finally causing its complete disintegration, presumably owing to formation of a 
phosphide. Mo and W seemed to withstand the reaction for an indefinite period without undergoing any marked change in catalytic activity. 
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Molybdenum Filament. 
Products of Reaction. -There is a press. increase during the decomp. which must bed H, but the question arises as to whether all of the H is liberated into the gas phase. 
data given below support the view that the decomp. can be represented by the equation 411 
P4(red) + 6H2, no appreciable proportion of P2H4 or any of the solid hydrides of P 
formed. 
What is more important, from the point of view of possible chain -initiator molecules,4 
. 
mechanism of the formation of the P. Although a red deposit appears on the walls of reaction tube, P vapour may also be produced. There are, therefore, two possible end sta 
which P might occur : (1) a mixture of red P, white P, and P vapour ; (2) red 13 en 
Another possibility is the intermediate formation of P4 or of white P, since normal Pa 
might evaporate off the filament, in the first instance, collide with the walls, and eve 
return to the filament, whereby they are altered in some. manner so that on colliding with 
walls again red P is formed. The formation of red P from P vapour (P4 mols.) has been reline 
observed in a tube containing a W or Mo filament sufficiently hot to decompose PH,. 
To decide the matter, the following expt. was made, which was typical of many. 0.9E 
of PH, was admitted to the reaction tube, which was surrounded by a CO2 -Et20 bath at - 
The filament was heated until there was no further press. change ; the press. increase was 
mm., thus confirming the equation given above. The H was pumped off and the bath with 
to allow any white P to evaporate. 0.63 Mm. of O was added, but no glow could be o 
nor was there any observable press. change. The absence of glow indicated that the pry 
P4 was less than 2 x 10-3 mm , which is the pp. at the lower explosion limit with 0.6 mm.1 
in a 2 cm. tube. No appreciable amount of P vapour was thus formed. Had the P eva 
from the filament as normal P4 mols., these would have condensed on the cool glass surface 
re- evaporated when the reaction tube was warmed to room temp. This expt. also pro 
evidence that there is no intermediate formation of white P, or of P vapour. The P 
therefore leave the filament in such a form that it condenses on the surface, is adsorbed, 
ultimately forms red P. It has been shown (Melville, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1932, A, 138, 394) 
P2 mols. polymerise to red P on hitting a glass surface, and therefore it is probable that to 
leaves the filament as P2 mols. 
Another confirmatory experiment was made. 6 Mm. of PH3, occupying 200 c.c., gavea 
of red P which just exhibited interference colours. The film was 10 cm. long and the diamo 
of the tube 2 cm., so that it would require at least 3 X 10-3 g. of red P to form such a 
whereas 200 c.c. of PH, at 6 mm. would yield 2.4 X 10-3 g. of P on being decomposed. 
A curious effect was noticed during this work. Although the film of red P was usually 
uniform thickness, in some instances, patches of the reaction tube remained only slightly cola 
whilst in other parts the deposit was dense. It would appear that the walls exert a d 
activity towards the deposition of red P. It is of interest, therefore, that, not only is the or 
bination of atoms on a wall dependent on its nature, but, in this case, the polymerisation: 
mols. is likewise affected. No expts. have been carried out with walls of different materii 
but the reaction tubes were cleaned with Br aq. to remove red P and were subsequently an a 
out with H2O and dried. 
As these expts. are preliminary to the study of the oxidation at press. below the In 
explosion limit, the press. of PH, used ranged from a few mm. down to the lowest press. Wh 
could be measured on the McLeod gauge. The general procedure (at higher press.) was: 
admit PH3, note its press., switch on the filament current, and take press. readings at convem: 
time intervals. Upon heating the filament, however, there is a small press. increase dues 
heating of the gas. A correction has to be applied to the observed press. in order to find 
true value at the temp. of the walls of the reaction tube ; this was measured by filling the reacta 
tube with O and finding the press. increase on heating the filament to the temp. at which it ea 
to be subsequently employed. This procedure was repeated for different press. 0 has nea 
the same thermal conductivity as PH3 and does not react with filament at the temp. usedh 
the decomp. of PH,. A similar series of expts. was made with H. As the correction for0 
only double that for H, a linear relation was considered to be sufficiently accurate when calculi' 
ing the correction for mixtures of the two. The appropriate correction could then be apph' 
for the PH8 H mixture as the H accumulates during the reaction. For a 1 : 1 naistm 
therefore, the correction factor is the mean of that for PH, and for H alone. 
A typical series of press. time observations at a number of different initial PH8 Pres 
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5j ; col. 2 (pr,$, +a,) is the actual obs. press., Ap is the press. increase corrected for the small 




Length of Mo filament, 14.9 cm.; diam. of filament, 0.01 cm.; temp. of filament, 464°; vol. of 


















































t. pra,+a, AP. np/& t. 
Expt. 60. 
p111,-Fa,. op. op/t. t. 
Expt. 61. 
pra,+ar A. np/t. 
O 0.67 0 - 0 1.16 0 - 0 2.01 0 - 
05 0.74 0.04 0.08 0.5 P25 0.04 0.08 0.5 2.12 0.02 0.040 
10 0.78 0.07 0.07 10 P30 0.09 0.09 10 2.17 0.07 0.070 
1.5 0.81 0.10 0.07 15 P34 0.13 0.087 P5 2.22 0.13 0.087 
2.0 0.84 0.15 0.075 2.0 P38 0.17 0.085 2.0 2.27 0.18 0.090 
2.5 0.86 0.17 0.068 2.5 1.41 0.21 0.084 3.0 2.34 0.25 0.081 
3.0 0.90 0.21 0.070 3.0 P44 0.24 0.080 4.0 2.42 0.34 0.085 
3'5 0.92 0.23 0.066 3-5 P47 0.27 0.077 5.0 2.50 0.42 0.084 
46 0.93 0.24 0.060 4.0 P50 0.30 0.075 6.0 2.57 0.50 0.081 
4'5 0.94 0.25 0.056 5.0 P56 0.37 0.074 7.0 2.65 0.58 0.082 
5.0 0.95 0.26 0.052 6.0 1.62 0.43 0.071 8.0 2.71 0.64 , 0.080 
5.5 0.96 0.27 0149 8.0 168 0.49 0.061 10.0 2.79 0.73 0.073 
op,,, 0.34 10.0 P73 0.54 0.054 12.0 2.85 0.79 0.066 
4 = 2.4 min. 12.0 1.75 0.56 0.047 14.0 210 084 0.060 
Ap 0.58 np,° 100 
t1= 3.6 min. t1= 60 min. 
Expt. 62. Expt. 63. 
t. pr$, +n_ Ap tap/t. t. prrr, +ra,. P. op/t. 
O 2.74 0 - 0 3.58 0 - 
0.5 2.86 0.01 - 0.5 3.79 0.06 0120 
10 293. 007 007 10 386 013 0.130 
1.5 2.95 0.10 0.067 P5 3.89 0.17 0.113 
2.0 3.01 0.16 0.080 2.0 3.94 0.22 0.110 
3.0 3.11 0.27 0.090 3.0 4.01 0.29 0.097 
4.0 3.20 0.36 0.090 4.0 4.14 0.43 0.107 
5.0 3.31 0.48 0.090 6.0 4.33 0.63 0.105 
6.0 3.38 0.55 0.091 8.0 4.48 0.78 0.099 
8.0 3.52 0.69 0.086 10.0 4.62 0.93 0.093 
10.0 3-68 0.85 0.085 12.0 4.78 - 1.10 0 092 
120 379 097 0081 140 488 P20 0.086 
14.0 3.88 1.06 0.075 16.0 5.00 P33 0.083 
16.0 3.97 1.15 0-072 19-0 5.08 P41 0.074 
18.0 4.00 P19 0.067 Apa01.79 
20.0 4.03 P22 0.061 4 = 9.5 min. 
Apo, P37 
to = 8.0 min. 
The first characteristic of these expts. is that the time required for half -decomp. increases 
with the press. of the PH3. Similarly, the initial rate of reaction is maintained and does not 
decrease until a large fraction of the PH3 is decomposed. Further, the initial rate only increases 
50% for a press. increase from 0.67 to 3.58 mm. PH3. 
The effect of H was next investigated to find whether it might modify the course of the 
decomp. as it accumulates in the system : no influence could be measured, the half -life being 
independent of H press., as is shown by the following two series of results : 
Expt. 24 25 26 28 29 
Mt, ... 1.98 P92 P84 2.01 P84 
PH, - 0.92 P79 - 2.90 
4 ... 1.6 P9 P8 P6 1.5 
It may be concluded, therefore , that at pressures of the order of a few mm. of Hg, the course 
of the decomp. conforms nearly to a reaction of zero order. 
Low -pressure Experiments. -The deviations of the above results from a zero -order reaction 
suggested that at lower press., adsorption of PH3 might be so much less marked that the reaction 
would become unimol. The expts. were made with the McLeod gauge as manometer, and 
consequently the procedure had to be slightly modified. PH3 to the required press. was passed 
into the reaction system and the filament switched on for a given time, after which the total 
Press. was determined. This was repeated until practically all the PH3 was decomposed. 
Conditions were arranged so that the time required to heat the filament to its working temp. was 
about 1% of the time of reaction. The vol. of the McLeod gauge and connexions was determined, 
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so the obs. reaction velocity could be reduced to the value obtaining in the reaction tube: d son 
in the high -press. expts. duall 
Table II gives a typical series of runs using the same filament temp. as in Table I; k, mchl>i 
unimol. coeff., 1ft . logloa /(a - x), where a is the initial press. of PH3 and x that of decoy ,d the 
PH3. The vol. of the apparatus was 390 c.c. risen ow 
required 
TABLE II. Ten 
t. pry +n,. AP. k. Ap /t. t. pry, +u,. AP. k. spit transitic 
Expt. 67. Expt. 68. ation (I 
0 0.1240 0 - - 0 0.0695 0 
1 0 1450 0 0210 0 178 0 021 1 0 0845 0 
2 0.1585 0.0345 0.176 0.0173 2 0 0925 0 0230 0 236 O011i 
3 0.1690 0.0450 0.180 0.0150 3 0.0970 0.0275 0.227 0'001 
4 0.1755 0.0515 0.193 0.0129 4 ÓO9$5 0 0290 O196 0Wl 
6 0.1825 0.0585 0.209 0.0098 6 0.1000 0.0305 0.133 0ßl 
8 0.1835 0.0595 - 0.0074 8 0.1115 0.0320 0.146 ü 






tl 1 8 min.; t'1 0 42 min.* tl F35 min.; t'} 0 313 min. coast., 
* t'y is the value ta would have in a reaction vessel of the vol. used in the high- pressure expt. Anothe 
to pee, 
Tat 0 0.0385 
Expt. 69. - - - 0 Expt. 70. 0.0190 - - 
1 0.0490 0.0105 0.342 0.0105 1 0.0235 0.0445 0.278 0.Op0 
2 0.0520 0.0135 0.263 0.0067 2 0.0270 0.0080 0.217 0.000 
3 0.0550 0.0165 0.282 0.0055 3 0.0275 0.0085 0.328 0.10 
4 0.0565 0.0180 0.297 0.0045 4 0.0277 0.0087 0.259 0.062 
tl 1.08 min.; t'1 0.251 min. Api 0.0095 
4 0.95 min.; t'1 0.220 min. 
Expt. 71. 
0 0.0060 0 - - 3 0.0087 0.0027 0.33 0.111t 
1 0.0080 0.0020 0.176 0.0020 4 0.0087 0.0027 - 0111 






Even at quite low press., the time required for half -decomp. is slightly dependent on p 3 ( 
but the approx. constancy of the values in col. 4 of Table II indicates that the reaction is 4 I 


































The logro of time for half decomposition (Mo) The time for half decomposition of PH3 on tío 
and for quarter decomposition (W) of PH3 plotted filament at 570° and 645° plotted against pro' 4 
against logic, pia,. The broken line on the Mo curve g 
represents a zero -order reaction. Temp. of Mo 
filament 464° and of W filament 560 °. 
If the reaction is of zero order, then on plotting log t against log p a straight line of unitS1f 
should be obtained, whereas a unimol. reaction would give a line parallel to the log p axis sinai 
is independent of press. Such a plot has been made in Fig. 3 from the results in Tables IaadV 
esser 
heat 
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tube yid sole additional results not recorded. At higher press., the slope of the curve is unity, but 
gradually decreases until at 0.005 mm. it is nearly zero. The curve could not be extended to 
I; hi; much higher press. since the half -life period would have been several hours. On the other hand, 
lecoap 
had the reaction rate been increased by raising the temp. of the filament, the order would have 
risen owing to evaporation of adsorbed PH3, and consequently a much higher press. would be 
required to approach the zero -order reaction. 
Temperature Coefficient.-The measurement of the temp. coeff. of the reaction, owing to its 
dpi transitional character, allows of the estimation of two quantities. First, the energy of activ- 
ation (E) of the reaction on the Mo surface can be calculated from the variation of 4 with temp. 
by means of the formula d log (1 /4) /dT = E /RT. The apparent energy of activation (Q) of the 
0111 ammo', reaction is composed of two terms (see, e.g., Hinshelwood, " Kinetics of Chemical 
0.011i' Change in Gases," 2nd Edn., p. 228) : the energy of activation (E) on the surface minus the heat 
°" 
of desorption (X) of adsorbed PH3. Since Q is easily measured, X can be calculated. In the 
0.00;: 
0.0011 transition reaction Q will vary between those limiting values. It has been seen that at the low 
0.00@ press. of 0.005 mm the reaction is not quite of the first order; hence, in determining the temp. 
coeff. two sets of expts. were made. In the first, the temp. of the filament was maintained 















Another similar series of observations was made for another temp., and the results extrapolated 
to pm, = O. The ratio of 4 for the two temps. for 75Pn = 0 was used to calculate Q. 
Table III contains the data for this calculation, and Fig. 4 shows t f plotted against pP$,. 
TABLE III. 
Temp. of reaction tube 20 °. 
Temp. of filament 574 °. 
Expt. 
I. 73. 
Temp. of filament 645 °. 
Values of pPn, +u, 
Expt. Expt. Expt. Expt. Expt. Expt. 
74. 75. 76. 77. 78. 79. 
0 0.0255 0.0445 0.1310 0.0580 0.0865 0.0610 0.0955 
1 0.0330 0.0515 0.1515 0.0685 0.1040 0.0660 0.1030 
2 0.0347 0.0575 0.1650 0.0775 0.1120 0.0695 0.1075 
3 0.0367 0.0605 0.1770 0.0805 0.1200 0.0735 0.1120 
4 0.0375 0.0635 0.1850 0.0845 0.1255 0.0760 0.1175 
á - 0.0650 0.1915 0.0855 0.1270 0.0805 0.1215 
6 - - - - - 0.0810 0.1255 











0.1365 0.0410 0.0117 0.0130 0.1090 
0.1465 0.0455 0.0133 0.0157 0.1145 
0.1515 0.0485 0.0157 0.0160 0.1175 
0.1585 0.0515 0.0160 0.0173 0.1220 
0.1625 0.0525 0.0163 0.0187 0.1265 
0.1700 0.0540 - - 0.1275 
0.1735 - - 0.1310 
0.1815 - - 
In expt. 84, 0.0385 mm. of H was present initially, and as seen from Fig. 4, 4 lies on the 
curve, so H has no effect on the low- press. decomp. 
The value of Q has been calculated from the curves in Fig. 4 at different PH3 pressures, and 
itis seen that Q gradually increases with t'PH, 
PPE. 
Ri1Re 







0.06 0.10 0.20 
2.61 2.79 2.80 
20.8 22.3 22.3 
Ag, 3 shows that at the lower temp., the reaction is not unimol., whereas at the higher 
temp., where PH3 is much less strongly adsorbed, unimol. characteristics are more closely 
obeyed, i.e., if is nearly independent of pm,. 
Measurements of the temp. coeff. were also made at higher press. with the results given 







Temp. of reaction tube 17 °. Vol. of apparatus and filament as in Table I. 
Pen,. ta. Temp. of filament. Expt. 
1.97 23 420° 49 
1.91 18 420 52 
2.19 15 428 53 
1.96 6.1 448 
PP$, ta. Temp. of filament. 
1.92 1.35 497° 
1.96 5.2 459 
1.92 11.6 435 
Energy of activation E = 39.3 kg. -cal. 
The heat of desorption of the PH3 is thus 39.3 - 15.1 = 24.2 kg. -cal. As this value is 
essentially calculated by extrapolation of the low- press. results to zero press., it represents the 
beat of desorption of the PH3 from an uncovered surface of Mo. 
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Tungsten Filament. 
W did not behave in the same way as Mo. The press. increase accompanying the 
decomp. was, however, exactly half the initial press. of PH3. Similarly P was deposited as 
red variety on the walls of the tube. On carrying out expts. similar to those with the 
filament to determine whether white P was an intermediate product, some traces of it 
found ; e.g., in one expt., after the PH3 (ca. 0.5 mm.) had been decomposed and the r 
tube pumped out, on admission of a few mm. of O there was a bright flash of about 1 sec, d 
There was no succeeding continuous glow and no change of press. The amount of 
produced by the filament was estimated to be less than 0.05 mm. 
TABLE V. 























































t. 1,PH' }He PPH, 
Expt. 256. 
Vol. 324 c.c. 
k. t. 5PH1 3. Pea, 
Expt. 257. 
Vol. 581 c.c. 
`'k. 
0 0-967 0.967 - 0 0.00855 - 
1 0.985 0.910 0.0262 1 0.00860 0.00845 
2 1.003 0.875 0.0220 2 0-00915 0.00735 0.033 
4 1.037 0.809 0.0195 4 0.00980 0.00585 0.041 
8 1.100 0.701 0-0180 8 0.01080 0.00405 0.040 
t/4 = 6.2 min. 1/4 = 2.8 min.; t'/4 1.6 min. 
Expt. 261. Expt. 271. 
Vol. 581 c.c. Vol. 121 c.c. 
0 0.0412 - - 0 29.0 - 
1 0.0434 0.0368 0.049 1 30-3 26.4 0.041 
2 0.0453 0.0330 0.048 2 31.2 24.6 0.035 
4 0.0472 0.0292 0.038 4 33.3 20-4 0.038 
8 0.0505 0.0226 0.033 8 37.0 13-0 0.043 
1/4 = 2.9 min.; 1'/4 = 1.65 min. t/4 = 3.4 min.; t' /4 = 9.1 min. 
t. Pea, +a, Ppa, 1, 
Expt. 260. 
Vol. 581 c.c. 
0 . 0.1122 - - 
1 0.1148 0.1070 Oft 
2 0.1183 0.1000 0 t 
4 0.1225 0.0916 00t 
8 0.1303 0.0760 0e 
1/4 = 5.6 min.; t' /4 = 3.1 
Expt. 275. 
Vol. 121 c.c. 
0 262.5 - - 
1 276.0 235.5 0.01' 
2 283.0 221.5 01 
4 294.0 199.5 0031 
8 311.5 164.5 005 
1/4= 4 min.; t' /4= 10iml 
Expt. 280. 
Vol. 121 c.c. 
Expt. 278. 
Vol. 121 c.c. 
Expt. 279. 
Vol. 121 c.c. 
0 0.795 - 0 0.396 - - 0 
1 0.854 0.677 0.070 1 0.429 0.330 0.080 1 
2 0.904 0.577 0.070 2 0.458 0.272 0.082 2 
4 0-989 0.407 0.073 4 0.504 0.180 0.085 4 
8 F102 0.181 0.080 8 0.558 0.072 0.092 8 
1/4 = 1.7 min.; t' /4 = 4.5 min. 1/4 = 1.5 min.; t' /4 = 4.0 min. 1/4 
0.099 - - 
0.111 0.075 0.15 
0.117 0.063 000 
0.130 0.038 0I01 
0.140 0.018 000 
= PO min.; t' /4 =26mä 
In Table V the results of a series of runs are given in which the press. was varied from 0VR 
to 262 mm. The vol. of the apparatus, including the particular manometric system in USAI 
shown; the time (t /4) required for the reaction to go 25% of its full extent is given attit 
bottom of the record of each expt. t' /4 is the value t/4 would have in an apparatus of 324a 
The obs. reaction velocity is due to the two filaments. In order to calculate the rate produce. 
by the central portion of the long filament, 1/4 must be increased by 4 %. k is the animal 
velocity coeff. as in Table II. 
First, it is noteworthy that 1/4 does not markedly depend on press. A 30,000 -fold pre 
increase changes 1/4 by less than a factor of 10, viz., from 1.6 to 10.7 min. The reaction 
therefore nearly unimolecular, as is further shown by the constancy of k in each run. Furde 
expts. were made with a press. of added H of the same order as that of the PH3, but no inhibito 
action was noticed either at high or at low press. 
In Table VI are given two series of results with different filament temps., and at high (3m1 
and low (0.05 mm.) press. The energies of activation (Q) are practically identical and thereto 
TABLE VI. 
Half -life Temp. of filament. Half -life Temp. of filament. 
(2). (sec.). (1). (2). 
441° 192 523° 407° 
407 492 482 359 






Q = 25.8 kg.-cal. Q = 23.8 kg.-cal. 
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in agreement 
with the fact that the reaction is unimolecular over this range of press. The 
e com'. 
temps, given 
in col. 3 were calculated by the old method of measuring the resistance and assum- 
1 in a uniform temp. along the filament; those calculated by the new method are materially 
iteda; 
higher. The wide discrepancy is shown more clearly by a calcn. of the value of Q. The first and th the 
third results of the low- press. expts. give Q = 28.7 kg. -cal., whereas the lower temp. gives 
of it 
0 
18.7 kg. -cal. Although the abs. value of the temp. and energy of activation of the reaction 
1 
rcac 
of the surfaces of filaments is not at present of great theoretical importance, yet the discrepancy 
d rn' 
may alter the significance of any theoretical discussions in comparing similar reactions catalysed 
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The results may be summarised as follows. At low pressures, i.e., less than 0.1 mm., 
phosphine decomposes according to a unimolecular law on tungsten and on molybdenum ; 
the rate of reaction is unaffected by the presence of molecular hydrogen. No inhibitory 
influence of phosphorus can be detected for the simple reason that as soon as it leaves the 
filament it is removed from further possible action by condensation on the walls of the 
reaction tube. Further, the activities of the two catalysts appear to be of the same order 
of magnitude. As the pressure of the phosphine is increased, its adsorption on molyb- 
denum increases rather more rapidly than on tungsten, so that with the former filament 
the reaction tends to be of zero order whilst the unimolecular law is still valid for the latter. 
In neither case is there any influence of hydrogen. 
At the comparatively low temperatures at which these wires function, it is improbable 
that the evaporating hydrogen is anything but normal molecules, possessing an energy of 
translation corresponding to the temperature of the wire. Such a molecule is therefore 
unlikely to have sufficient energy to enable it to initiate a stable chain reaction between 
phosphine and oxygen. It is otherwise with the phosphorus. When P4 molecules derived 
from white phosphorus condense on a cool surface, they do not in general condense to the 
red modification. Hence the molecules of phosphorus which evaporate from the filament 
cannot be normal P4 molecules. 
Ina previous paper (Melville, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1932, A, 138, 394) mention has been made 
of an experiment in which normal P4 molecules at low pressure are passed through a fine 
silica jet at 700° so as to dissociate them into P2 molecules. That such molecules are 
actually formed by heating phosphorus vapour is shown, not only by density measurements 
(Preuner and Brockmoller, Z. physikal. Chem., 1931, 81, 159), but also by the appearance 
of an absorption band spectrum corresponding to P2 molecules (Jakolewa, Z. Physik, 1931, 
69,548). A second cool jet defines a molecular beam which is projected into an evacuated 
tube provided at one end with a cool surface at - 80 °. Condensation of the P2 molecules 
gives rise to a red deposit. Now the temperature of the filaments in these experiments is 
sufficient to dissociate P4 molecules. Further, in the experiments on the initiation of 
chains in phosphorus oxygen mixtures by hot wires, it was observed that mere heating 
of a tungsten or molybdenum wire to 500° in phosphorus vapour produced a deposit of 
red phosphorus in the reaction tube. It may be concluded, therefore, in absence of evidence 
to the contrary, that P2 molecules evaporate from a filament upon which phosphine mole- 
cules are being dissociated. The question then arises as to whether these P2 molecules can 
initiate a chain reaction between phosphine and oxygen. This problem will be treated in 
a later paper. 
There is, as might be expected, general similarity between the decomposition of 
ammonia and of phosphine. In accordance with the relatively greater stability of the 
former, the temperature to which the catalysts must be raised in order to obtain a measur- 
able rate of reaction is rather higher for it than for phosphine ; e.g., on tungsten, phosphine 
at 500° has a half -life period similar to that of ammonia at 1000 °, as found by Kunsman 
(J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1928, 50, 2100 ; Phil. Mag., 1930, 10, 1015) in an apparatus of similar 
dimensions. Nevertheless, it is surprising that the decomposition of phosphine on tungsten 
isunimolecular at pressures where zero -order conditions obtain for ammonia. The ammonia 
is therefore much more strongly adsorbed. It would be of interest to compare the heats 
of evaporation (),) of the two gases for the same filament by measuring the temperature 
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coefficient of the reactions over a wide range of pressures in order to find whether XXIO 
At low pressures both reactions are unimolecular. 
With molybdenum, both gases at high pressures decompose according to a zer 
law. No results for ammonia on this metal at low pressures are available, but in Kum 
results for ammonia on molybdenum at different temperatures, a plot of the logarithmof 
time required for half- decomposition against the reciprocal of the absolute tempera 
gives a curve which shows a decrease in the apparent energy of activation at high b 
peratures. This curvature is possibly due to the smaller adsorption of the gas, whereby 
order of the reaction increases from zero to unity. 
One important difference between phosphine and ammonia is that hydrogen does 
inhibit the decomposition of the former, whereas with the latter inhibition is pronoun 
both at high and at low pressures. If the surface of the catalyst is catalytically uni 
and if the inhibitoryeffect of hydrogen on ammonia is merely due to displacement of also 
ammonia, then absence of inhibition by hydrogen on phosphine is not to be ex 
There are two alternative explanations of this discrepancy : (a) the catalyst is not of um 
activity and the ammonia decomposes on centres which can be easily covered withhydr 
whereas different active centres for phosphine are not affected by hydrogen ; (b) hydr 
not only displaces ammonia, but after or as a consequence of being adsorbed it becn 
sufficiently reactive to attack the intermediate products of the decomposition of 
ammonia molecule and to regenerate this gas. In the second case inhibition by hydro 
would then be due essentially to a chemical reaction, and therefore it is reasonable 
suppose that there would be a marked difference in the condition for the appearano 
inhibition. 
The energies of activation (E) for the decomposition of ammonia on tungsten, ins 
denum, and nickel are all of the same magnitude, viz., 45 kg. -cal., which is much hi 
than the values for phosphine. Although, in general, there is no connexion betrr 
activity of catalyst and E, yet it happens that tungsten and molybdenum are much II} 
active for phosphine than for ammonia, i.e., increased activity is associated withal 
energy of activation. 
SUMMARY. 
The decomposition of phosphine has been studied on the surface of tungsten 
molybdenum filaments at pressures from 0.01 to 300 mm. Reaction velocity is measure 
at about 500 °. On tungsten, the order of the reaction is nearly unity and is not co 
affected by pressure. On molybdenum, the decomposition is unimolecular at low press 
but becomes of zero order as the pressure is increased. The heat of adsorption of 
phosphine has been calculated from the temperature coefficient of the reaction at high 
at low pressures. The products of the reaction are red phosphorus and hydrogen, ifo'' 
cular hydrogen has no effect. These reactions have been compared with the corresponde 
ammonia reactions. 
A simple method of correcting for end losses in a hot filament is described. 
The authors are indebted to Dr. E. B. Ludlam for encouragement during the work, and 
the Carnegie Trustees for a scholarship (H. W. M.). 
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1IX. -The Diffusion Coefficients of Bromine- Argon, Bromine- 
Methane, Bromine- Hydrogen Chloride, Bromine -Nitrous 
Oxide. By John E. Mackenzie, D.Sc., and Harry W. 
Melville, Ph.D. 
(MS. received June 19, 1933. Read July 3, 1933.) 
IN a previous communication (Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin., vol. lii, 1932, 
p. 337) a visual method of measuring the diffusion coefficients of Br2: H2, 
Br2: N2, Br2 : 02, and Br2 : CO2 was described. The investigation has 
been extended to include similar measurements for bromine diffusing 
into argon, nitrous oxide, methane, and hydrogen chloride. Preliminary 
experiments in which a photoelectric cell replaces the human eye have also 
been made and confirmatory results have been obtained. 
EXPERIMENTAL. 
The apparatus (cf. fig. I, loc. cit., p. 339) previously used was modified 
by sealing on to the upper end of the diffusion tube a T -tube provided with 
two glass taps in place of the rubber stopper and glass tap. This arrange- 
ment allowed of the diffusion tube being alternately evacuated and filled 
with gas. (argon, methane, etc.). The repetition of the process two or three 
times ensured the gas in the tube being free from air. 
The procedure was also modified in that after the diffusion tube had 
been filled with gas, a small gas -wash bottle containing just enough con- 
centrated sulphuric acid to cover the end of the outlet tube was attached 
to one limb of the T -tube. The pressure exerted by the bromine and later 
by the bromine vapour was relieved by gas escaping through the sulphuric 
acid and the diffusion went on at atmospheric pressure. Thus the calcula- 
tion of the mean value of the pressure of the bromine vapour as required 
in the earlier experiments (loc. cit., p. 342) became unnecessary. 
The argon and nitrous oxide were obtained from the British Oxygen 
Company and from Elliot & Company. The argon was stated to con- 
tain from o5 to 1 per cent. of nitrogen and the nitrous oxide to have 
not more than 02 per cent. impurity. Methane was prepared by the 
sodium acetate -soda lime method. It was collected over water and 
purified by repeatedly passing it through concentrated sulphuric acid, 
bromine, and potassium hydroxide solution to free it from unsaturated 
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hydrocarbons, carbon dioxide, etc. Water vapour was removed l; 
phosphorus pentoxide. 
Hydrogen chloride was generated in a Kipp's apparatus from ammor. 
ium chloride and sulphuric acid and dried by concentrated sulphuric adi 
and phosphorus pentoxide. The gas was passed into and through 
th; 
diffusion tube until on issuing from the tube it showed complete absorption 
by water. 
VISUAL METHOD. 
In Table I and in fig. I the complete results are given for a few typic4 







as before (loc. cit.) and the results are given in Table II. Two experi- 
ments with CO2 and with H2 are also included for comparison with those 
in the first paper. These experiments were made by different observers, 
and it will be noticed that the results agree very well with those obtained 
previously. A comparison of the rates of diffusion of bromine into nitrous 
oxide and into carbon dioxide was also made, but no difference could be 
detected. This is to be expected, as the diffusion coefficients are almost 
identical, DBrz 
N20 -O' I IO and DBr2 -co2 =o Io7. The calculated values of 
D are again all consistently higher than the observed figures. 
PHOTOELECTRIC METHOD. 
It was thought necessary, therefore, in spite of the concordance of 
these results, to obtain independent confirmation by another method. 
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1 8.5 I 9o 2 II.O I 180 I 8o 
2 I05 3 18O 5 - 18O 2 25.0 2 I I 4 
4 15`5 7 29'5 8 215 3..310 7 20'5 
7 210 13 39.5 16 30'0 4 40.0 Io 250 
II 27.0 22 51O 22 35'5 5 46.0 20 36.0 
16 32'0 34 63.o 30 41'0 7 515 30 44.5 
22 37'o 46 73'0 42 47.0 "...:10 66o 40 51'0 
3o: 430 55 8oo 5o 55o 15 Soo 6o 63o 
40 51'0 64 87'5 74. 
. 
69.0 20 93'0 75 70.0 
50... 57.0 . 77 - 95.0 92 78.o iö080.o 
6o 63o 95 1050 102 . 830 120 88o 
70 67.5 114- 89.0 
85 75o 
I00 815 ........ - : 
120 895 
Atmos. press. . 742 mm. 744 769 755 7 5 5 
Temp. . 16° C. 16° 150 16.5° 16.5° 
V.P. (liquid 144 mm. 
bromine). 
ad . i66 x:io-8 cm. 
144 
ae,4I53 X 10-e 
137'5 
















Gas Mixture. x (cm.). Time (min.). D 1 cm.° sec.-1. D780. D°a1o 
BrrA 36 20 0o862 0.0846 
62.5 6o o0861 oo848 oIo8 
89-5 120 0.0897 00876 
Br2-CH4 30 7.5 0'1596 0'1563 
6o 30.5 0'1571 0'1538 0'175 
90 69.5 0.1586- 0.1553 
Br,-HC1 
55 5o 0.0820 0083o 
67 7o 0.0853 00863 0.125 
83 102 00898 0.0908 
BrrH2 46 5 0563 o56o 
66 io 0.580 0.575 0'598 
102 25 0'554 0'550 
Br2-0O2 46 20 oo86o 0.0854 
66 7o 0.0879 oo873 oIÓ7 
102 120 00859 00853 
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to measure the concentration of bromine vapour. Fig. 2 presents a plan 
and elevation of the apparatus adjoining the diffusion tube, and fig. 3 is 
a diagram of the electric circuit. 
The diffusion tube (D) used in the above experiments was attached 
to 
a system of pulleys and gear wheels to permit of its being moved verti. 
cally. The photoelectric cell (C), slits (S1 and 
S2), and source of illumination (L) were mounted 
on a fixed platform (F), through which the 
diffusion tube could be raised or lowered. The 
widths of Sl and S2 were respectively o5 and 
- 5 mm. A helium -filled potassium cell proved 
to be most suitable, as it is sensitive to the 
light absorbed by bromine. The photoelectric 
current was amplified by a valve (V) (Osram 
FIG. 2. L.210). In the anode circuit there was a sen 
sitive milliammeter (G), connected in parallel 
system to balance out the anode current when the cell 
If the valve is worked on the straight portion of 
)10 
with a potentiometer 
was not illuminated. 
the anode current /grid volts curve 
without running into grid current, 
and if the photoelectric current in 
the cell is proportional to the in- ..mm I50r 
tensity of the light falling upon it, 
the reading of the milliammeter 
will be directly proportional to the 
intensity of illumination. In the 
present case these conditions were maintained as nearly as possible. 
The results were calculated in the following way: - 
Let Io and I be the intensities of the emergent beam from the empty 
tube and from the tube containing bromine vapour at a pressure p, then 
FIG. 3. 
I = Ioé kP, . . . (I) 
where k is a constant depending only on the extinction coefficient of Bri 
and on the dimensions of the tube. When the deflection of the anode 
milliammeter is proportional to the intensity of the light entering the cell, 
. (2) 
where i= current at Br2 
io= >> >> 
Now 
lnaio = - kp, 
pressure p. 
nil. 
lnpi /p2= x2 /2Dt, . (3) 
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and at a height x cm. above it, after t sec. If the corresponding currents 
are i1 and i2, then combining equations (2) and (3) 
ln(lnio /i1l x2 
lnio /i2/ 2Dt. 
Table III gives the results for Br2 CO2. 
TABLE III. 
Temp. zo° C. 
(4) 
Height of Slit Time of 
above Liquid Diffusion ia. i1. io D760. 
Bromine (cm.). (min.). 
23.6 20 I.030 oo8o 1225 oo83 
33.6 23 1.190 oo8o I.225 0084 
18.6 34 0.470 oo8o 1.200 oo8o 
23.6 36 o7oo oo8o 1200 oo8i 
The values of D7,0 agree fairly well with those obtained by the visual 
method (cf. Table II). Further detailed results have not been given as 
these experiments are intended only to verify the previous results. It is 
hoped, however, by making a number of improvements in the photo- 
electric cell apparatus and in the accurate thermostating of the diffusion 
tube, to study in detail the variation of D with the composition of the 
mixture and with the total pressure. 
The authors thank Messrs Brockie, Wood, Gray, and Thompson for 
assistance in some of the experiments. 
SUMMARY. 
The diffusion coefficient of Br2 A, Br2 CH4i Br2 HC1, and Br2 N20 
have been determined by a visual method. 
Preliminary experiments, in which photoelectric measurements replace 
those made visually, are described. The results thus obtained confirm those 
got by the visual method. 
(Issued separately September I, 1933.) 
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THE INHIBITION ' OF THE PHOTOCHEMICAL 
DECOMPOSITION OF AMMONIA BY ATOMIC 
HYDROGEN. 
BY . H. W. MELVILLE. 
Received 20th October, 1932. 
It is now well recognised that molecules which exhibit diffuse 
absorption band spectra undergo dissociation on absorption of a 
quantum of radiation in a time much less than the interval between 
collisions at atmospheric pressure. Bonhoeffer and Farkas.' pointed 
out that, owing to the nature of its absorption spectrum, the photo - 
decomposition of .ammonia would involve the primary dissociation of 
the molecule into NH2 and H. They showed that the absence of 
fluorescence of the NH3 molecules was in accordance with this view. 
Several experiments were later carried out to prove the existence of 
hydrogen atoms during the decomposition of ammonia. 
Farkas, Haber and Harteck 2 found that if ammonia is mixed with 
hydrogen and oxygen and illuminated with a zinc spark, combination 
of H2 and 02 occurs. At temperatures below 415° C. many molecules 
51 1120 were formed per NH3 molecule decomposed, while explosion 
occurred above 415° and No mm. pressure, although H2 and 02 alone 
require to be heated to at least 440° for spontaneous explosive combina- 
tion. Haber and Oppenheimer's observation 3 that H atoms induce 
explosion in H2 - 02 mixtures below 440° appeared to indicate that 
the ammonia sensitised reaction must be due to initiation by H atoms. 
Taylor and Emeléus 4 discovered that just as atomic hydrogen, 
produced by the reaction Hg(23P,) + H2, induced polymerisation in 
ethylene, so on illuminating a NH3 - C2H4 mixture polymerisation of 
the hydrocarbon took place. The products of the reaction, however, 
contained a considerable amount of nitrogenous substance. Hill 
and Vernon 5 found that tungstic oxide was rapidly reduced in presence 
of illuminated ammonia. 
These experiments are based upon analogy, and although they are 
very convincing on account of the simple molecular transformations 
involved, yet they are not direct proofs of the existence of atomic 
hydrogen since the part played by the reactive radical NH2 has been 
neglected. 
'Z, physik. Chem., 134, 337, 1928. 2 Z. Electrochem., 36, 711, 1930. 'Z. physik. Chem., 168, 443, 1932. 4 J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 53, 562, 1931 ' Cited by Taylor and Emeléns, unpublished experiments. 
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The second problem in the photochemistry of ammonia 
n required a direct proof was the low quantum yield. In a recent ected cussion of the question Wiig and Kistiakowski 6' conclude that , most plausible explanation is recombination of the primary pr, 
,d, 
of 
of dissociation either by ternary collisions or at the walls. They se 
! 
+F 
that surfaces prepared in a suitable way may inhibit or accelerate, park i 
recombination. 
a pre 
Similar problems arose during experiments on the photocherti 
of phosphine. The absorption spectrum is of the predissoda 
type T and the quantum yield is less than unity.8 
In the mercury photosensitised decomposition of phosphinel 
presence of hydrogen a simple mechanism leads to the equation 
i /R = i /K (i +2z] k3 
C ki[PH3] 
R is the rate of decomposition, K is a constant, k1 is the rear 
velocity coefficient of PH3 with 23P1 Hg atoms, k2 that for H2 am 
the rate of deactivation of excited Hg atoms by radiation. On plo 
i /R against [H2], maintaining [PH3] constant, a straight line she 
be obtained. For low values of [H2] a linear relationship held y 
but as [H2] increased the curve began to tend upward, becoming coo 
to the [H2] axis. That is, the reaction velocity decreases at a raten,' 
is greater than can be accounted for by simple deactivation of the 
cited mercury atoms by molecular hydrogen. Since atomic hydn, 
is produced by this deactivation process it was natural to assume 
H atoms were responsible and that the retardation was due to 
reaction PH2 + H being accelerated owing to the artificial inca, 
in the concentration of H atoms. 
This tentative suggestion was verified by illuminating a PH 1- 
mixture separately and simultaneously with a zinc spark and a eat 
cooled mercury arc lamp. The rate of decomposition with simultanr 
illumination by spark and arc was less than that with separate illw' 
tion, which proved that in presence of atomic hydrogen the pho.. 
dissociation of PH3 was inhibited. At the low pressures used 
recombination PH2 + H must occur at the walls. 
On recalculating Mitchell and Dickinson's results 10 on the 
photosensitised decomposition of ammonia according to the 
equation it was found that curves similar to those for phosphi 
obtained as is shown by Fig. i. This parallelism suggested 
confirmatory experiment might be made on the same basis as t 
phosphine. 
A zinc spark and a water- cooled mercury lamp were therefore eel 
up close to a 7 cm.- diameter silica bulb attached to a McLeod gad 
liquid air traps, pumps and gas * reservoirs. The relative destine 
of spark and arc was so adjusted that the rates of the direct and phmo 
sensitised reactions in absence of hydrogen were about equal. Sufid 
hydrogen to reduce the rate of the photosensitised reaction to aneglii 






e J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 54, 5906, 1932. 7 Melville, Nature, 129, 546, 
" Melville, unpublished experiments. 
' Melville, Proc. Roy. Soc., A 138, 374, 1932. 
1O J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 49, 5487, 5927. 












eceat ected by molecular hydrogen, the experiments being made at room 
that sperature. First of all the mixture is illuminated with the zinc spark 
pr d after condensing out the ammonia with liquid air; the pressure of 
'yso a +H2 
measured. The arc is then switched on and, keeping the 
crab park intensity constant, another exposure made of the same period, 
he pressure of N2 + H2: being again determined.- 






































O 0.02 0.04 oo6 008 oI 
P 2 (mm.) 
Flo, I; Mitchell and Dickinson's results for the photosensitised decomposition of NHs. 
The curves show that the reciprocal of the rate of decomposition increases more 
rapidly than pH2, the deviation being relatively greater at low NH, pressures. 
A = pNH, = og6 mm: 
B = pN'H2 = r88 mm. 
C = pNH5 = 3.22 mm. 
The results of four typical series of experiments are shown in the 
Table below. When the mixture of ammonia and hydrogen is exposed 
to the arc alone, there is no pressure change and therefore no decomposi- 
tion of ammonia. On illuminating the mixture with arc and spark 
simultaneously the pressure increase, i.e., the pressure of N2 + H2 
produced, is less than that with spark alone. The direct photochemical 
decomposition of ammonia is consequently retarded when the arc is 
switched on. 
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TABLE I. 
Pressure of NH3, 0.3 mm. Room Temperature ca. 20° C, 





























after 20 min. exposure to arc 
arc + spark 
spark 
after Io min. exposure to arc 
arc + spark 
spark 
after 15 min. exposure to spark 
15 spark + are 
10 min. exposure to spark 
spark + arc 


















Retardation of the photosensitised reaction in presence of hydro,- 
is due to a reduction in the concentration of excited mercury atoi 
owing to collisions between H2 molecules and Hg atoms in the 2rP 
state. This retardation is, however, simultaneously accompanied 
the production of atomic hydrogen. It would appear that the 
hibition is due to some reaction involving atomic hydrogen róid 
regenerates ammonia. 
Hydrogen atoms do not react with ammonia 11 or with 2,'2 ream i 
must therefore occur with NH or NH2 as these are the only possib 
intermediate products of the decomposition in a static system.0 l' 
is simpler to assume, having regard to the fact that molecular hydrile 
is without influence on the reaction at 20° C., that retardation is dc 
to the reaction NH2 + H = NH3, which occurs either by the particip2 
tion of a third molecule or on the walls of the insolation tube in ork 
to effect stabilisation of the NH3 molecule. 
Since the primary photo- dissociation of NH3 can be represented 
the equation by + NH3 = NH2 + H, and as the above experiment 
indicate that the reverse reaction also occurs, then it is probable e, 
absence of artificially introduced H atoms, i.e., during the nog' 
photo- reaction, the same reaction NH2 + H -3- NH3 takes place. Hecc 
11 Bonhoeffer and Boehm, Z. physik. Chem., 119, 385, 1926. 
12 Lewis, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., so, 27, 1928. 
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tmay be concluded (a) 
that the low quantum yield in the direct decom- 
oition of NH3 is due to recombination of the primary products of 
ssociation, (b) that the inhibition by H atoms provides an additional 
irect proof that H atoms are one of the intermediate products of the 
ctron. 
r It is convenient in this communication to mention that the re- 
combination hypothesis may be supported in another direction. If 
f or NHs could be removed sufficiently rapidly quantum yields of 
the order of unity might be obtained. The corresponding experiments 
have been carried out with phosphine, using oxygen to remove the 
products of dissociation, but the conditions are complicated by the in- 
trusion of a chain mechanism. With ammonia conditions are less 
complex. Emeléus 14 found that the rate of decomposition of ammonia 
IS increased twofold in presece of carbon monoxide. Presumably the 
carbon monoxide is able to remove H or NH2 or both before they have 
an opportunity to recombine. 
These experiments were made during the tenure of a Carnegie 
Research Scholarship. 
Summary. 
An experiment is described in which it is shown that the direct photo- 
chemical decomposition of ammonia is inhibited by atomic hydrogen. The 
method consists in illuminating an NHs -Hs- mercury vapour mixture with 
a zinc spark and with and without a water -cooled mercury arc lamp. 
With the Hg arc in operation the rate of the decomposition is retarded 
by the atomic hydrogen produced by the reaction (23P1) Hg -1- H2. This 
experiment (1) as of the ammonia 
into hydrogen atoms, (2) as an explanation of the low quantum yield due 
to the reaction NH, + H = NH3. 
Department of Chemistry, 
University of Edinburgh. 
14 These Transactions, 28, 89, 1932. 
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The Photochemistry of Phosphine. 
By H. W. lYIELVILLE. 
(Communicated by J. Kendall, F.R.S. -Received October 1, 1932.) 
Introduction. 
In the previous paper in this investigation* the first part (I) dealt with the 
mercury photo- sensitized decomposition of phosphine, and the second (II) with 
the sensitized photo -oxidation. Certain calculations and conclusions in that 
paper had to be left unfinished, until data on the direct photochemical reaction 
became available. The present paper, therefore, is devoted to the absorption 
spectrum, the direct decomposition and the photochemical oxidation of 
phosphine. The experiments are to some extent confirmatory of those involving 
excited mercury atoms but, owing to the simpler conditions obtaining in the 
direct reaction, it is possible to extend the calculations on the results to yield 
more information about the mechanism of the reactions. 
Prpc, Roy. Soc.,' A, vol. 138, p. 374 (1932). 
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PART III. 
The Absorption Spectrum of Phosphine. 
The absorption spectrum has been photographed by Purvis* using a con. 
densed cadmium spark. In a 10 cm. tube absorption begins at 223 mµ a{ 
room temperature, and at 100° C. the limit is raised to 224 m1.t. No bands wen 
observed. 
Owing to the discontinuous nature of the cadmium spectrum, it was deemed 
advisable to photograph the absorption spectrum, using a continuous source of 
radiation. 
The source of light was a water -cooled hydrogen tube consuming about 
2 kw., while the. spectroscope was a small Hilger instrument giving the region 
200 -800 m p, on a quarter- plate. Two absorption tubes were used, one 110 cm 
long of glass and fitted with quartz windows, the other entirely of fused silica 
15 cm. long. Exposures ranged from 1 minute to 1 hour, using Wellington 
Anti- screen plates. 
A series of exposures of about 1 hour was made at room temperature with 
pressures of phosphine from 0.01 mm. to 760 mm. with the 110 cm. tube, At 
atmospheric pressure absorption was continuous beyond 225 inv. as far as 
185 mti., the limit of the spectroscope. Preceding this continuous absorption, 
four very weak diffuse absorption bands could be observed at wave -lengths of 
228, 229.5, 232 and 236 m i.. The breadth of the bands was 1 -2 mµ, but no 
fine structure was evident. The dispersion of the spectroscope was sufficient 
to show structure, had there been any present, for the rotational lines in the 
Schumann 02 bands could be distinguished. When the pressure of the 
phosphine was reduced to 20 mm. the limit of continuous absorption had moved 
to about 217 mil, while all trace of the bands observed at atmospheric pressure 
had disappeared. Upon reducing the pressure to 0.01 mm., the absorption 
limit became rather indefinite, but no light was transmitted beyond 195r* 
No bands appeared on the plates except those belonging to the 02 molecule. 
Using the 15 cm. tube the absorption spectrum was photographed at 300°C.. 
at which temperature the limit of continuous absorption shifted slightly - 
1-2 mv. towards the red, while all traces of band absorption observed at 
room temperatures had disappeared. 
These experiments _ would therefore indicate that the absorption spectrum 
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The Direct Photochemical Decomposition. Materials and Apparatus. 
The phosphine and other gases used in these experiments were prepared as 
described in I. 
The apparatu§ is shown diagrammatically in fig. 1. It consisted of a McLeod 
gauge (M) attached to a liquid air trap (T4) provided with a tap and a reaction 
bulb of silica (R1), 7 cm. in diameter. This bulb was connected to the apparatus 








at temperatures above 15° C. the bulb was surrounded by an electric furnace 
provided with a small window. Two silica thermometers were used for reading 
temperatures. To the other end of the vacuum line another McLeod gauge, 
fitted with a liquid air trap was sealed. The bulb of this gauge functioned 
as a reaction tube and was fitted with a quartz lens 6 cm. in diameter 
and focal length (for yellow light), 10 cm. at one side and a quartz plate at the 
other. The whole was placed in a brass box fitted with a suitable window for 
observing the capillary so that, if necessary, water at a constant temperature 
could be circulated through it. The reasons for constructing the gauge in 
t is } nner were (1) compactness and ease of temperature control, (2) economy 
bd 
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of quartz plates and lenses, (3) sensitivity, owing to the fact that no eapansiaa 
takes place from the reaction tube into the bulb of the McLeod gauge. The Nil ó ga 
of this gauge was about 300 c.c. in volume. sii 
The apparatus was exhausted by a mercury condensation pump backed of 
an oil pump. The spark was placed in between R1 and 112 ; it was fed from de 
a 10 K.V.A. 6600 volt transformer with suitable condensers across the secondary, sa 
The electrodes were of zinc and aluminium, and were kept cool by a steal (s' 
blast of air. The spark voltage was usually about 3000 when a currents! in 
about 1 amp. passed across the spark gap. tb 
The gauge (R2) was used as a photometer, using ammonia as photometi ac 
gas, while R1 served as the phosphine reaction vessel. Then, assuming that tie re 
distribution of light from the spark remains sensibly constant, a check is kepi 
on the energy emitted and therefore corrections for variation in spark intensity 
can easily be applied when making a long series of experiments in R1. 
Trouble was experienced with red phosphorus being deposited on the walls 
of R1. R1 had to be standardized against R2 before and after every experi of 
mental run. As this process was rather lengthy an alternative method was h 
employed. Immediately in front of R1 a piece of sheet iron, with an aperta P 
2 x 1 cm., was set up, and after each experiment R1 was turned on its ass 0 
so as to present a clear portion of the bulb behind the aperture. In this IT of 
about 15 exposures could be made without having to remove the bulb for p: 
cleaning. h 
Products of Decomposition. y. 
First of all, it was necessary to determine the percentage of hydrogen 
produced during the photochemical decomposition. If the percentage app h 
proached that required by the equation 4P113 = P4 + 6112 then it would be fs 
reasonable to assume that no other hydrides of phosphorus were formed is 
Table I is a record of a series of experiments carried out at room temperata zi 
with a zinc spark, the exposure time being about 20 minutes. Sl 
Table I. 
PPH3 NH, + 14r, 
mm. after exposure. pa, + 0.0085 mm. 
PPHs 
deoomp. 
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aJlâie 0.0085 mm. is the vapour pressure of phosphine, measured by the McLeod 
[di gauge, at the temperature of the liquid air employed in this series. The 
slightly low value of the percentage of hydrogen is, no doubt, due to adsorption 
red bi 
of the hydrogen atoms by the walls of the reaction tube. The phosphorus is 
from 
deposited as a brownish -red film. In view of the probability that the reactions 
adarp subsequent to the primary fission of the PH3 molecule take place on the walls 
3tr5f (see below), it would appear that no phosphorus vapour is produced. It is 
et of important to observe that 93 per cent. agrees well with 95 per cent. found in 
the photo -sensitized reaction, thus yielding . evidence that the secondary re- 
neti actions in both cases are similar. It may be concluded, therefore, that the 
at tie result of the decomposition process is expressed by the equation given above. 
kepi 
'h 
Quantum E fficiency. 
wall The measurement of the quantum. yield depends on determining the pressure 
Teri. ofhydrogen produced. Therefore it was necessary to find if molecular- hydrogen 
E so had any effect on the course of the reaction. On illuminating .0 0785 nun. of 
rture PH3 in R1 for 20 minutes 0.0045 mm. of hydrogen were. obtained. On adding 
soi 0.0660 mm. of hydrogen and giving the same exposure, 0.0040 mm. (accuracy 
say of pressure readings ±0.0005 mm.) of H2 were produced. That is, 112 had 
b for practically no effect, although the pressure was equal to that of the PH3. 
In the experiments to be described below the pressure 'of 112 was invariably a 
very small fraction of the PH3 pressure. 
ogea Since Warburg's value for the quantum yield of the... decomposition. of NH3 
ap has 'recently been confirmed,* it was decided to measure the quantum yield 
d be for PH3 in terms of that of NH3 as the band absorption limits are almost 
sod. identical for the two gases. The group of lines near 210 m v. emitted by the 
,tune zinc spark is absorbed completely by NH3 and by PH3 if the pressure is 
sufficiently high. 
Preliminary experiments were made to ascertain when NH3 or PH3 in R1 
began to transmit the zinc lines appreciably ; it was found that at about 30 mm. 
'r' incomplete absorption became noticeable. Pressures of 100 mm. were therefore 
employed. 
R1 and R2 were filled with NH3 at 100 mm. and an exposure of 
10 -20 minutes given, after which the pressure of N2 + 1:12 was determined by 
condensing out the NH3. with liquid air. PH3 at 100 mm: was then put into 
Rl and the same procedure repeated. Table II gives three series of experi- ' * Wiig and Kistiakowski, ' J. Amer. Chem. Soc.,' vol. 54, p. 1906 (1932). 
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meats with the 7 cm. bulb for R1 at room temperature, while Table III 181 oui 
record of two series with a 2 cm. cylindrical tube 15 cm. long. 
Table II. 






















































In the third series of Table II the bulb was not rotated. This series as 
carried out after an interval of 6 months, during which time the bulb had 
been in continuous use. Another series of experiments also carried out at a 
different time yielded the resulls y = 0.57, 0.57, 0.50. For the 7 cm, bah 
the average value of y is 0.56. 
Table III. -2 cm. Cylindrical Tube. Temperature 18° C. Zn spark. 
Gas in R,. Paz +(N,) in R,. PKa+NS in Ra,. 
NH3 0.0790 0.0152 
PH, 0.0940 0.0244 
NH, 0.0130 0.0304 
NH3 0.0975 0.0292 
PH, 0.0520 0.0143 
NH, 0.0455 0.0351 
NH3 0.1560 0.0298 
PH, 0.0915 0.0167 








In the experiments recorded in Table III rotation of the tube was not 
practicable, so that ammonia calibration experiments were made before and 
after every phosphine experiment. The mean of the ammonia experiments 
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lI is a out with bromine water after each series in order to remove the film of red 
phosphorus deposited on the window. 
It will . be observed that the quantum yield in the smaller vessel is a little 
less than that in the 7 cm. bulb, thus confirming the results of the photo- 
sensitized experiments. 
A possible criticism may be levelled against the interpretation of the increase 
in the rate of the photo -sensitized decomposition in wider tubes. In a recent 
paper on the mean life (T) of the mercury atom in the 2 °P1 state, Garrett* 
finds that the pressure of the mercury vapour in a tube 3 cm. in diameter has 
quite a large influence on the apparent mean life. The apparent mean life 
is the life measured by the apparatus employed by Garrett. For example, at 
10 -4 mm. T is 1.43 X 10 -7 second, and at 10 -5 mm., 1.08 X 10 -7 second. 
This increase in life is due to part of the resonance radiation being reabsorbed 
by the mercury vapour before escaping out of the tube in which the mercury 
atoms are excited. Extrapolation of Garrett's results to 0.001 mm., which 
pressure was used in the photo- sensitized experiments, gives a value of T 
approximately equal to 5 X 10 -7 seconds. At 0.001 mm. therefore, the 
had 
apparent mean life of Hg 2 31), will increase with the diameter of the tube, but 
at 
as k3 (see I) is inversely proportional to T, the ratio kl /k3 will increase with 
bulb 
diameter. Hence the observed increase in kl /k3 may possibly be due to this 
increase in apparent life by reabsorption of resonance radiation. Garrett's 
results, however, only apply to pure mercury vapour ; that is, when gas phase 
deactivation occurs by radiation alone. When phosphine is present, the 
effective mean life is much smaller and is proportional to 1 /(k, [PH3] -I- ka). 
In the 2 cm. tube kl /k3 = 2.7, while the pressures used for determining the 
ratio kl /k3 were in the range 0.5 -10 mm. At the low pressure of 1 mm. then, 
the mean life is k3/(kl [PH3] -{- k3) 1/4 that in absence of phosphine, or 10 -7 
second. The effective life is thus equal to the mean life at low pressure 
( <10 -5 min.) of mercury vapour so that little reabsorption of resonance radia- 
tion could occur. 
Furthermore, had appreciable reabsorption of resonance radiation taken 
place, the line obtained by plotting the reciprocal of the 'reaction rate (1 /R) 
against the reciprocal of the phosphine pressure should have become concave 
to the 1 /pp$, axis at high values of 1 /ppH,, owing to the increase in [Hg'.] 
sot The line in fig. 5 of Paper I shows no such deviation. In order to settle the 
and matter, more accúrate data than the extrapolated value used above would be 
nts 
ieá * Phys. Rev.,' vol. 40, p. 779 (1932). 
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required on the apparent mean life in mercury vapour at 0.001 mm. in a 2-ca, 
cylindrical tube. 
Effect of Pressure on y. 
The range of pressures which could be used with the experimental method 
described above was rather restricted, since the pressure of the phosphia 
had to be of such a magnitude that there was complete absorption of tle 
zinc lines at 210 In II. The following method, however, allows of the calculatia 
of quantum yields down to very low pressures. 
Table IV contains the record of a series of experiments using different 
pressures of phosphine with the same time of exposure and intensity of spark 






















The quantum yield is independent of pressure between 44 and 760 ma 
If the reduction in rate below 44 mm. pressure is owing wholly to incomplete 
absorption, then the variation in rate with pressure is simply expressed by the 
equation 
R = R(1 -é "), 
where R. is the rate when absorption is complete, R that at pressure p mm 
and k is a constant depending only on the dimensions and shape of the insola 
lion tube and the extinction coefficient of phosphine for the wave -lengths is 
the region of 210 m k was obtained from the experiment at 5 mm. using 
R. from the experiments at 44 and 760 mm. and assuming that the quanta 
yield at 5 mm. is the same as that at 44 mm. The third column of Table IT 
was calculated from this value of k. The agreement is reasonably good is 
view of the exponential factor governing R ; however, it is sufficient to show 
that the quantum yield is independent of pressure from 0.04 to 760 mm. 
Effect of Temperature on y. 
Preliminary experiments were made to find when thermal dissociation 
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a f a pressure being 40 mm., 0.0315 mm. of hydrogen were produced in 30 minutes, 
at 290 °, 0.0015 mm. Photochemical experiments were therefore impossible 
attemperaures much above 300° as the photo -reaction yielded about 0.05 mm. 
nethoi hydrogen in 10 minutes. 
isphirE In order to reduce pressure readings at high temperatures to 15° C., hydrogen 
of the was admitted to the McLeod gauge and Rl to a pressure of 0.05 mm. Ri 
datioo was then heated up to 300° C., pressure readings being taken at suitable tempera- 
ture intervals. At pressures of the order of 0.05 mm. of hydrogen, thermal 
ffereaf effusion is appreciable so that the reduction of the pressure readings by 
spat calculation is difficult to carry out accurately. 
In these experiments phosphine was used as the photometric gas in R2. 
Owing to deposition of red phosphorus on the lens of R2, calibration experi- 
ments were made at the beginning and end of each run. Table V gives two 
series of experiments, where it is seen that the quantum yield is practically 












Table V.- Pressure of PI13, 40 mm. 7 cm. bulb. Zn spark. 





px2 in R1 







































































Discussion of Reaction Mechanism. 
The experiments described above corroborate those using excited mercury 
atoms for dissociation of the phosphine molecule, in those cases where com- 
parison can be made. The effect of atomic hydrogen may be mentioned again, 
as the experimental data in I provide direct proof that the photochemical 
decomposition is inhibited by hydrogen atoms. The low quantum yield, in 
this case also, is probably owing to recombination of PH2 and 73 on the walls. 
66Ô IÎ. W. Melville. 
It is rather surprising to find that temperature has no appreciable influeno 
on y. This means that temperatures up to 300° C. do not alter the relatiT 
probabilities of the reactions PH2 + PH2 = P2 + 2112, H + H = H2 aD 
PH2 + H = PH3. If these reactions require only small energies of activation 
the result is to be expected. Unfortunately, experiments could not be extended 
to 400 -500° C. where adsorption of molecular hydrogen begins on silica am 
faces.* At these temperatures the altereçl surface might well exert a lard 
influence on the secondary reactions. 
At high phosphine pressures, there is the possibility that the seconds! 
reactions postulated above may go through the medium of ternary collisions 
It is therefore of importance, first of all, to calculate the stationary nonce 
tration of hydrogen atoms, and then find if a hydrogen atom can collide with 
another of its kind and a third molecule before reaching the wall of the reaction 
tube. When the concentration of hydrogen atoms is stationary, 
- d [H] T [11] 
where T is the time required for a hydrogen atom to diffuse to the wall, 
assuming that this is the only way in which hydrogen atoms are removed from 
the gas. d [H]ldt may easily be obtained from the experimental data and 
amounts to about 10 -5 mm. per second. T maybe obtained from the diffask 
coefficient (D) of hydrogen atoms through phosphine by means of the Einstel 
equation r2 = 2DT, r being the radius of R1. Taking the radius of the hydrogen 
atom as 0.5 x 10 $ cm., D, on calculating from the Stefan -Maxwell equation 
D = K /x122(1 /M1+ 1/M2)1, amounts to 1.1 for phosphine at 760 mm. T 
therefore 10 seconds and [H] = 10 -4 mm. Now one hydrogen atom makes 
about 1010 collisions per second with phosphine molecules at 760 mm.; it 
will therefore make 105 collisions per second with hydrogen atoms. If a 
phosphine molecule is also involved in the collision between the two hydroga 
atoms, there will be between 1 and 10 ternary collisions before the hydrogel 
atom reaches the walls, if the ratio of the number of bimolecular collisions 
to that of ternary collisions is as the diameter of the hydrogen atom to its 
mean free path in phosphine. 
The hydrogen atom takes 10 seconds to reach the walls if it is generated 
in the middle of the bulb. At 760 mm., however, absorption of light at 210 mµ 
is practically complete in a layer less than 1 cm. in thickness, so that the time 
required for the atom to reach the walls is more nearly 1 second instead of 10 
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flneao seconds. Hence there is slight balance in favour of the hydrogen atom (or 
'elatirt the PH2 radical) reaching the walls rather than making a ternary collision. 
la ad At pressures less than 760 mm. collisions with the walls are very much more 
ivatioi probable. It may be concluded that, in the experiments described above, the 
tended secondary reactions in the photochemical decomposition of phosphine take 
3a silt place mainly on the walls of the reaction tube, thus explaining the negligible 
t, last influence of pressure on the quantum yield. It would be interesting to know, 
if the concentration of hydrogen atoms and PH2 radical were increased by 
mdari adding inert gas to a pressure of several atmospheres and /or increasing the 
iaias& intensity of the incident radiation, whether the ternary collisions, which would 
DEC take place under these conditions, would have any effect on the quantum 
e with yield. 
action Having now obtained quantum yields of the direct reaction and also the 
relative efficiency of the photo -sensitized decomposition of NH3 and of PH3, 
an estimate may be made of the square of the effective collision radii (2) 
of the PII3 molecule and the 2 3P1 mercury atom. This estimate is based on 
the assumption that the secondary reactions in the direct and photo -sensitized 
way' 
reactions are identical. Such an assumption has been substantiated for 
iron 




RNH, _ YNH, 0.N2 (1 /MHg + 1 /MNHY 
stein RPH, 'PH, apt (1 /MHg + 1 /MpH,)r. 
cogs 
gar In the 2 cm. tube Rte, /RpH, = 0.073, yam, = 0.25, ypu, = 0.49, aN2 = 
Ti 2.94 X 10 -16 cm.2,* so that the value of ape is 27.5 X 10 -16 cm.2 
takes No data for the quenching of resonance radiation by PH3 are yet available. 
ii If subsequent experiment gave ape of the order 27.5 X 10 -16 cm.2, then it 
If a may be concluded that every collision involving deactivation of the mercury 
oges atom results in dissociation of the phosphine molecule. According to the 
oges 
calculations in I, this appears to be the case for ammonia, so that it would be 
;ions of importance to find whether phosphene behaves in the same way. 
o its It has been pointed out by Zemanski* and by Bates- that those simple 
molecules which possess large quenching radii have a vibration band in which 
ated the energy associated with the quantum corresponds closely to the difference 
mp 
in energy between the 2 3P1 and 2 3P0 states of the mercury atom, which 
ime 
amounts to 0.218 volts. For example, CO2 has a a2 of 2.48 X 10-16 cm.2, 
f 10 
* Zemanski, ` Phys. Rev.,' vol. 36, pp. 919, 930 (1930). 
t ' J. Amer. Chem. Soc.,' vol. 54, p. 569 (1932). 
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the nearest vibration band being at 0.253 volts ; while for NO, cr2 = 24.7x 10-s 
cm.2 and a band at 0.235 volts. Although a2 for PH3 is of the same magnitude 
as that for NO, there is no vibration band close to 0.218 volt, the nearest bard 
at 4.2 p.* corresponding to 0.29 volts. The exchange of energy betwee 
Hg 2 3131 and PH3 cannot, therefore, resemble the process suggested ll 
Zemanski. 
The mechanism of the photochemical decomposition of phosphine, so fare, 
it is revealed by these experiments and calculations, may be summarized 
follows : PH3 is dissociated into PH2 and H, which diffuse to the walls. The 
radicals undergo secondary reactions at the walls such that the net quanta 
yield is about 0.5 in a 2 -cm. tube. The three main secondary reactions world 
appear to be PH2 + PH2 = P2 (red phosphorus) + 2112, H -I- 11.1{t 
PH2 -{- H = P113. The reaction PH2 + .11 is slightly favoured by increase 
of surface and by an increase in the number of hydrogen atoms adsorbed or 
the walls. Temperatures up to 300° C. have little effect, so that the heats of 
activations of the surface reactions are probably small. 
PART IV. 
The Photochemical Oxidation of Phosphine. 
It has been shownin II that oxygen strongly accelerates the photo -sensitized 
decomposition of phosphine, while the subsequent addition of argon sti 
further increases the rate of oxidation. The latter influence of argon 
indicative of the intervention of a chain mechanism.. Quantitative eapeñ. 
ments are, however, not easy with the photo -sensitized reaction, as it is difficult 
to estimate the extent of the deactivation of the mercury atoms by oxygen and 
by argon. With the direct photochemical reaction, conditions are laths 
simpler, so that it is possible to make more detailed calculations and final 
to obtain quantum yields of the oxidation process, so that the length of the 
reaction chains may be calculated. 
The experimental procedure was as follows : R1 was filled with PH3, 
the 
pressure being about 0.05 mm. With the ammonia photometer (R2) in use 
an exposure was made in order to measure the rate of decomposition of the 
PH3. R1 was again filled with phosphine to the same pressure, the PH3 was 
condensed out with liquid air and then oxygen added (about 0.05 min.). 
The PH3 was evaporated and the mixture illuminated, R2 measuring the 
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intensity of the spark as before. After condensing out the residual PH3 
into a liquid air trap provided with a tap (having a volume of about 10 .p.c. 
compared with 600 c.c. of R1 + McLeod) the pressure of residual gas was 
measured. The tap on the liquid air trap was then closed, the non -condensable 
gases pumped off and the pressure- of the remaining phosphine determined. 
From these measurements, which are given in Table VI, after making a small 
correction for pumping off a little phosphine with the non -condensable gas, 
the amount of PH3 decomposed was easily calculated. 





















00970 - 0.0103 - 0.0014 0.0232 - - 
0.0900 0.0670 0.0585 0.0505 0.0365 0.0226 265 1100 
0.1235 - 0.0113 - 0.0021 0.0214 - - . 
01210 0.0600 0-0545 0.0635 -0.0490 0.0179- 240 1310 
01235 0.1055 0.1055 0.0610 0.0545 .0.0116 270 2350 
0.0715. - 0-0093 - 0.0006 0.0217 - 
0.0685 0.0570 0.0450 0.0200 0.0400 0.0113 1150 - 663 
00650 0.0955 0-1040 0.0255 0.0310 0.0086 550 1110 
0.0705 - 0.0197 - 0.0084 0-0480 - - 
0.0645 0.0165 0.0305 0.0315 0.0245 0-0232 - - 
0.0705 0.0535 0.0520 0.0170 0.0450 0-0191 180 818 
00695 0.0805 0.0775 0.0120 0.0490 0-0161 190 1010 
01035 - 0.0217. - 0.0100 0.0440 " ; - 
01020 0.0155 0.0315 0.0675 0.0260 0.0155 - - 
01025 0.0560 0.0575 0.0445 0.0495 0.0173 59 1030 
00995 0.0820 0.0765 0.0265 0.0645 0.0155 190 1480 ',o 
00510 - 0.0153 - 0.0050 0.0410 - - ' 
0.0515 0.0540 0.0530 0.0083 0-0347 0.0179 250 500 
00520 0.0790 0.0785 0.0055 0.0380 0.0167 205 740 
0.0570 - 0.0135 - 0.0038 0.0393 - - 
00550 0.0435 0.0360 00167 0.0297 0.0107 215 430 
00605 0.0570 0.0495 0.0220 0.0300 0.0071 265 620 
0.0605 0.0770 0.0780 0.0215 0-0305 0.0095 160 840 
00085 mm. is the vapour pressure of the PH3. 
After the third set of experiments R1 was taken down and cleaned. 
In the penultimate column of the table the results are multiplied by 1 f y 
since the quantum yield in the 7 cm. tube is less than unity. 
The third column in Table VI shows that the pressure of non-condensable 
gas is approximately equal to the initial pressure of oxygen although the 
amount of phosphine decomposed is quite large. The' same of servation was 
554 H. W. Melville. 
made during the experiments on the photo -sensitized oxidation. In the press, The 
case also, it would appear that the main oxidation reaction is PH3 + p of the 
H2 + HP02, the HPO2 being deposited on the walls. All subsequent cal% be neg 
lations about chain lengths will therefore be based on the assumption thatth 
reaction takes place according to this eqùation. 
In suggesting a mechanism for the reaction it will be supposed tilt 
lithe the phosphine molecule is decomposed according to the equate% 
PH3 + by = PH2 + H. The PH2 radical reacts on colliding with the fix 
oxygen molecule it encounters. During this collision some molecule or radio) 
From 
is produced which is able, by virtue of its energy content or chemical* 
Phots 
saturation, to initiate a chain reaction between PH3 and 02. At 0.1 ma,d 
the er 
PH3 according to the estimates made on p. 550, the hydrogen atom clod 
make 106 collisions per second with 02 molecules. As the H atoms wood 
The 
diffuse to the wall in about 10 -4 seconds, the formation of excited H20otol 
isgivc 
OH by the ternary collision H + H2 + 02 = H2O + H is improbable, so 
that the possibility of 1120 or OH starting a chain may be excluded. 
It has been shown that with small pressures of phosphine the rate of th 
photochemical decomposition is proportional to the pressure so that 
wh 
to bere e 
d [PH3] = kP [PH3], (I) (a+ 
dt 
and for the photo -oxidation chain 
urea 
d [PH3] kIK [P113]2 [02] {1 + Er [112]/([ p H3] + [02])), (f) Using 
dt 
Tb 
where k is a constant, I and Ii are the intensities of the incident radiation, ); altho 
is another constant depending on the chain characteristics of the oxidation, The 
The factor including 112 represents the inert gas effect, v. being a constant. chain 
If a and b are the initial concentrations of PH3 and 02 respectively ando with 




= kIl (a - x) whic] 
loc. c 
or In a 3 Ph a -x 
if th 
where t is the time of illumination. Now Table VI shows that the amount this 
of PH3 decomposed is nearly equivalent to the amount of 02 used up and 
to 
the amount of hydrogen formed so that (2) becomes * 
ts 
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The integration of (4) is considerably simplified for it is probable that is 
of the order of 0.1* so that the inert gas factor may, to a first approximation, 
be neglected. Upon integrating the simplified form of equation (4) 
1 x 1 b(a - x) kIt.K - a(b - a) a -x + (b- a)2lna(b -x). (5) 
lithe chain is unbranched, the chain length y is given by 
y = K [PH3] [021 (6) 
From the experiments on the photo -dissociation and the readings of the 
photometer lna /(a - x) and It and therefore k can be calculated. Similarly 
the experiments on the photo-oxidation yield the value of k . K by means of 
(5). Hence K is obtained and from (6) the chain length. 
The number of links y1 in a straight chain assuming reaction at every collision 
is given by the formula- 
ab 1.5 d2 
I- 
where dis the average distance a chain diffuses to the walls where it is supposed 
to be broken. A is the mean free path of the chain in centimetres at pressure 
(a+ b). In the present case A is difficult to estimate, since the nature of the 
chain carriers is not known, but at 0.1 mm. pressure A = 10 -1 cm. is not an 
unreasonable estimate. If a = b = 0.05 mm. and d = 3.5 cm., v1= 450.. 
Using this value the last column, of Table VI has been constructed. 
The calculated and observed values of y are of the same order of magnitude, 
although the calculated results are higher consistently by a factor of 2 - 5. 
The simplest interpretation of this approximate agreement would be that the 
chains are straight, reaction occurring at every collision of the chain carrier 
with 02 or with PH3, according to the nature of the carrier, and that every 
chain which reaches the wall terminates there. The low value of the observed 
chain length is probably due to deactivation in the gas phase -a phenomenon 
which becomes very marked at higher pressures (cf. Dalton and Hinshelwood, 
loc. cit.). 
Phosphine and oxygen mixtures are, however, spontaneously inflammable 
if the pressure is raised to a sufficient degree. The chain theory interprets 
this as an indication of branched chains. Suppose, therefore, that the phosphine 
*Melville, Trans. Faraday Soc.,' vol. 28, p. 814 (1932). 
t Samenoff, ' Z. Physik,' vol. 46, p. 109 (1927) ; Dalton and Hinshelwood, ` Proc. Roy. 
Soc,?' A, vol. 125, p. 294 (1929). 
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oxygen chain branches at every cycle. Let n be the average length of an¡ 
chain from the starting point to the end of the branch, then y the total numbs 
of molecules of PH3 decomposed per initial chain centre (which is the Iengtl 
of a straight chain) is given by 
v= 1+(2+22+23+... to nterms) 
= 1.+2°f' -2. 
From Table VI y _ 200, so that n = 7. Therefore if branching does occur 
at every cycle, the chain is so short that it will not reach the wall. But as as 
increase in the diameter of the reaction tube increases the chain length, the 
chains must reach the wall and therefore the probability of branching mustle 
less than 1 in 200. 
If the agreement between calculated and observed chain lengths obtained 
in Table VI is regarded as purely fortuitous, and if the chains are reflected 
from the wall, then the probability of branching must be even smaller than 
5 X 10 -3. That the condition of the walls does alter the probability of 
termination has been demonstrated,* but the effect is less than an order of 
magnitude, and thus does not alter the significance of the above discussion to 
any great extent. In order to settle the matter unequivocally, experiments 
would require to be devised in which the probability of branching and the 
probability of termination could be separately determined. 
The author wishes to thank Dr. E. B. Ludlam and Professor Kendall for 
their interest and encouragement during the progress of these experiments, 
Thanks are also due to the Carnegie Trustees for a scholarship and to the 
Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd., for a grant towards the cost of the apparatus. 
Summary. 
The absorption spectrum of phosphine has been photograpned at room 
temperature. It consists of a region of continuous absorption beginning at 
230 m µ, which is preceded by four weak diffuse bands. At 300° C. the band 
disappear and the limit moves towards the longer wave -lengths. 
The photo decomposition of phosphine by light from zinc and aluminium 
sparks has been studied. The' reaction is 4PH3 = P4 + 6H2, the phosphora, 
being deposited as the red variety. The quantum yield (y) is 0.56 in a 7 cm. 
* Hinshelwood and Clusius, ` Proc. Roy. Soc.,' A, vol. 129, p. 589 (1930); also Pátt if 
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bulb, falling to 0.49 in a 2 cm. cylindrical tube. Temperatures up to 300° C. 
do not influence y. Molecular hydrogen has no effect, but atomic hydrogen 
decreases y. The mechanism of the reaction 'is discussed and compared with 
the photo -sensitized reaction. 
On adding oxygen to P113 and illuminating, a stable chain reaction occurs, 
and with pressures of PH3 = 02, = 0.05 mm. y = 200. The significance of 
the value is discussed in relation to the theory of branched chains. It is 
concluded that the probability of branching at any one cycle is not more 
efficient than 5 X 10 -3. 
A compact and sensitive form of combined reaction tube and McLeod gauge 
is described. 
114arasow 41D SONS, Ltd., Printers, St. Martin's Lane, London, W.C.2. 
Reprinted from the Transactions of the Faraday Society,No. 150, 
Vol. XXIX., Part 11, November, 1933. 
AN INTENSITY FILTER FOR THE MERCURY LINE AT 253.7 m1.. 
By H. W. MELVILLE AND H. J. WALLS. 
Received 12th September, 1933. 
In photochemical chain reactions, the effect of the variation of the 
intensity of the incident radiation provides important information about 
the termination of the chains. If the rate of reaction is proportional 
to the first power of the intensity, it may be concluded that the chain 
carrier is destroyed in a bimolecular collision with another molecule or 
by a collision with the walls of the reaction tube. On the other hand, 
if the rate is proportional to the square root of the intensity, the chains 
are terminated by self -destruction, e.g., by the combination of two atoms. 
Examples of these types of behaviour may be seen in the recent series of 
papers on the hydrogen -chlorine reaction by Ritchie and Norrish.1 
This differentiation in the mechanism of chain termination has now gained 
added importance, for it is believed that the position of the upper and the 
lower limits for explosion of thermal chain reactions is determined 
respectively by gas phase and by wall destruction of the carriers. Photo- 
chemical experiments on the intensity relationships outside these limits 
should be able, therefore, to give confirmation of the hypotheses which 
have been advanced to explain these phenomena. 
No great difficulty occurs in measuring the variation in intensity when 
a thermopile or photoelectric cell is employed and the reaction vessel 
is at room temperature. If, however, the reaction bulb is in a furnace 
and the source of light is of considerable area, such as a mercury lamp, the 
difficulties are increased. Some means are, therefore, required to vary 
the intensity by a known and easily controllable amount. The rotating 
sector is not suitable for this type of work, as it really alters the duration 
of exposure and not the intensity.2 In addition, matters are rendered 
more complicated by the possible existence of induction periods and 
photochemical after effects. Wire gauze screens, especially if constructed 
of round wire, are not, in general, reliable as it is difficult to calculate 
exactly how much light is cut off. There remains then some type of 
filter partly transparent to the radiation being used. 
This paper is concerned with a liquid filter for use with the mercury 
resonance line at 253.7 mp. and hence is specially suitable for mercury 
sensitised reactions. In order to vary the transmission of a liquid filter, 
a solution is most convenient to use as only a single cell is required. The 
solution must, however, have the following properties if it is to be reliable 
a) stability to light of 253.7 mtc, (b) components to be easily obtained 
m a pure state, (c) normal behaviour of the components so that Beer's 
law is obeyed exactly, (d) rapidity and ease of preparation. 
These criteria are fulfilled by mixtures of carbon tetrachloride and 
!hexane or cyclo- hexane. Ordinary sulphur free carbon tetrachloride 
suitable, but the hexane or cyclo- hexane must be specially purified 
'Prot. Roy. Soc., 140A, 99, 112, 713, 1933. 
2 Griffith and McKeown, Photochemical Processes, p. 664. 
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in order that its absorption at 253.7 mµ may be negligible. Ttc 
hexane and cyclo- hexane purified for spectroscopic work, as supp 
by British Drug Houses, were used in the present instance and found 
be entirely satisfactory. The rapid rise in the extinction coefficient 
carbon tetra -chloride to light of 253.7 mitt cuts out all light from 
mercury arc which might be absorbed by the reactants directly. 
advantage of using cyclo- hexane in preference to n- hexane is that 
boiling -point is close to that of carbon tetrachloride and therefore . 
loss of the solution by evaporation, e.g., when placed in the proximit 
a furnace, does not lead to any disturbing change in concentration. 
Experimental. 
A 5 mm. absorption cell was employed for the photochemical e 
ments. A series of solutions was therefore made up to cut off from ro 
cent. to 8o per cent. of the light as measured approximately by the pb 
chemical reaction. The extinction coefficients of the solutions were tit 
CC/4 in Hexane, 8%SOn 
(0.55 6 l lct) 
+ do., 14X (o'974n2 
re 
) 
o do., 40% (R78m) 


















































measured exactly by means of a Bellingham and Stanley rotating sector Thea 
photometer used in conjunction with a Bellingham and Stanley qua 
spectrograph, giving the spectrum from about ZIO to Boo mµ on a Iom 
plate. An iron spark was employed as source of light. The waveleno 
h; 



















the positions of equal blackening on the plate were determined by 
mparison with an enlarged calibrated photograph of the iron spark 
spectrum, the plates being examined with the aid of a lens. The positions 
were determined at least twice in each plate, with an interval in between, 
order to eliminate possible errors due to fatigue. The wave -lengths 
could easily be determined to within o2 mµ in this way. 
The extinction coefficient - wave -length curves for four solutions are 
chosen Fig. I. The value of the extinction coefficient used is defined by 
the equation 
log10 Io /I = kcd . . (I) 
there le is the extinction coefficient, d the thickness of the layer in cm., 
and c the concentration in moles per litre. It will be seen that the curves 
for three different concentrations (0.56, 0.97, 2.78 moles per litre) fall 
practically together ; the difference in the ordinates may be put down to 
experimental error. This means that Beer's law is obeyed exactly within 
Ms region of concentration. The two solutions of equal concentration 
mhexane and in cyclohexane also show identical absorption in this region. 
The values of k at 253.7 mµ as measured off a large scale graph are :- 
n.56 moles per litre o -598 
o'97 0575 2'7g 0.590 
Average . 0.588 
Using this value of k, the percentage transmission for any concentration 
and layer thickness, or alternatively the concentration and /or layer thick- 
ness necessary to cut off a given amount of radiation at 253.7 mie, can be 
rapidly calculated by means of equation a . 
To test the stability of the filter, a solution of concentration 2.78 
moles per litre made up with hexane was exposed to a mercury lamp with 
a cool cathode running at 5 amps. and 4.0 volts for four hours. Some 
change occurred, for the liquid evolved some hydrochloric acid and it was 
found that the extinction coefficient at 253-7 mg had increased by about 
co per cent. A similar result was obtained with cyclohexane. A filter 
was therefore not employed for much longer than fifteen minutes. As 
the quantity of solution required to fill the quartz cell only amounted to 
a ies c.c., this procedure was not unduly extravagant in the use of the 
comparatively expensive hexane. 
In the Tables below are given data of a few experiments on the mercury 
sensitised reaction between hydrogen and nitrous oxide. The investiga- 
6on3 of the thermal reaction had shown that it was of the chain type, 
TABLE I.-Low PRESS. 5 CM. REACTION BULB. TEMP. 580° C. a : I 







Composition of Filter. Rate Rel. to 
Hexane (R). 
Intensity ReL to 
Hexane (I). RII. 
naIle Ioo Ioo Ioo 
' C.C. in 25 C.C. solution o-86 080 107 
,, 0.70 0-68 I03 
' » It 0-73 o-68 1.07 
, ,. 053 0'5 I I-04 
,, 0183 015 I20 
e absolute rate of reaction with pure hexane was o82 mm. of water per min. 
8 Melville, Proc. Roy. Soc., in the press. 
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TABLE II. -HIGH PRESS. TEMP. 510° C. I : I MIXTURE. PRESS., rp 
Composition of Filter. Rate Rel. to Hexane (R). 
Intensity Rel. 
to Hexane (I). RII. 
n- hexane . Ioo I.00 Ioo r 
2 C.C. CC14 in 25 c.c solution o80 o68 I.17 0 
3'5 ,. .. .. 0.67 0.51 I31 0 
5.0 .. ., 0-49 038 129 0 
° fuses 
hani: 
tc In Tî 
rqona 
antity 
00 )faI s 
tween 
Ai ire no 
fions 
The absolute rate of reaction with pure hexane was o8o mm. water perniu, ior. 
In Fi 
initiated by the dissociation of a nitrous molecule into N2 and 0, follow., Table, 
by the reaction O + H2 -->- OH + H. The chain is probably propagal eatslh 
by the reactions reexp, 
OH+H2-3H2O+H 
H + N2O OH + N2. 
A liq 
Further, there was indirect evidence that the chains were terminafr inefrom 
principally in the gas phase by self -neutralisation at pressures of the oil Machlc 
of ioo mm., whereas at io mm., wall deactivation was most importait 'icier 
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FIG. 2. 
high pressures the rate should be proportional to the square root of the 
intensity, and (b) at low pressures, a linear relation should hold betweSo 
rate and intensity. 
Full details are not given of the experiments (they will be published 
later) as the results quoted are solely for the purpose of indicating the 
Chem 
ft H. W. MELVILLE AND Ít. 3. WALLS i2g 
zoo 
fulness of the filter in providing independent confirmation of the 
echanism of the termination of the chains. 
ir. In Table I., it will be observed that the rate (R) is very nearly pro - 
rtional to the intensity (I) as is indicated by the constancy of the 
antity RBI. At high pressures R/I is no longer constant and neither 
IN IS/Iso that the rate must be proportional to a power of the intensity 
091 
and io. Even at ion mm. however, wall termination was 
g hueen o 5 , , 
a61 ,ite noticeable and the latter result is to be expected. The dark re- 
tions were negligible in both cases ; the chain length was of the order 
vermin oE. 
In Fig. 2, login R has been plotted against login I using the results 
follor i fables I. and II., and it will be observed that the high pressure experi- 
opagah monts lie fairly close to a line having a slope of o5, whereas the low pres- 











A liquid filter is described for altering the intensity of the 253.7 mµ 
he from a mercury arc lamp. The absorbing liquid is sulphur free carbon 
tetrachloride which is mixed with n- hexane or cyclohexane. The extinction 
dents of a number of solutions were determined and found to obey 
Beer's law. The applicability of the filter is shown by experiments on 
the photochemical chain reaction between hydrogen and nitrous oxide 
at high and at low pressures where the rate is respectively proportional to 
the square root and to the first power of the intensity. 
The authors are indebted to the Carnegie Trustees for the award of 
too scholarships. 
Chemistry Department, 
University of Edinburgh. 
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The Kinetics of the Reaction between Hydrogen and Nitrous Oxide. -I. 
ßY H. W. MELVILLE. 
IS 
[Reprinted from trie PROCEEDINGS OF THE ROYAL SOCIETY, A, Vol. 142.j 
The Kinetics of the Reaction between Hydrogen and Nitrous 
Oxide. -I. 
By H. W. MELVILLE. 
(Communicated by J. Kendall, P.R.S.- Received June 10, 1933.) 
Until about five years ago, the theoretical treatment of the mechanism of 
the oxidation of simple molecules had been comparatively neglected. Prior 
to this, however, considerable progress had been made in the study of the 
kinetics of thermal and photochemical gas reactions. That knowledge has now 
been successfully applied and extended to solve some of the major problems 
in combustion chemistry, and thereby has given rise to the development of the 
theory of thermal chain reactions. Hitherto, the investigation of these 
reactions has been confined almost entirely to oxidations by molecular oxygen.* 
It is known,i. however, that many gases ignite inknitrous oxide at about the 
*Exceptions are the C18, Bra and HBr sensitized decomposition of 0, ; Bodenstein, 
Padelt and Schumacher, ' Z. phys. Chem.,' B, vol. 5, p. 209 (1929) ; Lewis and Feitknecht, 
J. Amer. Chem. Soc.,' vol. 53, p. 2910, p. 3565 (1931). 
t Dixon and Higgins, ` Proc. Mane. Phil. Soc.,' vol. 71, p. 17 (1927). 
b 
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same temperature as they do in oxygen, and it might be anticipated that here, ing 
too, a chain process is in operation. The object of studying the interactia the 
of hydrogen and nitrous oxide was to determine whether it is a chain reactioq 
and if so, to make a detailed analysis of its mechanism by the kinetic method, 
press 
One of the first criteria in looking for the possibility of the propagation 
of 
of w, 
chains in a gaseous mixture is that the reaction must be exothermic. Thi 
900 
condition is amply fulfilled in the present- instance, for 75 k.cal. are liberated 
posit 
per mole of water formed. Indeed, the reaction is even more exothermic 
then 
than the formation of one mole of water from hydrogen and oxygen, wha 
112-1 
only 50 k.cal. are evolved. This greater exothermicity is due to the fact that by t 
45 k.cal. are required to dissociate 1 mole of N20 into N2 and 0, whereas to 
is m tr 
production of 1 mole of 0 atoms from 02 requires about 60 k.cal. 
There was another important reason for choosing N20 as one of the park 
decc 
pants in the reaction. Recently, the kinetics of the decomposition have be h 
very thoroughly worked out,* and it is now thought probable that the fun gigl 
step in the thermal decomposition is the formation of a nitrogen molecalc 
in a 
and an oxygen atom from an excited molecule, the necessary energy of actiaaa tare 
tion being derived from a collision between molecules of a sufficiently high 
is a 
energy content. In addition, experiments have shown what effect inert gas peer 
exert on the rate of production of these activated molecules. posi 
Several other interesting points arise out of the use of the N20 molecule, for the 
example, there is only one oxygen atom available and the nitrogen molecule are' 
may, in suitable circumstances, play the part of an energy scavenger. Hydrogen 
was chosen as the other reactant for the reason that since the kinetics of the 
112-0 2 reaction have been worked out in some detail, they might prove helpN 
in elucidating the mechanism of the H2-N20 reaction. It is hoped, however, 
to extend the experiments to the reactions of other simple molecules with 
nitrous oxide. (' 
The 112-N20 reaction has been studied on the surface of a platinum filament 
by Cassel and Gluckauf f at low pressures and with an excess of hydrogen, 
under these conditions there is a complete change in the mechanism as the 
temperature of the catalyst is increased beyond 775° C. Similarly Hinaba! Í' 
woodt found at high pressures that the kinetics of the reaction differed depend. 
* Volmer and Kummerow, ' Z. phys. Chem.,' B, vol. 9, p. 141 (1930) ; Nagasako and chi 
Volmer, ibid., vol. 10, p. 414 (1930), vol. 11, p. 420 (1931) ; Volmer and Froelich, ibid. hor 
vol. 19, pp. 85, 89 (1932) ; Musgrave and Hinshelwood, ` Proc. Roy. Soc.,' A, vo1,13a, 
p. 23 (1932) ; ibid., vol. 137, p. 25 (1932). 
gas 
j `Z. phys. Chem.,' B, vol. 19, p. 47 (1932). enc 


































Reaction between Hydrogen and Nitrous Oxide. 52d 
jug upon whether the N20 or the 112 were in excess. The possible bearing of 
these observations on the results to be described below will be discussed later. 
When hydrogen was sealed up with nitrous oxide at about atmospheric 
pressure in a Jena glass bulb, Hinshelwood* noticed that the rate of formation 
of water was nó faster than the rate of decomposition of nitrous oxide at about 
700° C. It was suggested that the first stage in the reaction was the decom- 
position of nitrous oxide into nitrogen and oxygen molecules, the oxygen 
thereafter being quickly removed by combination with hydrogen, since the 
llz 0a reaction is very rapid . at this temperature. The net rate is determined 
by the slowest process, namely, the decomposition of the nitrous oxide. It 
is to be observed, however, that at the lower temperatures used in these 
experiments, the rate of H2O formation was somewhat faster than that of the 
decomposition of N20. 
In sharp disagreement with these experiments are the results of Dixon and 
Higgins (lot. cit.), who found that a jet of hydrogen inflamed spontaneously 
in an atmosphere of nitrous oxide at about 550° C., or 150° below the tempera- 
ture of Hinshelwood's experiments, where the rate of decomposition of N20 
is very small. The temperature of ignition depended on pressure and was 
preceded by an induction period. In this latter dynamic method the com- 
position of the mixture could, of course, vary within wide limits. It is one of 
the objects of this paper to determine, if possible, the reason for this dis- 
crepancy. 
The question of the mechanism of this reaction can be most logically 
approached by considering the possible ways in which it Might occur :- 
(1) Heterogeneous reaction, exclusively on the walls of the reaction tube. 
(2) Homogeneous bimolecular reaction, 112 + N20 H2O + N2. 
(3) Decomposition of N20 followed by rapid oxidation of 112, i.e., 
N20 + N20 = 2N2 + 02. 
2H2 + 02 = 2H20. 
(4) Chain reaction : various mechanisms. 
While the possible types of reaction have been separately classed above, the 
chain process may include 1, 2 and 3 since (a) initiation of the chain may be 
homogeneous or heterogeneous, (b) similarly, termination may occur in the 
gas or at the walls, and (o) propagation probably involves a series of bimolecular 
encounters, 
* 
` Proc. Roy. Soc.,' A, vol. 106, p. 292 (1924). 
b2. 
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The first point to be settled about this reaction is, therefore, the clan 
which it belongs ; the second, by extending the experiments in suitable 
tions, to determine, as far as the present method will allow, the nature 
individual processes leading to the final products, which appear to be 
N2 and H2O. 
Experimental. 
Consideration of the equation H2 + N20 = N2 + H2O shows at on 
that there is no pressure change during reaction, and therefore it would appe 
that the convenient and sensitive manometric method could not be empio 
for measuring the velocity. By withdrawal of the water by absorption aí 
P2O5 or CaC12, the resultant decrease in pressure may be used as a mean 
of the extent of reaction. 
The apparatus consisted of a silica reaction bulb placed in an electric furor 
The bulb was provided with a wide neck (1.7 cm. diameter) and a silica -xis 
ground joint so that a porcelain boat containing P205 or CaC12 could be inserti 
in the neck just outside the mouth of the furnace. The volume of the "cold` 
parts of the reaction bulb system was reduced to less than 5% of the total 
packing with glass order to ensure rapid and thorough mixing 
Fra. 1. 
the reactants, the gases were lead from the reservoirs directly into the in 
of the bulb by a silica tube 3 mm. in diameter as is shown in fig. 1. NeJ 
of these precautions led to the variation of the kinetics with the order of ail 
of the gases to the reaction tube owing to the time required for interdiffuno' 
Such a variation was exaggerated to some extent for, as will be seen below, 
the rate of reaction is nearly independent of the concentration of hydrogen and 
directly dependent on that of nitrous oxide. In some bulbs there wag fug 




























































Reaction between Hydrogen and Nitrous Oxide. 528 
evacuation and to a number of gas reservoirs. A capillary- mercury mano- 
meter served as a pressure gauge: The temperature of the furnace was 
manually controlled to within 1° C. in the range 500 ° -800° O., using a Pt /Pt -Rh 
thermocouple and millivoltmeter. Nitrous oxide was obtained from a cylinder 
and contained not more than 0.2% air. This gas was first dried by slow passage 
over P505, then collected in a liquid air trap and fractionated. The hydrogen 
was electrolytic and was freed from traces of oxygen by palladized asbestos 
end dried with P205. Argon and nitrogen were freed from traces of oxygen 
by passing over a tungsten filament at 2000° C. 
The absorbing agent has to be situated just outside the furnace and therefore 
the water vapour requires a short time to diffuse to the 0a012. Such a time lag 
between production and removal leads to the establishment of a " stationary " 
concentration of water vapour in the reaction tube. 
The first problem to be solved was the determination of this stationary 
concentration, and the second, to find if the variation in p$,°, as must inevitably 
occur during the progress of the reaction, had any measurable effect on the 
linetics. A reaction tube 10 cm. long and 2.5 cm. in diameter was fitted 
with a side tube 7 cm. from the centre of the reaction tube itself. 100 mm. of 
I :1 H2 : N20 mixture were passed into the tube and the reaction allowed to 
go for several minutes at 660° C. The water was then condensed out by 
cooling the side tube and the pressure of the residual H2- N20 -N2 mixture 
determined. A similar experiment was then made except that the side tube 
was kept cool from the start. After making due allowance for the cooling of 
the side tube on the pressure of the non -condensable gases, it was found that 
13.5mm. H2O were produced in 6 min. when 1120 was allowed to accumulate 
while 16.5 mm. were obtained if H2O was removed continuously. Water 
vapour is therefore an inhibitor at these pressures. Similar results were 
obtained with a 7 cm. bulb, in these experiments the gases were removed for 
analysis by a Töpler pump. The rate of reaction, on allowing the 1120 to 
accumulate, was smaller than that in which the 1120 was removed at intervals 
and the gas mixture readmitted to the reaction bulb. 
An approximate estimate of the stationary concentration may be made in 
the following way. If R is the rate of reaction (millimetres per second) and 
Ithe time in seconds required for an H2O molecule to diffuse to the absorbing 
agent, the pressure of 1120 (pg,o) in millimetres will be given by 
R.T =p$,o. 
I can be calculated from the Einstein equation æ2 = 2D . T where x is the 
529 H. W. Melville. 
distance the molecule diffuses through a gas of diffusion coefficient D. T 
the above example, D for 100 mm. of H2 : N20 at 1000° K. is about 12 cm' 
The temperature of the gas from the centre of the bulb to the 1120 absor 
is not uniformly at 1000° K. and hence D may be reduced to 10 cu'Je 
Although the CaC12 boat was 5 cm. from the centre of the bulb, x will 
assumed to have a value of 7 cm. as the time for diffusion is proportionaltot 
square of the distance. On substituting ,T = 2.5 sec., R = 16.5 mm.1360sa 
pa,c is 0.11 mm., which is insufficient to retard the reaction to any appreciad 
extent or to affect the manometer readings. In the experiments to be descii 
below, the rate did not exceed 0.2 mm. /sec., nor did the pressure eaai 
300 mm., in which circumstances pu,o would be 1 mm. and the retardai 
would not exceed 2 %. The manometer would therefore indicate the pr 
of 112, N20 and N2, in the most adverse case, to within 1 mm. or 0'3 %,31ií 
is within the limits of experimental error. 
To make absolutely certain that the variation in this small statiR 
concentration of 1120 did not influence the reaction, a bulb was set up with 
somewhat longer neck so that the CaC12 boat could be situated at a distc_ 
from the mouth of the furnace. A run was then made with the boat r 
Table I. 
Temperature 655° C. 2.5 cm. diameter reaction tube. 
Position I. Position I. Position II. 
Time. 
Pg2 Ptotal. dP' PAZ Ptotal. JP' p$2 Ptotar. 
min. mm. mm. 
0 51'0 1020 0 52.5 103.5 0 52.0 105.0 6 
i - 100.5 1.5 - 102.0 1.5 - 103.5 1 
2 - 97.0 5.0 - 985 5.0 - 100.5 1 
3 - 93.5 8.5 - 95.5 8.0 - 96.5 7 
4 - 90'5 11.5 - 92.5 11.0 - 93.0 1? 
6 - 88.5 10.5 - 87.5 16-0 - 88.5 16 
8 - 815 20.5 - 84'5 190 - 84.5 2a 
















furnace (position I) and a second run with the boat placed 5 cm from it wo 
previous position (position II). In the second position the molecules wog act 
therefore require to diffuse a further 5 cm. through a cold gas mixture; iIi sill 
time of diffusion would increase about 10 times and with it the value of pro 
As can be seen from an examination of Op (pressure decrease) in Table I, 



































Reaction between Hydrogen and Nitrous Oxide. 530 
reaction exhibits an induction period which is characteristic if the hydrogen 
is admitted to the reaction tube before the nitrous oxide.* Experiments were 
also made to see if any difference in results was obtained by using P205 or 
5,012 as H2O absorbent, but no variation in rate could be detected. 
The method is therefore suitable for a study of the reaction provided, (a) 
the total pressure of the mixture does not exceed half an atmosphere, (b) 
the rate does not exceed 0.2 mm. /sec., (c) the absorbing agent is close to the 
reaction bulb. 
Results. 
Comparison of Rate of Reaction with the Decomposition Rate of N20. -In 
view of the observation of Hinshelwoodt that the rate of 1120 formation was 
no faster than the rate of decomposition of N20, it was of importance to deter- 
mine if this occurred in the present experiment. In Table II the first experi- 
ment is a run with a 1 : 1 H2-N20 mixture and the second a decomposition 
run for N20 at a somewhat higher pressure. 
Table II. 
Temperature 645° C. 5 cm. tube. 
112-N20. N20 alone. 
1p. dp. t. 
0 97.0 0 295.4 
0.5 93.2 3.8 5 298.0 2.4 
1.0 88.8 8.2 10 300.2 4.8 
1.5 84.8 12.2 15 302.4 7.0 
2 81.6 15.4 20 305.0 9.6 
3 77.0 20.0 25 307.4 12.0 
4 73.4 23.6 30 309.0 13.6 
5 71.2 25.8 35 311.4 16.0 
6 68.8 28.2 
7 66.2 30.8 
On reducing the rate of decomposition of N20 to 48.5 mm., assuming a 
bimolecular reaction in this pressure range, the initial rate of decomposition 
would be 0.026 mm. /min. compared with 8.5 mm. /min. of the H2-N20 re- 
action; the latter is 325 times faster than the former. In a long spiral of 
silica tubing, 0.4 cm. in bore, at 630 °, the rate of the 112-N20 reaction was 
*This is caused by the long neck, since the nitrous oxide requires a short time to diffuse 
into the reaction zone. 
t `Prot. Roy. Soc.,' A, vol. 106, p. 292 (1924). 
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1.5 mm. /min., while that for N20 was 0.017, the ratio being 90. Using a it 
bulb at the same temperature, the respective values were 22.0 and 0.p0 
mm. /min. or 500 : 1. (The smaller rate of N20 decomposition in the spit 
was due to part of its being close to the mouth of the furnace and therefore 
at a somewhat lower temperature, and to the volume of the tubing leading la 
the Töpler pump being comparable with that of the spiral itself.) It will 
observed that the rate of the 112-N20 reaction relative to that of N20 is rathre 
greater in wider vessels. As the N20 reáction is homogeneous at these pre 
sures, the increase must be due wholly to the 112-N20 reaction. 
Packing Experiments. -The effect of packing a reaction tube with the say 
material of which it is made provides a great deal of information about tit 
nature of a gas reaction. If packing increases the rate, the reaction is pre 
dominantly heterogeneous ; if there is no change in velocity, the reaction i 
probably homogeneous. On the .other hand, if packing retards the rate, if 
may be assumed that the process involves some kind of chain mechanism; 
since inhibition by surfaces has been shown to be a definite characteristic of 
chain reactions. 
A restriction is placed upon the method of carrying out the packing, for the 
diffusion of H2O out of the tube must not be impeded. Silica tubes 5 cm, loot 
and 1 cm. and 0.7 cm. external and internal diameter were employed, theh 
Table III. 
Temperature 660 °. 1 : 1 mixture. 
t. 
225. 226. 230. 231. 
p. dp. p. dp. p. Zip. P. dP- 
0 101.0 - 103.2 - 102.0 - 100.5 - 
0.5 970 4.0 - - - - 97.0 3'! 
1 930 80 100.5 2.8 99.0 3.0 93.0 7'1 
2 87.0 14.0 962 7.0 94.5 7.5 86.0 14v 
3 82.5 18.5 92.5 10.7 90.5 11.5 80.0 20; 
4 77.5 235 90.2 13.0 87.0 15.0 75.5 254 
6 - - - - - - 72.0 28i 
6 72-5 28-5 85.8 17.5 83.0 19.0 - - 
8 69.0 32.0 82.0 21.2 78.5 23.5 - - 
axes being set parallel to that of the reaction tube itself. On packing a 5011 
diameter tube, 10 cm. long, half -full with 20 of these tubes and so incr 
the silica surface about 3.5 times, the results in Table III were obtained, lo 



















































Reaction between Hydrogen and Nitrous Oxide. 532 
again. Additional experiments (Table IV) were also made with a 2.5 cm. 
tube packed completely with similar tubes thus increasing the surface about 
twice, In both tubes, there is a most marked inhibiting effect on packing the 
tube. In experiment 246 the rate is reduced to 0.4 of its value in 243 and 247. 
The method of packing in this case really amounted to reducing the diameter 
to 0.7 cm. Consequently, if it is assumed, according to the chain theory; that 
the rate is proportional to the square of the diameter the rate should decrease 









P. dp. P. dp. p. dip. 
O 102.5 . - 103.0 - 102.0 - 
1 95.0 7-5 100.0 3.0 94.0 8-0 
2 88.0 15.5 98-0 5.0 88-0 14.0 
3 83.0 19.5 95.5 8.5 83.0 19.0 
4 80.0 225 93.0 10.0 78.5 23:5 
6 72.5 30.0 87.0 16.0 720 300 
8 69.5 33.0 84-5 18.5 68.0 34.0 
10 67.0 35.0 . 82-5 20.5 66.0 36.0 
The results could be reproduced within about 10% over a period of several 
seeks ; in individual series, better agreement could be obtained. It may be 
added, however, that on first putting into use a tube which had not been 
employed for some time, the reaction velocity for the first run was consistently 
smaller (in some experiments as much as 50 %) than that of the next run, after 
which it remained sensibly constant, although the tube was baked out in a 
vacuum of 10 -5 mm. 
Effect of Total Pressure. -A 1 : 1 mixture was employed for these experi- 
ments and the total pressure did not exceed 300 mm. as is required by the 
calculations made above. The initial rate (R) of reaction is nearly propor- 
tional to the pressure (p) as is shown in Table V by the constancy of the value 
of Rip. Unimolecular constants (k) were therefore calculated for each run ; 
the figures obtained are reasonably constant, at least during the first half of 
the reaction. 'When making these calculations, a slight correction was applied, 
since, if the Ap - t (0p = pressure decrease, t = time) curves are plotted 
the reaction exhibits a slight induction period of about 5 sec. The times 
used to calculate k were therefore reduced by 0.1 min. Similarly R was 
533 H. W. Melville, 
Table V. 
Temperature 628 °. 5 cm. tube. 
138. 139. 
t. P. dp. 
k (sec.-1 
x103). 
t. P. dp k. 
o 2540 - - : 0 200.0 - - 
0.5 251.0 30 - 0.5 197.6 2.4 - 
1.0 247.0 7.0 1,04 1.0 194.2 5.8 F11 
1.5 242.8 11.2 1.30 2.0 187.2 12.8 1.22 
2 238'0 16.0 1.19 3 181.0 19.0 112 
3 229.6 244 1.24 4 174.4 25.6 111 
4 221.4 32.6 1.28 5 168.6 31.4 110 
5 214.2 398 1.29 6 163.4 36.6 1.25 
6 207.2 46.8 1.31 8 155.0 45.0 1.27 
8 196.4 57.6 1.28 10 148.4 51.0 1.23 
R 8.5 mm./min. 6.6 
R/p 0.034 0.033 
140. 134. 
t. P. Gip. k. t. P. dp. k, 
0 148.0 - - 0 99.4 - - 
0.5 146.2 1.8 - 1 96.0 3.4 - 
1.0 143.2 4.8 1.28 2 92.4 7.0 110 
1.5 140.4 7.4 1.27 3 89.4 10.0 138 
2 137.8 10.2 1.22 4 86.8 12.6 115 
3 132.6 15.4 132 5 84.4 15.0 113 
4 128.0 20.0 1.30 6 830 16.4 14 
5 124.0 24.0 1.34 8 798 19.6 141 
6 120.8 27.2 1.30 10 77.4 22.0 015 
8 115.0 33.0 1.30 12 760 23.4 04 






t. P. d p. k. 
0 51.0 - - 
1 49.0 2.0 1.33 
2 46.8 4.2 1.49 
3 45.0 6.0 1.49 
4 43.0 8.0 1.57 
5 418 9.2 1.50 
6 410 10.0 1.39 
8 39.6 11.4 1.24 
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obtained by measuring the slope of the tangent to the L1p - t curve extra- 
polated back to Op = O. 
Effect of Nitrous Oxide and of Hydrogen. -ln order to determine the effect 
of the gases separately, the following experiments were made : (a). pg, varying 
from 25 -200 mm., for pN,o = 50 and for pN,o = 200 (Tables VI and VII) ; 
(b) pv,o varying from 25 -150 mm. for pa, = 50 and for 150 mm., Table VIII 








pressure. When pN,o is 50 mm., there is only a small increase from p$, = 25 
to 50, and thereafter R is very nearly constant. On the other hand, if pN,e= 
200, the rate increases quite rapidly to a maximum which is reached at a 
higher value of pg,, viz., 100 mm. 
In fig. 3 it is observed that R is almost proportional to pN,o except that at 
higher pressures there is a tendency for the R - pN,o curve to bend over. That 
the results for the 1 : 1 mixture conform closely to a unimolecular equation is 
thus - mainly due to the nitrous oxide. In Tables VI and VII, the value of k 
has been calculated on the assumption that the kinetics of the reaction are 
given accurately by the equation - dpN,oldt = kpN,o. In accordance with the 
effect of H2 when pN,o is 200 mm. (fig. 3), it will be seen that in Table IV the 
value of k decreases rapidly in rims 142 and 143, whereas in 144 -146 the decreas e 
is less marked. Further, the initial value of k increases until pu, reaches 
100 mm. and then remains constant. When pN,o is small as in Table VII, the 
effect of p$, is also small and k remains fairly constant in an individual runs 
and throughout the series, 
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Effect of Nitrogen and of Argon. -Since the value of k in Table V does not 
change during the course of the reaction, nitrogen must have practically no 












and with argon in order to confirm this supposition. As the results in Table 
IX demonstrate, no measurable effect could be detected. The absence of 
inhibition incidently provides evidence for the validity of the method 
of 
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Table VI. 
Effect of pH, (pN,o = 200 mm.) 615 °. 5 cm. tube. 
142. 143. 
pH, 25.0, p.r,o 199 4. /911,50.0,p:7,0201.8. 
E. p dp. k. P. dp. k. 
0 224.6 - - 251.8 - - 
1 221.6 3.0 2.81 246.4 5.4 5.28 
2 218.0 6.6 2.91 240.0 11.8 5-75 
3 224.0 10.6 3.11 233-0 18.8 5.86 
4 212.0 12.6 2.77 228.0 23.8 5.53 
5 209.8 14-8 2.66 223-4 28.4 5.32 
o - - - 220.2 31.6 4.93 
7 206.4 18.2 2.33 - - - 
8 205.2 19.4 2.14 215-2 36.6 4.36 
10 204.0 20.6 1.82 212.2 39.6 3.75 
12 203.2 21.4 1.61 210-4 41-6 3.20 
144. 145. 
p99 4, px,o 202.2. pH ,150 8, pN,o 202. 2. 
1. P. dp. k. P. dp. k. 
0 301.6 - - 351-0 - - 
1.0 294.2 7.4 8-88 344.2 6.9 - 
1.5 289.0 12.6 8.92 339.0 12.0 8.43 
2.0 283.2 18.4 9.08 334.2 16.8 8.52 
2.5 277.4 24.2 9.73 328.8 22.2 8.78 
3.0 271.6 30.0 9.42 323.8 27.2 8.88 
4.0 261.0 40.6 10.20 314.0 37.0 9.08 
5.0 253.0 48.6 9.75 304.8 46.2 9.18 
0.0 245.0 56.6 9.67 297.0 54-0 9.07 
7.0 239.2 62.4 9.16 289.0 62.0 9.10 
8.0 234.0 67.6 8.31 281.2 69.8 9.14 
10.0 227.2 744 7.88 269.2 81-8 8.95 
146. 
px2178. 4, pr,o 200. 8. 
t. P. P. k. 
0 379.2 - - 
1.0 371.8 7-4 - 
1.5 367.2 12.0 8.54 
2.0 361.2 18.0 9.25 
2.5 356.6 22.6 9-07 
3 3500 29.2 9.68 
4 341.0 38.2 9.51 
5 331.4 47.8 9.62 
6 322.8 56.4 9-63 
7 314.0 65.2 9.77 
8 307-0 72.2 9.67 
10 288.6 85.6 9.69 _ . 





pN,o 50.0, pH, 202.0. pN,o 50.6, pH, 150.0. pN,o 50.0, p11,1001 
t. p. dp. I k. P. Op. k. p. dp 1 
0 252.0 - - 200.8 »- - 1502 - _ 
1 248.4 3.6 1.37 196.6 4.2 1-62 144.6 56 1.95 
2 2448 7.2 1.35 192.4 8.4 1.58 141.2 9.0 171 
3 241.8 10.8 140 189.0 118 . 153 138.0 12.2 PA 
4 238.0 14.0 1.40 186.0 14.8 1.47 135.0 15.2 151 
6 231.8 20.2 1.45 181.4 19.4 1.36 130.4 19.8 1.42 
8 227.8 24.2 1.39 178.0 22.8 1-36 127.0 23.2 131 
10 223.8 28.2 1.36 175.2 25.6 1.17 124.4 25.8 121 
12 - - - 173.2 27.8 1.10 122-8 27.4 111 
132. 133. 
pN,o 50.6, pH, 50.4. pN,o 50.0, p11225.0. 
t. p. Zip. k. p. dp. k. 
0 101.0 - - 75.0 - - 
1 97.2 3.8 1.34 72.4 2.6 0.98 
2 93.2 7.8 1.45 69.0 6.0 1.11 
3 90.4 10.6 1.33 66.6 8.4 1.06 
4 87.6 13.4 1.31 64.0 11.0 1.06 
6 83.8 17.2 1.17 60.0 15.0 1.01 
8 80.6 20.4 1.19 58.0 170 0.88 
10 78-4 22.6 1.00 55.4 19.6 0.84 
12 76.4 24.6 0.93 54.0 21.0 0.76 
Table VIII. 
Effect of pN,o (p,;, = 50 mm.). 615 °. 
147. 148. 153. 
pH, 50.0, pry) 25 2. pH, 50 .2, pN,o 49 S. 
t. p dp. p. zip. 
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Table VIII -(continued). 
149. 152. 
pH, 50.4, pN,o 100.6. pa, 50.2, pN,O 124.8. 
t. p. dp. p. dp. 
0 151.0 - 174.8 - 
1 146.0 5.0 169.0 5.8 
2 139.2 11.8 161.4 134 
3 131.2 19.8 1542 20.6 
4 126.4 24.6 147.8 270 
5 120.8 302 142.6 32.2 
6 116.2 34.8 139.0 358 
8 1100 41.0 134.8 40.0 
10 107.0 440 132.2 426 
12 105.4 45.6 
Table IX. 











t. dp. dp. dp. dp. 
1 3.2 3.0 3.2 3.4 
2 8.0 6.8 7.4 7.4 
3 11.4 9.8 11.8 11.2 
4 15.0 13.0 14.2 142 
5 17.2 15.6 16.8 17.2 
6 19.4 17.8 19.0 19.6 
8 23.0 20.8 22.8 23.0 
10 25.4 23.6 25.6 258 
12 27.4 25.8 - 27.8 
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reaction zone to the P205 and so increases the stationary concentration 
n 
1120, the increase is not sufficient to retard the reaction appreciably, Ili; 
is to be expected from the rough calculations made previously. 
Temperature Coefficient. -It has been shown in Table II that the rate of 
the 112-N20 reaction at 645° is considerably faster than the rate of decal. 
position of the nitrous oxide. The relative rates of the two reactions would 
only remain the same at different temperátures if their temperature coefficient 
are identical. It was consequently of importance to determine the temperate 
coefficient of the H2-N20 reaction. The apparent energy of activation $} 
was calculated from the approximate equation cl in R /dT = E /RT°. The 
value of E, viz., 32.5 k.cal., is much smaller than that for the decomposition 
of N20 which is 54 k.cal. As the temperature is raised, therefore, the relativo 
rates of the 112-N20 and the N20 reaction will decrease and at some high 
temperature may eventually become equal. 
Explosions.- In$ammation of the mixture could readily be obtained l 
the pressure or the temperature were sufficiently raised. For example, talc 
the results in Table X, at 700 °, on increasing the pressure beyond 200 inn, 
the mixture exploded provided the gases were admitted quickly; on slow 
admission, no explosion could be obtained probably because of the rapid 
Table X. 
Temperature coefficient 1 : 1 Mixture. Total pressure 200 mm. 















disappearance of 112 and of N20. Similarly, explosions could be observed in 
the following way. The reaction tube was attached to another bulb (volume 
two or three times that of the tube) which could be filled with mercury thus 
increasing the pressure in the tube. If, during the course of a run (e.g., 
similar to experiment 110) the mercury was suddenly admitted to the bulb, 
explosion occurred. On the other hand, if compression were gradual no such 
explosion took place. Indeed, it appeared that the condition for explosion 
depended on the reaction rate exceeding a certain value. The limit it thus 
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extremely slow reaction to explosion is comparatively abrupt. Attempts were 
also made to discover the existence of an upper limiting pressure for explosion, 
adopting the methods employed in the H2-02 reaction, but no indication of 
this phenomenon could be observed. 
Discussion of Results and Mechanism of the Reaction. 
The first decision to be made from these experiments .concerns the class to 
which the mechanism of the reaction belongs. That the reaction consists of 
the decomposition of N20 followed by oxidation of II2 (No. 3, p. 526) must 
be excluded since the observed rate of production of water is much faster 
than the decomposition rate of N20. The inhibitory influence of surfaces 
rules out the possibility of the bimolecular reaction. Further, a bimolecular 
reaction having an energy of activation of 30 k.cal. would be measurable at 
a temperature of 300 °-400° instead of about 600 °. The inhibition by surfaces 
likewise eliminates the purely heterogeneous reaction. There remains, then, 
the chain mechanism, but although the present reaction is placed in this 
class by a process of elimination, there is definitely positive evidence of chain 
characteristics. In a chain reaction, the first three types may be incorporated 
for (a) initiation may be the result of a heterogeneous* or of a homogeneous 
reactiont as is the case in the 112-02 reaction, (b) termination may take place 
in the gas or at a surface, (c) propagation most likely involves a series of 
bimolecular encounters but the possibility of ternary collisions may also 
require to be taken into account. 
The best evidence for the chain hypothesis is the increase in rate in wider 
vessels. The explosive nature of the reaction also points to the chain hypothesis 
being the correct one to employ. Before any quantitative scheme can be 
constructed, the nature of the carriers must be known. While direct evidence 
is, in most cases, extremely difficult to obtain, there are usually only a small 
number of possibilities when dealing with a comparatively simple reaction 
such as the one under discussion. 
One of the simplest schemes is as follows :- 
H+N20 0H+ N2 + 75.5 k.cal. 
OH+H2- 0*H2O+H, 
*Alyea and Haber, ' Z. phys. Chem.,' B, vol. 10, p. 193 (1931) ; Alyea, ` J. Amer. 
Chem. Soc.,' vol. 53, p. 1324 (1931) ; Melville and Ludlam, ` Proc. Roy. Soc.,' A, vol. 135, 
P. 315 (1932). 
t Haber and Oppenheimer, ` Z. phys. Chem.,' B, vol. 16, p. 443 (1932) ; Taylor and 
Salley, J. Amer. Chem. Soc.,' vol. 55, p. 96 (1933). 
c 
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the carriers being H and OH as in the 112-02 reaction, H or OH being 
generated by some primary reaction. It is known that hydrogen atoms attack 
nitrous oxide* with the eventual production of water ; there is thus evidence 
for the first step. Proof of the second is not so direct, but there is a con- 
siderable body of opinion in favour of OH reacting with H2,t especially at 
high temperatures, as papers on the 112-02 reaction demonstrate. OH radicale 
occur in the flame of 112 burning in N20$ but this, of course, is not a proof but 
only an indication that they may occur in the stable reaction. If a stationary 
concentration of OH be set up, it should be possible by the use of a dynamic 
method to sweep these radicals out of the reaction tube and so obtain hydrogen 
peroxide in a cooled trap.§ 
There is now the question of initiation to be considered. In the correspond. 
ing 112-02 reaction, homogeneous initiation seems to require so much activation 
at temperatures below 560 °, it appears that a surface reaction is responsible 
for the provision of reaction centres.II With 112-N20 mixtures, there is a 
source of 0 atoms in the gas on account of the unimolecular decomposition 
of N20, and, as 0 atoms react with 112 readily at 600 °11 initiation may occur 
as follows :- 
or 
followed by 
N20 -I- N20 --> N20' + N20 
N20' N2+0 
112 + N20 -4°N20' -f- 112 
N20' -)-N2 + 0 
kl 
k2 
0+112 -->OH+H k3 
k k2 and k3 being velocity coefficients. Activation by hydrogen is included 
since 1-12 may behave similarly to other inert gases in this respect. If the 
collisions of 112 with N20 are particularly efficient in activating N20, as is the 
* Taylor, 'Trans. Faraday Soc.,' vol. 21, p. 560 (1926). 
fi Cf. in particular, Bonhoeffer and Haber, ' Z. phys. Chem.,' vol. 137, 
p. 337 (19281 
Frankenburger and Klinkhardt, ibid., B, vol. 15, p. 421 (1932). 
I Fowler and Badami, Prot. Roy. Soc.,' A, vol. 133, p. 325 (1931). 
§ Pease, `J. Amer. Chem. Soc.,' vol. 52, p. 5106 (1930) ; vol. 53, p. 3188 (1931); Bates 
and Salley, ibid., vol. 55, p. 110 (1933). 
Alyea, loc. cit. ; also Goldman, `Z. phys. Chem.,' B, vol. 5, p. 316 (1929). 
¶ Harteck and Kopsch, ' Z. Electrochem., ' vol. 36, p. 714 (1930) ; ' Z. phys. Chem.,' 
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being ease with many other unimolecular reactions,* it may be that initiation is 
attack wholly dependent on this encounter. 
idem The termination of the chains may occur by H + H -> H2, OH + OH-+ 
a con. 11202, or H + OH - 1120, these processes requiring the presence of a third 
slly at molecule or a surface. That surface combination does not wholly control 
edicab termination is shown by the comparatively small influence of packing. Conse- 
iof but quently, most of the termination occurs in the gas. Setting up the equations 





= I + k5 [011] [112] - k4 [H] [N20] - k6 [H]2 [X] - k7 [H] [OH] [X] =0, 
dt 
pond- = I + k4 [H] [N20] - k5 [OH] [112] - k$ [OH]2 [X] - k7 [H] [OH] [X] =0, 
ration 
asible where I is the rate of initiation, X is a third molecule. Surface combination 
is a has been neglected for a first approximation. Solution of these equations 
sitios would be extremely difficult since they are both quadratic. A great simpli- 
occur fication can be made if it be assumed that k5 > k4, in which case the stationary 
concentration of H atoms would greatly exceed that of OH, k7 [11] [011] [X] 










which would be followed by 
0+H2 ->OH+H 
OH+H2-- *H2O+H 
and the chain would not be terminated by the disappearance of two OH 
radicals in this way. k8 [0H]2 [X] could also be neglected. Therefore 
[H] _ (2I /k6 [X])3 and [OH] = I /k5 [H2] -I-. kk5 1120] (k [X]) , 
- d d 20] = k4 [N20] (21/k s [X])i, 
if the chains are long. I = [N20] {k1 [N20] + k2 [H]). Since nitrogen and 
argon have no egect, it will be supposed that compared with N20 and 112 
they are inefficient in promoting the stability of the newly formed H2 molecule. 
* Cf. Rice, ' Chem. Rev.,' vol. 10, p. 127 (1932). 
t ' Z. phys. Chem.,' B, vol. 14, p. 1 (1931). 
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This absence of inhibition may in part be due to the inert gas impeding ti 
diffusion of H atoms to the walls and so tending to increase the rate. Ls 
first approximation, it will be assumed that [X] _ [N20] + [H2], so that the 
equation expressing the kinetics of the reaction becomes 
d [N20] = k4 [N2O] (2 [N20] {kl [N20] -f- k2 [H2]}l dt k6 {[N20] ]- [H2]} 
An inhibiting influence of N20 might also occur in virtue of the reaction 
H + H + N20 H2O + N2 + 180 k.cal. for, owing to the production 
o` 
two molecules after the reaction, the 180 k.cal. might be equally divided betwen 
the two and would therefore be insufficient to dissociate the H2O molecul+ 
into H and OH. This latter process requires some 103 k.cal. 
Some information about the relative magnitudes of k1 and k2 may be obtained 
from the effect of hydrogen on the rate. k1 k2 as H2 would then have no 
effect. In order to account for the rate reaching a maximum which maximum 
is attained at a lower pressure of H2 when N20 is small, k1 must be considerably 
less than k2. From the results of Volmer and Bogdan* on the variation of 
the efficiency of activation collisions with mass in the monatomic gas seriee, 
it might be expected that the collisions between H2 and N20 would be about 
as effective as those between N20 molecules themselves. k2 would then be 
2.5 times that of k1 on account of the greater collision frequency of the partnem 
112 and N20. 
The same result could be obtained if it be assumed that k1 k2 and the 
N20 is much more efficient in participating in ternary collisions than is H,. 
There is, however, no reason to suppose that this is the case ; in fact, on making 
the calculations for the number of ternary collisions of H + H + N20 and of 
H + H + 112, it was found that the latter was about 20% greater than the 
former. 
When [1.12] is so great that the rate becomes independent of it, the order 
with respect to [N20] is 3/2 and thus is slightly higher than the observed order 
of unity. 
If termination had occurred mainly by the combination of two OH radicals 
in a ternary collision then the kinetic equation would have become 
d [Nd20] ks [H2] (2 
[N20] {k1 [N20] + k2 [H2] }ll 
dt kk {[N20] + [H2]} /J 
which is definitely not in agreement with observation. 
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According to this interpretation, the relative rate of the H2N20 reaction 
to that of the N20 decomposition does not represent exactly the chain length. 
For a 1:1 mixture the ratio would require to be reduced by 3.5 in view of the 
rate of activation due to H2. As each 0 atom is responsible for'the initiation 
of two chains, the reduction factor would amount to 1/7. 
Since the rate of the 112N20 reaction increases with the first power of the 
pressure (for a 1 : 1 mixture) and the rate of starting of the chains with the 
square of the pressure, the chain length will decrease as the total pressure 
increases. The reaction has thus been studied virtually in a region above the 
rapper limit of a chain explosion. Had such an explosion ben possible, then 
on reducing the pressure inflammation should have resulted, but no indication 
of this phenomenon was observed. 
The mechanism of the reaction, as suggested by these experiments, can be 
summarized in broad outline as follows. The reaction is of the chain type 
initiated by 0 atoms derived from the thermal dissociation of N20 molecules 
and propagated by H atoms and OH radicals. Termination occurs mainly 
in the gas by combination of H atoms, but some may take place on the walls. 
The author wishes to thank Dr. E. B. Ludlam for his encouragement, the 
Carnegie Trustees for a scholarship and the Moray Fund Committee of the 
University of Edinburgh for a grant for silica apparatus. 
Summary. 
The kinetics of the reaction between hydrogen and nitrous oxide have been 
investigated at pressures from 50-400 mm. and temperatures from 550 ° - 
000° C. in silica bulbs. 
The rate of reaction is much faster than that of the decomposition of nitrous 
oxide. The products are mainly N2 and 1120. The rate is directly propor- 
tional to the pressure of nitrous oxide and nearly independent of that of 112 
except when the pressure of N20 is high. The reaction goes faster in wider 
vessels, but the increase is not proportional to the square of the diameter. 
The apparent energy of activation is 32 k.cal. Nitrogen and argon have no 
effect. 
The chain mechanism suggested to explain these results is :- 
(a) Initiation- 
N20 +N20 N20' + N20, 
N20 + H2 --> N20' +112, 
N20' -÷ N2 + 0, 
0+112 -- >OH+H. 
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(b) Propagation- 
H-{-N20 
OH -{- 112 
-*OH + N2, 
-> H20 + H. 
(c) Termination- 
H-{-H-I-X->H2-I-X, 
X being a third molecule or a wall. 
Explosions may also occur if the pressure and temperature are high enough, 
but no sharp explosion limits could be obtained, such are characteristic of 
chain reactions. 
HARRISON AND Sorts, Ltd., Printers, St. Martin's Lane, London, W.C,2, 
Reprinted from the Journal of the Chemical Society, 1934. 
66. The Oxidation of Phosphine in Presence of Tungsten and 
Molybdenum. 
By H. W. MELVILLE and H. L. ROXBURGH. 
.a 
previous paper (J., 1933, 586) we described the investigation of the kinetics of the 
Dermal decomposition of phosphine on tungsten and molybdenum as a preliminary to the 
Judy of the oxidation at pressures below the lower critical explosion limit. The purpose 
el the present experiments was to determine if the oxidation was a chain reaction, the 
bins being started on the filament and terminated on the walls of the reaction vessel, as 
with phosphorus- oxygen mixtures (Melville and Ludlam, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1932, A, 135, 
35), Further, it was suggested, to account for the formation of red phosphorus in the 
decomposition, that P2 molecules may evaporate off the filament. As it has been shown 
that such molecules initiate chains in phosphorus -oxygen mixtures, it was expected that 
They might also provide reaction centres for the chain oxidation of phosphine. On the 
other hand, as oxygen is strongly adsorbed on a tungsten surface, it is possible that the 
decomposition of phosphine would be markedly inhibited, and that the phosphorus formed 
would undergo a purely surface oxidation without giving rise to chain -initiating molecules. 
Other possibilities are discussed below (p. 270). 
Three criteria exist whereby the chain character of the reaction may be determined, 
c) the appearance of a glow, the intensity of which is proportional to the rate of oxidation, 
¡h) the acceleration of the reaction by use of wider tubes, and (c) the acceleration produced 
by the addition of inert gases. These criteria are fulfilled in the oxidation of phosphorus. 
Suppose, however, that an appreciable part of the reaction took place on the surface of the 
Moment, exclusive of the small proportion of the heterogeneous reaction required to start 
the chains; the glow would still be observed, but the rate of the reaction would no longer 
be proportional to the square of the reaction -vessel diameter, nor would the acceleration 
hyinert gases be so marked. Owing to the variation in the condition of the surface of the 
reaction tube, it is sometimes difficult to verify the diameter law, and therefore in the 
present instance, the inert -gas effect has been used to determine what fraction, if any, 
assisted of a chain process. This acceleration by inert gases can be calculated from 
experiments on the effect of the gas on the lower explosion limit, for it has been shown in 
the phosphorus experiments (loc. cit., p. 327) that the observed increase in velocity is in 
agreement with the value calculated from the diffusion theory. 
EXPERIMENTAL. 
The apparatus was identical with that described in the first paper, and the same type of 
divided filament was used to measure its temperature. The pressures which could be employed 
were, of course, now restricted by the occurrence of explosion at 1 mm. for the 1 : 1 mixture. 
In oil manometer was used for the majority of the experiments. Both molybdenum and 
tungsten were apparently unattached by the products of the reaction for, on examination of the 
filament surface by a microscope, no pitting or roughening could be observed, and the diameter 
remained the same throughout a long series of experiments. It was observed, however, that the 
activity of the wire gradually diminished with use, but could easily be restored by heating in a 
scum at about 1000° for a few minutes. Between each run, the filament was glowed at this 
temperature, and it will be shown below that this procedure renders the results reproducible 
within fairly close limits. 
A difficulty appears when the method of measuring the rate of reaction is considered, for the 
nature of the products depends on the relative proportions of the phosphine oxygen mixture. 
14lien oxygen is in deficit, the reaction is mainly PH3 + 02 -* HPO2 + H2, whereas with a 
large excess a more highly oxidised phosphorus acid is obtained and the amount of hydrogen 
produced is not proportional to that of oxygen used. With equivalent proportions, the rate 
might be measured by finding the decrease in phosphine or oxygen pressure, or alternatively, the 
increase in hydrogen pressure. In addition, as HPO2 has an inappreciable vapour pressure as 
measured by the oil manometer, there will be a decrease in pressure during the reaction which 
may also be used as a measure of its extent. To find which of these methods would prove most 
suitable, analyses were mad e of the phosphine hydrogen oxygen mixtures at various stages in 
264 
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the reaction and with different proportions of phosphine and of oxygen. The phosphia 
removed with liquid air, and the hydrogen -oxygen mixture withdrawn by the Töpler puu, 
a small tube fitted with a platinum filament and containing calcium chloride. The filameal 
heated until there was no further pressure change. Oxygen was then added and 
combustion made in order to determine whether the residual gas after the first combustim 
hydrogen or oxygen. 
TABLE I. 
Temp. of filament, 836° K. ; * length, 15 cm. ; diam., 0.01 cm.; vol. of apparato, 
230 c.c.; press. in mm. Hg. 
Final 





















180 4 0.409 0.188 0.531 0.066 0.231 0.109 0.159 Oto 
179 8 0.409 0.197 0.517 0.089 0.286 0.178 0.220 
181 1 0.412 0.098 0.497 0.013 0.105 0.020 0.062 Oto 
182 2 0.416 0-097 0-494 0.019 0.133 0.055 0.089 Oto 
183 4 0.400 0.097 0.476 0.021 0.160 0.084 0.119 092 
184 8 0.409 0.097 0.486 0.020 0.221 0.144 - 
186 1 0.413 0.784 0.874 0.322 0.660 0.198 0.196 it0 
187 2 0-416 0.778 0.756 0.443 0.611 0.276 0.181 Ott 
188 4 0.411 0-768 0.628 0.551 0.557 0.340 0.215 OIL 
189 8 0.411 0.753 0.582 0.582 0.546 0-375 0.230 
The measured reaction velocity is due to both filaments. 
* Temperature of the central portion of the long filament. 
t P e.c. = Press. of non -condensable gas. 
tore was 
a short t 
the filamc 
Espt, No. 
Table I gives the complete results for a number of runs with a molybdenum filament, rL 
(t) being expressed in minutes. The procedure was as follows : Phosphine was passed into 
reaction tube and its pressure measured ; this was followed by oxygen ; the filament was hear:: 
for the required time, and the pressure again determined. Liquid air was applied to asp 
side tube to condense the phosphine in order to find the pressure of hydrogen and oxygen. i 
the vapour pressure of phosphine at liquid -air temperatures is only 0.007 mm., the press 
read on the manometer were reduced by this amount. Suitable small corrections were sh 
applied to the observed pressure of non -condensable gas owing to cooling of the side tube in whit 
the phosphine was frozen out. op is the change in total pressure and App,,, the decreaseh 
phosphine pressure calculated from the manometer readings. Unfortunately, the analysed 
the hydrogen -oxygen mixtures was not very accurate, for after compression into the combastr 
bulb, the pressure was only about 10 mm. or less ; the results are probably only accurate to 10?; 
Had the reaction proceeded according to the equation PH3 + Oa -* HH -f- HPO1,ti 
pressure of non -condensable gas should have remained constant, whereas, as can be seen lien 
Table I, it increases to about double its value when the oxygen pressure is one fourth thatd 
phosphine (Expts. 181 -184). In experiments 176 -179, where the oxygen pressure is one if 
that of phosphine, po,c, does not increase so quickly, and finally, when Oa : PH, = 2: I, hi 
actually decreases. In the first case then, there must be some decomposition of the phosphol 
accompanying the oxidation, and in the last, part of the hydrogen will probably be oxidisd 
to water. These conclusions are supported by the hydrogen -oxygen analyses, for in Nos.181- 
184 the value of pa; increases during the course of the reaction, but in Nos. 186 -189, 
Po, high, although po, steadily falls there is no corresponding increase in pa,. It is evidential 
the decrease in total pressure (op) cannot be used as a measure of the rate of reaction. Thiess 
best be seen in Expts. 181 -184, where op remains almost constant after 2 minutes, although 
the change in the pressure of phosphine shows that the reaction is still proceeding. 
The best measure of the rate of reaction would appear to be the change in the phosphde 
pressure, with the reservation that, in comparing the rates with different proportions of phas 
phine and oxygen, the initial rate would probably be a better approximation than determio°l 
the time required for a definite fraction of the phosphine to react. 
For comparison, a similar set of experiments with a tungsten filament is given inTabl¢ll, 
The results are essentially similar ; even with a 1 : 1 mixture, there is no very close correspon8' 
ence between 4p, oppa,, and pa,, which would be the case if hydrogen and HP0s were tbeoolT 
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ctnre was effected by condensing out the phosphine, after which the side tube was warmed, 
da short time (5 mins.) allowed for the gases to mix completely before the current was started 






















Temp. of filament 768° K. 
Final 
PP113 to,. press. 
0.397 0.401 0.734 
0.405 0.401 0.709 
0.403 0.400 0.591 
0.397 0.159 0.535 
0.402 0.160 0.530 
0.397 0.159 0.499 
0.411 0.747 1.087 
0.409 0.743 1.003 
0.407 0.745 0.955 
Dimensions as in Table I. 
Ap. Px.c.. Oppaa. 
0.064 0.382 0.045 
0.097 0.367 0.063 
0.212 0.358 0.170 
0.021 0.167 0.029 
0.032 0.168 0.040 
0.055 0.184 0.080 
0.071 0.742 0.066 
0.149 0.720 0.126 





















In Table I, the pressure of phosphine remained constant and that of oxygen was varied ; in 
Table III, some additional runs are recorded as well as a decomposition run in order to find by 
O 0941 how much the rate of oxidation was faster than the decomposition. Table IV gives a number of 
1 0'9i experiments in which the pressure of oxygen remained constant and that of phosphine was 
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Same experimental conditions, molybdenum filament. 
PM, 0'425; po,, 0.406. pPa3, 0.403 ; po 0.095. 
P. ppa3 Appal,. P. ppa,. oppa,. 
ppa, 0.403. 
oppa3. 
0 0.831 0.425 0.498 0.403 
0.702 0.336 0089 0.488 0.373 0.030 0.020 
2 0.635 0.283 0.142 0.476 0.349 0.054 0.028 
4 0.574 0.224 0.201 0.466 0.310 0.093 0.061 
8 0515 0.151 0.274 0.464 0.265 0.138 0.137 
TABLE IV. 
Pon. 0.114 0.200 0.782 0.397 
Poi 0.376 0.376 0.372 0.371 
p ppa,. Oppa3 p. p1'313 APrn,. p. pPa,. op1113. P- ppg,. ApPaa. 
0 0.490 0.114 - 0.576 0.200 - 1.154 0.782 - 0.768 0397 
1 0.432 0.084 0.030 0.451 0.105 0.095 1.099 0.704 0.078 0.653 0.298 0099 
2 0.397 0.058 0.066 0.384 0.057 0.143 1.050 0.653 0.129 0.596 0.244 0153 
4 0.350 0.034 0.080 0.331 0.017 0.183 1.005 0.572 0.210 0.543 0.189 0.208 
8 032G 0.021 0.093 0.961 0.468 0.314 0.495 0132 0.265 
These data are plotted in Figs. 1 and 2. In the former, the initial rate (R), the initial rate 
minus the rate of decomposition of phosphine (R - R0), and the quantity 1/s- - 1 /To (T is the 
Eme required for A.Ppa to reach 1.0 mm. and To that for the decomposition) are plotted against 
POI The three methods of plotting the results give closely parallel curves and it may be con- 
cluded that the order with respect to the oxygen pressure is two, since on plotting 1 /T - 1 /To 
against pia, the line obtained is straight. Inspection of Fig. 2, where Apra, is plotted against 
lime for three different pressures of phosphine, shows that the order is nearly zero. Unfortun- 
ately, the kinetics cannot be extended to higher pressures owing to explosion. 
During these experiments, it was observed that a faint glow accompanied their progress. 
There was thus an indication that part of the reaction was homogeneous. In Table V, therefore, 
three runs are given using the same pressures of phosphine and of oxygen ; in Expt. 201, argon 
was present from the start, in Expt. 202 it was added after 3 mins. ; Expt. 203 is a run without 
argon. In all cases, as the decrease in the pressure of phosphine shows, there is no change in 
rate, and therefore an appreciable portion of the present reaction cannot be a chain process, 
since argon does accelerate the photochemical oxidation (Melville, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1932, A, 138, 
389) below the lower limit. 
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Experiments were also made at total pressures of the order of 0.1 mm., but again no, 
ation by inert gas could be observed. The homogeneous reaction which is responsible 
for 
appearance of the glow can only form a very small part of the total. This is consistent with 
fact that the intensity of the glow is even less than that in the oxidation of phosphorus, 
rr 
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Temperature coefficient. In order to ensure an accurate comparison, the apparent energia 
of activation (E) of the oxidation and decomposition were measured with the same specimen( 
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Tungsten Filament. -The above experiments show that oxygen does not displace adsorbed 
phosphine from a molybdenum surface, since the rate of reaction is almost independent of prey 
thus agreeing with the data on the decomposition. With tungsten, however, the decompusb0° 
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TABLE V. 
Molybdenum filament ; temp. 836° K. 
Expt. 201. Expt. 202. Expt. 203. 
pens 
0.409 0.424 0.424 
po 
0.380 0.375 0.375 
d 
0.512 0.603 - 
i. ptot. 
A 
,,hh PRE.. AP Pua. OpPHa 
,,11,, Ytot... ,h Pm,. ,h 
-1 
APrn, Pea.. PPHa. APPH, 
0 1.301 0.409 - 0.799 0.424 - 0.799 0.424 - 
1 1.204 0.303 0.106 0.689 0.327 0.097 0.693 0.330 0.094 
F127 0.252 0.157 0.635 0.277 0.147 0.632 0.274 0.150 
3 - - - 0.606 0.248 0.176 0.596 0.241 0.183 
4 1.082 0.208 0.201 0.588 0.210 0.214 0.579 0.220 0.204 
5 
- - - 0.566 0.203 0.231 0.563 0.199 0.225 
7 - - - 0.547 0.169 0.255 0.547 0.178 0.246 
8 1.033 0.158 0.251 - - - - - - 
* piot, does not include the pressure of the argon. 
TABLE VI. 
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Tv, is the time for 25% reaction, i.e., for the consumption of 25% of the PH3; T512 is that for 
rk reaction. 
total order of the oxidation reaction would be 2 if the oxygen is not strongly adsorbed. The 
variation in rate with NH, and po, is given by the data in Table VII ; the method of gas analysis 
was exactly the same as that adopted with molybdenum, including the glowing of the filament 
ietween the runs in order to obtain reproducible results. 
TABLE VII. 
Tungsten filament ; temp. 768° K. 
Expt. 221. Expt. 222. 
/3231 0.404; po 0411. peH 0.403; po 0.245. 
Expt. 223. 
PIS, 0'403; po,, 0.084. 
¡ 
t. P. AP. prHv opPH, p op Pm.. opPH, P. AP. ¡- opPH,. 
0 0.815 - 0.404 - 0.648 - 0.403 - 0.487 - 0.403 - 
1 0.780 0.035 0381 0.023 0.626 0.022 0.388 0.015 - - - - 
2 0.739 0.076 0.352 0.052 0.603 0.045 0367 0.036 0.477 0010 0.883 0.020 
4 0.689 0.126 0.323 0.081 0.569 0.079 0337 0.066 0.470 0.017 0.363 0.040 
8 0.617 0.198 0.272 0.132 0.526 0.122 0.297 0.106 0.461 0.026 0.333 0.070 
Expt. 224. Expt. 227. 
pen 0.413; pos, 0.819. pPH 0.127; po 0.412. 
Expt. 228. 
pen 0.262; po 0.411. 
0 1.232 - 0.413 - 0.539 - 0127 - 0.673 - 0.262 - 
1 1.163 0.069 0.371 0042 - - - - 0.636 0.037 0.254 0.008 
2 - - - - 0.483 0.056 0.101 0.026 0607 0.066 0.223 0.039 
4 1.020 0.212 0.269 0.144 0.449 0.090 0.081 0.046 0564 0.107 0.190 0.072 
8 0.892 0.340 0.184 0.229 0398 0.141 0.051 0.076 0.506 0167 0.147 0.115 
Expt. 230. Expt. 225. 
Pen,, 0.812; po 0.398. Pen 0.420; po, -. ---^-- 
0 1.210 - 0.812 0420 - 
1 1.190 0.020 0.786 0.026 - - 
2 1.159 0.051 0.737 0075 0407 0013 
4 1.123 0.087 0.712 0.100 0.398 0.022 
8 1061 0.149 0.649 0.163 0.368 0.052 
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The data of Table VII are plotted in Fig. 3. Curve I is the R-po, graph, and II the (R A peculi 
Po, graph. The rate is nearly proportional to po,, contrasted with the bimolecular course {, ber of e 
for molybdenum. Curve III is for various phosphine pressures, and here the order is less, gainent 
unity, since the initial increase in R is not maintained, but gradually falls off. If log R be pl ,thefilam 
against log pp,,, the slope of the line is 0.5, and therefore R Nth. is of the 
The effect of argon was also investigated, to see if there was any measurable chain re) are 
as a faint glow was observed in these experiments. Again, however, no acceleration cony densable 
detected, so that the reaction must occur almost entirely on the surface. The pressures nap 
were 0.4 mm. of phosphine and of oxygen and 0.5 mm. of argon. 
Temperature coefficient. In Table VIII, data are given for the oxidation and decompos 
at a number of different temperatures. It will be observed that although the rate of oxidi 
is not much faster than the decomposition, yet the fact that the pressure of non -conde 









Two further efforts were made to induce the initiation of chains. A silica and also ap}rs 
filament replaced the tungsten one, but although the rate of oxidation was greater thanthald 
the decomposition, no acceleration by argon was observed. Finally, owing to the fact lit 
phosphine raises the lower oxidation limit of explosion of phosphorus -oxygen míxlos 
(Melville, Trans. Faraday Soc., 1932, 28, 314), phosphorus vapour was added to phosphis. 
oxygen mixtures in the hope that, since a reaction occurs on the surface which leads OM 
evaporation of a molecule capable of starting the phosphorus- oxygen chains, the same moled 
might provide centres for the phosphine reaction. There was, however, no accelerationolb 
reaction ; indeed, a slight retardation was found. The pressure of phosphorus vapour didic 
exceed 0.030 mm. 
TABLE VIII. 
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Temp., K. 730°. 698°. 
D. O. O. f-----, r----A 
t. prH. pt°t. pPH, pt°t.. pPH, 
0 0395 0 804 0 412 0 795 0 401 
2 - 0.775 0.401 0.774 0382 
4 0.385 0.749 0.381 0.756 0.371 
8 0.375 0.719 0352 0.731 0.357 
16 0361 0.657 0310 0.690 0325 
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he (E,? peculiar observation with regard to the deposition of red phosphorus was made after a 
coursefe, rnmber of oxidation experiments had been carried out. The walls of the reaction tube opposite 
Cr is less ¢filament were covered by a fairly uniform layer of HPO2. When phosphine was decomposed 
Rbepir, the filament, the red phosphorus was not deposited on top of the acid film but at the extreme 
cis of the tube, where there was little HPO2. The phosphorus molecules (P2 as suggested 
lain reach1 plore) are apparently efficiently reflected from an HPO2 surface but are relatively easily 
Lion corgi condensable on a silica surface. 
resemplr DISCUSSION. 
ecompos- Since the orders of the decomposition and oxidation of phosphine on molybdenum with 
of oxidsh rspect to the phosphine pressure are nearly the same in the pressure region where corn - 
-condenb prison may be made, it would appear that oxygen is unable to displace adsorbed phosphine. 
scamp* thidation, then, probably occurs by the impact of molecular oxygen on a phosphine- 
revered filament. When the oxygen pressure is equal to or less than that of the phosphine, 
;rid where analysis of the gas mixtures indicates the production of HPO2, the simplest 
mechanism which may be postulated is the following : Phosphine is decomposed step by 
.tep on the molybdenum surface, Mo - PH3 - - Mo - PH2 -- Mo - PH --->- Mo - P, 
the PH2, PH, or P remaining strongly adsorbed until there is reaction between adjacent 
radicals to yield P2 and H2, which evaporate. During the progress of this series of reactions, 
snoxygen molecule may collide with a PH radical to form HPO2. If the oxygen pressure 
very small, the probability of reaction is so small that most of the phosphine is decom- 
çeed directly into its elements ; on the other hand, if this pressure is large, the phosphine 
would seem to be attacked before the intermediate steps in its decomposition take place, 
it the decrease in pressure of non -condensable gas points to the production of a highly 
edised molecule such as phosphoric acid. It may be that it will then be necessary for 
t o oxygen molecules to collide in close proximity to one phosphine molecule in order to 
effect this oxidation, in which case the reason for the bimolecular nature of oxidation would 
home clear. Why the reaction should follow a bimolecular course when only HPO2 is 
formed is not, however, obvious. 
A somewhat similar mechanism would also apply to the reaction on tungsten filaments ; 
dsoaFps htthere are deviations ; for example, the order of the reaction with respect to phosphine 
'chanthstf pressure is not unity as in the decomposition experiments. This is possibly due to the 
re factti: !act that since phosphine is not so strongly adsorbed on tungsten as on molybdenum, 
n mixtD oxygen is able to hinder the increased degree of adsorption necessary to maintain uni- 
phosphie, molecular characteristics. With tungsten, therefore, the oxidation probably occurs by 
earls tour the interaction of adsorbed phosphine or its intermediate products of dissociation and 
ne moles e oxygen adsorbed on the metal surface. 
rtiono(4e In spite of these two slightly different methods of oxidation, the possibility of the 
our did rt evaporation of a molecule capable of starting a chain in the gas phase must be very small. 
hen when po, is much less than Ppg, and there is a chance of the evaporation of P2 mole - 
pil25, there is no homogeneous reaction. The experiments with phosphorus vapour 
!kewise indicate that the carriers in the phosphorus reaction cannot induce reaction in 
hosphi.ne- oxygen mixtures. In this case, of course, the ejection of carriers may be 
0. with by phosphine itself. Some such action is not altogether unexpected in 
sieve of the fact that phosphine has the unique property of raising the lower explosion limit 
g O'D; eiphosphorus vapour. Another point emerges from these experiments; HPO2 molecules 
s 0%51 
xhen evaporated from a hot filament are incapable of reacting with oxygen to yield suitable 
t lit tham carriers. The difference in the phosphine and phosphorus reactions must therefore 
lit be due to the behaviour of these molecules on the surface of the catalyst. In the former, 
the intermediate products of dissociation, which are undoubtedly reactive and suitable for 
tho propagation, as is shown by the photochemical experiments, are so strongly adsorbed 
to the metal surface that they are unable to evaporate before attack by oxygen. The faint 
low that is observed may be due to a very small fraction of these being able to escape from 
he surface. In the latter reaction, on the other hand, the only intermediate product is 
probably P2 (the filament is hardly hot enough for phosphorus atoms to be present in any 
quantity; compare Preuner and Brockmoller, Z. physikal. Chem., 1913, 81, 159), which can 
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be easily and quickly desorbed from the surface before the arrival of oxygen mol:,, ted se] 
On a platinum filament, where the reaction takes place wholly on the surface, the fact 
s {ion of 
the rate is of zero order with respect to the concentration of phosphorus vapour, shows ost to adsorption is very strong. An oxygen molecule has therefore a good opportunil ton. i reacting with adsorbed phosphorus. 
oves the It has been shown (Fig. 3) that the rate of oxidation on molybdenum is somewhat( 
des wit] than the decomposition at 836° K. If, however, the velocity measurements could .'chydr 
extended to a much wider range, it would be observed, since Eo > ED, that (a) at teme, ,bably re. atures higher than 836° K., the rate of oxidation would become very much greater than decomp 
decomposition, (b) at temperatures less than 836° K., the decomposition would become ,,,uent 
preponderant reaction and the oxygen would be without effect. It is remarkable that That a si tungsten Eo _ ED. 
amixtur( 
The Effect of Atomic Hydrogen on the Catalytic Decomposition of Phosphine and Atnnwaú adeposíti 
t they w In the photochemical experiments on the decomposition of phosphine, it was shin That ast 
that atomic hydrogen can react with the transitory intermediate products of thediadepes d 
sociated molecule to re -form phosphine ; similar effects were obtained with ammo ;may dec 
(Melville, Trans. Faraday Soc., 1932, 28, 885).* It was suggested that the inhibitions 
¡yield ph( 
due to the reaction H + PH2(NH2) -* PH3(NH3), occurring at the walls of the reacist tesudace ( 
tube. If the decomposition of these molecules on the surface of a filament takes placei arity it 
stages with the production of surface compounds of the nature W -PH2 or W -PH, Ili iatin the i 
it should be possible, in principle, to bombard the filament upon which phosphines 
ammonia is being dissociated and so retard the rate of decomposition. The result of ml 
an experiment is a little difficult to interpret for phosphine since there is the possibility] The kin( 
the reduction of the phosphorus in the gas or at the walls before condensation to the pessures be 
modification. ¡tether a h 
The experimental procedure was similar to that employed in the photochemical exph aewith pl 
ments, the atomic hydrogen being produced by collision of the gas with an optically eodtd odd be de 
mercury atom. The reaction tube in Fig. 1 of the first paper (loc. cit.) was replaced by acompanie¡ 
of silica 2.5 cm. in diameter, whilst the filament assembly remained the same. It want action. I 
possible to use the oil manometer with ammonia as this gas dissolved very rapidly info lhe present 
oil ; nor could nickel be used for phosphine owing to disintegration of the filament. A theory 
losphine a 
TABLE IX. Experim 
Filament Time Filament Time 
7mlontalS'. and con- of and con- of 
Gas. ditions.* expt. Px.t p$,. npx. Gas. ditions.* expt. px.t 
Ps'. 
e 
PH, Mo; L 5 0 286 0 636 0 124 PH, W; L 2 1 84 3.66 08¡ One of ti 
L+F 5 0.292 0.636 0.189 (O6Ì flllland 
(0.472) F 2 1 91 3 59 009 
F 5 0.295 0.633 0.248 F L 2 11:9961 360 0'&1 
NH3 Mo; F 2 2 06 4 06 1 44 NH3 Ni; F 2 
11:8975 
3 74 0'29 
L 2 1.83 4.20 0.00 F t L 2 3 57 0'15 
L-+F 2 1.83 4.20 0.90 L 2 1.95 3.57 000 
PH3 Mo; F 2 1.92 5.58 1.62 PH, W; L+F 4 0.278 0.582 O'I23 
F-FL 2 1.92 5.38 F14 (0 2311 
(P69) L 4 0.298 0.580 0' 
L 2 F77 5.88 0.07 F 4 0 283 0 582 0I86 
NH3 W ; L 2 F93 4.02 0.01 L 4 0.308 - 011i 
F 2 F55 3.93 0.78 
F-FL 2 F91 3.72 0.56 
(0.79) 
* L = Lamp, F = filament. The figures in parentheses refer to the amount of gas decomposed 
by the lamp and the filament when used separately. t px = pNm, or pro,. 
An inspection of the results (Table IX) shows that in every case the amount ofgasdecom 
posed by the filament and lamp simultaneously is less than that when these agents ace 
* The results with ammonia have been confirmed and extended by Dr. L. Farkas, using the velooty 
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ted separately ; i.e., the simultaneous production of atomic hydrogen with the dis- 
tfon of ammonia or phosphine leads to a retardation of the latter process. This result 
ost to be expected for ammonia, as molecular hydrogen is an inhibitor for the decom- 
tion. The dissociation of hydrogen no doubt facilitates adsorption, for it virtually 
ves the necessity of activation which is required when a normal hydrogen molecule 
;des with the catalyst. The inhibition must occur on the surface of the wire since 
c hydrogen does not attack molecular nitrogen in the gas phase. The hydrogen atoms 
bably react with the surface compounds, M -NH or M -NH2, which are formed during 
decomposition (Frankenburger and Hodler, Trans. Faraday Soc., 1932, 28, 229, and 
uent papers in Z. Elektrochem.). 
able thank That a similar mechanism holds for phosphine is probable from the following argument. 
a mixture of phosphorus and mercury vapours is illuminated by a mercury lamp, there 
Amu 
a 
deposition of red phosphorus. The P4 molecules are therefore changed in some way so 
tthey undergo the allotropic transformation. If hydrogen is present also, no appreci- 
was 
le amount of phosphine is produced, i.e., atomic hydrogen does not attack these reactive 
of the ;;lecules derived from P4. If the same molecules give rise to the red phosphorus in the 
h ammq imaal decomposition experiments, then it is improbable that atomic hydrogen can react 
uibitionaa 
byield phosphine. The retardation observed is therefore likely to have taken place on 
the reacis lesurface of the filament itself, as in the ammonia reaction. It is surprising, in view of the 
kes plain ioilarity in the behaviour of atomic hydrogen with respect to ammonia and phosphine, 
-PH, ti lat in the latter case inhibition by molecular hydrogen is absent. 
cosphine a 
milt of sel SUMMARY. 
assibilifyd The kinetics of the oxidation of phosphine on molybdenum and tungsten filaments at 
to the rd pares below the lower explosion limit have been investigated in order to determine 
róether a hot filament might induce the homogeneous combination of the gases, as is the 
ical exptd ae with phosphorus -oxygen mixtures. No measurable amount of homogeneous reaction 
>uy excird aold be detected, the reaction taking place almost wholly on the surface ; a faint glow 
iced by uompanied the oxidation, however, thus providing evidence of a trace of homogeneous 
It was af action. Experiments with a silica and with a Pyrex filament were also unsuccessful. 
idly in b he presence of phosphorus does not induce the reaction to come off the surface. 
nt, A theory is proposed to account for the differences in the reactions of oxygen with 
:öosphine and with phosphorus. 
Experiments are described in which the catalytic decomposition of phosphine and 
amnia is inhibited by the simultaneous bombardment of the filament by atomic hydrogen. 
One of the authors (H. W. M.) desires to thank the Royal Commissioners for the Exhibition 
11851 and the Carnegie Trustees for a studentship and a scholarship. 
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It often happens that the empirical observations of chemistry reveal the 
working of principles which can be easily interpreted in terms of physical 
theories, but which might have been difficult to predict. One need only 
mention the question of the nature of valency as one of the most conspicuous 
examples. For this reason it is useful if problems lying on the border line 
of physics and chemistry are discussed from both points of view. 
The present theme is the distribution of energy in molecules and its relation 
to the phenomena of chemical change. We know that the transference of 
energy from one molecule to another and, in particular, the accompanying 
iuterconversion of translational and internal energy depend upon specific 
mechanisms which give rise to phenomena of great interest. I need only 
mention the influence of hydrogen and certain other gases in maintaining 
the energy distribution in nnimolecular reactions, the variation of the velocity 
of sound with frequency, due to the finite time required for the establishment 
of equilibrium in. the energy distribution among the internal degrees of freedom, 
and lastly that curious inability of solvent molecules to degrade the light energy 
absorbed by fluorescent substances. 
There are still interesting things to be known about these phenomena, 
specially on the theoretical side, but I will pass on to some newer problems 
connected with internal rearrangements of energy which has already been 
given to a molecule. As we know, one form of this problem has been very 
prominent of late years in connexion with the type of photochemical decom- 
position called predissociation. 
The first of the chemical problems to which I should like to draw attention 
is connected with the existence of what we may call independent modes of 
activation of the molecules taking part in certain reactions. The experimental 
facts are as follows. If, for a reaction involving the decomposition of a single 
substance, we plot the reciprocal of the time of half change against the initial 
Pressure we obtain, in general, a curve which first rises and then bends round 
b 
24Ó O. N. $inshetwood 
to become parallel to the pressure axis. The interpretation of this curve in 
terms of the activation and deactivation of molecules by collision, and the 
transformation probability of the activated molecule is well known. Now in 
certain cases there is clear evidence that the curve is really composed of the 
superposition of several curves, and does in fact present a well- defined seg- 
mented appearance. The interpretation which we have tentatively given to 
this is that there are several virtually independent reactions taking place at 
the same time, all nnimolecular, and differing only in the values of the various 
characteristic constants. This type of behaviour is found with nitrous oxide, 
with acetaldehyde and with propionic aldehyde. With the two former sub- 
stances at any rate, the chemical nature of the reaction is essentially the same 
over the whole pressure range, so that we appear to have several physically 
different mechanisms by which molecules are activated for the same uni- 
molecular chemical transformation. The hypothesis which we have found 
most useful in explaining this is that once a molecule has received its activation 
energy, the internal rearrangement of this energy is relatively difficult, and 
that according to the original way in which the energy was placed in the 
molecule there will be a different probability of chemical decomposition. To 
illustrate the point with one very rough example, if the N -N link of nitrous 
oxide is activated to a high vibrational level the probability of the decomposition 
N20 = N2 + 0 will clearly not be the same as when the N -0 link is activated. 
Thus the N -N activated molecules and the N -0 activated molecules will 
undergo what are virtually independent reactions. This is an unduly simplified 
picture, no doubt, of what constitutes one of these modes of activation. In the 
hope of throwing further light on this, we have recently been making a com- 
parison of the kinetic behaviour of a series of related compounds to see how the 
prominence of a given mode varied with the presence of a substituent. The 
series chosen was HOHO, CH3CHO, C2H5CH0 and CC13CHO. I will not 
describe the experimental results in detail here. They form the subject of a 
paper now in the hands of the Royal Society, and my colleague, Mr. Fletcher, 
will say something about them in the course of this discussion. But I will 
summarize certain conclusions upon which the views of theoretical physicists 
would be helpful. These are (a) the hypothesis that molecules with the 
activation energy differently located or distributed do seem frequently, and 
perhaps generally to behave as virtually independent entities for kinetic 
purposes appears to be confirmed ; (b) that, in certain substances at least, 
although several types of activated molecule are detectable, the number 
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Discussion on Energy Distribution X41 
groups ; (c) in a molecule like HCHO the chance that the activation energy is 
communicated to the molecule in such a way as to cause rapid decomposition 
is relatively much greater than with substituted molecules such as C211 5CH0 ; 
(t) with 00130110, the CC13 part of the molecule is much more likely to be 
activated than the CHO part. To what extent this is simply a function of the 
greater mass of the chlorine atoms is an interesting question ; (e) from the 
purely experimental point of view we are not yet able to estimate the relative 
importance of " valency oscillations " and deformation oscillations " of the 
molecule, though on general grounds the importance of the latter appears to 
be considerable. 
The question of the relation between the actual magnitude of the activation 
energy and the decomposition probability raises interesting questions which, 
however, cannot be dealt with here, as we must pass on to other matters. 
The next group of problems coming within the scope of this discussion I will 
only just mention. In a large class of reactions it may be ambiguous whether 
a decomposition occurs by the mechanism XY2 = X + - Y2, or by the alterna- 
tive XY2 = XY + Y, and subsequent reaction of the active radicle Y. I 
hope there may be some discussion of the general aspects of this problem, and 
will only say that in my opinion the dissociation idea is often carried too far, 
and that frequently interaction between two parts of a molecule is a process 
occurring more easily than the development of either in a free state. 
I will now turn to a rather different type of problem, where transition prob- 
abilities of activated molecules are concerned even more intimately. There is 
a large class of bimolecular reactions in solution where the observed rate is as 
nearly as may be equal to the rate of encounter of the appropriate activated 
molecules. There is a second class where the reaction velocity is many powers 
of ten smaller than the activation rate. (Doubtless there is a continuous 
transition between the two classes, but we may consider extreme examples. 
Reactions of the second class are very sensitive to the catalytic action of solvents, 
and it thus appears probable that a ternary collision involving a solvent 
molecule is necessary. In one example, namely, the benzoylation of amines in 
organic solvents Mr. E. G. Williams and I have been able to show that even 
when the condition of a simultaneous collision between two reactant molecules, 
suitably activated, and a solvent molecule is fulfilled, the transformation 
probability is still small. I have suggested that perhaps we ought to distinguish 
two extreme cases in chemical kinetics ; the first -where the rate of reaction is 
Primarily determined by the acquisition of the necessary activation energy, 
and the second where a probability factor independent of temperature is of 
b2 
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equal or greater importance. Such a factor would be characteristic of a 
problem in which a quantum mechanically " forbidden " transition was 
involved. Such transitions occur when certain types of electronic reorganiza- 
tion are involved. They are greatly facilitated by perturbing forces acting 
on the molecules. There is a suggestive connexion between this and the 
remarkable catalytic effect of solvents -often roughly parallel with their 
polarity -on the one hand and, on the othei hand, with the fact that in reactions 
where one of the reactants is an ion the rate is usually nearly equal to the 
activation rate, as though the great electrostatic forces contributed a per- 
turbation powerful enough to increase the transformation probability to 
nearly unity. 
(Slides illustrating experimental results were shown.) 
Professor J. E. LENNARD- JONES, F.R.S. -It seems to me that there is no 
branch of chemistry in which it is more important to understand, in a detailed 
way, the electronic structure of molecules than in the branch under discussion 
to -day. One of the methods which have been used to determine electron 
distribution in molecules starts from the assumption that each electron may be 
regarded as moving independently in the field of the complete nuclear frame- 
work. The properties of the various possible states are then determined by 
the symmetry of the environment in which the electrons move. Some of these 
states have the same symmetry of the nuclear framework, and may be regarded 
as symmetrically (though not equally) related to all the nuclei, while others 
have different symmetry properties and indicate that electrons in those states 
prefer to avoid certain parts of the molecule (as, for instance, certain planes 
of symmetry). When one electron of a molecule is excited by light absorption 
(or other means) from a state which is of the symmetrical type to one of UT 
symmetrical type, some of the bonds of the molecule are affected to a greater 
extent than the rest. The effect may sometimes be so drastic as to cause the 
molecule to dissociate at a particular link or to cause a rearrangement of the 
valency links. 
It is believed that molecules which dissociate in unimolecular reactions do 
so without light absorption. None the less, a transition may occur from one 
electronic state to another, if the vibrational energy is such that the nuclei 
of the molecule can take up certain special configurations. It is, therefore, 
of importance to know the energy of the various states of the molecule for all 

































































Discussion on Energy Distribution 243 
Mr, Hinshelwood, in. his opening address, has referred to the mechanism of 
the decomposition of molecules of the type AB2. At present it is not yet 
]mown whether these molecules decompose into A + B2 or into AB + B; or 
what the factors are which control the products of decomposition. In this 
connection I may refer to some recent work of mine on the electronic structure 
of certain molecules of this type for it may suggest the mechanism, by which 
these molecules decompose. If the molecule AB2 has the symmetry of the 
letter Y, the electronic orbitals are of three types. They may most easily 
be described by reference to three rectangular axes, of which the axis of z 
is along the axis of the molecule, while the axes of x and y are respectively 
perpendicular to and parallel to the plane containing the nuclei. 
One kind of molecular orbital has the same symmetry as the nuclear frame- 
work so that it is unaffected by reflection in the planes xy and yz. This is 
called an " al" orbital. Another kind is such that the wave function vanishes 
everywhere in the yz plane, so that reflection of the wave function in the 
plane causes a change of sign. This is called a " bl " orbital. The third type 
has a nodal plane in the xz plane. This is called a " b2 " orbital. There are, 
of course, many orbitals of each type, just as there are many s- and p- orbitals 
in atoms; each having its characteristic quantum number or nodal surfaces, 
but all orbitals conform to one of the three types just described. 
The wave function of the whole electron distribution may be described in 
an analogous way. It may have a symmetry of the same type as an individual 
orbital, which we have labelled " a1." It is then described as an " Al " state. 
Similarly there are Bl and B2 states.* 
The electronic structure of formaldehyde, acetone, and certain other ketones 
can be described in terms of this notation. I have recently made a study of 
the electronic states of formaldehyde by correlating them with those of the 
oxygen molecule, which contains the same number of electrons. It appears 
that among the low energy levels there are three transitions from the ground 
state 1A, one to another 'A1 level, one to a 1B2 level and one to a 1B1 level. In 
the first transition the symmetry of the molecule does not change, while in 
the second ('A1 -1B2) and third (1A1 -1B,) the symmetry changes in such a 
way as to correspond to a change of the electric moment in the direction of the 
y -axis, and x -axis respectively. 
Now Dicke and Kistiakowsky j' have recently shown that, the characteristic 
* For reasons into which I need not enter, there is also another state labelled A2. 
t Phys. Rev.,' vol. 45, p. 4 (1934). I am indebted to Dr. Snow for bringing thin 
reference to my notice and for interesting discussions on this nubjeot, 
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'absorption band of the CO group in formaldehyde in the neighbourhood of 
3000 A does in fact correspond to a change of moment parallel to the y -axis, 
and we may, accordingly, infer with some degree of certainty that absorption 
in this region of the spectrum corresponds to the 1.11-->1132 transition, 
Presumably the characteristic absorption of aldehydes, ketones and all other 
molecules containing a CO group in the region of 3000 A corresponds to a 
transition of this type. 
When the detailed electron structure appropriate to each of these states is 
examined, it is found that the ground state has its two outermost (or most 
lightly bound) electrons in b2 orbitals, viz. (b2)°, while the corresponding electrons 
in the 'B2 excited state are (b2) and (al), one of the electrons having been 
lifted from a b2 orbital to an a1 orbital. This means that the electron dis. 
tribution has altered in such a way as to throw the H -atoms into a closer 
relation to each other. It would not be surprising, therefore, if the molecule 
subject to light in the region of 3000 A dissociated according to the scheme 
H2C0 H2 + CO. 
I understand that Dr. Norrish has obtained experimental evidence of the 
decomposition of molecules of this type when subject to radiation of this 
wave -length. 
There may, however, be a difference between the case of formaldehyde 
and that of other Y- shaped molecules such as acetone, because the H -atoms 
are in a sense spherically symmetrical and can react with each other whatever 
their relative orientation, whereas two CH3 groups can only react to form ethane 
provided the two groups are oriented in a particular way. Hence it is possible 
that aldehydes R . CHO and ketones R . R'CO may dissociate in different 
ways. This suggests the necessity of a theoretical investigation of the electronic 
states of these various molecules and their energies as functions of the inter- 
nuclear distances. 
Even when the energies of the various states of a molecule are known as 
functions of the internuclear distances (or other suitable parameters), there 
still remains the difficulty of representing the results in a graphical way so as 
to facilitate comparison of experimental and theoretical results. One reason 
why so much progress has been made with diatomic molecules is that energy 
diagrams are functions of one co- ordinate and can conveniently be represented 
in a two -dimensional space. The usual method of representing the energies 
of molecules with two degrees of freedom is by a system of equipotential 


































































Discussion on Energy Distribution 245 
system of curves, so that when a number of such sets of curves are super- 
imposed, the network is so complicated as to be useless. The next method is to 
represent the energy of each state by a surface, the height of each point above 
a plane representing the energy appropriate to that molecular configuration. 
This is most helpful when only one state, say the ground state of a molecule, 
is being considered. When several states have to be considered simultaneously, 
it is again impossible, in practice, to construct a number of intersecting 
surfaces without causing great confusion. Moreover, it is difficult to commit 
the results of such an analysis to paper. 
In order to overcome these difficulties I have found it advantangeous for 
molecules where two degrees of freedom are important, to use the following 
method. Let x and y be the co- ordinates associated with the two degrees of 
freedom in which we are most interested. We suppose them measured as 
usual along two perpendicular directions, and the energy appropriate to any 
configuration (x, y) is represented by an ordinate (z) perpendicular to the plane 
Ty. In problems of photochemistry interest is usually centred in the possible 
transitions from a particular state of the molecule (say the ground state) and 
by the Franck- Condon principle the transitions mostly take place from the 
neighbourhood of the minimum of the energy surface, whose co- ordinates are 
(xeye). It, therefore, seems advantageous to concentrate on. the transitions 
from this neighbourhood and to take a section x = xo and y = yo through all 
other energy surfaces. If, in addition, the parameters are chosen in such a 
way that all possible configurations of the molecule are represented by a finite 
range of values of x and y, say from (xoyc) to (x1, ya), then the energy surfaces 
can conveniently be represented by their sections on a foursided blackboard 
made in the form of a cylinder of square cross -section. 
If, for example, a linear molecule ABC is being considered, then, as long as 
it is linear, it can be described by two distances, which may describe the length 
of the link AB and the length of the link BC. Then one side of the blackboard 
will represent the interaction of A and B when C is at an infinite distance from 
both. This interaction may be denoted by (A -e-- - B) -(- (C). The other 
three sides will represent the interactions 
(AB C, A - --4- (BC) and A -F (B C). 
An example of a scheme of energy levels for a molecule of this kind is shown 
in fig. 1. Another method of representing the same set of surfaces is given in 
fig. 2, where the curves appearing on the four sides of the four-sided blackboard 
are drawn in four panels in the same plane, 
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A similar method of representation can be used for a Y- shaped molecule 
Ike 
formaldehyde, if we suppose the CO part of the molecule to remain fixed and 
the hydrogens to approach and recede from the molecule symmetrically, 
that is, so as to preserve the symmetry of the Y. Then the distance of the 
mid -point of the line joining the two H -atoms from the carbon atom can be 
FIG. 1 









taken as one co- ordinate (x), and the distance between the H -atoms as the 
other (y). For molecules of this kind the symbolic representation of the 
energy levels is of the type shown in fig. 3. Denoting the molecule by XR2, the 












The second shows the interaction of, R2 and X when the R2 molecule is brought 
towards X in such a way that its mid -point moves along the axis of symmetry 
of X and the correct symmetry of the XR2 system is preserved; in this 
process, the internuclear distance of the atoms of R2 is kept fixed. In the third 
























































Discussion on Energy Distribution 247 
from each other in such a way that their centre of gravity remains fixed at the 
equilibrium distance from X, and the symmetry of the system X -}- R -I- R is 
preserved. In the last stage the R atoms, already at an infinite distance from 
each other, are moved so that their centre of gravity recedes from X. During 
this process the energy does not change but the cycle is completed and the 
system returned to its original . configuration. 
In the figure two energy surfaces are represented by the curves ABCDA 
and A'B'C'D'A' and their curve of intersection by two points P and Q. The 
point C' represents the minimum of the energy surface and the vibrations of 
the molecule at low temperatures can be represented by the movement of a 
point about C'. 
If, as a result of collision, the molecule receives sufficient energy to reach 
the point P, an electronic transition may occur, provided that the intersecting 
surfaces correspond to states of the same symmetry and the same multiplicity 
(that is, the same spin vector). The molecule will then decompose into X + R2. 
Similarly if the molecule receives sufficient vibrational energy to reach the 
point Q, the molecule will decompose into X -{- R + R. (In order to consider 
the possibility XR -(-- R, a third co- ordinate and therefore a more complex 
energy diagram would be necessary.) The curve of intersection, of which P 
and Q are two points, will in general be non -planar and will resemble a rim 
which has become warped. It will have two minima such as P and Q (not 
usually at the same height) and two maxima in between them. In conse- 
quence, the probability of decomposition and the products of decomposition 
will depend on the energy. It will increase from zero as the vibrational energy 
increases from a certain critical value (corresponding to the height of P on the 
energy diagram) until it reaches a maximum, after which it may decrease 
again, for, when the vibrational energy of the molecule exceeds that of the 
highest point of the curve of intersection, the probability of a spontaneous 
switch from one surface to another will become small. . The energy must 
therefore lie within definite limits for decomposition, which involves a switch 
between these two energy states. 
The conditions for decomposition become more complex if the two energy 
surfaces correspond to states of different multiplicity. If, for example, the 
lower one is a 1A1 state, in the notation already explained for a Y- shaped 
molecule, while the upper one (BCD) is a 3A1 state, then a switch from one 
surface to another at P or Q will not always occur. The probability of tran- 
sition will be very much smaller and may be of the order of 10 -3 or less, just 
as transitions from a triplet to a singlet level in emi$sion or absorption are 
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much less frequent than those between levels of the same multiplicity. 
The 
probability of decomposition under these conditions will therefore depend oa 
two factors, viz., (i) the energy, which must lie within prescribed limits, ani 
i (ii) a change of spin of the electrons. The latter will be affected by the 
environment in which the molecule moves and may be accelerated by the 
presence of electric or magnetic fields. This may be the explanation of the 
effect of various solvents on decomposition, to which Mr. Hinshelwood has 
referred. 
Professor M. TRAVERS, F.R.S. -The following note is based upon the results 
of work carried out in the Chemical Laboratories of the University of Bristol 
conjointly with Dr. T. J. P. Pearce, Mr. R. V. Seddon, B.Sc., and Mr, P,1 
Gay. The work involved the study of the pyrolysis of acetaldehyde, and 
of ethane and ethylene, and the equilibrium mixtures of these gases with 
hydrogen. The work on the acetaldehyde is in progress, but the investiga. 
tien of the hydrocarbons is completed, and will be communicated to the 
Society in the course of a few days. 
It appears from the circular issued to the Fellows of the Society that the 
ideas which Mr. Hinshelwood proposes to put forward for discussion are based 
upon the results of a series of investigations, such as that carried out by him- 
self and Mr. Hutchinson* on the pyrolysis of acetaldehyde. It is proposed to 
put forward some facts which show that the conclusions arrived at from this 
work may be open to serious question, and that the basis for the present 
discussion is by no means a sound one. 
In the latter investigation the decomposition of acetaldehyde was supposed 
to proceed according to the equation, 
02H40 = CH4 + CO, 
side reactions being negligible. The rate of reaction was measured between 
430° and 592° C, and at initial pressures below 479 mm, by first connecting 
an exhausted silica bulb with a vessel containing pure aldehyde at a loaowa 
temperature for a moment, and then observing the rate of change of pressure. 
The half -life period was calculated from the results, and it was concluded 
that - 
(i) the reaction was bimolecular ; 
(ii) it was practically homogeneous ; 
































































Discussion on Energy Distribution 249 
(iii) it was entirely .unaffected by the products of decomposition of the 
acetaldehyde ; and 
(iv) no carbon dioxide or unsaturated hydrocarbons were formed. 
Using an entirely .different method of investigation, we have arrived at 
conclusions which are generally the reverse of those stated above. Briefly, 
the method involved the accurate measurement of a volume of acetaldehyde, 
which was condensed in a silica reaction tube, cooled with liquid air, and then 
sealed. The tube was then heated for a definite period, and the contents were 
analysed for methane, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, aldehyde, propylene, 
and propane. The method was laborious but accurate. As some carbon 
monoxide was formed together with the propylene by a reaction which followed 
an a condensation process, the rate of formation of methane was taken as 
indicating the rate of the main reaction. 
Now the graphs representing the rate of this main reaction are not con- 
tinuous, so that the half -life period can have no real meaning. However, the 
initial portions are nearly linear, so that the initial rates can be determined 
ó aphically. It would now seem to be a simple matter to find the variation 
ofthe rate of reaction with temperature, but here we encounter another difficulty. 
The rates of reaction are influenced to a marked extent by the state of the 
surface. 
These facts are well illustrated by the accompanying graphs. At 400° 
each point on the diagram represents the result of an experiment carried out 
after the reaction tube had remained heated to 600° overnight while full of 
hydrogen. At 380° two series of experiments were carried out, A in which 
the reaction tube was preheated overnight while filled with hydrogen, and B, 
in which the pretreatment with hydrogen lasted only 2 hours. From the 
experiments at 400° and series A at 380° the critical increment of the process 
was found to be 24.6 k. cals., and from the experiments at 400° and series B 
et 380° it was found to be 31.1 k. cals. Also, with different reaction tubes 
different rates of reaction were obtained at the same temperature. In silica 
apparatus, therefore, the process is not mainly homogeneous, but is materially 
influenced by surface conditions. 
The process is very considerably accelerated by the addition of carbon 
monoxide, methane, or even of hydrogen, and to almost the same extent by 
any one of these gases. On increasing the quantity of either of the gases it 
is found that the rate of decomposition of the aldehyde reaches a maximum, 
and a further addition of the gas leads to á reduction in the apparent rate of 
250 
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Discussion on Energy Distribution 251 
reaction as is indicated in the diagrams, figs. 5 and 6. We are therefore led 
to the conclusion that the decomposition of the acetaldehyde is not bimolecular 
with regard to the aldehyde, but is by, 
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It will now be seen why it is that the initial portions of the graphs representing 
the rate of decomposition of aldehyde are nearly linear. Also, it is possible 
to account for the breaks in the graphs without introducing the hypothesis 
which Mr. Hinshelwood has put forward. 
This work was actually undertaken in support of an investigation on the 
decomposition of ethane and ethylene, and of ethane -ethylene- hydrogen 
equilibrium mixtures, on which a note was given to the meeting of the Faraday 
Society at Cambridge in September last. The processes which take place 
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in the equilibrium mixtures appear to be quite independent of surface est. nteresty 
ditions, and are therefore most easily studied. The formation of condemn¿, from the 
appears to be initiated by a parent process, the rate of which is measured 
1 
Dr, 111 the rate of formation of condensate, and which is determined by the ethylene 
recent list concentration, 
dR /dt = KR (C2H4)2 rennet t 
from 
thi 
The rate of formation of methane, which takes place simultaneously, follons, heen prE 
in presence of hydrogen, on an activation process similar to that which pre. rood's c 
cedes the decomposition of acetaldehyde, so that is react 
d (CH4) /dt = Kme (C2H4) (4>C2H6 -{- 4,'CH4 + molecule 
and mor 
The rate again depending on the ethylene concentration, but now on the sum corked 
of the concentrations of the ethane, methane, and hydrogen. Addition of 
The er 
methane increases the rate of the process, a maximum being reached in this hibuted 
case also. 
or vibra 
No breaks appear in the graphs representing the rate of either of these stational 
processes, when using equilibrium mixtures. Starting with pure ethane or time, th 
pure ethylene the breaks are very marked. An explanation is given in the 9actuati 
paper referred to in the first paragraph of this note, which is now completed, doctuati 
ender co 
Mr. HINSHELw00D -I should like to say, in connexion with Professor 
The fi 
Travers' paper, that the results are of great interest, but they do not bear on 
are of vi 
the problem I have been discussing. In our experiments the decomposition Proper v 
of acetaldehyde is an absolutely homogeneous reaction unaffected by the affected. 
character of the vessel. We have obtained the same results at intervals of entir 
two years, with different vessels, different thermocouples and different core were alo 
ditions generally, and the results have remained steady from day to day and 
the lth 1 
from month to month. If Professor Travers is using a vessel in which has 
the mee 
results vary from day to day owing to drifts, variations of surface activity mucous' 
or other factors, it is interesting, but the difficulty lies in the variation of the 
catalytic properties of the surface. With regard to the activation energy, our 
results for the reaction velocity are depicted by the straight line of the 
Arrhenius equation over a range of 100 degrees. I may also point out that 
where v 
the experiments of Professor Travers are made at an average temperature 
Phases. 
over 100° lower than ours, where surface effects may well be more preminenti 
It is E 
and that with his method of working it must be very difficult to avoid adsorbed 
raft at 
oxygen on the silica, which exerts a pronounced, though transient catalytic 
dived 
































Discussion on :Energy Distribution X53 
interesting, represent a phase of the behaviour of acetaldehyde quite different 
hom the one which I have discussed. 
Dr, M. PoLaxYl -Mr. Hinshelwood's observations and some other data in 
recent literature show that the dependence of the reaction rate k on pressure p 
taunt be represented by the simple formula k = pl(a - bp). Deviations 
hone this formula in a similar direction, as observed by Mr. Hinshelwood have 
been predicted by O. K. Rice and Ramsperger. However, if Mr. Hinshel- 
wood's claim that a definite number of different activated molecules appear in 
his reactions, is accepted, the question of the accumulation of energy in a 
molecule and its transfer into elongation of a certain bond, calls for a renewed 
and more precise consideration. I wish to outline a treatment which is being 
corked out at present in collaboration with Professor Wigner, of Princeton. 
The enegy E which a molecule contains should be considered as being dis- 
tributed between the different proper vibrations, rather than between bonds 
or vibrations of pairs of atoms. The former distribution would remain 
stationary for all times if the vibrations were exactly harmonic. At the same 
time, the amplitude of the vibration of a certain bond would be subject to 
fluctuations owing to the interference of the different proper vibrations. These 
fluctuations would occasionally lead to a chemical change in which the bond . 
cruder consideration is involved. 
The first point we want to emphasize is, that the different proper vibrations 
ne of very different effect on a certain bond. It might be that if a certain 
proper vibration is excited alone, a certain bond will remain completely un- 
affected. Obviously, the energy contained in such a proper vibration would 
he entirely lost for a reaction of these bonds. If the kth proper vibration 
were alone excited and its energy were Ek, the amplitude of the vibration of 
the 1th bond can be represented by 1 ' c ,, l where the ski are determined by 
the mechanical model of the molecule. If all vibrations are excited simul- 
tncously, the elongation of the 
/bond 
is 
E ocki V Ek sin vk (t - tk), 
k 
where vti are the frequencies of the proper vibrations and the tk are constant 
Oases. 
It is evident that these considerations do not affect the theory of reaction 
rates at high pressure. At low pressures, however, the restriction can be 
derived that only those states should be considered as activated states, which 
ran lead to the critical elongation without exchange of energy between different 
54 Ë. .T. noweb. 
proper vibrations. Activated states with different distributions of energy, similar 
would have different reaction rates. On these lines it seems easy to account of cou 
for the presence of different kinds of activated molecules, as required by the agrees 
experiments of Mr. Hinshelwood. less 
al A further effect should become appreciable at very low pressures. Since There 
the vibrations of no molecule can be 'considered as strictly harmonic, there dissolh 
will always be some chance for a redistribution of the energy between all the they d 
proper vibrations. Thus no molecule will be absolutely stable, which contain of the 
in any distribution whatever the energy necessary for the rupture of the An 
critical bond. apectn 
light c 
Mr. C. ZENER -I wish to remark that there are two distinct factors which was it 
may greatly reduce the probability that a molecule A should dissociate follow these 
ing collision with a second molecule, the combined energy of the two molecules at sho 
being sufficient for this dissociation. Firstly the probability may be very the m 
small that the critical bond would absorb sufficient energy for dissociation howev 
This may arise either because the molecule A has an extreme reluctance to the an 
absorb internal energy (the anomalies in the velocity of sound are familiar Diff 
examples), or because the energy in A has difficulty in becoming concentrated lines, 
into the critical bond. dioaid 
Secondly, even though the bond should have sufficient energy to dissociate, sociate 
specific perturbations may be necessary for dissociation. This occurs when spectr 
the symmetries of the electron wave functions associated with the nndie One 
sociated molecule and with the dissociated molecule in its lowest state are based 
different. Some external influence, such as the electric field of a neighbouring aldehy 
ion, will then be necessary to allow a transition between the two states of some 1 
different symmetry. Professor Lennard -Jones has given an example io of dell 
which dissociation by a particular bond would require such an external influence, tom 
I do not know whether in the complicated molecules which have been studied vague 
here such symmetry relations exist ; that will require further investigation woven 
with a 
Mr. E. J. BowErr -There is just one feature of the photo -decomposition of and pl 
hied 
gaseous aldehydes and ketones to which Professor Leonard Jones referred dith 
that I should like to develop, and that is their delayed unimolecular deco' lord th 
position. They all seem to be 
tompte 
It is u A + by - -> A A' -- products, 1 
(after 10`12 secs) men1zec 
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energy, similar to the thermal decompositions discussed by Mr. Hinshelwood, except, 
ccowt of course, that the excited levels involved are different. This mechanism 
by the agrees with the photo -kinetics ; the quantum efficiency is unity or somewhat 
less, and the reaction rate is independent of the pressure in the gaseous state. 
Sian There is also strong evidence from work we have been doing with liquid or 
then dissolved substances, such as acetone, glyoxal and diacetyl, which shows that 
all the they do not decompose at all unimolecularly in this state, evidently because 
mtaim of the deactivating effect of collisions on the primary excited state Ax. 
of the An important question is, of course, how far the nature of the absorption 
spectra of these substances, which are all diffuse, can be used to throw further 
light on the mechanism of the decompositions. At one time the mechanism 
which was interpreted as simple predissociation, because the absorption spectra of 
follow these substances in the gaseous state begins with fine structure and passes 
leads at shorter wave -lengths into diffuse bands. If one asked the question " Does 
very the molecule in fact dissociate ? " the old answer was " Yes -no." Now, 
idle, however, we know that if the delay period is longer than a rotational period 
ace to the answer may be " Yes - yes," as with formaldehyde. 
msodico Diffuse spectra may also be simulated by close packing of the rotational 
trate lines, or may be due to transitions not involving dissociation as in sulphur 
dioxide. Then the answer to the question " Does the molecule in fact dis- 
rciate, sooiate ? " is " No -no." The fact is that a cursory glance at the diffuse 
whoa spectrum does not answer the question. 
nndie One has to conclude that the belief in this phenomenon of time lag is really 
to are based on the chemical evidence. This delay feature in the decomposition of 
snag aldehydes is common to both thermal and photochemical reactions. With 
tee of some hesitation, I suggest that we might have a new term for this phenomenon 
de m of delayed unimolecular transitions, the existence of which is really inferred 
tesca from chemical evidence, because the term " predissociation " has rather 
tidied vague spectral associations. Possibly the word " menolysis " might prove 
Ion, convenient to describe the phenomenon of unimolecular reaction occurring 
with a delay between excitation and decomposition, common to both thermal 
on of 
sad photochemical reactions. 
Fein With regard to the nature of the products of decomposition, it cannot be 
;tom 
said that the chemical work is entirely satisfactory. The problem is a very 
difficult one, because in order to get enough of the products to analyse, one is 
tempted to take the reaction to completion and also to use a high pressure. 
It is just under these conditions that these molecules polymerize, and the poly 
merited product decomposes. Therefore, however carefully the analysis is 
c 
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made, one does not get the true products of unimolecular decomposition. That 
is what one finds in comparing other people's results. The question of whether 
hydrogen is or is not formed in the decomposition of acetaldehyde, for example, 
is very uncertain. I merely want to focus attention on the accuracy of the 
present chemical work and to emphasize that any experimental work on these 
more complex substances must be subject to a very close scrutiny indeed 
before we can really be satisfied with it.,. 
Dr. R. G. W. NoRRisa -I should like to touch briefly on the advantages of 
the photochemical method in studying the energy changes in molecules. First 
of all, I will illustrate the type of data with which one has to deal. I think 
it is important in studying any of these reactions to take care to study all the 
possible aspects of the given reaction. It is necessary to investigate every 
possible photochemical and spectroscopic aspect : the absorption spectrum, 
fluorescence, products of decomposition, and also the quantum yield at different 
wave -lengths. 
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Acetone 
A Discrete absorption ; B Diffuse absorption ; C Fluorescence ; D Quantum 
efficiency ; E Energy of N -A link ; F Energy of C -C link 
FIG. 7-Nitrogen peroxide acetone 
At Cambridge we studied two substances in order to investigate, as far as 
possible, all these effects together. The first was nitrogen peroxide and the 
second acetone. (Slides were shown.) 
In both these substances we have a photochemical threshold of reactivity. 
This coincides approximately with the onset of diffuseness in the spectrum, 
and with the cessation of fluorescene. Allowing for a short region of overlap 
it may be said that fluorescence and fine structure are alternative to diffuse- 




























































Discussion on D+nergy Distribution 2x7 
corresponds fairly closely to the energy of some link in the molecule which is 
broken. With nitrogen peroxide an oxygen atom splits off ; with acetone a 
free CH3 radical is eliminated. Now we see how these phenomena are explained ; 
've have the ground state and the upper level ; in the upper level it may be 
possible for an energy switch to occur to an unstable state leading to spon- 
taneous dissociation of the molecule. If this switch occurs within the period 
of one rotation (10 -13 sec) we find that the dissociation is evidenced by a 
diffuse ( predissociation) spectrum which has lost its rotational structure. 
With a polyatomic molecule, however, the energy switch may take place after 
an interval greater than the period of molecular rotation ; the life of a stable 
excited state is of the order 10_8 second, and if during this period the molecule 
passes through some suitable phase for dissociation, then decomposition may 
follow even in the region of the spectrum showing fine structure, e.g., as with 
formaldehyde. 
I should therefore like to emphasize that diffuseness is not the best criterion 
of predissociation. In polyatomic molecules it can be an unreliable guide. 
The best guide is to be found in the fluorescence. If the fluorescence of a sub- 
stance is studied at different wave -lengths it is found that the fluorescent 
limit -the point in the spectrum where fluorescence ceases -is just about 
coincident with the threshold of photochemical dissociation. Below the 
threshold the molecule can live again and remit its energy as fluorescence ; 
beyond the threshold it breaks up and fluorescence is no longer possible. That 
is really a safer criterion of predissociation. 
We have studied some other questions relating to aldehydes and ketones. 
This slide shows that there is essentially a different mechanism in the two 
cases. When I say " different mechanism " I do not mean that it is very 
different, but that there are points of difference. If we compare the two 
Me\ 
03117\ substances CO and CO, we find that the former gives us, Et/ H/ 
(C2H6 -I- C3H8 -F- C4H10) + CO. 
The ethane, propane and butane are present in roughly equal quantities. 
We have been able partly to separate those substances by fractional distilla- 
tion in freezing mixtures and to characterize samples of each by explosion. With 
ìsobutaldehyde, however, 
031:17\ 
CO, which can be compared exactly with the H/ 
ketone, we have a simpler result. As far as the results of Franck and Pollitzer 
c2 
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go, there are equivalent quantities of CO and propane produced. While the 
ketone gives a mixture, the aldehyde gives a pure hydrocarbon. This can 
only be explained by assuming that, instead of coming off as a single molecule 
as in isobutaldehyde, these two groups in the ketone come off separately. 
I see no way out of the view that a ketone molecule decomposes either directly 
into carbon monoxide plus two free radicals (the energy required being 80 
kilocalories) or that it breaks up and gives one hydrocarbon radical plus an 
unstable acyl radical which itself immediately breaks up. It is thus not 
possible in these experiments to say whether the two radicals come off simul. 
taneously or one after the other, but the chemical effect shows that they must 
each be liberated separately in the course of the reaction. 
The liberation of the radical may be regarded as closely allied to the Auger 
effect. It is possible to suppose that the carbon atom in the chromophoric 
group can become excited and then, instead of radiating, can undergo an 
internal Auger effect which may lead to the rupture of one of its bonds and 
the decomposition of the molecule. 
In contrast to these results, I may mention an interesting result which we 
obtained when we studied methyl butyl ketone, CH3CH2CH2CH2 , CO . CHs. 
This is a ketone with a longer hydrocarbon chain on the one side, and instead 
of behaving as ketones usually do, to give CO and the hydrocarbons we get 
nearly quantitatively acetone plus propane -the molecule breaks at a point 
in the hydrocarbon chain. There is no question about the fact that the 
quantum is first absorbed by the carbonyl group ; the energy for disruption 
must then be transferred to this bond in the hydrocarbon chain. The question 
is, how does it get there ? 
The exact amount of energy involved in this break -down of the hydrocarbon 
chain is a little difficult to determine. In the analogous reaction of the decom 
position of butane, which yields propylene and methane, the energy of activation 
measured by Pease and Durgan was 65 kilocalories. This measurement does 
not necessarily give the actual energy which must be applied to that point 
in the molecule for reaction. It gives an upper limit. The endothermic 
thermal effect of the reaction is 22 kilocalories, and gives a lower limit. The 
energy of activation transferred to this point of the molecule must therefore 
lie between those limits, and in all probability is not less than 30 or 40 kiln. 
calories. That amount of energy has to come out of the original 89 kilocalories 
which are absorbed by the carbonyl group, and it is more than can be trans 
ferred from the excited group to the critical point in the hydrocarbon chain 







































































Discussion on Energy Distribution 259 
We must therefore suggest some other way in which the energy can be 
degraded. I should like to draw the analogy here, without elaborating it, 
that we have something akin to an internal collision of the second kind -an 
"inner sensitization." We are familiar with such processes between two 
colliding molecules. For example, an excited neon atom may react with a 
hydrogen molecule to break it into atoms. This only takes place when the 
excited and unexcited molecules are in close contact, and it is probable that 
the effect is dependent on resonance between the excited molecule and the 
primary process ; it is not difficult to imagine that the same may also be true 
here, and that something akin to the radiationless transfer of this kind takes 
place between the constituent groups of the polyatomic molecule. Further work 
will be required ; we want more data, and these are rather slow to be attained. 
Another point to which I should like to draw attention is this : the fluorescent 
spectrum of acetone has three diffuse bands in the yellow and green. It is 
difficult at first sight to understand how such diffuse fluorescence can be 
obtained from a molecule, but provisionally we have come to the conclusion 
that it may be explained as a type of reversed predissociation ; that is to say, 
that the molecule goes up, to a stable upper level and drops back to a lower 
unstable level. This constitutes a new kind of primary process in which a 
molecule may fluoresce and decompose in one act. By subtracting the emitted 
quantum from the absorbed quantum, we can calculate the position of this 
unstable level, and find that it indicates an infra -red absorption between 8000 
and 10,000 A. This we have been able to confirm. It seems possible that 
this unstable infra -red level is identical with that reached thermally in the 
thermal decomposition of acetone. 
The photochemical method of studying the conditions affecting the inter- 
change of energy within large molecules is valuable because by means of the 
light quantum we can stimulate a given centre in the molecule, and observe what 
happens to some other part. In using the better known behaviour of diatomic 
and triatomic molecules as a prototype however, we must not push the analogy 
too far ; it is probable that with new data now accumualting some new types of 
photochemical decomposition may appear. 
as. H. W. THOMPSON -I should like to speak for a few moments on the 
correlation of certain spectroscopic results with the corresponding photo- 
chemical data. 
First, however, I would agree with Mr. Bowen about the importance of 
certain general principles which have.,b.ithertg been songewJ at obsç red, 
260 H. W. Thompson 
The first of these is that in polyatomic molecules a diffuse or even continuous and 
absorption spectrum may for a variety of reasons not imply the occurrence of retar 
a dissociation process. As Henri has shown* for COC12 and some other It 
molecules, the three moments of inertia of a Y- shaped molecule containing an e 
relatively heavy nuclei are often so great as to produce a very close packing decor 
of rotation lines in the bands. This packing can become such that the thickness 
fi 
of the individual lines is greater than their separation, and even under the 
highest dispersion available a resolution may not be effected. This considera. is un 
tion might a priori be expected to apply to the Y- shaped molecule acetone two s 
With formaldehyde, however, the moments of inertia are smaller and rotational a pri 
fine structure will be detectable. Measurements on fluorescence may, as disso 
Dr. Norrish suggests, help to locate the real limit of predissociation but even to Si 
here the evidence may be misleading if several neighbouring electronic states prod 
of the molecule exist. 
A second example in which diffuse bands in absorption do not imply a dis- 
sociation process is provided by sulphur dioxide. The spectrum consists of 
I hay 
two distinct regions, the first stretching from 3800 -2500 A and the second, 
lag F quite different in structure, from 2300 -higher frequencies. In the first of 
these regions there are both sharp and diffuse bands, the diffuseness being gatic 
developed gradually towards higher frequencies over a considerable range. 
arise 
It is now thought that a predissociation limit is not involved here and that 
TI 
the diffuseness is brought about by a close approach of potential energy curves 
cont; 




The other general principle which I think it is most important to emphasise 
a1rea 
is the converse to the above, namely, that the observance of discrete rotational 
rn 9 
structure does not preclude the possibility of predissociation in the same region. 
einen 
As Mr. Bowen has remarked, this circumstance arises as a result of the greater 
first 
complexity of polyatomic molecules than diatomic ones. The occurrence of 
does 
predissociation is determined by whether the vibration of the molecule after 
be a 
Mil ial absorption into such a configuration that a radiationless switch can 
TI 
occur takes place in a time shorter than a natural rotational period. Ina the 
polyatomic molecule undergoing a complicated Lissajou motion the time taken 
pros; 
to arrive in the switch position may be rather long, giving the molecule time 
TI 
to execute a complete rotation. It is therefore clear that the position of a abso 
predissociation limit with a polyatomic molecule will be somewhat ambiguous 
* ` Proc. Roy. Soc.,' A, vol. 128, p. 178 (1930). t l 



































Discussion on Energy Distribution 261 
and often noticeably affected by pressure conditions which may assist or 
retard the attainment of the witch position. 
It seems to me that the case of formaldehyde studied by Dr. Norrish* offers 
an example of this idea. The quantum efficiency for the photochemical 
decomposition which, as Dr. Norrish has said, follows the equation 
H2C0 1ov-- >CO+H2, 
is unaffected as the predissociation limit is passed. It is hardly likely that 
two essentially different mechanisms, the one in the discrete region, involving 
a primary excitation process, the other in the diffuse region involving primary 
dissociation, could be compatible with this result ; and it is more reasonable 
to suppose that in the fine structure region predissociation is incipient, the 
process in both regions being 
H2C0 -}- by --; H2 + CO. 
1. Bowen has suggested the term " menolysis " for this delayed dissociation. 
I had intended to suggest the word " hysterolysis," in accordance with other 
lag phenomena such as hysteresis. 
With regard to specific matters, I would only mention two series of investi- 
gations in which these problems, and others mentioned by Mr. Hinshelwood, 
arise. 
The first is in connexion with the photochemical decomposition of molecules 
containing the chromophoric group S02. The absorption spectra of S02012, 
(0113)2S02, (02115)2S02 and certain other sulphuryl compounds such as 
C6H5 . SO2C1 appear to be essentially similar to that of SO2 itself. As I have 
already said, this consists of two regions, one of sharp and diffuse bands 
esa. 4000 -2500 A, the other beginning at ca. 2300 A. S02012 is not photo- 
chemically decomposed by ultra- violet frequencies corresponding with the 
first system of diffuse bands at 3000 A. Photochemical decomposition 
does, however, occurt with light wave -length 2300 A, and what appears to 
be a fairly sharp predissociation limit is observed at about this point. 
That a case of delayed dissociation is involved here is strikingly shown by 
the marked dependence of the position of the predissociation limit upon 
pressure. 
The products of this photodissociation are SO2 and 012, and the light energy 
absorbed by the SO2 group must therefore be transferred, in part at least, to 
* `J. Chem. Soc.,' p. 1518 (1932). 
1 
Andrich, Kangro and Leblanc, ' Z. Electrochem.,' vol, 25, p. 229 (1919) Tráumn 
Z phys. Chem ' A, vol. 105, p. 356 (1922). 
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the S -Cl links. The quantum efficiency of the process has not yet been deter. Sim 
mined, and it is not possible to state with certainty whether both Cl atoms comp( 
leave the molecule simultaneously or not. The energy quantum absorbed is in the 
almost certainly sufficient for this. yei 
It does seem, to me, important to remember that with many molecules of hydro 
the type Wit 
X\ ` aldehl 
of the 
its by 
deformation vibrations of the X -Y links are prominent in the absorption excita 
spectra. This will be important in connexion with the photochemical decom. The e: 
position. With formaldehyde, which decomposes into H2 + CO, the magnitude with t 
of the H E---' H deformation oscillation is as Herzberg* showed, ca. 830 cm-1, the v 
With C0C12 that of the 01 E-'- Cl is ca. 582 cm -1; with acetaldehyde that of The y, 
CH3 F- H is ca. 825 cm-i ; and with other molecules it is of the same order, of acet 
I am inclined to think that deformation vibrations of this kind may be of a d 
very important in the decomposition of the molecule. I fir 
It is interesting to remember that some time ago Goodeve and Steint sugges 
suggested that water, hydrogen sulphide, hydrogen selenide, and hydrogen respec 
telluride decompose photochemically, thus aldehy 
H 
by+ ,,X-- 'H2+X. 
H 
Objections have been raised to this, but it is not definitely disproved. 
With C0C12 the absorbed quantum would appear to be quite large enough, 
taking energy of reorganization into account, for the change 00012--).00+02, 
and other alternatives such as C0C12 ---k COC1 + Cl ought to be carefully 
reconsidered. 
I have recently been examining the absorption spectra of a series of com- 
pounds in which alkyl radicals are attached to a single atom in the molecule, 
such as Zn (CH3)2, Zn (C2H5)2, Pb (02115)4. These spectra often have a sur- 
prisingly simple appearance, and although their interpretation is less obvious 
there seem to be indications that deformation oscillations are prominent,$ 
Marked dependence of the Zn (02115)2 continuum upon pressure suggests that 
collisions are important in the decomposition. 
* ` Trans. Faraday Soc.,' vol. 27, p. 393 (1931). 
t ` Trans. Faraday Soc.,' vol. 27, p. 378 (1931). 
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deter. Similar considerations to these appear to apply to the other sulphuryl 
moms compounds which I have mentioned. For example, (C2H5)2S02 is decomposed 
)ed is in the far ultra- violet region into sulphur dioxide and a hydrocarbon residue. 
As yet the quantum efficiency of this process has not been measured, and the 
lee of hydrocarbon residue has not been analysed. 
With regard to the mechanism of the photochemical decomposition of 
aldehydes and ketones, I am, as I gather Mr. Bowen is, still a little uncertain 
of the interpretation of the very extensive and beautiful results described to 
us by Dr. Norrish. I am of the opinion that these processes involve a primary 
)tion excitation followed by a dissociation which may be quite considerably delayed. 
som 
The existence of an excited molecule of relatively long life is in accordance 
tulle with the fluorescence, the concurrent bimolecular polymerization, and with 
m' the very low quantum efficiency resulting from deactivation possibilities. 
t of The variation of the quantum efficiency with pressure in the decomposition 
der, of acetone, as found by Damon and Daniels,* is also in agreement with the idea 
be of a delayed dissociation. 
I find it a little difficult to understand the reason for the essential difference 
-kT suggested between the mechanism of decomposition for aldehydes and ketones l 












jC0 - RH + CO, 
H 
but for ketones the intervention of free radicals is suggested : 
Rl 
1 jC0- R1+R2C0. 
R2/ 
spectral evidence cannot decide between the two possibilities,. and it 
seems to me that analysis of the products with mixed ketones must be the 
deciding criterion. 
I am inclined to agree with Mr. Bowen in regard to the difficulties involved 
in such analyses. It is surprising, if free methyl radicals are first liberated in 
the decomposition of (CH3)2 CO, that the reaction proceeds as much as 90% 
towards ethane formation. I think more than 10% of subsidiary products 
might have been expected. 
The free radical theory' appears to rest mainly on the analyses with methyl 
ethyl ketone. I have been thinking, quite apart from the points raised by 
J. Amer. Chem. Soc.,' vol. 55, p. 2363 (1933). 
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Mr. Bowen, of the difficulties of obtaining specimens of this substance which are 
quite free from the diethyl ketone. I believe that the purification is particularly 
difficult owing to the nature of the vapour pressure curves of mixtures of the 
different homologues and the close similarity of derivatives which might he 
used in a process of purification. 
It is, moreover, not at all clear how the products with methyl butyl ketone 
comply with the hypothesis of free radicals. 
Dr. Norrish has referred to the question of the real nature of the acetone 
continuum. Some time ago, using a 1 -metre column and pressures down to 
ca. 0.5 mm, I took photographs of this continuum under high dispersioa 
Above 1 mm the absorption was continuous. At the lowest pressures s 
peculiarly symmetrical recurring system of diffuse bands was obtained, I 
believe that Dr. Snow has also obtained some indications of maxima in the 
continuum, but not quite of the same kind. Dr. Norrish has suggested to nie 
that the effect I observed might have been due to an interference phenomenon 
caused by a slightly incorrect alignment of the quartz end plates of the absorp. 
tion tube. There are several reasons why this is improbable, but it maybe so, 
But the inferences to be drawn from the presence or not of such diffuse bands 
does not affect the view of the decomposition mechanism which I have sag. 
gested. The only point would be that the structure of the system might give 




These may still be involved in the region of bands from 3000 -3300 A which 
have not yet been analysed in detail. 
Dr. NoRRis$ -In answer to Mr. Thompson, we were very careful to purify 
our methyl ethyl ketone by distillation. The origin of the methyl ethyl 
ketone (from aceto- acetic ester) ensures the purity from anything but traces 
of other homologous ketones. The purified product boiled constantly to within 
a tenth or so of a degree of the boiling point given in the International Critical 
Tables for the barometric pressure of the day. 
With reference to the low quantum yield in the decomposition of acetone- 
that is a point I rather missed when I spoke. According to the results of Damon 
and Daniels, there is with dry acetone no polymerization and only decom- 
position, and in that part of the spectrum which is wholly continuous the 



































































Discussion on Energy Distribution 265 
are in agreement. There is no fluorescence in this part of the spectrum .; what 
therefore happens to those molecules which absorb light and do not decompose ? 
If we have the possibility of an Auger effect in the carbon atom of the excited 
carbonyl group, leading to the ejection of a CHs radical, it is conceivable that 
only 40% (say) of the molecules will actually decompose, and that this will be 
conditioned by their internal condition. In a polyatomic molecule such as 
acetone the several constituent groups are in one sense separate structures 
with their own rotational and vibrational degrees of freedom. They can thus 
take from the C -C link some of the energy which would otherwise lead to decom- 
position, and we get the equivalent of a stabilizing collision. Thus the incipient 
decomposition is prevented, and we have instead a process of internal degrada- 
tion to heat. It is possible that external deactivating collisions also play 
their part. 
Ih r. C. J. M. FLETCHER -Mr. Hinshelwood has given the conclusions which 
have been drawn from a study of the aldehydes. I should like to describe 
briefly the experimental results which form the basis of the association of the 
energy of activation with different parts of the molecule, for the different 
activated states which exist for the aldehydes. (Slides were shown.) 
The slide shows, for the same temperature, the variation with pressure of 
the rates of reaction of formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, and propionicaldehyde. 
For the last two molecules there are four definite segments, so that four inde- 
pendent modes of decomposition for each molecule may be distinguished. 
The simplest way to identify the different segments with activation of different 
parts of the molecule is to compare acetaldehyde on the one hand with formalde- 
hyde, and on the other hand with propionicaldehyde. 
The decomposition of formaldehyde is a simple bimolecular reaction up to 
high pressures. For acetaldehyde also, the curve indicates that there is a 
reaction which remains bimolecular up to the highest pressures used. The 
rate of reaction of formaldehyde is satisfactorily explained by the simplest 
type of activation, i.e., of two square terms. At high pressures the same is 
also true of acetaldehyde. It seems, therefore, that there is a bimolecular 
decomposition of acetaldehyde, similar to that of formaldehyde, in which the 
energy of activation goes directly to that part of the molecule, whose activation 
is responsible for carbon monoxide being split off. 
The segment at the lowest pressures measured, may be identified by a com- 
parison of the curves for acetaldehyde and propionicaldehyde. As the slope of 
the line is greatest for this segment, the rate at which activated molecules are 
266 E. K. Rideal 
produced is greatest for the associated reaction ; however, the energy of 
activation is considerably larger than at higher pressures. These two facia 
taken together, mean that the energy of activation is contained in many square 
terms. As this segment is relatively more important in propionicaldehyde 
than in acetaldehyde, it may be reasonably assumed that activation is concerned 
with that part of the molecule which is different in the two substances -it, 
with the alkyl group. This hypothesis accounts for the large number of square 
terms concerned, and also for the fact that as the alkyl group is remote from 
that part of the molecule which is responsible for decomposition, the prob. 
ability of decomposition is small, so that the curve becomes horizontal at low 
pressures. The theory is further confirmed by an entirely different experi 
mental fact. The primary products of decomposition of propionicaldehyde 
at normal pressures are mainly carbon monoxide and ethane ; but at lower 
pressures, hydrogen and ethylene appear in increasing proportions ; the extent 
to which they increase, agrees closely with the extent to which the lowest 
segment becomes more prominent. The reaction predominating at low 
pressures must therefore involve activation of the alkyl group, to account for 
the production of hydrogen and ethylene as primary products in the decone 
position of propionicaldehyde. 
It is not possible to associate the two intermediate segments with activation 
of any particular vibrations of the acetaldehyde molecule, but they may be 
connected with activation of the carbonyl group, or other vibrations concerned 
with the carbon atom of the -CHO group. 
Professor E. K. RIDEAL, F.R.S. -Since the time is very late I will shorten 
my communication to a few remarks. 
Ever since Professor Lindemann put forward suggestions for the mechanism 
of a unimolecular reaction, about thirty have been investigated. They have 
all involved the inference of a number of squared terms (S). We may note 
that as the internal energy has to surge into a particular link before deactiva- 
tion by a secondary collision occurs we are interested not only in the problem 
whether the necessary amount of energy is actually present in the molecule, 
but also if this energy be present how long it takes to migrate to the reactive 
bond. This problem in its turn involves the investigation of the influence of 
the molecular structure, i.e., the path by which the energy is conveyed both on 
the probability of energy transfer and on the time required for such transfer. 
In respect to the first point, viz., the amount of internal energy actually 





































































.biscussion on Energy .bistribution fib` 
somewhat sceptical as to the realities of the magnitudes deduced by the 
application of the collision theory of activation. We may note that 25 squared 
terms are required for cyclopropane, 38 for tertiary butyl alcohol, 25 for azo - 
methane and 28 for ethyl azide. I cannot help suspecting that some of these 
reactions will turn out to involve chains, especially when we recollect that over 
the usual range of reacting temperature only one CH linkage in seven can 
contain a quantum of vibrational energy equal to cá. 2kT, and the main 
contribution to the internal energy must come from the heavy atoms in the 
molecule. More work on the specific heats of these substances is evidently 
desirable. 
The next consideration is, if the energy be really there, what are the relation- 
ships between the structure and the conditions of transmission of this energy. 
In the first place how far can E and S be correlated with constitutional factors.* 
The ethers (6 -12 S terms) and the azo compounds (25-40 S terms) are the 
only homologous series studied hitherto and the former show no well -defined 
regularities. The increase in S effected by substitution of -0 - for 
-N = N - would appear to be surprisingly large. The azo decompositions 
that have been investigated, and the work is being extended to other compounds 
of this type by Dr. Gwyn Williams in my laboratory, do show a fairly regular 
change of E and S with increasing molecular complexity, as shown in. the 
following table, all computed with a = 3 -6 10-8 cm. 
E S 
Temparature range Energy of Structure °C activation No. of square 
cals. /gm. mol. terms 
011,-N = N -0113 270 - 330 51,200 25 
/CH, 




= NC -H 250 -.290 40,900 >40 
06E1,011 
í1,011, N = N- CH,CQH5CeHb 
318 
Gaseous decomposition > 
32 
at 200° H 
We may note that whilst E changes relatively slightly the number of squared 
terms rises rapidly with the increase in molecular complexity ; also from a study 
of organic reactions in solution we may conclude that constitutional influences 
are operative over a considerable distance in the molecule, although damping 
ma carbon chain usually occurs after the fourth carbon atom. It is, of course, 
loo well known that the relative chain lengths in chain reactions are subject 
*The value of S may be affected by a steno factor, and by incomplete redistribution of 
energy in molecular collisions. 
26A E. g. Ride:a,1 
to large variations and a comparison of chain lengths in well- established chain 
decompositions with molecular complexity would appear important. 
Another method of approach to the problem of energy transfer is to ensure 
that the reacting group is maintained constant, attach to it another group, 
which can grow in a homologous series, and examine the effect of chain length 
on E and S. This problem is at present under examination by Dr. Melville, 
who has commenced a study of a simple polymeric reaction. The scanty 
evidence derived from technical sources suggests to us that frequently in 
building up a polymer we are not dealing with a bi- molecular reaction between 
first of all simple molecules followed by a sequence of bimolecular reactions 
between bi- and tri- merides (and so on) respectively, but that simple molecule 
add themselves progressively to growing chains and that as the chain gets 
longer the facility of addition increases but not indefinitely. If this view he 
correct the properties of the growing polymer must surely be a continuous 
function of its size and thus certain generalized equations may be used to 
describe the behaviour and so yield some information about the mechanism 
of the growth, the number of squared terms involved, the target area and the 
energy transfers involved. 
Naturally conditions are most favourable in the gas phase at low pressures 
The results of a preliminary investigation on the polymerization of acetylene 
by light from a mercury vapour lamp in the presence of mercury vapour lead 
to some interesting conclusions. 
Without going into experimental details the facts (at pressures from 0.01 
to 10 mm) are (a) that the reaction consists in association of an excited mercury 
atom with an acetylene molecule, this complex then participating in a serie 
of collisions with normal acetylene molecules thus building up a polymer, the 
photochemical chain length at room temperature being about 10, and rising 
gradually to about 100 at 250° C., and subsequently decreasing to about 50 at 
500° C (b). The chain length is independent of pressure, of intensity of light, 
and does not appear to depend on whether the tube is packed of not. It maybe 
added that there is evidence for a secondary polymerization of the products 
of the photo reaction on the walls of the reaction vessel. 
The reaction kinetics are thus reasonably simple and permit, therefore, a 
quantitative enquiry into the details of the process. The experiments lead to 
the conclusion that termination of the chains, i.e., a cessation of increase in 
size of the polymer, occurs by the collision of a chain carrier (polymer) with 
an acetylene molecule and not by the collision of two (polymer) carriers nor 

































































biscuss' on on Energy .Distribution 60 
propagation reaction involves the collision between the chain carrier and an 
acetylene molecule. The absolute value of the length of the chain, i.e., the 
polymer size, and its variation with temperature will therefore be determined 
simply by the nature of the energy transformations involved when an acetylene 
molecule hits a polymer molecule. The first problem is thus to evaluate 
the ratio and if possible the absolute value of the velocity coefficients for the 
propagation and termination réactions. 
Two extreme situations may be imagined. (a) There are two separate 
kinds of collision involving different energies of activation, numbers of square 
terms and steric factors. (b) There is only one type of collision and the 
subsequent emergence of a chain carrier from the collision is determined by 
the probability of the distribution of energy in the collision complex itself, 
which may vary with temperature. 
Suppose k1, k2, k3, ..., and k'1, k'2, k'3, ..., denote respectively the velocity 
coefficients for propagation and for termination then it can be shown, by 
setting down the equations expressing the stationary concentrations of each 
individual polymer molecule, that the chain length is given by the equation 
f kl kl k2 ... k1 k-1 a 1 f ll -I 
k1 + k'1 + k1 + k'1 
X 
k2 + k'2 k1-E- k'1... kn -1 -f k',r -1. 
If, for simplicity, it is assumed that k'1 /k1 = k'2 /k2 = x then 
v =1 -F { 1 {- 1 } 1 ... 
1fæ is not too small the series converges rapidly and therefore summing to 
a terms 
when the chains are long 
v=2-f-1./x, 
-BAIT -( -')/RT 
V =1/x = kl/k,l = e_n 
e a 
where cc and cc are coefficients containing (a) the factors to increase the rate of 
activation when the number of square terms exceeds two, and (b) steric factors. 
The chain length increases with temperature and hence E - E' must be positive, 
and is actually at 25° C, 4000 cal. The quantity e-tn- n ") /RT is therefore much 
less than unity, but since y is 10 at 25 °, a/c. is very much greater than unity 
and is equal at 25° C to 3 X 104. 
This calculation rules out the possibility that the propagation or termination 
of the .growth of the polymer is determined by an energy distribution in a given 
7Ö A. R. Ubbelohde 
collision. The next problem is to separate steric and square term factors. 
Progress is now less certain, but considering the steric factors first, it is probably leve] 
true to say that only a comparatively small portion of the growing polymer bet 
molecule has the property of adding on an acetylene molecule, while termination 105 
might occur by partial disintegration of the polymer by an impact of an far r 
acetylene molecule at any part of the polymer, and thus there should be a than 
large steric factor for propagation whereas in fact the reverse state of affairs ism, 
`exists since a > a'. in ti 




/ a e - (E - E') /RT2, favo 
and therefore a/á must be a function of the temperature. Hence it is the the 
variation in this quantity which has the effect of counterbalancing and finally in v 
more than counterbalancing the increase in chain length brought about by the the 
factor e- (E- E') /RT shift 
Including square terms and steric factors (F and F') con( 
_ it 
- É /)' =a1) Tl(s - s) (S /2 -1)I A F' ( / R ) (s/2 (/2 - 1)! 
whence 
dln aloe 2 (S' - S) into 
dT T if h 
2(S - S') _ (E - E') /RT or S - S' = 8. itsel 
Thus at 250° C eight more square terms participate in propagation than in 
the 
veri termination. 
this Until the absolute value of E or E' is determined the absolute value of S, 
the S' and F and F' cannot be determined. 
Preliminary experiments using a method which need not be described here i 
indicate that E is of the order 5000 cal. Mt( 
It is interesting to note that under these conditions, ethylene does not SUE 
polymerize in a manner similar to acetylene, and no increase in the velocity vat 
of polymerization occurs when the temperature is raised from 15° C to 300° C. qu( 
Mu 
Mr. UBEELOHDE -The point of Mr. Hinshelwood's observations has been 
for 
that in thermal activation there is no evidence that there is anything but an 
cat 
increasing number of vibrations of the molecule in the ground level. Further- 
more, the observation of Richards and Reid* likewise only dealt with the ground 
ma 






















Discussion on Energy Distribution 271 
level. The curious thing that has been observed there is that not every collision 
between molecules leads to the transfer of vibrational energy; only one in 
105 may be effective. Nevertheless, certain impurities, such as hydrogen, are 
far more efficient in promoting this exchange of the translation of vibration 
than ethylene itself. Consequently, from the point of view of reaction mechan- 
ism, when we find catalysts such as Mr. Hinshelwood has found- hydrogen 
in the decomposition of aldehydes and ethers and iodine in the decomposition 
of ethers -it is interesting to enquire whether the physical investigation bears 
out the simple interpretation that the effect of these catalysts is simply to 
favour the transmission of vibrational energy in the ground state. 
I just want to make one remark about the sort of physical tests we use at 
the moment to check the chemical equations. The chief method is the change 
in velocity of sound with frequency. If the impurity which is found to have 
the catalytic effect promotes exchange of vibrational energy it will, of course, 
shift the region of dispersion. Another physical check comes from thermo- 
conductivity. In the same way, if the impurity affects the sound transmission 
it likewise raises the thermo- conductivity of the gas abnormally. 
Another point is that we know from the qualitative theory of the transmission 
of vibration to molecules that unless the molecules penetrate fairly deeply 
into one another's fields, transmission will not take place. Consequently, 
if hydrogen is more effective in exciting vibrations of ethylene than ethylene 
itself, we expect to find other physical evidence for such a penetration. In 
the ethers there is indeed evidence that iodine in the vapour state has some 
very loose combination with ether, with a heat of formation of 3k. cals., 
this indicates penetration by molecules to an abnormal extent, compared with 
the ordinary Van der Waals' attraction. 
Mr. HINSHELWOOD, in reply -The points raised have been so varied and 
interesting, and some of them so much beyond my power to deal with, that to 
summarize would be rather difficult. We have seen what an extraordinary 
variety of phenomena come within the scope of this discussion. On the 
question that Mr. Ubbelohde has just asked, I suggested to Dr. Fromherz, of 
Munich, who worked in my laboratory last summer, that substances which 
form addition compounds with acetaldehyde at low temperatures might 
catalyse its decomposition at high temperatures, but experiments which he 
made gave negative results in this respect. 
HARRISON AND SoNs, Ltd., Printers, St. Martin's Lane, London. W.C.2. 
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The Kinetics of the Reaction between Hydrogen and Nitrous Oxide 
Part II 
By H. W. MELVILLE, Senior Student, Exhibition of 1851 
(Communicated by J. Kendall, F.R.S.- Received May 8, 1934) 
An analysis of the mechanism of the thermal hydrogen -nitrous oxide reaction 
in silica vessels by the kinetic method has shown that it is a chain process.* 
The experiments were confined to a comparatively narrow pressure range and 
the evidence for chain propagation, although quite definite, required con- 
firmation. The present paper is therefore concerned with the kinetics under 
amuck wider variety of conditions. First, the experiments have been extended 
to pressures below 30 mm; second, photochemical methods have been employed 
to shed more light on the 'individual steps of the reaction and to demonstrate 
unequivocally its chain character ; third, in view of the close similarity of the 
hydrogen- nitrous oxide and hydrogen- oxygen reactions, a detailed study has 
been made of the effect of small amounts of oxygen on the former reaction. 
The results of these experiments all lend additional strong support to the 
chain hypothesis. 
Small alterations to the apparatus were made. A glass spring gauge was 
employed for measuring low pressures. One end of the furnace was provided 
sith a quartz lens in order to focus the light from the mercury lamp on the 
reaction bulb ; the cathode of the lamp was water cooled. Arrangements 
were also made for inserting a hollow silica cell between the lamp and the lens 
so that filters could be used for controlling the intensity and wave -length of 
the light reaching the bulb. Direct photo dissociation of the nitrous oxide 
molecule was not attempted since (a) absorption of photochemically active 
light at low pressures in small bulbs is not complete, (b) the intensity of the 
lines of the mercury arc in the absorption region of nitrous oxide is weak. 
Recourse was therefore made to mercury sensitization in spite of a little 
additional complication. 
Low Pressure Dark Reaction 
Several questions arise when the reaction is carried out at somewhat lower 
Pressures. The high pressure experiments indicated the importance of gas 
* Melville, Proc. Roy. Soc.,' A, vol. 142, p. 524 (1933). 
b 
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phase termination with but a small proportion of wall inhibition. At low 
pressures, it would be anticipated that the mechanism would involve wall 
processes to a much greater extent. In the thermal decomposition of nitrous 
oxide, it has been shown that the collisions leading to activation below 50 mm 
are different from those above this pressure, for example, the energy of 
activation increases from 50 to 58 k. cal. (Musgrave and Hinshelwood put the 
upper limit at 64 k. cal.) It was thus pf importance to find if there was, in 
consequence, any fundamental alteration in the kinetics of the hydrogen. 
nitrous oxide reaction. Further, the chain length at high pressures increases 
with decreasing pressure and there is therefore a chance that the reaction 
might become explosive, if the pressure were reduced sufficiently, in the sense 
that an upper explosion limit had been passed. 
The lower limit to the pressure range was fixed at about 2 mm. It was 
undesirable with this type of apparatus to go below this pressure, for several 
complicating factors intrude. The withdrawal of water vapour by the phos. 
phorus pentoxide gives rise virtually to a small water vapour diffusion pump 
which would make the manometer readings unreliable. Similarly, the effect 
of thermal effusion would be difficult to calculate in the transition region 
where the mean free path of the molecules begins to become comparable with 
the dimensions of the connecting tubes. 
The total order of the reaction was determined by finding the effect of 
pressure on (a) the initial rate (R), and (b) the time required (ti) for the reaction 
to go half -way to completion. If there is concordance in these two methods, 
nitrogen cannot exert any appreciable influence on the course of the reaction. 
r The data are given in Table I. 
In fig. 1, logro R and logro ti have been plotted against logro p, but the lines 
obtained are not quite straight ; the slope tending to decrease at high pres- 
sures. For the logro R logro p curve, the mean slope is 1.8 and hence the 
order of the reaction, as measured by the influence of p on R, is very nearly 
two. The slope of the logro t1 logro p curve is -0.7 and again, therefore, 
the order is almost two. The decrease in the order at higher pressures is in 
accordance with the results in Part I, where the total order has fallen to 
unity. 
The effect of nitrogen, and probably that of argon too, should thus be 
negligible in view of the correspondence in the values obtained for the orders. 
A few experiments are quoted in Table II, in which nitrogen or argon was 
present initially, and inspection of the values of Ap show these to be practically 



































Reaction between Hydrogen and Nitrous Oxide 739 
Table I 
Temperature 750° 0, 5 cm tube, 1 : 1 mixture 










0.5 1.4 0.80 0.56 
1.0 3.4 2.02 1.18 
1.5 5.2 3.06 1.93 
2 6.4 3.96 2.41 
3 8.2 4.96 3.13 
4 9.3 5.74 3.66 
6 10-5 6.58 4.30 
8 11-1 7.18 4.68 
10 - 7.50 4.96 











0.5 0.12 0.03 
1 0.40 0.10 
2 0.76 0.42 
3 1.05 
4 1.30 0.58 0.20 
6 1.66 0.67 0.27 
s 1-85 





































tip dp AP dp dp dp 
1.74 1.58 1.25 2.15 1.82 1.76 
240 2.20 2.10 2.56 2.40 2.54 
2.84 - 2.70 2.91 2.80 2.94 - 2.96 - 
3.32 - 3.35 3.46 3.32 3.95 
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FIG. 2 
I fect of H2 and N20--Although the total order of the reaction has increased, 
the question arises whether the concentration of the nitrous oxide is still the 
most important factor controlling the rate. The results of a number of experi- 
ments are summarized in Table III, in which pH, and px,o have been varied, 
and are plotted in figs. 2 and 3. Curves i and ii in fig. 2 respectively show R 
and 4-3. plotted against pN,o for experiments 281 to 284 ; curves iii and iv 
refer to experiments 362 -364. The dotted lines are drawn assuming that the 



































Reaction between Hydrogen and Nitrous Oxide 741 
Table III 
Experiments 281 -284, 725° C. Experiments 358 -364, 750° C. 






















































































order with respect to the nitrous oxide pressure is nearly two. Hydrogen has, 
however, very little effect as can be seen from fig. 3. For comparison a curve 
R^1.11,1 has been drawn to show that R varies even less than the square 
root of the hydrogen pressure. The increase in the total order is thus due 
rntirely to the nitrous oxide. 
Packing Experiments -The general change in the kinetics has also its counter- 
part in the effect of packing the reaction vessel. The procedure was exactly 
the same as that employed in experiments 243 -247 in I, the same bulb and 
Packing material being employed. Effectively the diameter is decreased from 
2'5 to 0.7 cm. That wall inhibition has increased is fully borne out by the 
c2 
742 H. W. Melville 
results in Table IV, where the rate decreases six times compared with a two- 
fold decrease at 100 mm. If the chains were terminated solely on the walls, 
the decrease should be (2.5/0.7)2 or 13 times. Even at 5 mm there must 












1 : 1 mixture 
4.92 





0.5 0-07 1 0.03 0.5 0.08 
1 0-24 3 0.06 1 0.17 
1.5 0.36 6 0.23 2 0.34 
2 0-48 11 0.43 3 0.47 
3 0.62 16 0-55 4 0.59 
4 0-84 6.5 0.86 
6 1.09 9 1.03 
8 1.24 











Temperature Coefficient-Likewise there is a change in the temperature 
coefficient of the reaction. The apparent energy of activation (E) rises from 




1 : ]. mixture. Initial pressure 13.20 mm 














t} time for 25% reaction. 
These calculations of E are not quite exact, for constant pressures instead 
of concentrations were used. The corrected values are, however, easily 
obtained for the kinetics of the reactions are known ; at high pressure E is 
36.5 k. cal. and at low, E is 49-5 k. cal. 
Explosions -As with the high pressure reaction, explosions could be obtained 
if the temperature was raised sufficiently. There were no signs of any sharp 
limiting pressures, either upper or lower. 
Mechanism of the Reaction 
In further elaborating the scheme of reactions put forward in I, the following 























Reaction between Hydrogen and Nitrous Oxide 743 
packing effect and in the apparent energy of activation. It will be supposed 
that the mechanism of initiation and propagation remain unaltered, but the 
strong inhibition by walls shows definitely that most of the chains are ter- 
minated there. To simplify the equations, gas phase termination will be 
neglected. The equations expressing the stationary concentrations of H and 
of OH will therefore be : 
d CH] = I -{- k5 [OH] [H2] -k4 [H] [N20] - k9 [H] = 0, (1) dt 
d [OH] = I + k4 [H] [N20] - k5 [OH] [1-12] - , [OH] = 0, (2) dt 
the notation being the same as in I. k9 and k'9 represent the rate of diffusion 
of H atoms and of OH. radicals to the walls. If it be further assumed that 
k, [H2] > k'9, then the last term of (2) may be neglected, so that solution of 
these equations yields 
d [N20] 2k4 [N20]2 {kl [N20] + k2 [H2]}, dt k9 (3) 
if, as before, the chains are long. Reinstatement of the last term in (2) leads 
to an apparently considerable amount of additional complication. In this 
circumstance, 
= 2I - k'9 [OH] and [Ox] = 21/k9 + I 
k9 k5 [H2] + k9 + k'9k4 [N20]/k9,' 
whence 
_ d [N20] k5 [1-12] {2k4 [N20] /k9 + 1} [N20] (k1 [N20] + k2 [H2]} (4) 
dt k5 [H2] + k9 +' k'9k4 [N20] /k9 
An examination of (4) will show that if k'9 = 0, this equation reduces to (3). 
First of all, (4) can be much simplified on account of a previous valid assump- 
tion, namely, that the chains are long, i.e., k9 can be neglected compared with 
k4[N20] and k5 [H]. k'9 /k9 can be approximately calculated from the diffusion 
theory, and for a 1 : 1 mixture is equal to 0.25. (4) reduces to 
d [N20] 2k5 [112] k4 [N20]2 {k1 [N20] +'k2 [112]} 
dt k9 {k4 [N20] /4 + k5 [H2]} 
At high pressures, the theoretical equation agreeing best with the results was 
based on the assumption that k5 > k4. In (5), this inequality is still further 
og increased by taking into account the different rates of diffusion of H and OH. 
in On making this further simplification, (5) reduces to (3). Again it may be 
(5) 
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pointed out that the experimentally observed order is rather less than the Sul 
theoretical value. At low pressures, k9 should be inversely proportional to It ma 
the total pressure which would accentuate the difference between theory and wall t 
experiment. The absence of acceleration of the reaction by argon and nitrogen, wood 
however, indicates that there may be sufficient gas phase termination to coate 
render k9 effectively constant in the pressure range employed. (5) also shows that 
that the increase in order is due to N2O, which is in agreement with experiment, WI 
It is surprising to find that pH2 does not affect R as much as (5) would allow, sign, 
This might be due to a surface effect, in that adsorption of hydrogen on the with 
wall may increase with pressure causing a concomitant increase in the efficiency react 
of chain -breaking collisions. howe 
The temperature coefficient of a chain reaction may be interpreted most of th 
simply by considering the reaction to consist of three separate parts : initiation out t 
(I), propagation (P), termination (T), each having its own temperature co- in th 
efficient. At high and at low pressures, the kinetic equations may be general- whit: 
ized as follows :- As 
than 
R = TI  {(Er, - Ep - Ei-) /RT} = PT, exp (- E'R /RT), form same 
(low pressure) 
prese 
R =P . (I"/T")t exp {(E r ;,2 - Er /2 - Ep) /RT} = P . (I " /T )$ exp (- E "a /RT) The ] 
(high pressure) react 
Ej 
where T' and T" refer to the low and high pressure reactions and E'R and E"5 was 
to the apparent energies of activation. Termination at high pressures is and 
mainly due to ternary collisions, a reaction which, so far as is known, has was 
practically no energy of activation, Er ,= 0 and since -E "R = Er..12 -Er--i2 --Er, of d 
Ep = 7.5 k. cal., assuming Er-, = 58 k. cal. Ep represents the energy of and 
activation of the reaction H -)- N2O = OH + N2. This value is perhaps lowe 
somewhat low if the following calculation is made. It will be shown later 
that, at 10 mm and 700° C, the chain length is of the order 102. A hydrogen A 
atom, under these conditions, if generated in the middle of the bulb, would pres 
make about 106 collisions before reaching the wall. If it is further assumed 
that on every collision with the wall, the atom is adsorbed and rendered t 
incapable of further chain propagation, then it must make 106/2 X 102 or 
5 X 103 collisions with N2O before reaction occurs. This corresponds to a Thor 
value of Ep of 17 k. cal., and is of course a minimum, for if the collisions with Griff 
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Substituting Er 7.5 k. cal. in (6) and putting Er- 50 k. cal. ET. = 8 k. cal. 
It may be remarked that ET, agrees moderately well with the values for the 
wall termination process in the H2-02 reaction obtained by Grant and Hinshel- 
wood* for silica surfaces (12.8 k. cal.), and by Frost and Alyeat for a KC 
coated Pyrex surface (13.5 k. cal.), which are also based on the assumption 
that termination in a ternary collision requires no activation. 
Whatever may be the true significance of ET,, there is no doubt about its 
sign, which shows that the efficiency of wall removal of the carriers increases 
with the temperature. A similar behaviour might be expected in analogous 
reactions, for example, the combination of organic radicals. In practice, 
however, methyl and ethyl radicals are less easily destroyed as the temperature 
of the surface is raised, t that is, the sign of ET is different. It must be pointed 
out that in the latter experiments, the results were obtained directly, whereas 
in the 112N20 and H2-02 reactions, ET, is calculated indirectly on assumptions 
which may not be exact. 
As at high pressures, the rate of the 112N20 reaction is considerably faster 
than the decomposition of N20. For example, at 650 °, the rate of water 
formation was 1.21 mm per minute at 22.52 mm (1 : 1 mixture). In the 
same 5 cm tube, N20 decomposed at 0.14 mm per minute at 740 °, the initial 
pressure being 12-58 mm. At 650° and 11 mm, the rate would be 0.017. 
The ratio is 95 and will not alter much with pressure since the orders of the two 
reactions are equal. Similarly, temperature will have little effect on the ratio. 
Effect of NO2-The primary object of studying the effect of this molecule 
was to determine whether it might induce the explosive combination of H2 
and N20 at temperatures where the normal rate is small. No such phenomenon 
was observed, although the NO2 slightly accelerated the rate. Another point 
of dissimilarity thus exists between the present reaction and those chain 
oxidations in which the addition of NO2 leads to explosive combination at 
lower temperatures.§ 
Photochemical Experiments 
A number of problems have arisen in the discussion of the low and high 
pressure reactions which may be solved by employing photochemical methods. 
* Prot. Roy. Soc.,' A, vol. 141, p. 29(1933). 
t J. Amer. Chem. Soc.,' vol. 55, p. 3227 (1933). 
'Trans. Faraday Soc.,' vol. 30, p. 186 (1934). 
§ H2 -02, Gibson and Hinshelwood, ' Trans. Faraday. Soc.,' vol. 24, p. 559 (1928) ; 
Thompson and Hinshelwood, Prot. Roy. Soc.,' A, vol. 124, p. 219 (1929) ; Norrish and 
Griffiths, ibid., vol. 139, p. 147 (1933). CO -O2, Semenoff and others, Z. phys. Chem..' 
$, vol. 6, p, 307 (1930). 
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By this means, the initiation of chains can be independently controlled so that 
the propagation and termination factors may be observed operating together. 
The first important point was to demonstrate that a photochemically produced 
hydrogen atom could induce the reaction of several molecules of N20, and 
thus show without doubt that the reaction is of the chain type. Further, it 
was also necessary to find if the chain length calculated from the thermal 
experiments agreed with that obtained photochemically, in order to support 
the hypothesis about initiation by oxygen atoms. Experiments on the effect 
of intensity of the radiation should provide confirmation of the mechanism 
of the termination of the chains. Having obtained this information, the next 
problem to be elucidated is the form of the propagation factor and how it is 
influenced by H2, N20 and by temperature. 
It will be shown later that small amounts of oxygen exert a very marked 
accelerating influence on the H2-N20 reaction, and the question arises whether 
this effect is due to a change in the initiation or the propagation factor ; both 
may be affected. 
In obtaining the photochemical chain length, the measurements were made 
from room temperature up to temperatures where the thermal becomes com- 
parable with the photochemical reaction. The pressures were so chosen that 
a constant concentration of gas was present in the reaction vessel ; the data 
are given in Table VI. For comparison, a run with a 1 : 1 112-02 mixture 
at room temperature was carried out. 
The results in Table VI are further tabulated in Table VII. The net photo- 
chemical rate in Table VII is the observed rate of reaction with the light on 
minus the rate of the thermal reaction. It will be observed that in experiments 
757 and 759, the rates of the 112-N20 and 112-02 reaction are nearly the same. 
In Table VII, it has been assumed for the purposes of calculation that the 
quantum yield of the former reaction at 25° C is unity. It may be greater 
than this, but would certainly not exceed two. The photochemical chain 
length is then simply calculated by finding the ratio of the rates at the 
higher temperature and at 25° C. The assumption made is that the quenching 
of the mercury resonance radiation is not appreciably influenced by 
temperature ; this is supported, at any rate for hydrogen, by the 
measurements of Cario and Franck.* 
The photochemical chain length at 650 °, (116) is somewhat greater than the 
ratio of the rates of the 112-N20 reaction, and the decomposition of N20. The 
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1 that Table VI 
ether, 1 : 1 mixture. 5 cm tube 
iueed 
757 759 766 767 
25° C 23° C 294° C 400° C 
and t p t p t p t p 
er,it 0 9.65 0 0.56 0 15-15 0 16.67 
5 9.59 10 9.39 2 15.03 2 16.27 
:meal 10 9.49 21 9.21 5 14.72 4 15.78 
20 9.36 30 9.08 10.5 14.34 6 15.35 
?pO1 30 9.20 40 8.95 15 13.98 8 14.98 
affect 
40 9.09 52 8.87 21 13-55 10 14.55 
50 8.90 (H2-02) 25 13.22 15 13.75 
nim R 0.015 0.017 0.082 0.234 
next 
it is 
768 763 765 764 
502° C 558° C 603° C 603° C (thermal) 
t p t p t p t p 
rked 
0 18.67 0 19-13 0 19.13 0 20.18 
the 1 17.94 0.5 18.37 0.5 18-05 1 19.88 
2 17.06 1 17.60 1 16.75 2 19.59 
70th 3 16.32 1.5 16.70 1-5 15-68 4 19.22 
4 15.68 2 16.00 2 14.83 6 18.88 
6 14.33 3 14.70 2.5 14.07 8 18.55 
8 13.41 4 13.50 3 13.42 10 18.27 
tade 
10 12.47 6 12.00 4 12.50 12 17-94 
8 11-13 5 11.93 
;hat 
R 0.76 1.70 2.60 0.265 
lata 770 771 773 772 
tue 
650°C (photo) 650° C (thermal) 740° C (thermal) 740° C Decom. of 
N20 
t p t p t p t p 
t}p_ 0 22.40 0 22.50 0 25.54 0 12.58 
0.25 21.10 0.5 21.86 0.25 23.82. 5 12.93 
01 0.50 19.90 1 21.40 0.50 22.78 10-5 13.35 
nts 
0.75 19.04 1.5 20.84 1 18.23 15 13.60 
1 18.24 2 20.48 1.5 17.27 20 13.83 
ne, 
1.5 17.02 3 19.84 2 16.70 25 14.10 
2 16.02 4 19.28 3 15-83 30 14.39 
the 2.5 15.33 6 18.48 
3 14.72 8 17.60 
ter 5 13.43 
lin 
R 5.25 1-21 8.9 0.140 
he Table VII 
ng Net Photo. 
Temp. Photo. Thermal photo. chain loglov 105/T 
by °C rate rate rate length 
he 
(v) 
25 1.55 X 10-2 - 1.55 x 10_2 1 0.00 3.36 
294 5.43 x 10_2 - 5.43 x 10 -e 3.5 0.544 2.203 
400 1.40 x 10-2 1.40 X 10-2 9.0 0.954 2.141 
he 502 4.07 x 10 -2 4.07 x 10 -2 26-2 1.418 1.764 
he a68 
8.90 X 10 -2 -- 8.90 x 10 -2 57.3 1.76 1.485 
803 1.36 X 10-1 1.31 X 10 -2 1.23 x 10 -1 79.0 1.90 1.790 
850 2.34 x 10 -1 5.4 x 10 -2 1.80 x 10-1 116.0 2.06 1.154 
740 - 3.5 x 10 -1 - - - 1.088 
The rates of the reactions are expressed as R /p. 
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discrepancy is increased if, as has been assumed, one oxygen atom from the 
nitrous molecule initiates two chains, but the numbers are of the same order 
of magnitude. The conclusions which may therefore be drawn are (a) that 
chains can be propagated in H2-N20 mixtures, (b) that nearly every oxygen 
atom derived from the thermal dissociation of an N20 molecule leads to the 
initiation of two chains. In these calculations no account has been taken, 
in the thermal reaction, of the possibility of hydrogen molecules activating 
N20 by collision ; this would have the effect of decreasing the thermal chain 
length. It may be that when such a collision takes place, 1120 is formed 
immediately after, so the collision is unfruitful so far as chain starting is 
concerned. The close proximity of N2 would facilitate the formation of H2O 
by removing a considerable amount of the energy which would normally cause 














1.3 (Curve I) 14 
2 (Curves ÌÌ & ÌÌÌ) 4 
FIG. 4 -Curve ii is displaced upwards for clarity. 
It is also improbable that Vther. C Vphoto, on account of the 0 atom reacting 
with N20 to yield NO, since Harteck* found that reaction of 0 with 112 is 
very much faster than with N20. Another anomaly is that Vphoto increases 
with, but Vther. is independent of, temperature. 
The results in Table VII and other data are illustrated in fig. 4 in which 
log vphoto is plotted against 1 /T. The slope of the curve is not constant but 
















































Reaction between Hydrogen and Nitrous Oxide 749 
increases from 25° to 400 °, thereafter remaining constant. A similar variation 
is the slope of log R - 1/T curves is also obtained in the mercury photo - 
ensitized H2-02 reaction, which Taylor and Salley* ascribe to branching. 
The curvature is, however, most pronounced at high temperatures. It is 
eery doubtful whether such an explanation would hold in the present instance. 
What is more reasonable to suppose is that there is a change in the mechanism 
of the reaction as the temperature is raised from 25° to .400° C ; for instance 
in deducing the kinetic equation, the assumption was made that the chains 
were long : Table VII shows this is no longer valid. Curve i in fig. 4 has been 
plotted with a larger 1/T scale in order to demonstrate more clearly that there 
is no curvature between 440° and 630° C ; the energy of activation is 13.8 k. 
cal,, which may be compared with zero for the thermal reaction. At high 
pressures on the other hand, the apparent energy of activation (36.5 k. cal.) 
is lower than that of the initiation process (58), and consequently the chain 
length must decrease with temperature. The origin of this phenomenon is 
due primarily to self -neutralization of the chains in the gas, as may be seen 
hom the following equations, 
But 
R (Ila A,-N,o P - exp {(- EP - E1/2 
RNzo = I" exp (- E"r/RT). 
2R$ _N o P l 
ether. = 
RNzo 
x exp {(- EP + E I /2) /RT5, 
since E "T = 0. 
In order that dv /dT be negative, E "1/2 must be greater than Er. 
Effect of N20 and of H2-In Table VIII, the effect of total pressure on the 
fate is given and in Table IX, the effect of hydrogen. The thermal reaction 
was negligible at 533° C. It will be observed that the initial rate of reaction 
increases with pressure, but the values of T/2 (T /2 time for 50% reaction) also 
increase with pressure and hence the order must lie between zero and unity. 
If the values of Ap in Table IX be compared for different hydrogen pressures, 
it will be seen that a five -fold variation has hardly any influence. Nitrous 
guide must then be responsible for the increase in rate of Table VIII. 
The initiation term in the kinetic equation will now be 
[H2] } [N20]' 
assuming to a first approximation that (a) atomic hydrogen starts the reaction 
* ' J. Amer. Chem. Soc.,' vol. 55, p. 96 (1933). 
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(b) N20 merely deactivates Hg', (c) the quenching radii of the two molecules 
is the same. Let I = [H2 + 
K [1123 
[N,201, 
K is a constant and is proportional 
to 
mercury vapour pressure and to the intensity of the light. On substituting this 
value of I in equations (1) and (2) and performing the simplifications in 
deriving (5), 
d [.N20] _ k4 [N20] K [H2]_ 
dt k9-7-  -  [112] + EN Pr 
Table VIII 











0.5 0.33 033 0.38 0.48 0.50 
1 0.58 0.69 0.66 0.82 0.90 
2 1.00 1.14 1.28 1.46 1.65 
4 1.61 1.97 2.18 2.58 2.80 
6 1.99 2.54 2.90 3.40 3.90 
8 2.28 2.96 3.54 4.04 4.80 
10 2.50 3.34 4.11 4.86 5.78 
15 2.82 3.96 4.90 6.00 7.08 


















05 036 0.31 0.32 0.36 017 
1 0.82 0.63 0.66 0.70 012 
2 1.48 1.30 132 1.34 1.44 
3 1.94 1.95 1.88 2.00 113 
4 248 2.42 2.30 2.48 211 
6 - 3.17 3.10 3.14 2.83 
8 - 3.67 3.58 - 3.39 
10 - - - - 317 
The small effect of hydrogen would seem to indicate that I is independent of 
[112] and hence there is evidence of quenching by 112 being more efficient 
than that by N20. I would then become equal to K. The important point 
is that, compared with the thermal reaction, the order with respect to [NA 
has fallen sufficiently to show that N20 is not only responsible for initiation in 
the thermal reaction, but that the propagation factor is very nearlyproportional, 
to [N20]. The general features of the thermal reaction are thus supported by 
photochemical data. 
Effect of Argon -Argon does not deactivate Hg' very efficiently so that I 
should be unaffected by its presence ; any effect would therefore be due to its 
















































Reaction between Hydrogen and Nitrous Oxide 751 
and 10 mm of a 1 : 1 mixture. Again, there is agreement between the photo 
and thermal data. 
Effect of Intensity -It has been shown in deducing (6) that at low pressures, 
the rate of reaction should be proportional to the intensity. At high pressures, 
the equation for the photochemical reaction will be 
d [N20] - g [}12] 1 y 
dt k4 
[1 2] ([-E12] [N20] k8 {[N20] T LH2] 
and therefore the rate ought to be proportional to the square root of the 
intensity. 
Preliminary experiments were carried out with a sector wheel containing 
two apertures, the angle of which could be varied. If the mean life of the 
chains is greater than the time between successive exposures, then, effectively, 
variation in this angle will alter the (mean) intensity of the light admitted to 
the reaction vessel.* If, however, the chains are of very short duration, 
alteration of the sector opening will merely change the time of exposure and 
thus will not provide the information on the intensity law which is being 
sought. In the latter circumstance, the data may show whether or no there 
is an induction period or a reaction after the light has been cut off. 
The results of two experiments are illustrated in fig. 5, the upper curve 
referring to the low pressure reaction (16 mm of 1 : 1 mixture) at 570 °, the 
lower curve was obtained at a pressure of 100.5 mm and 510° C. The wheel 
was rotated at about 120 r.p.m., R is the initial rate of reaction. The points 
at 180° show the value of the rate without the rotating sector. It will be 
observed, first of all, that the lines are straight and pass through the 180° 
points. This alone would indicate that there is no appreciable dark reaction 
after the light is cut off, for if there were, the 180° points would lie below the 
prolongation of the Rsh lines. These lines, however, do not pass through the 
origin and hence there would appear to be some dark reaction. In varying 
the time of illumination by altering the angle of the aperture, the interval 
between exposures is likewise changed, owing to the method of construction of 
the discs. That this time of darkness does not account for any significant 
part of the variation of R with 56 is shown by the data in Table X. The rate 
of rotation of the sector was reduced so that the interval of darkness was 
increased from 0.12 to 5 seconds, but the values of AT are nearly identical 
sad hence the after -effect must be complete in less than 0.12 second. 
* Cf. Griffith and McKeown, " Photo Processes," p. 664. 
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Table X 
Sector angle 90 °, pressure 16 mm, temperature 570° C, 1 : 1 mixture 
Speed t 0.5 0.75 1.0 1.5 2 2.5 3 
3 r.p.m. dp 0.54 0.75 1.20 1.56 2.06 2.46 2.86 




0 36° 72° 108° 144° 
Sector angle (4 ) 
FIG. 5 -(i) Low pressure, 570° C ; (ii) high pressure, 510° C ; (iii) high pressure, 470° C. 
180° 
M 20° 40° 60° 
Sector angle 
FIG. 6 
(0.083 sec. at 120r.p m.) 
The course of the reaction during the time of exposure and the interval 
before the next period of illumination occurs may be illustrated by fig. 6, 

























Reaction between Hydrogen and Nitrous Oxide 753 
plotted against the sector angle or time of illumination for a given velocity of 
rotation. The reaction velocity is assumed to be so small that the stationary 
3 
concentration of atomic hydrogen does not alter appreciably owing to the 
286 decrease in [H2] and [N20]. When the light is first switched on at 0, [H] 
2Já 
rises, attains a certain steady value and then falls at E when illumination 
ceases. The lines Aa; Bb, .., show how [H] falls when the light is cut oú 
atA, B, C, etc. The number of H2O molecules formed in time t is proportional 
to 
[H] dt and for a sector opening corresponding to E, will be proportional 
o 
to the area OAEe. The rate of decrease of [H] will depend on the method of 
termination of the chains. At low pressures, - d [H] /dt = k9 [H], whereas 
at high pressures, - d [H] /dt = k'e [H]2. 
Consider the low pressure reaction first, then the equation giving the value 
of [II] at any time during illumination is 
o° c, d [H] - dt - ks [$], 
or 
d [H] = I - k9 [H], 
dt 
[H] = I/k9 (1 - e-14). 
During the ensuing dark period, 
or 
[H] = [H]T 
where [H]r is the value [H] attains before the light is cut o$ after time T. 
The rate R is proportional to the number of H2O molecules produced for a 
given time of experiment. If the proportionality factor be K then 
To 
T R fT[H]Ldt -E-K [Hip dt, 
o o 
where L and D refer to the reaction in the light and in the dark. To is the 




ket e (T.--T) R/K= I T - I (1-é )é b ' . 
k9 k92 
R/K = I/k9 T (1 -é k,t) dt . ( To-T (1 - e-k'T ) e-k°t dt, 
10 Jo 
ng 
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When k9--1 is small compared with T, the second term may be neglected, and 
therefore 
R/K = I . T /k9. 
The R -0 curves should be straight and pass through the origin. It will also 
be observed from the above equation that if T = 0, then R = O. 
The results at high pressures may be treated in a similar way. 
illumination 
1 /k'6 . d 
dt, 
[H] = I /k'6 - [H]2, 
or 
During 
[H] = (I /k'6)1 tanh 1/Ik'6 t, 
where k'6 [H]2 is the rate at which H atoms are removed in ternary collisions, 
In the dark 
or 
whence 
d [H] k' [H]2 
dt 6 
[H] = {k'6 t -{- 1/[H]4-1, 




(I/k'6)4 tanh -VIk'6 dt -{- (k'6 t } 1/[H]0-1 dt 
o .o 
= 1/k'6 . log cosh 1/Ik'6 T 1/k'6 log { T -T -- l/k'6 I . coth VE T 
1/k'6 I . coth 1/Ik'6 T 
If T = 0, R/K = O. When T is large so that e(rk'6)T > e- (vk'')T, then 
R/K = 1 /k'6 (Ik'6) =T + log (Ile'6)T -4- 1 
2 
When (Ik'6)2 T > 1, the second term in the above equation will be relatively 
unimportant compared with the first and again therefore, a straight line passing 
through the origin is to be expected, the slope of which should be proportional 
to the square root of the intensity of the light from the lamp. The cause of 
the positive intercept on the rate axis is not revealed by this analysis. In the 
course of the photochemical experiments, it was observed that after the light 
was cut off, the reaction still continued but at a much reduced speed. It was 
somewhat difficult to obtain accurate measurements, but the effect lasted some 
30 seconds, and hence would not be revealed by the variation in section speed 





















































Reaction between Hydrogen and Nitrous Oxide 755 
gradual decrease in the concentration of hydrogen atoms for these diffuse 
to the wall in a time very much less than 30 seconds ((f p. 744). It may 
happen that although the H atoms, are removed by the walls very rapidly, they 
do not immediately recombine and so may be capable of starting new chains 
from the surface long after the light has been cut off. Virtually, then, a dark 
reaction is superposed on the photo reaction, but its existence depends primarily 
on the previous illumination of the gas. The magnitude of the rate is not, 
however, sufficiently great to cause the R -0 curves (at high pressure) to follow 
the relation R 0t. Since the 180° point lies on the same line as the other 
points; the dark reaction will become of greater importance as the sector angle 
decreases ; the relation will be a linear one for the interval between successive 
periods of illumination is small compared with half -life of the dark reaction. 
The intercept (0.2 mm /min) therefore represents the velocity of the dark 
reaction. Direct measurements of the after -effect showed that the rate was 
about 0.2 at 16 mm and 570° C ; for instance, in one experiment in which the 
light was switched on and off at 1 minute intervals, the dark reaction amounted 
to 0.20, 0.13 and 0.10 mm after 25 %, 50% and 60% reaction respec- 
tively. 
Similar photochemical after -effects have been observed* in the ammonia 
sensitized H2-02 reaction where some reactive atom or radical is deposited 
on the walls after explosion and is capable of exploding a fresh mixture without 
requiring illumination. The after -effect for the mercury photosensitized 
stable reaction was also observed in the present experiments, but the results 
were not very reproducible. It may be mentioned in this connection that a 
lag between the adsorption and subsequent re- evaporation of chain carriers 
has formed a successful postulate j' in explaining some of the features of the 
induction period in certain chain reactions, such as hydrocarbon oxidations. 
According to the calculations made on p. 744, the life of a reaction chain or 
hydrogen atom is at least 10-2 seconds, if it reaches the wall. Even at higher 
pressures, the mean life of the hydrogen atom is probably of the same order 
of magnitude since there is still wall -inhibition. This calculation gives a 
minimum value for the energy of activation of H + N20. The sector experi- 
ments yield a maximum value. Had the mean life of the hydrogen atom been 
greater than 10 -1 second, then the R -0 at high pressures should have 
exhibited a well -defined curvature. As the line is straight, the mean life is 
* Farkas, Haber and Harteck, ' Z. Electrochem.,' vol. 36, p. 711 (1930). 
Semenoff, ' Z. phys. Chem.,' B, vol. 11, p. 464 (1931) ; ` Phys, Z. Sowjet,' vol. 1, p. 546 
(1932); `Trans, Faraday Soc.,' vol. 28, p. 878 (1932). 
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less than 10 -1 seconds, which corresponds to an energy of activation of 21.5 
k. cal. 
So far as these experiments go, they cannot provide the information on the 
rate intensity relationship which is being sought. Recourse was therefore 
made to wire screens, but these were not satisfactory ; finally a liquid filter 
consisting of a solution of carbon tetrachloride in specially pure n- hexane was 
employed.* 
The data at high and at low pressures are given in Table XI. 
Table XI 













0.5 0.53 0.52 0.35 0.30 0.24 
1.0 1.07 0.95 0.86 0.66 0.52 
1.5 1.57 1.36 1.22 0.95 0.66 
2 2.01 1.79 1.59 1.27 0.95 
3 2.77 2.48 2.17 1.85 1.32 
4 3.27 2-95 2.65 2.26 1.71 
5 3.84 3.47 3.18 2.70 2.06 











2 1-5 1.2 0.9 0.7 
4 3.4 2.6 2.2 1.6 
6 4.9 4.0 3.2 2.3 
8 6.5 5.0 4.2 3.0 
10 7.9 6.2 5-0 3.6 











The results in Table XI and some others are plotted in fig. 7. The full line 
represents R I, and the dotted curve R I It will be observed that the 
low pressure results lie close to the line, whereas the high pressure experiments 
lie nearer the curve ; therefore the termination reaction involves the participa- 
tion of one carrier at low pressure and two at high pressure. The R N I§ law Sn 
could not be expected to hold exactly at 100 mm for it was shown in Part I of v< 
that there is still a considerable amount of termination on the walls. The ion 
important point, however, is that these measurements support the hypothesis went 




It remains now to mention a few points not specifically dealt with in the ratl 
discussion of the data. The interpretation of the present results does not 













Reaction between Hydrogen and Nitrous Oxide 757 
alter the scheme of reactions set forth in Part I. The equivalence of the thermal 
and photochemical chain lengths shows that a hydrogen or an oxygen atom 
can set off a similar reaction cycle, but unfortunately, the calculations are 
not sufficiently exact to demonstrate whether hydrogen molecules can activate 
nitrous oxide molecules by collision. It would also seem most probable, at 
low pressures, that the combination of H atoms is responsible for termination. 
Schemes involving OH radicals do not give kinetic equations in agreement 
with the facts. The intensity measurements quite definitely show that only 
one carrier is concerned, and in conjunction with the packing experiments 

























Since Part I was written, new data* have become available on the effect 
of various gases in promoting the combination of hydrogen atoms. Argon is 
about as effective as the hydrogen molecule. Now in the high pressure experi- 
esis ments, argon does not inhibit the reaction (for a 1 : 1 mixture) and hence 
neither can H2 ; . N20 must therefore be more efficient than 112 as a third body. 
This greater effective collision diameter may possibly be due to the chemical 
reaction, 
H + H + N20 = H2O + N2, 
the rather than to the physical removal of energy, 
rot H H+N20 =H24-N20. 
* L, Farkas, private communication. 
d2 
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But N2O cannot be very much more efficient than H2, for the rate of reaction 
becomes independent of [H2] when this is large. Such a result implies that 
an inhibition term containing [112] appears in the denominator of the kinetic 
equation. 
In all the reactions studied, the effect of hydrogen is, in general, small, the 
nitrous oxide concentration mainly controlling the rate. This is consistent 
with the theory that the propagation and initiation factors (in the thermal 
reactions) contain [N2O]. In outline, then, the experimental facts are in 
agreement with the theory, except that the total order is usually a little lower 
than that expected theoretically. There are, nevertheless, some inconsistencies 
in the scheme, concerning in particular the values of the energies of activation 
of the several reactions. The value of E for H + N2O is only 7 k. cal. (calcu- 
lated from the high pressure temperature coefficient) and hence if the value of 
15 be accepted for OH + H2 = H2O + H, then the latter reaction would be 
much slower than the former, whereas the present theory would incline to 
the opposite view. In the thermal low pressure reaction, the chain length is 
independent of temperature, but in the photo reaction there is an increase, 
although it happens that in the region where comparison can be made, the 
chain lengths agree within an order of magnitude. The energy of activation 
of H + N2O could be measured and since the values for the initiation processes 
are known, it would then be practicable to estimate directly the energy of 
activation of termination (i.e., the combination of hydrogen atoms) in a three 
body collision and in presence of a wall. 
The discrepancy between Hinshelwood's experiments and those described 
above is probably due to the higher pressures employed and to the accumulation 
of water vapour, both of which make the chain length short. It is, however, 
difficult to understand how Dixon and Higgins succeeded in obtaining spon- 
taneous inflammation at comparatively low temperatures. The composition 
of the gas in a flow system could, of course, vary within wide limits, but it is 
hardly possible for this to give a velocity sufficiently great to inflame the gases. 
The author desires to thank the Royal Commissioners for the Exhibition of 
1851 for a Senior Studentship and the Trustees of the Moray Research Fund of 
Edinburgh University for a grant. 
Summavy 
The kinetics of the hydrogen- nitrous oxide reaction have been studied in the 


















































Ï?eaction between Hydrogen and Nitrous Oxide 750 
these conditions, the rate of reaction is proportional to the square of the nitrous 
oxide concentration, is nearly independent of that of the hydrogen, is markedly 
retarded by packing the vessel, but is not affected by nitrogen or argon. The 
energy of activation is 49 k. cal. The kinetics are different from those of the 
high pressure reaction studied previously, but practically complete correlation 
may be obtained by postulating that the chains now end by the combination 
of di atoms on the walls. 
Chains may also be started by H atoms produced by optically excited mercury 
atoms. The photochemical chain length agrees with that of the thermal 
reaction, the latter being based on the measured rate of dissociation of N20. 
At low pressures, the photo reaction rate is proportional to the N20 concen- 
tration, to the intensity of the light, but is independent of the concentration of 
112, N2 and A. The energy of activation is 17 k. cal. At high pressures, the 
rate varies as the square root of the intensity, which shows that the chains end 
by self -neutralization, thus supporting the theory given for the thermal high 
pressure reaction. 
Experiments on the photo reaction with a rotating sector are described. 
The results are shown to be consistent with the remainder of the data. 
76Ó 
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III Effect of Oxygen 
By H. W. MELVILLE (Senior Student, Exhibition of 1851) 
(Communicated by J. Kendall, F.R.S.- Received May 8, 1934) 
One of the most striking dissimilarities between the hydrogen- oxygen and 
hydrogen -nitrous oxide reactions is the absence in the latter of sharp explosion 
limits, a feature characteristic of the former. Another important difference 
is that propagation of chains in the. H2-N20 mixtures is rather less easy than in 
112-02, for the photochemical chain length is smaller for H2-N20 than for 
112-02 at the same temperatures and pressures (see below). It has, however, 
been postulated that the carriers in the two reactions are identical and that at 
least one step, viz., 
OH+H2- 4H2O+H, 
is common to both reactions. The differences in the propagation factors 
would therefore be due to these reactions 
and 
H+N20 =OH+N2 
H +112+02 = 011 +Ií20, 
or 
11 +02 =1102 
1102 +112 = 011 +1120. 
It may be anticipated that termination processes will be somewhat similar, 
and consequently the observed differences in the thermal reactions will also 
be partly due to initiation reactions. 
In this paper, an attempt has been made to study the two reactions under 
similar conditions so that propagation and initiation reactions maybe separated 
from each other. Experiments have therefore been made on the effect of 
small quantities of oxygen on the high and low pressure thermal reactions 
and on the high and low pressure photo reactions. As will be shown below, 
oxygen exerts a very marked effect in increasing the rate. Its addition has 
been controlled so that the increase is comparable with the rate of reaction 
of the oxygen -free mixtures, in order that the stationary concentration of 
the chain carriers and the nature of the termination reactions should b 






















































Reaction between hydrogen and Nitrous Oxide 161 
To account for the sharp explosion limits in H2-02 mixtures, branching is 
supposed to occur in one of the reaction cycles, and the reaction presumed to 
be responsible for this is 
H + H2 + 02 = 20H + H, . 
or some slight modification of such a reaction. The nature of the process 
leading to branching need not be so particularly specified, the essential con - 
dition being that in a branching collision two carriers of one type (OH) are 
produced from one of the other type (H). If this happens once (on the 
average) before the chain is terminated, the chain length will increase in- 
definitely and explosion ensue. But . with H2-N20 there is no possibility 
of such an occurrence with H atoms or with OH radicals. In the H2-02 
reaction branching becomes possible because the oxygen molecule is diatomic ; 
it is the splitting of this into two parts which ultimately yields the two carriers 
requisite for branching. Nitrous oxide, on the other hand, has only one atom 
available and cannot therefore give rise to two OH radicals even in a ternary 
collision such as H + N20+ N20. 
Although a very definite mechanism for the H2-02 reaction has been adopted, 
which perhaps is not correct in detail, it will be of importance to find if homo- 
geneous reactions between nitrous oxide and simple combustible molecules do 
exhibit well- defined lower and especially upper limits for explosion. If they 
do not, then the following statement would appear to sum up the behaviour 
of these reactions : In combustion processes involving nitrous oxide, branching 
chains and therefore chain explosion limits do not occur. The lower limits 
observed are due to thermal explosions, initiated homogeneously or hetero- 
geneously, of a type similar to those discussed by Semenofk* some time ago. 
The reaction must, of course, take place under such conditions that these 
phenomena are usually observed. For instance, the mixture should be capable 
of propagating chains ; the chain length should increase at low pressures and 
decrease at high pressures. These conditions can be realized with H2-N20, 
but no sharp limits are observed. The sharpness of a limit may be masked 
by the occurrence of a relatively fast reaction outside the explosion region, 
such as occurs with 112-02-NO2 mixtures.t 
The Photochemical Low Pressure Reaction 
To eliminate the possibility of thermal initiation, the experiments recorded 
in Table I were made at low temperatures, using the mercury lamp with mer- 
* ' Z. Physik,' vol. 48, p. 571 (1928). 
t Norrish and Griffiths, ` Proc. Roy. Soc.,' A, vol. 139, p. 147 (1933). 
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cury vapour present in the reaction tube. In Table II the oxygen content of 
the mixture was varied, maintaining the total pressure unaltered. It will 
be observed that oxygen accelerates the reaction from 340 to 600° C, but the 
increase does not change much with temperature, the ratio of the rates 
increasing 50% for a 20 -fold increase in the rate. The energies of activation 
of the two reactions H + N20 = OH + N2 and H + 02 + 112 = HO + OH 
must therefore be nearly equal. If the 'values of R in Table II be plotted 
against the percentage of 02 in the gas, a linear relation is obtained up to 
33 %. 
Table I -5 cm tube. Composition of mixture 19.5 mm 02, 300 mm of 112 
and of N20 
Temperature ° C 340 400 460 525 600 
Initial pressure 15.95 16.00 17.67 18.24 19.68 
Rate 0.26 0.52 0.92 2.50 7.0 
Rate (02-free) 0.115 0.23 0.41 0.92 2.20 
Ro, /R 2.25 2.3 2.3 2.7 3.2 
Table II- Temperature 390° C 
.... - 10 20 40 100 100 
Composition of mixture 
11:12 2 100 100 100 100 100 100 
lN,O .... 100 100 100 100 100 
02% .... 0 
Pressure 16.00 
Rate 0.330 
4.8 9.1 16.6 33.3 50 
16.33 16.00 16.23 16.12 1612 
1.05 1.97 3.75 8.40 6.30 
Small quantities of a foreign gas can exert a large influence on a chain 
reaction only by destroying the carriers before they would normally end, or 
by increasing the rate of initiation. It is improbable, in the present work, 
that 02 molecules affect the rate of starting, for the quenching radius of 02 
is only twice as great as that of H2.* The acceleration will therefore be due 
to the participation of oxygen in the propagation reactions. 
Two possibilities may be distinguished : 
(a) 11+II2+02=1120+OH klo 
(b) 11 + 02 - H02 k11 
H02+112 =1120+OH k12 
H02 + N20 =H+N20+02 k13 
H02 -H+02 k14 
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(a) will be considered first. The stationary concentrations of H and of OH 
rill be given by the equations 
d[H] = I + k5 [OH] [112] - k4 [H] [N2O] - /c10 [H] [H2] [02] - 1C9 [H] = O, 
dt 
d[OH] k4 [H] [N20] + k10 [H] [H2] [02] - k5 [OH] [112] - k'9 [011] = 0, 
dt 
whence 
d [I120] = {1c,1 [N2O] -I-1clo [112] [02]} Ilk,. dt 
There are difficulties in accepting this simple scheme, for it would be expected 
that a triple collision with an energy of activation similar to that of H -(- N2O 
would occur much less frequently than the latter reaction, whereas in fact, 
the rate of removal of H atoms by 02 is faster than that by N2O. By postulating 
the formation of the complex, 1102, this difficulty can, in part, be overcome. 
For (b), therefore, 
d[go2] = 1C11 [H] [02] - k12 [HO2] [112] - k13 [HO2] [N2O] - k14 [1102] = 
dt 
[H02] - kn [H] [02] 
k12 [H2] + k13 [N2O] + k14 





= k4 [H] [N2O] + k12 [HO2] [112] - k5 [011] [14-2] - k'9 [OH] = 0, 
02 
d 
[1120] -k [N20]  kn. [02] k12 [112] I k. lue dt 4 [ 2 ] k12 [112] + k13 [N2O] + k14 / 9 
and k14 are small compared with k12 then 
cl [H2O] - (k4 [N2O] + k11 [0 91} I/k9. dt 
This equation is in agreement with experiment in that the rate should increase 
linearly with [02]. At 390° the ratio k17/k4 = 13.3. Oxygen molecules 
increase the rate of production of water by reaction with the atomic hydrogen 
at the 112-N20 chains. At higher temperatures, the combination of 112 and 
02 may also increase the rate of initiation. 
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High Pressure Thermal Reaction 
Having established that oxygen can affect the propagation, the next question 
is whether the homogeneous or heterogeneous combination of hydrogen and 
oxygen may give rise to molecules or atoms capable of initiating chains in 
hydrogen -nitrous oxide. First of all, experiments were made on the effect of 
02 on the thermal reaction ; the results are given in Table III. The mixtures 
Table III -1.7 cm tube. Temperature 585° C 
% 02 4.75 2.37 1.18 0.59 0.0 
Total pressure 100.5 103.0 99.0 100.0 990 
Rate 15.0 6.0 3.8 1.75 0 20 
were made up separately in a gas holder before admission to the reaction bulb. 
As might be expected, oxygen considerably increases the rate, which may, of 
course, be due to the propagation. Examination of the values of tXp (not 
given) will not, however, sustain this explanation entirely. Comparison of 
the experimental with the calculated values of Ap indicated that hydrogen and 
oxygen do react to yield H or OH which then start off the chains. In order 
to find whether this additional source of carriers is due to a wall or to a homo- 
geneous process, the kinetics of the reaction were further investigated with 
respect to [N50], [H2] and packing. R is directly proportional to [02], as 
may be seen if the results are plotted. Hydrogen and nitrous oxide are 
inhibitors, for the initial rate of reaction is very nearly independent of pressure, 
as is shown in fig. 1, where Op - t curves are plotted for a mixture containing 
3.3% oxygen. One prominent point is that the curves bend round compara- 
tively rapidly, especially at low pressures, long before the reaction has gone 
to completion. The oxygen must therefore be consumed in the initial stages. 
To investigate the individual effects of hydrogen and of nitrous oxide, the 
following procedure was adopted : pN.o was fixed at 50 mm, po, at 2.4 mm, 
and pa, was varied within measurable limits. A similar set of experiments 
was made with pN.o = 150 mm. A third series was carried out in which pa, 
and po, were respectively 50 and 2.6 mm, and pN,o was varied. The results 
are summarized in Table IV where it will be observed that hydrogen and 
nitrous oxide exert about the same inhibitory action. The approximate 
constancy of R . pa,' and R . px_o shows that the rate is inversely proportional 
to the square root of the pressure, but when the pressure of nitrous oxide is 
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Px_o 
Table IV --5 cm bulb. 
Po, pHz 
Temperature 568° 0 
R Rpn.2-I 
48.2 2.4 24.2 15.0 7.5 
48.2 2.4 50.0 11-4 8-1 
48.2 2.4 100.2 7.2 7.3 
48.4 2.4 199.8 4.6 6.5 
48.0 2.4 299.6 4.0 6.9 
140.0 7.0 150.0 5,6 6.9 
138.6 7.0 100.4 5.6 5.6 
143.2 7.0 50.0 6.6 4.6 
141.1 7.1 25.0 0.0 3-0 
RpN.0 
199.5 2.6 48.5 2.1 3.0 
148.7 2.7 48.7 2.8 3.4 
99.1 2.7 49.1 3.6 3.6 










0 8 16 
Time 
FIG. 1 -Effect of total pressure, thermal high pressure reaction, 3.3 
%° oxygen, tempera- 
ture 532° C 
24 
Argon does not cause any inhibition when added to the extent of 200 mm to 
100 mm of H2-02-N20 mixture. Packing experiments were also made to 
determine the nature of chain termination, using exactly the same tube and 
packing material as employed in the thermal high pressure experiments 
(Part I, p. 532). For comparison, the results are given in full in Table V. A 
decrease of 50% occurs in the rate, which is the same as that found for 02-free 
Mixtures. 
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Table V -2.5 cm tube. Packing 0.7 cm tubes. Temperature 640° C, 
Composition of mixture, 1002, 250112, 250N20. 
Packed 
t dp dp 
Total pressure 100 min 
Empty 
dp dp 
1 5.5 6-5 12-0 11.5 
2 10.0 12.0 21.5 20-5 
3 13.5 15-0 28-0 27.0 
4 17-0 19-0 33.0 32.0 
6 21-0 23-5 40.0 38.5 
8 24-5 264 42.0 41.0 
10 26.0 28.0 43.5 - 
Since the discussion of the temperature coefficients of the different reactions 
has shown that there may be a possibility of assigning separate values to the 
various steps in the reaction, measurements were made of the apparent energy 
of activation of the present reaction, Table VI. 
Table VI- Composition of mixture, 1002, 150112, 150N20 
Temperature ° C 510 555 572 590 606 649 
Rate 2.9 6.0 8.5 11.2 13.7 20.5 
E= 17.4k.cal. 
The change in the kinetics of the reaction is complete. The effect of pack- 
ing and of inert gases show, however, that similar termination reactions occur. 
The initiation factor is quite different and the fall in the apparent energy of 
activation shows that nitrous oxide no longer plays any important part in the 
first stages. It has been seen how oxygen affects the propagation factor, 
and in order to make certain that these fundamental changes in the kinetics 
were partly due to initiation, the following series of runs was made. Con- 
ditions for reaction were so arranged that the rates of the four reactions 
thermal 112-N20, thermal H2-N20-02, photo 112-N20, photo 112-N20-02, 
were all comparable. If oxygen affects the propagation factor only, then the 
acceleration of the thermal and of the photo reactions should be the same, 
On the other hand, if the initiation factor is also affected, then the acceleration 
of the photo reaction will be somewhat smaller than that of the thermal, 
The reasons for these statements can be readily seen if the general velocity 
equations are set down for the four conditions: 
RT = PT IT1,* 
RT, O, _ (PT + P02) (IT + Io,)1, 
PRT = PT (IT + IP)1, 
LL-- 





* The termination factors are identical for all four reactions, and for simplicity are 
not inserted in the equations. 







































If Io. = 0, 
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RTO, - RT = PRT, 0, - PR T 
If Io, O and IT = Io, - Ip, 
ET, 0., - RT > PET - PET, 0,. 
P and I are propagation and initiation factors. The suffixes T, 02, P refer 
respectively to the thermal, the 02, and the photo reactions. From these 
equations, the relative values of IT, Io,, and Ip may be calculated. Let 
p0, _ aPT, oc can be computed from the oxygen content of the mixture and 
the results in Table VII. Equations (1) and (3) yield 
IT = Ip {RT2 /(PRT2 - RT2) }, 
and (1), (2), (3), and (4) give 
IO,= b IP(`+), -b 
where a = PET, 0,2 - (1 -i-- a)2 RT2 and b = RT, 0,2 - (1 -{- a)2 RT2. 
Table VII -5 cm tube. Composition of mixture, 502, 247H2, 247N20. 
a = 0.30 
Temp. Ires- 
sure RT It T, o, PRr pit n, o, (RT, o_-RT) (PET, o_-rRr) 
550 100 0.60 2-75 1.95 3.45 2.15 1.50 
578 50 0.70 4.36 2-40 5.00 3.56 2.6 
572 100 1.05 4.20 3.3 5.9 3-15 2-6 
572 150 1.96 49 3-2 6-0 3.0 2.8 
018 100 3.4 8.7 5.9 10.5 5.3 46 
IT : IP : Io IT : IP : I0. 
1 9.6 11.7 0.14 1 1.22 
1 10-6 21.9 0.095 1 2.07 
1 8-9 8.9 0-112 1 1.00 
1 1.66 2-60 0.60 1 1-57 
1 2.01 2.87 0.50 1 1.43 
The results for a few different pressures and temperatures are collected in 
Table VII. The acceleration of the two reactions is not equal, as will be 
observed from an examination of columns 7 and 8. This is more clearly shown 
by the calculations on the relative magnitudes of I. In the first set, IT = 
and in the second IP = 1. IP is nearly independent of temperature and 
pressure and hence the variation of the other quantities is given in better 
Perspective. The second set of calculations demonstrates that the thermal 
reaction, compared with the photo, is greater as the temperature and pressure 
Increase, The first shows that initiation by oxygen is of greatest importance 
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at low pressures and temperatures. This is in accordance with the value of total p 
E for the oxygen reaction being smaller than E for the normal reaction, resctio 
Furthermore; since it has been found that the temperature coefficients of the perati` 
propagation factors are nearly the same, the effect of packing is identical and the mil 
there is initiation by 02, it must be concluded that, under these conditions, is obta 
the initiation reaction involves both H2 and 02 and takes place in the gas paessui 
phase with an energy of activation considerably less than that for the de and in( 
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Initial pressure 
FIG. 2 -Effect of total pressure, thermal low pressure reaction, temperature 602° C, 2.91% 
oxygen 
24 
The Low Pressure Reaction 
It has been mentioned previously that, above 50 mm the pressure of a given 
112-N20-02 mixture does not affect the initial rate. As the pressure is reduced 
below this value, the rate diminishes linearly as is indicated by fig. 2. The curve 
does not pass through the origin, but makes an intercept on the pressure axis. 
The reaction velocity would thus appear to drop to a very small value when 
the pressure is below a certain critical point, in the present instance, 8 mm. 
If the individual runs are examined, it is found that Op increases quite rapidly 
at first, but later changes only very slowly, although the reaction has not 
proceeded to completion. For example, with an initial pressure of 19.4 mm, 
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ne of total possible increase. Had the observed value of L\p been due to the H2-02 
;tioa, reaction alone, the pressure decrease would have been 0.6 mm. The com- 
f the paratively abrupt bending over of the Op - t curves is due to the pressure of 
and the mixture falling below the critical value. An essentially similar phenomenon 
ions, is obtained when the oxygen content of a 1 : 1H2-N20 mixture at constant 
gas pressure is altered (Table VIII). Above 12.5/ 02, the reaction is rapid 
de. and increases if the oxygen percentage is raised to 5. At 0.63 %, however, the 
rete has dropped to a very small value. On raising the temperature to 650 °, 
a conveniently measurable velocity is obtained, which does not greatly depend 






















0.25 2.25 0-25 
050 3.46 0.50 
0.75 4-16 0.75 
1-0 4.44 1 
1-25 4.54 1.5 
1-75 4.82 2 
3 
6 
dp zip dp 
0.46 0.5 0-00 0.5 038 
0.76 2 0.04 1 0.62 
0.88 4 0.06 2 1-00 
1.02 3 1.30 
136 4 1.56 
1.54 6 1-88 
1.82 8 2.10 
2.06 10 2-30 





















t dp t dp 
1.5 0.38 1 0.20 
3 0-70 2 0-38 
4 0-80 4 0.80 
7 1.40 6 1.04 
10 1-78 10 1.62 
15 2.36 14 2.16 
21 2.78 
If the o p - t curves are plotted, the same tendency to bend over is not so 
marked at 650 °. The oxygen pressure would thus seem to control the position 
of the critical point. If the reaction above the critical pressure is to be 
identified with that at high pressures, it would be expected that, as with 02-free 
ases, the apparent energy of activation would decrease with pressure. This 
is borne out by the data in Table IX, where it will also be noted that, for a 
given mixture at a constant pressure, there is a critical value for the temperature, 
tiow which the rate is slow, 
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Table IX- Composition 1202, 200N2O, 200H2. Pressure 12.8 mm 
scour 
. 5 cm tube 
sides 
Temperature ° C 510 519 525 540 580 625 espars Rate 0.01 0.95 1-25 2.05 3.3 8.2 
E = 30.6 k. cal. hydro 
tapine 
Finally, packing experiments show clearly the importance of inhibition by and ti 
walls. For example, in the 5 -cm tube at 550° with a mixture containing 
2.9% 02, the critical pressure was 6 mm, the rates at 7.67 and 20.10 mm being 
respectively 1.00 and 2.40 mm /min. On packing the tube completely with 
0 4 8 12 
Time 
FIG. 3 -Effect of total pressure, packed reaction bulb. Temperature 710° 0, 2.9% -0, 
0.7 cm tubes, no measurable reaction occurred at all and the temperature had 
to be raised to 710° to get a conveniently observable rate, which for a pressure 
of 16 mm was 1.55 mm /min. The rate of the 112-N20 reaction was now 0.50 
mm /min. In the packed tube, however, there was still evidence of the existence 
of a critical pressure, for it will be seen from fig. 3, where Op - t curves are 
plotted for different total pressures, the form of the curves changes between 
9.60 and 11.24 mm. This is brought out more clearly in Table X where a 
comparison is shown for an 02-free and an 02-containing mixture at 1600 
and at 8 mm, i.e., above and below the critical pressure. The acceleration of 
the reaction is much greater at 16 than at 8 mm. 
It should be mentioned that, in all these experiments, the mixtures were 
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accurate to add small amounts of oxygen to the 112-N50 mixture.. A con- 
siderable number of experiments was carried out in which the gases were added 
622 separately to the bulb and the important observation was made that, if only 
hydrogen and oxygen were admitted without nitrous oxide, there was immediate 
explosion and the pressure fell extremely rapidly. This occurred with pressures 















Table X- Composition of mixture as in Table IX 
Above transition point Below transition point 
02 free 02 free 
16.24 8.06 8.00 



















































R03.30 R 0.42 R, 0.295 R0]75 
RJR = 7.9 Ro/R = 1.69 
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the unusual character of the reaction is further borne out by experiments 
ml the effect of the intensity of the light in the photochemical reaction in the 
region of the transition point. The rate -intensity curves are given in fig. 4 
for three temperatures. The dark reactions were not greater than 5% of the 
total. At 492 °, a linear relation is obtained as might be expected, but at 510 
e 
//2 H. W. Me1vi110 
and still more so at 550 °, curvature is marked in such a way as to indicate Soi 
that the exponent of I at 510° is 0 5 and even less at 550° for the dotted curve fl2 0 
refers to R ti Iá. The interpretation of the results at 510° might simply amm 
be that the increase in rate has altered the termination process from a wall by n 
to a gas phase reaction. Although this may in part be true, the fact that at oxyg+ 
550 °, R I lin where n > 2 and that in the ordinary photo reaction, H2 N2O, Puni 
at a rate of the order of 1 mm per miñute surface termination is still pre- resen 
dominant, shows that this explanation is not sufficient. Then 
expel 
Discussion of the Mechanism lower 
at a 
The critical point observed in the low pressure 02-reaction bears a remarkable whicl 
similarity to the lower limit in H2-02 mixtures. The reaction above this sensil 
point is not, however, an explosion, for it was quite easy to get spontaneous were 
inflammation at low pressures if the temperature was raised sufficiently. was 
Since the 112-02 mixture itself is spontaneously explosive and, above the Th 
critical point initiation is largely due to the 112-02 reaction, it may be that the bran( 
stable reaction observed is not unlike the degraded (" entartete ") explosions step 
of Semenoff.* It would appear that there is some additional inhibition factor the p: 
coming into operation which prevents effective branching of the chains. The The e 
intensity -rate relationships support this argument, for at the highest tempera- 
ture 550 °, the rate has become almost independent of intensity ; that is, [ 
initiation ceases to play any important role in determining the course of the 
d 
reaction. This latter effect is one of the characteristics of a pure lower explosion d [0 
limit. Nitrous oxide is, in fact, an inhibitor of the 112-02 reaction for, although 
d 
it reduces the lower limiting pressure for explosions like argon or helium, f the when 
critical pressure rises again as the amount of N2O increases, e.g., 
Temperature 515° C 
1.60 1.27 1.21 1.23 1.61 
3.20 4.81 6.57 9.61 
The limit was determined by admitting a 2 : 1 R2 02 mixture until inflammation 
was observed. A short time was allowed for the water formed in the explosion 
to be withdrawn by the P2O5, when the residual pressure was noted. Nitrous 
oxide was then added and the foregoing procedure repeated. 
* ' Z. phys. Chem.,' B, vol. 2, p. 464 (1931). 
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Some curious observations were made during these experiments. If the 
112-02 mixture was quickly admitted to the tube and the lower limit passed, 
amuch more violent explosion occurred at about 10 mm, which was accompanied 
by rapid vibration of the manometer pointer. If the flow of hydrogen and 
oxygen was arrested, the pressure fell very quickly as the water was removed. 
During this period, successive explosions were observed in the reaction tube, 
resembling those obtained with P4-02 mixtures when the lower limit is passed. 
There may be some connection between these two types of explosion and the 
experiments of Ouellet* who used a quantum counter for investigating the 
lower limit of the P4-02 reaction. In these, the lower limit was succeeded 
at a higher pressure by another explosion with a flash of a different colour, 
which alone affected the counter (it may be noted that the counter was only 
sensitive to radiation of a < 280 mµ) and hence it was concluded that there 
were two kinds of explosion in so far as the nature of the chemiluminescence 
was concerned. 
The modification of the previous theory of the effect of oxygen to allow for 
branching is simply made. It will be assumed that branching occurs in the 
step 1102 +119 and that as usual (oc - 1) is the efficiency of branching, i.e., 
the probability of two OH radicals being produced when one H atom disappears. 
The equations for the stationary concentrations of H and of OH are therefore 
d 111 = I -[- k5 [OH] [H2] - k4 [H] [N20] - k9 [H] -- kii [H] [02] = 0, 
dt 
d [011] = I + k4 [H] [N20] - k5 [OH] [119] -I- «ku [HO2] [H2] = 0, 
dt 
whence 
d [ d 20] {k4 -f- k L02]} (1 kll 
At low temperatures, oc is very nearly unity and hence the second term in the 
denominator vanishes. The condition for explosion is k9 = (u - 1) k11[02] 
and therefore the limit should be sharp as in the thermal 112-02 reaction. In 
the present reaction, however, a rather peculiar position arises. It has been 
seen that there is a little gas phase termination in the low pressure reaction. 
If the stationary concentration of H or of OH be raised much above that obtain - 
ing under the conditions employed in these experiments, for example, by a 
branching mechanism, gas phase termination will become of ever- increasing 
importance. The functioning of this additional inhibitory factor may, at any 
* ' Trans. Faraday Soc.,' vol. 29, p. 486 (1933). 
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rate in a small region, prevent effective branching and thus allow the stable 
reaction to be measured. The transition point is therefore reached when [II] 
attains a certain value, which will naturally be affected by packing, tempera- 
ture, and oxygen content of the mixture, in a somewhat similar manner to a 
lower limit. At high pressures gas termination is so important that a sharp 
transition is not obtained ; likewise, when the chains are short, as in a packed 
tube, transitional characteristics are onlÿ slightly in evidence. 
On p. 762 it was shown that although oxygen is more effective than N20 
in producing OH radicals from a hydrogen atom, yet the energies of activation 
of the two reactions are almost identical. First of all, this rules out the possi- 
bility of the simple reaction H + 112 + 02 = 1120 + OH since, if such a 
ternary collision required the same energy of activation as H + N20, the 
probability of its happening would be extremely small. Recently, L. Farkas* 
has measured the rate at which H atoms are removed in a mixture of 112 and 
02 at room temperature and found that the velocity was about 1/50 of that 
calculated from the number of ternary collisions H + H2 + 02, and is not 
changed by temperature. This discrepancy can be explained by supposing 
that the removal of an H atom is not accompanied by the production of 0H. 
This latter process requires as much activation as the reaction H +N20, 
But the oxygen molecule is more effective than the N2O molecule in yielding 
OH, and therefore the rate of 1102 + H2 = H2O + OH, athough possessing 
the same energy of activation, is faster than H + N2O = OH + N2. The 
concentration of 1102 must consequently be greater than that of H ; from the 
results in Table I, the order of magnitude is 10. 
The author desires to thank Dr. E. B. Ludlam and Professor J. Kendall for 
their continued help and encouragement throughout the course of this work, 
which was carried out in the Chemistry Department of the University of 
Edinburgh and subsequently at the Department of Colloid Science of the 
University of Cambridge. He also thanks the Royal Commissioners of the 
Exhibition of 1851 for a Senior Studentship. 
Summary 
The effect of the addition of oxygen on the kinetics of the hydrogen -nitrous 
oxide reaction has been investigated in order to compare the H2-N20 and 
112-02 reactions under similar conditions. 
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e Summary of Reactions 
Kinetic equation Kinetic equation E E 
.lion (observed) R (calculated)II R (total) (initiation) 
a 
Ihigh 1 [N20] LH2]O.5* [N20] 'V 
/[N20] ([N201 + [H2]) 36.5 57 
P 
jure f ([N20] + [H,]) 
l Ilow l [N20]2[H2]0 5* [N20]° ([N20] + [Hz]) 49.5 50 
ure f 
ugh I1 [N20] ` I_ [Hz] II <36 0 
re V ([N20] + [1121)2 
Iure } [N20][1121° I [N20] [Hz] I 14 0 
[N20] + 1}-.2J 
Ihigh 1 [02] [N20]-0' [H2]-0' ([N20] + a[0z]) ? 17 <57 
+02 f ([Nz0] + [He]) 





- ([N20] + a [021) 'Y [112] <17§ ([N20] -F [H21)2 
[02] . I(1 -2.0)t ([N20] + a [02]) [II2] 14 0 
[N 20] + [Hz] 
* These exponents are to some extent a function of [N20]. 
t Exponent depends on temperature., 
$ Measured above the transition point. 
§ Estimated from the data in Table VII. 
II The coefficients for [H] and [N20] are not inserted. 
The thermal and mercury photosensitized reactions have been studied in 
the pressure range 1 -300 mm. 
At high pressures, the addition of small quantities of oxygen increases the 
velocity, the kinetics change entirely and the energy of activation falls off. 
By using photochemical methods it is shown that oxygen participates in the 
initiation and in the propagation of the chains. From packing experiments it 
is also shown that initiation is homogeneous. 
At low pressures in the thermal reaction, a transition point is observed above 
which the reaction is comparatively rapid and below which it is slow, provided 
wide bulbs are used. This point depends on the oxygen content and the 
temperature of the gases ; it is displaced to higher temperatures on packing 
the reaction tube. The phenomenon has some definite connection with the 
lover limit of the H2-02 reaction. Photo experiments confirm these observa- 
tions in that as the temperature is raised the value of the exponent n in the 
equation Rate = const. X (intensity)n decreases from unity to almost zero. 
]3981 {ISON AND Solis, Ltd., Printers, St. Martin's Lane, London, W.C.2. 
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An Investigation has been made of the kinetics of the 
photochemical oxidation of phosphine above the upper 
explosion limit. The results are summarized by the equa- 
fions 
mercury sensitized reaction - d[PH3] /dt 
const. [PH3]/[02]2 intensity. 
- d[PH3] /dt= const. [PH3]2 /[02]2. Direct photo -reaction 
The reactions are shown to be of the chain type and 
inhibited by oxygen. On the basis of previous knowledge 
of the propagation of the chains, the question of termina- 
lion was examined and it is shown that out of six possible 
cases, only one is in agreement with the experimental 
facts. This is that the chain carrier, which normally reacts 
with phosphine, is destroyed in a ternary collision with two 
oxygen molecules or with one oxygen and one nitrogen 
molecule (or an argon atom). The efficiency of the collision 
is about 0.5. In view of these results, it is highly probable 
that this carrier is an oxygen atom. In the photosensitized 
reaction one -fifth of the collisions between oxygen mole- 
cules and excited mercury atoms results in the initiation 
of a chain. These results are shown to be quantitatively 
consistent with the shape and also the position of the 
upper limiting explosion curve, except that the limiting 
pressure is a little higher than that calculated by a strict 
application of the theory of branched chains. The upper 
limit is displaced to higher pressures by illumination of 
the mixture, a phenomenon not predicted by theory. 
The effect is of short duration, <2 sec. and it is not 
exhibited at the lower limit. The significance of this 
result is discussed in relation to the theory of the re- 
action. 
THE introduction of the conception of 
branching chains and of the diffusion of 
chain carriers to the walls into the theory of 
thermal chain reactions has provided an ac- 
ceptable picture of the mechanism of many 
oxidation reactions. While much experimental 
work has revealed the essential similarity 
underlying these reactions there are many 
corollaries to the theory which have yet to be 
explored in detail. The difficulty, in many cases, 
is experimental ; in others, it is not at present 
quite certain whether factors not at all included 
in the chain theory prevent to some extent its 
rigorous application. For example, there is a 
possibility that sharp explosion limits may be due 
to causes other than simple branching of the 
reaction chains. 
One of the corollaries is the following : It is 
postulated that the condition for explosion is 
that the product of the probabilities of branching 
and termination be equal to unity. The limits 
should consequently be independent of the rate 
of starting of the chains, provided that there is 
actually some reaction taking place. 
A second is concerned with the mechanism of 
the reaction outside the explosion limits. In the 
quantitative application of the theory, expres- 
sions are derived which give the stationary 
`Senior Student, Exhibition of 1851% 
concentration of the carriers for any pressure. 
It happens, however, that in the thermal reac- 
tion, the rate of starting is often so small that a 
stable reaction is never observed. Sometimes, the 
stable is masked by a relatively fast hetero- 
geneous reaction. 
The reaction between phosphine and oxygen is 
particularly well suited to answer some of these 
questions. Its mechanism is undoubtedly compli- 
cated, but the general chain features which it 
exhibits are in very good agreement with the 
theory. Moreover, it has the further advantage 
that the propagation collisions are nearly one 
hundred percent efficient and thus do not require 
any energy of activation). The correlation be- 
tween the kinetics below and at the lower limit 
has been fairly fully established. 2 No experi- 
ments have, however, been carried out above 
the upper limit except a preliminary seta where a 
complete analysis was not attempted. Such an 
analysis was necessary in order to establish a 
relationship between the two conditions. 
In this connection, curious results have been 
obtained by Grant and Hinshelwood4 at the 
upper limit in the hydrogen -oxygen reaction. 
o Melville, Proc. Roy. Soc. A139, 555 (1933). 
2 Dalton and Hinshelwood, Proc. Roy. Soc. A125, 294 
(1929) Melville, ibid. A138, 374 (1932). 
3 Melville and Roxburgh, Nature 131, 690 (1933). 
Grant and Hinshelwood, Proc. Roy, Soc. A141, 29 
(1933). 
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The limit is apparently governed by some form of 
gas phase inhibition, for argon and helium lower 
the upper explosion pressure. Above the limit, 
however, there is a stable reaction in which the 
same gases accelerate the reaction rate showing 
that the chains now end on the walls. It was 
thought at first that two entirely different 
mechanisms were in operation, for obviously, one 
of the conditions for the appearance of an upper 
limit is that the chain length should increase with 
decreasing pressure, whereas the kinetics of the 
stable reaction indicated that the chain length 
probably increased with pressure. The expla- 
nation apparently is that the decrease in chain 
length is more than compensated for by the 
increase in the probability of branching as the 
pressure is reduced. 
It was thought that instead of employing 
photochemical means of artificially increasing the 
rate of starting, the introduction of a hot filament 
might prove just as suitable and at the same time 
provide detailed information about the hetero- 
geneous starting of chain reactions. Unfortu- 
nately, the reaction is almost wholly hetero- 
geneous' and so photo -initiation had to be 
employed. 
THE THEORY OF THE STABLE REACTIONS 
The theory has been worked out for the 
kinetics at the explosion limits' but to apply it to 
the stable reactions requires some modification. 
Before deriving the equations for a number of 
assumptions, it is necessary to examine the 
simplifications which were made in the original 
theory. It was assumed that both carriers X0 and 
Xp are equally well removed by collision with the 
walls and that the rates of reaction with phos- 
phine and with oxygen, respectively, are the 
same. There is a considerable amount of evidence 
that these assumptions are sufficiently exact for 
the purposes of calculation. For example, the 
theoretical and observed chain lengths below the 
lower limit are in good agreement, and the second 
postulate must be nearly true. If one carrier were 
more easily destroyed than the other, then it can 
easily be shown that the lower explosion limit 
equation would be 
6 Melville and Roxburgh, J. Chem. Soc. 586 (1933) ; 264 
(1934). 
'See, e.g., Hinshelwood, Kinetics, 3rd edition, p.. 264. 
or 
[PH3] { [PH 3] +[Os]} = tonst. 
[02] {[PH3] +[02]} = tonst., 
which is not in so good accordance with experi- 
ment as the equation [PH3][02]= const. Below 
the lower limit, the stationary concentrations of 
the carriers are given by 
d [XO] /dt = I +k[Xp][O2] +k[Xo][PH3] 
-K[X0] =0, (3) 
d [X p] /dt = kkXO] [PH 3] -k [Xp] [O2] 
- K[Xp] =0 (4) 
and therefore 
-d [PH 3] /dt= (k[PH3][02] /K') I, (5) 
where K =K' /([PH3] +[OZ]), K being a con- 
stant and I the rate of starting. 
Above the upper limit, there are a number of 
ways in which X0 and Xp may be destroyed. One 
of the objects of this investigation is to determine 
the kinetics of the reaction in order that an 
unequivocal choice may be made from among the 
possible mechanisms, and further to see whether 
the mechanism so chosen is consistent simultane- 
ously with the position and shape of the upper 
limit curve. 
There are six possible ways whereby the 
carriers could be destroyed 
1. Xo +X (k4), 4. Xp +X (k7), 
2. XO +XO +X (kb), 5. Xp +Xp +X (ks), 
















k is the velocity coefficient and X is either PH3 or 
02 or any other molecule which may have been 
added to the gas mixture. Three examples of each 
case will be worked out viz., (a) mercury sensi- llero 
tized initiation ; in addition to the dissociation of 
the PH3 by Hg(3P1), it may also happen that 
oxygen is activated in such a manner as to start 
chains, and there are therefore two equations for 
this kind of initiation, (b) direct photo- dissocia- 
tion of the PH3. 
This procedure of examining each possibility is 
adopted in order to meet a criticism which is 
often advanced against the interpretation of 
kinetic results, namely, that two or more 
mechanisms may lead to the same equation. 
This occurs, in fact, in the present analysis, but 
fortunately there are means by which an 
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Case 1 
The equations for [X0] and [Xe] are 
d[ X0]/ dt= I +kEXr]CO2 -1- kCXo]CPH3]- k4CX °]CX] = 0, (6) 
d[XP] /dt = k[Xo]CPH 3] -k [XP][02] = 0. (7) 
For the mercury sensitized reaction, phosphine being dissociated 
d[PH3] k[PH3] In[PH3] 
dt k4[02] [PH 3] -j- 0.5[02]-0.37 
The constant 0.37 (allowing for the radiation of resonance light) is calculated for the case where 
[PH3] and [02] are expressed in mm of mercury, for a 2 cm tube and a mercury vapor pressure of 
0.001 mm,' In is proportional to the intensity of the 253.7 mµ line from the mercury lamp. One 
important simplification can now be made. In the region above the upper limit where the phosphine 
pressure is low, that of the oxygen is so high that X in the above reaction scheme may be considered 
to be 02. Eq. (8) can thus be simplified to 
- d [PH 3] /dt= (k[PH3]2 /k4[02]2) In. (9) 
For mercury sensitization with initiation by oxygen, 
d[PH3] k[PH3] In. {A[02]0.5+[PH3]} k[PH3] 
(10) 
dt k4[02] [PH3]+0.5[02] +0.37 k4[02] 
In, 
where A is defined as the number of chains started per excited mercury atom which is deactivated by 
oxygen. For the direct dissociation, 
-d[PH3] /dt= (k[PH3]2 /k4[02])In (11) 
(8) 
Case 2 
The last term in the equation for X0 will now be - k5[X0]2[X] and therefore 
I= k5[Xo]2[X]. 
Mercury sensitization (PH3) 
d[PH.3] 
{k5[X][PH3]+o.5[02]+o.37)} 
[PH3] In k[PH3]1(In 
dt [02] \k5/ 
Mercury sensitization (02) 
-d [PH 3] /dt = k [PH 3] (In A /k5[02])1, 
and the direct reaction 
-d[PH3]/dt = k[PH3] 1(In/ks[02])1. 
Case 3 
The last term in the equation for [X0] is ks[X0][X]2.'Mercury sensitization (PH3), 
d[PH3] k[PH3] [PH3] In k[PH3]2 Imo, 
dt ks[X]2 [PH3] -{-0.5[02] +0.37 k6[02]3 
liercury sensitization (02), 
Direct reaction, 
- d[PH3] /dt = (k[PH3]In A) /ks[02]2. 
-d[PH3] /dt = (k[PH3]2.In) /k4[02]2. 
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Cases 4, 5 and 6 
The corresponding cases for Xp are obtained in exactly the same way. The last term in the Xo 
equation is discarded, while an additional term is added to the Xp equation in order to express how 
this carrier is removed. This gives rise to the following nine equations. 
"Hg (PH3) -d[PH3]/dt=kl,L/k7, (19) 
Case 4 
Xp+X (k7) Hg (02) -d[PH3]/dt =k[02] A/k7[PH3], (20) 
Direct -d[PH3]/dt =k[02]/k7. (21) 
Hg (PH3) -d[PHa]/dt =k([PHa] In/k8)1, (22) 
Case 5 
Xp+Xp+X (ks) Hg (02) -d[PH3]/dt = k (In A /k8[021)1, (23) 
Direct -d[PH3]/dt = k([02][PHa]' In/k8)1. (24) 
'Hg (PH3) -d[PH3]/dt = k[PH3]I/ko[02]2, (25) 
Case 6 
XP +X +X (k9) Hg (02) -d[PH3]/dt=k [PH 31 In/k3[02], (26) 
_Direct -d[PH3]/dt = k[PH3]In/k3[02]. (27) 
A possible objection might be raised against case 6, for X =02 and Xp+02 is a propagating 
collision. In presence of a third molecule, however, it is quite conceivable that a redistribution of 
energy occurs in such a way as to prevent the emergence of an X0 molecule from the collision, 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Fig. 1 illustrates the essential parts of the 
apparatus. The main difficulty was to measure a 
change in phosphine pressure in presence of a 
large excess of oxygen. The apparatus was so 
arranged that it could readily be used for 
experiments on the upper limit. The silica reac- 
tion tube was placed in a water bath at 20 °C 
fitted with a silica window. The source of the 
mercury line was a tungsten anode lamp L with 
a water -cooled cathode. A filter was employed to 
vary the intensity of the light and consisted of a 
solution of carbon tetrachloride in pure hexane.' 
A condensed spark between zinc disks rotating at 
right angles served as a light source for the 
experiments on the direct reaction. The input to 
the spark was about 0.2 amp. at 5000 volts, the 
distance between spark and reaction tube being 
15 cm. Large pressures were measured by a 
capillary mercury manometer, smaller pressures 
by the spring gauge M2 and low pressures by the 
oil manometer M1, the position of the meniscus 
being read by a microscope. Apiezon oil A, 
thoroughly degassed, proved to be satisfactory. 
To increase the sensitivity, one of the limbs was 
made much wider than the other. Since this 
manometer was used differentially, it was also 
placed in a water bath. For the experiments at 
the upper limit, a steel needle valve was attached 
to the apparatus to regulate the rate of ex- 
haustion of the explosion tube. 
The procedure for the experiments on the 
stable reaction above the upper limit and at low 
phosphine pressures was as follows: Phosphine 
was admitted to R and to M1, T being closed, and 
its pressure observed. T was opened and oxygen 









a Melville and Walls, Trans. Faraday Soc. 29, 1255 
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Ma, T was closed again and the shutter removed 
for a given time, after which the oil manometer 
seas again read. This procedure was repeated 
for a number of exposures. In this manner, 
changes of pressure of 0.1 mm could be measured 
in presence of 30 mm of oxygen. Several blank 
experiments were made with oxygen alone to 
ensure that no spurious effects occurred, for 
instance, oxygen 'does dissolve in the oil, but 
since it was present at the same pressure in both 
limbs of the manometer and the runs were not 
prolonged, no appreciable change of oil level 
could be detected. The deposition of the phos- 
phoric acid on the walls of the reaction did not 
appear to cut down the reaction velocity, for no 
increase in rate resulted when the tube was 
cleaned out. With excess of oxygen, the phosphine 
is practically completely oxidized to H3PO4, since 
the pressure decrease after the reaction had gone 
to completion amounted to nearly three times 
the pressure of the phosphine. 
The preparation of mixtures above the upper 
limit was carried out in the usual way. The water 
bath surrounding the reaction vessel was re- 
moved and a small annular cup was fixed to R. 
Phosphine was passed in, liquid air poured into 
the cup and then the oxygen was added. When 
the liquid air had evaporated, the water bath was 
replaced and the apparatus allowed. to stand for a 
tea minutes until the pressure became steady, 
after which exhaustion and exposure were 
commenced. 




It will be observed from an inspection of Eqs. 
'13) -(15) and (22) -(24) that the rate of oxidation 
for cases 2 and 5 should vary as the square root 
of the intensity, whereas in the other cases the 
relation is linear. Several possibilities can thus at 
once be eliminated if the intensity law is first of 
all investigated. Below the lower limit, the rate 
,hould, of course, be proportional to the in- 
tensity. The results (Table I) below the lower 
'unit are in accordance with expectation and 
above the upper limit, there is no doubt that the 
rate is proportional to the first power of the 
TABLE I. 
Lower limit, pp$8 =0.254 mm, po2=0.584 mm 
Init. Rate t for 
R op =0.525 mm 
(mm /min.) R /I* (min.) 
Intensity 
1.00 0.072 0.072 0.85 
0.15 0.012 0.072 5.20 
0.68 0.053 0.072 1.05 
0.38 0.028 0.065. 2.00 
1.00 0.083 0.072 0.70 
Upper limit, pra3 =0.127 mm, pot =10.0 mm 
Intensity t for op =0.064 tXI 
0.38 , 1.65 0.63 
0.68 0.90 0.61 
1.00 0.55 0.55 
0.15 3.70 0.56 
0.51 1.24 0.63 
* Corrected for the increase in the intensity during the series. 
intensity and therefore cases 2 and 5 may at once 
be eliminated. For a given pressure of phosphine, 
it is known from the experiments of Dalton and 
others' that by increasing- the pressure of 
oxygen, the lower limit may be approached, or if 
the oxygen pressure be decreased, the upper 
limit is reached. The upper limit must, therefore, 
be due to oxygen participating in some reaction 
which is negligible at low pressures. When chain 
initiation is brought about by mercury sensi- 
tization, it is probable that oxygen molecules 
account for a number of the chains started and 
it is therefore necessary to evaluate the magni- 
tude of the coefficient A defined on p. 741. In Fig. 
2, 1/R and k -i have been plotted against po the 


















FIG. 2. Photosensitized reaction, curves I and II are for 
pr$3 =0.120 mm and different intensities. 
9 Dalton and others, e.g., Proc. Roy. Soc. A128, 263 
(1930). 




















































































0.026 . 0.26 
0.035 0.26 
0.055 0.29 
1/R and k vary as po,2. Table II contains the 
detailed runs and k is calculated assuming that 
-d[PH3] /dt= k[PH3]. The oxygen pressure 
may be regarded as constant during the reaction. 
Since these runs were not carried to completion, 
another series of experiments is given in Table 
III, where the pressure of oxygen was maintained 
TABLE III. Effect of phosphine. 
1'pH3 0.260 0.190 0.129 0.132 0.066 
Po, 9.4 10.5 9.2 10.0 10.0 
Rate (R) 0.100 0.066 0.051 0.046 0.025 
R /ppH, 0.038 0.035 0.039 0.035 0.038 
t(Ap =0.066) 0.65 1.15 1.55 1.86 2.95 
1XppH3 0.169 0.22 0.20 0.24 0.20 
constant and that of phosphine varied. The 
constancy of R /ppH, and of tXppH, shows that 
the rate is proportional to the pressure of the 
phosphine. 
In Table IV, three series of results are listed 
for a constant oxygen pressure and for different 
argon pressures. First of all, it is seen that argon 
TABLE IV. Effect of argon. Hg sensitized reaction. 
(1 /R -1 /R0) t for op 
pPH3 Po, PA R PA* =0.039 k,0/k0 
0.260 25.0 55.0 0.0086 1.5 4.50 1.00 
0.260 24.6 - 0.0285 - 1.45 - 
0.263 25.7 14.6 0.0193 1.3 2.20 0.8 
op op 
=0.039 =0.131 
0.263 14.9 16.1 0.051 0.52 0.82 3.68 ' 0.8 
0.262 15.0 6. .0.033 .7 0.41 2.00 .0 
0.258 15.6 26.4 0.033 0.74 1.18 4.60 1.0 
0.262 15.5 7.7 0.066 0.57 0.64 3.05 0.8 
. 





0.262 15.8 16.4 0.0283 1.00 2.47 0.9 
0.261 15.8 - 0.0533 - 1.27 - 
inhibits the oxidation, although in comparison 
with oxygen it does not quench mercury reso- 
nance radiation. The inhibition must therefore 
be due to chain termination and since the value of 
(1 /R-1/R0)/PA is approximately constant, the 
inhibition term in the kinetic equation may be 
expressed in two ways viz., kio[XA][A] or 
kii[Xo][O2][X] 
Similarly, there is inhibition by nitrogen 
(Table V) and again according to the same law. 
TABLE V. Effect of nitrogen. 
Direct reaction, Zn spark 
ppH3= 0.254, AD, =12 
PN 12 26 18 
t for op=0.064 2.62 3.84 3.37 






Hg reaction, constant p02-FpN2 

























Until a decision is made about the mechanism of 
termination, no calculation can be made of the 
coefficients kio and k31. 
The kinetics of the reaction are, therefore, that 
/dt= const. [PH3]/[02]2 
This does not decide the matter unequivocally, 
since case 3 and case 6 lead to the same equation 
if initiation in the first is due to oxygen and in the 
second to phosphine. Further, both cases allow 
the introduction of an inhibitory term containing 
oxygen, and argon and nitrogen. The inhibition 






























































for it is probable, although the evidence is as yet 
indirect, that the chain carriers are not excited 
molecules of very short life and hence collision of 
X0 or Xp with argon or nitrogen should not lead 
to destruction. 
Direct photo -oxidation 
The number of mechanisms has now been 
reduced to two. Fortunately, the kinetic equa- 
tions for the direct oxidation are quite different 
for cases 3 and 6 and thus it should be possible 
to decide which is the more probable. Intensity 
measurements were not considered to be neces- 
sary in view of the definite answer given by the 
photosensitised experiments. In Table VI the 
TABLE VI. Effect of phosphine. 
pea, Po, 
t for 4=0.025 
(sec.) tXPpu32 
0.130 17.3 108 18.2 
0535 17.7 7 20.0 
0,275 17.4 26 19.7 
0.131 17.2 85 14.6 
0.391 17.3 10 15.3 
0.261 17.3 20 13.6 
complete data are given for varying oxygen and 
phosphine pressures. In Fig. 3, 1/R and t for 
.1p =0.100 mm have bee? plotted against po22 and 
also against pot, the pressure of PH3 being 0.26 
mm, The straight line obtained with the po22 
plot and also the constancy of the product 
1XpPg32 in Table VI, indicates that the kinetics 
in this pressure range can be summarized by the 
equation, 
-d[PH3] /dt= const. [PH 312/[02]2. 
Referring back to the theory given above, it will 
be observed that this equation only agrees with 
case 3 (18) and therefore the conclusion which 
may be drawn is that, above the upper limit, the 
chains are terminated by a triple collision 
between the chain carrier Xo, which normally 
reacts with phosphine, and with two oxygen 
molecules. 
It is now possible to return to the question of 
inhibition by argon and nitrogen. The plots of 
1/k against pA(x2) are straight and hence the 
inhibition term will contain a factor [N2] or [A]. 
Itis of importance to note that a quadratic term 




















probable mechanism of the termination is that 
X0 must collide with a nitrogen molecule and an 
oxygen molecule. The function of the inert gas 
may simply be to stabilize the complex X0 
+02 and thus prevent X0 further propa- 
gating the chain. Let the inhibition . term be 
kio[02][N2][X0], then, Ian may be evaluated in 
the following way. Inserting this term in the 
equation for X0 in addition to the term required 
by case three (oxygen initiation) 
d[PH3] k[PH3]I. A 
dt [02](k6[02]+klo[N2]} 
Hence 
(1 /R) /(1 /R0) = 1+kio[N2] /ks[02], (28) 
where the subscript o refers to the runs made in 
absence of foreign gas. From this equation the 
values of klo /ks have been calculated and are 
given in Tables IV and V. Argon and nitrogen 
are about as efficient as oxygen in promoting the 
stability of the complex. 
The next question is to determine the absolute 
values of ks and also of A. For this purpose, the 
ratio of the rates of oxidation to the rate of 
decomposition for the photosensitized and for 
the direct reaction were measured. The data are 
collected in Table VII. 
Some notes about experimental.procedure may 
be mentioned here. Since the ratio of the rates 
was large, the rate of decomposition was meas- 
ured by a McLeod gauge and a filter was em- 
ployed to ' cut down the intensity of the light 
during the oxidation experiments. In the direct 
reaction, comparison was made directly on the oil 
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TABLE VII. Photosensitized experiments. 
pPH3 p02 d[PH3]/dt 
Ratio of 
rates 
Chain v for 5 mm PH, 
length (y) and 50 min 02 
1.98 37.5 
Above the upper limit 
0.93 X10-2 mm /min. in 85 cc 1 0.15 
19.2 38 53 
2.00 5.3 X10-4 mm /min. in 514 cc 1 1.00 
8.0 81.0 3 X 10 -2 mm /min. in 85 cc 1 0.15 
10.4 21 34 
8.0 3.2X 10 -3 mm /min. in 514 cc 1 1.00 
6.8 68 8.4 X 10 -2 mm /min. in 85 cc 1 0.15 
8.4 17 43 
6.7 11 X10-3 mm /min. in 514 cc 1 1.00 
Below the lower limit 
v for 0.5 mm PH, 
0.5 02 
0.85 0.36 67 X 10-2 mm/min. in 85 cc I 0.15 
480 10 820 
0.79 0.93 X 10-2 mm/min. in 514 cc I 1.00 
0.83 0.93 X 10-2 mm/min. in 514 cc 11.00 
504 10 830 
0.83 0.36 2.52 X 10-2 mm/min. in 85 cc I 0.0054 
At the lower limit gxplosion occurred with 0.83 mm PH3 and 0.45 mm 02. 
Direct reaction 
pPH3 Po, Rate* 
Chain 
length (v) 
y for 0.5 mm PHI 
and 0.5 mm 02 
Below the lower limit 
0.254 0.075 
310 1200 
0.254 0.337 11.6 
0.267 0.070 
400 800 
0.254 0.513 14.0 
Above the upper limit 
8.23 121.4 54.0 
72 210 
8.64 1.5 
8.35 138.1 38.8 
47 220 
8.40 1.65 
*Multiply by 1.27 X10-2 to give mm /min. 
manometer. The rate of decomposition of 
phosphine was determined by measuring the 
pressure of hydrogen after the phosphine had 
been condensed out by liquid air. The ratio of 
the rates is doubled to give the chain length, 
for the quantum yield of the dissociation is 0.5. 
First of all, it will be seen that, below the 
lower limit, the chain lengths for the direct and 
photosensitized experiments are nearly the same. 
Above the upper limit, however, the chain length 
(calculated from the relative velocities) in the 
direct reaction is about five times that obtained 
in the sensitized oxidation. This confirms the 
kinetic results about initiation by oxygen and 
moreover gives the value of A, the number of 
chains started per excited Hg atom deactivated 
by oxygen; it is 0.2. The kinetic experiments also . 
yield information about the nature of initiation 
by oxygen. There is some doubt as to the 
products of reaction when a 3P1 Hg atom collides 
with an oxygen molecule. If the low efficiency of 
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collision or by radiation, of an excited oxygen 
molecule of very short life and if initiation be 
brought about by collision of this excited mole- 
cule with phosphine, then it may easily be shown 
that the initiation factor will assume the form 
[PH3] /[02] and hence the kinetic equation 
would become 
d[PH3] /dt= const. [PH 3]2 /[02]3, 
which does not agree with experiment. Some 
atom or molecule must emerge from the collision 
which is not subject to such easy removal as an 
excited 02 molecule; the most probable reaction 
Hg (3F1) +02- *Hg0+0, 
the0 atom reacting with the first PH3 molecule 
it encounters. 
One of the consequences of the theory of 
branched chains is that the explosion limit curve 
b a line of equal chain length. Therefore if the 
chain length be calculated below the lower limit 
and above the upper limit, and the results 
extrapolated to these limits employing the 
appropriate equations, then similar values should 
be obtained. Such a calculation has been made 
and the results are given in the last column of 
Table VII. Although the values of y are of the 
mme order of magnitude, it must be pointed 
out that at the upper limit, the chain length is 
five times shorter than at the lower limit. 
The chain length measurements ábove the 
upper limit provide the material for a calculation 
of k6. From the equation already given, the chain 
bngth is represented by 
d[PH3] /dt (oxidation) k[PH3] 
v= - 
-d[PH3] /dt (decomp.) k6[02]2 
Substituting from Table VII, v= 200, [PH3] 
=8.4 and [02] =138.1 mm k /k6[02] =3300. 
,Since the propagation collisions are nearly 100 
.ercent efficient, 3300 represents the ratio of the 
umber of bimolecular to trimolecular collisions 
t 146 mm. Now it is generally assumed that at 
thospheric pressure this ratio is 103, at 146 mm, 
it will be 760/146 X 103= 5200 and therefore 
very second ternary collision is effective in 
'.estroying Xo. This result may be arrived at in 
:rather way. If the kinetics of the stable reaction 
ad of the explosion are exactly similar, then 
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from the above analysis the corresponding 
equation for the upper limit may easily be 
deduced by placing the probability of branching 
(a -1) in the equations for the stationary 
concentration of the carriers 
d[X o] /dt = I+ak[Xp][02] 
. -k[Xo][PH3]- ks[Xo][02]2 =0, 
[dXP] /dt = k[Xo][PH3] +k[XP][02] =0, 
therefore 
[X0] =.1/ { (1- a)k[PH3]+ks[02]2 } . (29) 
The condition for explosion is that 
(a- 1)k[PH3]= k6[02]2, (30) 
which is exactly in agreement with Dalton's 
experiments except at high phosphine pressures 
and also with experiments made during this 
investigation. To calculate k /k6[02], it is neces- 
sary to know (a -1). The chain length is 103 at 
the lower and 2 X 102 at the upper limit, the 
probability of branching is, respectively, 10 -3 and 
5 X 10 -3. At the upper limit, 5 mm PH3 and 50 
mm 02, k /k6[02] is 104 and 2 X 103. At 55 mm, 
the ratio of bi- to trimolecular collisions is 
1.5 X 104. The agreement is not quite so good 
with (a -1) obtained from the upper limit 
results. 
A third method, however, obviates the 
necessity of determining (a -1) and k. At the 
lower limit 
(a- 1)k[PH3]= K /[02] 
and at the upper limit 
(a - 1)k[PH3] = ks[02]2 (32) 
K /[02]3 = ks, (33) 
or 
(31) 
K can be calculated from the dimensions of the 
reaction tube and mean free path of the chain 
carriers in the gas. k6 may then be evaluated and 
from it the efficiency of the trimolecular collisions. 
Semenoff10 has made the calculations using 
Dalton's results and finds that 0.4 ternary 
collisions are effective. 
Another check on the interrelationships be- 
tween the stable and explosive reaction can be 
l° Semenoff, Phys. 7eits..d. Sow. 4, 714 (1934). 
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made. The whole explosion curve may be 
represented by the equation 
(a- 1)k[PH3] =K/[021+ 14E0212, (34) 
obtained on adding (31) and (32). For [PH3] to 
be a minimum, then by differentiating (34) with 
respect to [02]. 
[02]= 3(K /2k4)1. (35) 
From the results shown in Fig. 4, the minimum 
occurs at 4.6 mm 02. Similarly, y below and 
above the limit is given by 
vrower = k/K [PH 31E0211 
vupper = k[PH3] /kó[02]2 




dv/d[02]=k/K [PH3]-2k[PH3]/k6[0z]3 = 
or 
[02] = (K /2k4)1 
is the condition for the chain length to be 
maximum. Thus the maximum in the chain 
length curve should occur at the same oxygen 
pressure as the minimum in the explosion curve. 
Fig. 4 shows that these anticipations are realized. 
















FIG. 4. Curve I, photosensitized reaction ppH3= 0.130; 
II direct reaction pprf3 = 0.260 mm; III lower and upper 
limit, thermal explosion. 
work,l1 the rate of reaction was plotted against 
the pressure of the oxygen, but it was also 
pointed out that the curve would have to be 
suitably corrected for deactivation of the 
mercury atoms by oxygen. On account of 
initiation by oxygen, however, the corrections to 
be made are small, so that the curve does 
represent the variation of chain length with 
oxygen pressure. This is more easily seen from 
Table VIII where the expression, Z. [PH3] 
TABLE VIII. Variation of initiation factor with 
oxygen piessure. 
[PH3] =0.1 mm 
[02] 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0 5.0 10.0 50.0 
Z 0.20 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 
+0.5A [02]/ { [PH3]- 1- O.5[02]-1 -37 } is evaluated 
for different oxygen pressures. 
The photosensitized results are also plotted in 
Fig. 4. The position of the minimum in the 
explosion curve, which is 0.212 mm PH3 and 4.62 
02, was calculated from Eq. (34). 
EFFECT OF RATE OF STARTING OF THE CHAINS 
ON THE POSITION OF THE LÍMITS 
Excepting for the moment the oxidation of 
phosphorus and of phosphine, there is abundant 
evidence that the position of both limits is 
dependent on the rate at which chains are started. 
In the hydrogen - oxygen reaction, for example, it 
has been established that hydrogen atoms pro- 
duced photochemically,12 thermally" and elec- 
trically,14 oxygen atoms" and chlorine atoms" 
all reduce the ignition temperature. Moreover, 
even at room temperatures, conditions simulating 
the lower limit may be obtained with spark 
ignition.16 The action of nitrogen peroxide in 
reducing the temperature of ignition of hydrogen, 
carbon monoxide, methane, etc., may also be a 
question of the rate of starting affecting the 
limits. Similarly, the limits in the oxidation of 
11 Nature 131, 690 (1933). 
12 Farkas, Haber and Harteck, Zeits. f. Elektrochemie 
36, 711 (1930) ; Taylor and Salley, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 55, 
96 (1933). 
13 Haber and Oppenheimer, Zeits. f. physik. Chemie 
B16, 443 (1932). 
14 Semenoff, Trans. Faraday Soc. 29, 606 (1933); Pigs. 
Zeits. d. Sow. 4, 753 (1934). 
15 Norrish, Proc. Roy. Soc. A135, 334 (1931). 
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sulphur,17 carbon disulphide18 and hydrogen 
sulphide are considerably altered by suitable 
stimuli. Examples may be easily multiplied, but 
the situation can be summarized by the state- 
ment that, in those reactions where the limits are 
temperature dependent and where explosion 
occurs at elevated temperatures, the position of 
both limits is dependent to some extent on the 
rate of initiation. The chain hypothesis alone 
does not therefore wholly express the condition 
for explosion, in addition, some temperature 
dependent factor must be introduced to provide 
an adequate explanation for the phenomena. 
With phosphorus and phosphine, it is different, 
the propagating collisions are almost 100 percent 
efficient and the efficiency is so high that it 
cannot be dependent on temperature to any 
important degree. Similarly, the termination 
in reactions at the walls and in the gas phase do 
not require activation. In these two examples, 
62 then, it is to be expected that the. pure chain 
explosion would occur, and that the condition for 
explosion would be adequately expressed by the 
statement that the product of the probabilities of 
termination and of branching is equal to unity, 
from which it at once follows that the explosion 
pressure should be quite independent of the 
rate of starting., The test is rather a crucial one 
or some parts of the chain theory. Some time 
ago, it was applied to the lower limit of phos- 
phine19 and a very considerable lowering of the 
'mit was obtained. The curious fact was that the 
effect persisted for á time much longer than the 
fife of the reaction chains. Later it was shown" 
to be due wholly to an alteration of the surface 
opon which the chains terminated. In the 
experiments to be described below, the experi- 
ment has been repeated at the upper limit which 
i, of course, unaffected by wall conditions (more 
strictly the termination reaction only). Initiation 
was effected by the light from the mercury lamp 
(water- cooled). 
Some indication of the behavior to be 
1e expected has already been given, since it has been 



















°Semenoff and Rjabinin, Zeits. f. physik. Chemie BI, 
92 (1928), 
"Ritchie and others, Proc. Roy. Soc. A137, 511 (1932). 
1°Clusius and Hinshelwood, Proc. Roy. Soc. A129, 589 
1930). 
1pMelville, Proc. Roy. Soc. A138, 389 (1932). 
upper limit are not identical. Apparently the 
explosion can occur more easily at high pressures 
in that such a long chain is not necessary. 
Preliminary experiments showed at once that 
there was a considerable displacement of the 
upper limit to higher pressures, provided the 
tube was illuminated during expansion. Several 
experiments were carried out in which the gases 
were illuminated for a considerable time (min.) 
and allowed to stand for intervals of from 0.5 to 
10 min. before expansion, but no displacement 
could be detected. Table IX contains a number 










561 6.5 103 72 during expansion 
562 6.4 99 26 none 
563 6.6 99.5 26 see text 
565 5.3 103 57.3 during expansion 
566 6.4 112 65 






at explosion Intensity 
570 7.5 113 63.5 1.00 
571 7.5 113 43.5 0.15 
572 6.5 100 38.5 0.15 
574 7.4 100 56.5 0.15 
575 7.3 106 63.5 1.00 
577 '4.8 111 42.3 1.00 
578 8.1 101 80.0 1.00 
*Rate of stable reaction at initial pressure 0.13 mm /min., I =1.00. 
Experiments 561 to 563 may be particularly 
mentioned. The initial pressures were all practi- 
cally the same, but the explosion pressure has 
been increased by illumination from. 26 to 72 mm. 
In experiment 563 illumination was continued 
during expansion until the pressure was only 2 
mm above the upper limit (72), the light was cut 
off and the expansion continued, but the pressure 
had to be reduced to 26 mm to obtain explosion. 
The time for the pressure to fall 2 mm was not 
more than 2 sec. so that the lifetime of the effect 
cannot exceed 2 sec. It is therefore quite different 
from the lower limit phenomenon 'which persists 
for several minutes. The effect of intensity was 
further investigated in the following way. Instead 
of plotting upper limit curves for different 
intensities two mixtures of constant composition 
were employed. Since expansion does not alter 
the composition, the displacement of the ex- 
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1 -p. v= ìr-Ó.. /i® 
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Po. (mm) 
60 
TABLE X. Lower limit, silica surface. 
pot at 
No. pP$8 explosion Pp 5+po2 
622 0.74 0.61 1.35 
623 0.81 0.54 1.35 
624 0.80 0.49 1.29 
625 0.80 0.79 1.59 
626 0.77 0.76 1.53 
627 0.80 0.49 1.29 
628 0.78 0.48 1.26 
629 0.76x- 0.44 1.20 
630 0.76 0.64 1.40 
631 0.76 0.48 1.24 
632 0.76 0.64 1.40 
.633 0.77 0.74 1.51 
FIG. 5. Displacement of upper limit by illumination. 
Rate, =5 X10-5 mm /sec. (2.0 X 101° quanta per sec.) 
O= 1.7X10 -4, =3.3X10 -4, = 5.4X10 -4, V 
37 X 10 -4. 
plosion limit along the expansion line can be 
regarded as a measure of the effect. The data are 
plotted in Fig. 5. 
The intensity could not be increased to higher 
values since the velocity of the reaction was then 
sufficient to remove considerable amounts of 
phosphine and oxygen. 
These results then prompt a further question 
as to whether, at the lower limit, in addition to 
the ordinary displacement owing to the change in 
surface, there is a transient effect similar to that 
at high pressures. The procedure adopted was to 
use a constant pressure of phosphine and allow 
oxygen to leak in through the needle valve and 
record the explosion pressure on the oil manome- 
ter. The intensity of the light was 0.15 on the 
same scale as that given in Table X. The results 
listed in Table X show the conditions of illumi- 
nation and are recorded in the order in which the 
experiments were carried out. 
Comparing Nos. 625, 626 and 633 with the 
remainder, it will be seen that the explosion 
pressures, in which there has been illumination, 
are somewhat lower than those in its absence, 
thus confirming previous results. It does not 
appear to matter whether the light is switched off 
sometime before the explosion or whether it is 








until pPHS +o, 1.26 
continuous 





be observed that if illumination be stopped at a 
low pressure of oxygen (expts. 630 and 632) the 
explosion limit is a little higher than that where 
illumination has been continued up to higher 
oxygen pressures. The conclusion then is that the 
transient effect, obtained at the upper limit, is 
not in evidence at the lower limit. 
To demonstrate more clearly the sensitiveness 
of the upper limit to the stationary concentration 
of X0, the following experiment (638) and 
calculations were made. A mixture of 12.0 mm, 
phosphine and 114 mm oxygen was prepared, 
illuminated during expansion when explosion 
occurred at 71 mm. Thus the intensity of the 
light was a somewhat greater (0.30) than 0.15 in 
the experiments in Table X, as is seen if the 
explosion point is placed on the upper expansion 
line of Fig. 5. A second mixture was then pre- 
pared and pumped down to 75 mm. At this 
pressure, the rate of oxidation of phosphine was 
9.3 X 10 -a mm /sec. in a volume of 85 cc: the 
calculated chain length is 110. The number of 
quanta entering the reaction tube is thus 
4 X 1012 sec-1. At 75 mm, a molecule experiences 
about 106 ternary collisions per sec., or the inter- 
val between such collisions is 10-6 sec., which is 
therefore the mean life of Xo. The rate of 
production of X0 may be taken as the rate of 
dissociation of phosphine or 9.3 X10-5/110 
mm /sec. =10-6 mm /sec. and the stationary 
concentration is thus 10 -12 mm. According to 
Table X, when the stationary concentration of 
X0 attains 10 -11 mm, the limit ceases to be 













































carriers displaces the limit so much, it is not at 
all surprising that traces of water vapor and 
possibly other gases and also changes of tempera - 
ture9 exert a comparatively large influence. This, 
M turn, suggests that the displaced limit is really 
1,26 the true explosion limit and that the one ob- 
1.26 
nerved in the thermal reaction is particularly low 
because of the fact that a sufficient number of 
1.26 chains do not start to fulfill the conditions 
required by the chain theory. It this were the 
case, the chain length at the displaced limit would 
be 103, whereas it is only 102. Both the probability 
of branching and of termination are processes 
evolving the reaction of only one carrier and 
thus should be unaffected by variations in the 
concentration of that carrier. 
t a The following theory may be advanced to 
the account for these observations. As a result of a 
ere ;low thermal reaction above the upper limit 
ser ozone is formed. Likewise in the stable photo- 
he inaction ozone is produced in much larger 
is amounts as a consequence of the termination of 
Ihechains. Ozone increases the explosion pressure 
or every collision between XP and 03 gives rise 
to two Xo's, i.e., the probability of branching is 
increased. Ozone is destroyed by reaction with 
ahosphine, but this is a comparatively inefficient 
saction. In the photoreaction ozone is also 
lecomposed photochemically. No chains are 
farted, however, by these two processes. Ex- 
pressing all these assumptions in the usual 
manner, the following equations are obtained 




















- k1olo[03] - k11[PH3][03] = 0, 
t[Xo]ldt = IT +IP+ ak[XP][02] 
+2k[XP][O3]- k[Xo][PH3] 
- k6[X0][02]2 =0r 
I[XP] /dt = k [Xo] [PH 3] -k [XP] [O2] 
- k[XP][o3] =0,- 
ihere Io is proportional to the intensity of the 
fight decomposing the ozone, IT and IP are the 
rmal and photo rates at which chains are 
ted. Solving and simplifying these equations, 
e condition for explosion is that 
(a- 1)k[PH3] +2k[03]/[02]= kó[0212, (38) 
(37) 
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explosion. The quantity required to exert a large 
effect is small. From Fig. 5, with 2 mm PH3, the 
pressure of 02 at the limit should theoretically be 
12 mm; experimentally it is 26 mm and therefore 
if (a- 1) =10 -3 solution of (38) gives [03] =10 -2 
mm. On solving (37) for [03] above the explosion 
limit 
[03] = (IT+Ip) /(IT- 1- Ir+kr,[PH3]), 
which shows at once that in the photo- experi- 
ments when IP »IT and kii[PH3], this expression 
is independent of intensity in agreement with 
observation. Moreover the displacement at high 
oxygen pressures should not be quite so much as 
at low pressures. Examination of Fig. 5 reveals 
that the explosion points on the upper expansion 
line lie somewhat to the left of the curve for 
v= 90. At low values of Ip, kil[PH3] comparable 
with IP, the displacement of the limit will be 
proportional to the intensity. In order to preserve 
the form of the explosion curve for the dark 
reaction it is necessary to' assume that IT 
[PH3][02] in which case the term containing 
[O3] becomes independent of phosphine and 
oxygen pressure. 
On account of the sensitiveness of the upper 
limit to the stationary concentration of chain 
carriers, an attempt was made to measure the 
rate of the thermal reaction outside the explosion 
limits. For this purpose a, quantum counter 
sensitive to radiation of X < 2800A and capable of 
detecting 50 quanta per minute was employed.21 
Two mixtures were made up (a) below the lower 
limit, 0.396 mm PH3 and 0.37 mm 02, v= 250, (b) 
above the upper limit 8.7 mm PH3, 132 mm 02, 
V= 50, and the tubes placed in close proximity to 
the counter, but no radiation could be detected. 
It may of course be that there is reaction 
accompanied by radiation which does not affect 
the counter. 
Elsewhere it has been suggested that oxida- 
tions brought by nitrous oxide instead of by 
oxygen cannot proceed explosively by branching 
chains, . although straight chains are readily 
obtained. Experiments were therefore made with 
phosphine- nitrous oxide mixtures to see if chains 
could be started by the photodissociation of the 
phosphine, but no chain propagation occurred. 
In view of these experiments and calculations, 
on which it is evident that ozone facilitates ni Ouellet, Trans. Faraday Soc. 29, 486 (1933). 
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there are consequently good grounds, though the 
evidence is not direct, for supposing that X0 is an 
oxygen atom. Furthermore, it is possible that the 
collision which gives rise to branching is that 
between Xp and 02, yielding two oxygen atoms. 
The existence of an upper limit can be attri- 
buted to two causes (a) removal of the chain 
carriers by a reaction of higher order than that of 
branching, e.g., phosphine, (b) a deactivating 
influence of the reactants on a collision complex 
which would otherwise give rise to two chains, 
e.g. hydrogen, (e) other causes not at present 
included in the theory. It will be a matter for 
further experiment to decide, by closely ex- 
amining the relationship between the kinetics of 
the stable and explosive reactions, which mode of 
deactivation causes the upper limit in other chain 
reactions. Such experiments may reveal whether, 
as in the case of phosphine, explosion occurs at 
upper limit more readily than theory 
predicts. 
The authors are greatly indebted to Dr. E. B. 
Ludlam and Professor E. K. R ideal for their 
advice and encouragement during the course of 
this research. One of them thanks the Royal 
Commissioners of the Exhibition of 1851 for a 
Senior Studentship and the other (H. L. R.) is 
indebted to the Trustees of the Moray Fund of 
Edinburgh University for a grant for apparatus. 
They are also grateful to Dr. C. Ouellet for 
carrying out the experiment with the quantum 
counter. 
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Recently a correlation between the kinetics of the stable chain 
oxidation and those of the explosion limits in phosphine- oxygen mixtures 
has been established.1 The data above and at the upper explosion limit 
have shown conclusively that, in this reaction at least, one of the carriers 
is an oxygen atom and that the principal cause of termination of reaction 
chains in the gas phase is due to the triple collision 
O + 02 -I- M -> 03 -f- M, 
where M may be 02, PH3 or any inert gas present. 
Furthermore, it would appear that nearly every such triple collision 
is effective in removing the oxygen atom. This mode of termination of 
the chains becomes of importance when the pressure of oxygen is greater 
than 4 mm. and indeed gives rise to the appearance of the upper limit. 
At lower pressures, however, the chains end upon the walls of the 
reaction tube with the result that inert gases, which function as inhibitors 
at higher pressures, now act as accelerators by the well -known process of 
impeding the diffusion of the reaction centres to the walls. The quan- 
titative theory of the effect has shown that the increase in chain length 
can be represented by the factor (1 µ[X]) /([PH3] [02]) where IL isa 
constant dependent on the nature of the inert gas but independent of 
its pressure. The early results,2 however, exhibit a distinct decrease in 
the value of Fr, as the pressure of the inert gas increases. Table I. shows 
some typical figures :- 
TABLE I. 






mm. [02]. [PH31. 
0.85 0.61 I.05 0.70 





































































This falling off in the magnitude of .e was attributed to gas phase 
inhibition without specifying its nature. From the data obtained at 
the upper limit, it is easy to show that gas phase inhibition should be 
1 Melville and Roxburgh, J. Chem. Physics, 2, 739, 1934. Previous references 
to the kinetics of the reaction are given in this paper. 
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entirely rnegligible at the pressures employed at the lower limit. Using 
the same notation as before, the chain length with wall and gas termina- 
tion is respectively given by 
vwall = k[PH3][02] /K . (I + !1[X] /([PH3] + [02]} . (I) 
k[PH3] 
vg" k6[02]([02] + [X]) 
(2) 
where in is the velocity coefficient for the propagation reaction ; K is the 
rate at which O atoms diffuse to the walls at a total pressure of i mm., 
k6 is the velocity coefficient for the removal of O atoms in the ternary 
collision. From the position of the minimum in the explosion curve, which 
is at 4.62 mm. 02 for a 2 cm. tube, it can be shown 1 that 1/K /2ke = 4.62. 
In one experiment 2 in Series D (nitrogen) the value of w fell to 0.26 when 
(PH3] = 0.46, [02] = 0.64, [N2] = 3'24. The ratio gas to wall de- 
activation is given by 
IVgas = [02] /K {r -f- w[gl /([PH3] + [02] }k6[02]([02] + [X] . (3) 
r /vwan 
faking pc .= oqr (vide infra), and substituting the above values, this 
ratio is o025, so that at these pressures only 1 /4o of the chains terminate 
in the gas phase. 
Apart from this discrepancy, the remainder of the observations on 
tire behaviour of the reaction appeared to be in so good agreement with 
theory as to warrant a repetition and extension of the earlier results on 
the effect of inert gases at the lower limit to make sure that there was no 
additional kind of gas phase deactivation to be included in the theoretical 
treatment. 
Experimental. 
Two methods were employed in determining the position of the lower 
iinait. The first consisted in 
measuring the gases into the 0 ,. 
reaction vessel, compressing 2 
the mixture until it exploded, o I 
and from the original pressure I o Ts Oases. b5 
known volume change, - -o--- i 0 Vapours. 
alculating the pressure at Pump. oo Tj 
the explosion point. In the of 
econd, the inert gas ' and MAX Pump. 
phosphine were passed into U > 
.he reaction tube, and oxygen 
'allowed to enter slowly cr through a capillary until ex- 
plosion took place. te , 





much superior, since it 
yielded more consistent re- 
mits. 
The principal part of the 
pparatùs is shown in Fig. i. 
exhaustion was effected by a 
nercury condensation pump 
.ached by an oil pump. FIG. I. 
phosphine was stored in B 
ad the various inert gases and organic liquids in separate reservoirs. 
Oxygen entered by the capillary at the end of which there was a two - 
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way tap for arresting the flow after the explosion. The procedure was 
(a) to raise and lower the mercury to wash the walls with phosphoric 
acid, (b) admit phosphine from B, its pressure being recorded on the oil 
manometer, (c) admit the inert gas by opening T4. After a short interval 
to allow the gases to mix, T7 was closed to avoid slight solution of the 
gases in the oil and oxygen admitted until there was explosion, the 
time of entry being noted by stop watch. The explosion pressure was 
then calculated by means of previous calibration experiments. The walls 
were again washed preparatory to carrying out the next explosion. 
The following gases and vapours were employed : H2i Ne, A, N2, CO,, 
N20, SO2, PbMe4i CC14, C6H4, C2H4. 
The gases were prepared as de$cribed in previous papers. The neon 
contained 2 per cent. helium and the condensable gases were fractionated 
with liquid air as were the liquids. The benzene and carbon tetrachloride 
were free from sulphur. The lead tetramethyl was prepared in the 
following way. 
Twenty -four gm. magnesium foil, dried in a steam oven were placed in 
a i -litre flask, and covered with 400 c.c. absolute ether, dried over sodium 
and redistilled. A reflux condenser fitted with a -calcium chloride tube 
was attached and 142 gm. methyl iodide added in small quantities through 
the condenser. The flask was removed from the water bath and 125 gm, 
lead chloride added in small portions through the condenser. The mixture 
was heated for a few minutes, cooled to o° C. and the magnesium compound 
decomposed by the addition of zoo c.c. water, the mixture being finally 
heated to complete the reaction. The contents of the flask were filtered 
through cotton wool into a separating funnel and the aqueous layer run 
off. The ethereal layer was dried over calcium chloride and the ether 
removed. The residue was transferred to a small distilling flask and re- 
distilled several times, the fraction passing over at xo8 -110° being collected. 
Distillation was continued until no residue was left in the distilling flask. 
Yield of purified product 3o -4o gram. 
Discussion of Results. 
It has been mentioned previously that the acceleration brought about 
by inert gases is given by the factor r + w X] /([PH3 + 02]). The 
calculation of µ is 
2'Q thus dependent on 43 ° 
the accuracy with u q 
o 
which this relation. 
ship holds, two sim- 
plifying assumptions 
being made in its 
04 
deduction, namely 
that the two carriers °6l-64 4 
Xo and Xp react 
r 
equally readily with o-58 I 
phosphine and oxygen a55 o 
[PH) 
respectively, and are a53 o 
s destro yed on impact ° ;9 o 
fm ml with the walls at simi. 
`31 o 
90 
10 2,0 lar velocities. 
This 
[021 (m on) naturally gives rise 
FIG. 2. to the symmetrical 
formula for the ex- 
plosion limit [PH3] [02] = const. If, however, X0 reacts more rapidly 
with PH3 than Xp with 02, then it can be shown that the explosion 
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sore quickly [PH3] {[PH3] + [02]} = const. A series of typical results 
has therefore been plotted in Fig. 2. Three curves have been drawn 
through the point X, the intersection of the line drawn at 45° to the [02] 
axis and the explosion curve, viz., 
(A) ... [02] {[PH3] + [02]} = i'8o ; 
(B) [PH3] [02] = 0.9o.; 
(C) ... [PH3] {[PH3] + [02]} = 1.8o, 
from which it will be seen that 
the symmetrical equation con- TABLE II. 
forms most closely with ex- 
periment. [PH,]. [0,]. [X]. 
Some typical results are 
given in Tables II. and III. In Inert Gas Hydrogen. 
the last column [PH3][02] {I + 0.66 1.36 
[X]l[PH ] + [O ]} has been 3 3 2 oG5 I.38 0.23 
calculated to demonstrate that o'65 139 o65 
this product remains constant 0-66 p36 I.10 
up to high inert gas pressures o6 1.34 0.42 
and also to indicate the con- 
o.63 1.31 0.86 
0.64 1.41 - 
sistency in the explosion pres- 
sures. Such consistency could 
not be attained in the compression method. The series of experiments, 
TABLE III. 
[02]. [X]. [PH2][0._] it i+[PH ]+[02] 


































































































































































































456 INERT GAS Eli VÉCTS 
carried out at different stages in the investigation, show the degree of 
concordance among the runs : 
Nitrogen . µ = 0.72 0.73 0.68 o72 0.69 o73 oyo 
Neon . µ = 0.52 0.52 0'51 0'55 0'52 0'55 0.52 
The value of the inert gas coefficient p, for each gas is given in Table IV., 
each being the mean of several runs. The quantity 1 /[PH3] [02] has been 
plotted against 1 + [X] /([PH3] -}- [02]) in Fig. 3. It will be observed 
that there is no 
tendency for the 
lines to curve round 
at the highest inert 
5 - gas pressures used in 
these experiments, 
although if much 
higher pressures had 
been employed such 
a curvature would 
be observed having 
its origin in the 
type of collision 
responsible for the 
existence of the 
2 upper limit. The 
rp ,1(o) effect of sulphur 
4 
3 
'2.0 3.O 4.0 l t (X4' / ¡ 12101 - L.04 . 
FIG. 3. 
its fractionation, but repetition of the 
same value of µ. 
Shortly after the diffusion effect was noticed, a table of inert gas 
coefficients was compiled from the results then available.3 This table 
can now be considerably extended to demonstrate how nearly all the 
results fit in with theoretical expectations. Taking the hydrogen- 
oxygen first, it will be seen that the µ's from the thermal and spark 
lower limit agree fairly well, and, moreover, occupy their expected place 
in the horizontal column of the table in that p. decreases from H2 - 02 
to P4 - 02. The values obtained above the upper limit from the stable 
reaction appear to be somewhat high, which would suggest that, in 
addition to impeding diffusion, these gases may play some part in 
facilitating initiation of chains. 
Of considerable interest is the comparison between the oxidation of 
phosphine and the thermal decomposition of ozone. First it is necessary 
to explain how p is determined for ozone, since the calculation is not so 
straightforward as in the case with the other reactions. 
Under suitable conditions 6 ozone decomposes according to the 
following scheme :- 
03 02 + O k1 (pseudo -unimolecular), 
0+03 -+202 k2 
O --> i02 K (wall reaction), 
8 Melville, Trans. Faraday Soc., 28, 814, 1932. 
dioxide is somewhat 
greater than that 
5.0 anticipated on the 
diffusion theory, and 
consequently great 
care was taken in 
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H2 - 02, 
Lower Limit 
Spark. 
H2 - 02, 
Above Upper 
Limit. 
CH, - 02, Lower Limit 
Spark. 
I, - - - - 
1e 0.30 0.15 2.3 - 
9e - - - 
\., IIO 2.35 5I 1.2 
A. 0.9 1.16 7.3 o8 
:02 . 0'39 2'4 - P5 
990 . - 4'8 - - 
;09 . -- 2.6 - 2'7 6' 
:HC 12 . . - 6'9 - 3.0 
TABLE IV. (continued). 
Inert Gas. 


















H2 - Br2,e 
Photo 
Synthesis. 
P4 - °2, 
Lower 
Limit. 
{ <OI O.2I * 0.09 0I0 
He . 0.23 0.20 0.13 
Se . 0.52 0'47 * 0.20 
\, . 0.71 0'73 0'44 0.42 o6 1.03 0'37 
A" . 0.77 0.83 0'59 0.64 I.2 0.46 
D., . 0.71 103 
C0 . I.04 o82 * 0'83 I25 0.48 
\.0 . Io4 0.82 * 0.46 
sò, . 096 * 0.92 0.52 
CCÌe . P72 * 4'30 o84 





dOs) = kI[Os] {I + k2[03) + K (4) 
e kt, k2 and K are velocity coefficients. Kis proportional to (I /D0,+ I /Dx) -I 
2 where D03 and Dx represent the diffusion coefficients of O atoms through 
e ozone and the inert gas respectively. µ is defined by the equation 
Rx /Ro = I + µ[X]/[Os] . (5) 
where Rx /Ro is the relative increase in velocity of that process which is 
affected by wall deactivation when inert gas is added. But 
K(in absence of X) I /Do, -- i /Dx Rx/Ro 
K(in presence of X) I /Do, 
+ D0, /D °, (6) 
therefore from the observed increase in the rate of ozone decomposition 
and the above kinetic equation, the two values of K may be readily 
° Moelwyn- Húghes and Hinshelwood, Proc. Roy. Soc., 138A, 311, 1932. 
5Present investigation. 
'M. Ritchie, Proc. Roy. Soc., 146A, 848, 1934. 
7 Fladman, Thompson and Hinshelwood, Proc. Roy. Soc., 138A, 297, 1932. 
'M. Ritchie, Proc. Roy. Soc., Í46A, 828, 1934. 
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calculated. Since Dos = 2 const. (iM /o + i /Mos)t[O3]-1, where oo _ o, is 
00 - Os 
the sum of the radii of O and 03, then µ is given by 
> /00 - os( i /Mo + > /Mos)t 
I /oó- x(I /MO + IMx)t (7) 
The value of p. thus computed is in excellent agreement with experiment, 
and justifies the calculation of for other gases, although these have not 
yet been measured. 
The concordance in the values,.. of for the phosphine and ozone re- 
actions is so close that it provides further reliable evidence that the 
oxygen atom is one of the carriers in the former reaction. The carbon 
monoxide results are subject to some uncertainty for the explosion curve 
is not represented accurately by a rectangular hyperbola. One important 
point may be mentioned about the H2 - Br2 results, and it applies in a 
modified degree to the H2 - 02 reaction. In the rigorous theory of the 
diffusion effect, account should be taken of the fact that the carriers do 
not diffuse through the reactants at the same speeds -the diffusion 
coefficient of bromine atoms through hydrogen is 8.4 times greater than 
that through bromine vapour at the same pressure. The value of will 
consequently be dependent on the composition of the mixture, increasing 
with the percentage of hydrogen. This is the reason for p, being so large 
in the H2 Br2 reaction, since [H2] = 200, [Br2] = 15 and [HBr] =4.5. 
If equimolecular mixtures had been employed, the value of p. would have 
been much smaller, thus falling into line with the other reactions given 
in the table. 
Inhibition at the Lower Limit. 
In marked contrast to the behaviour of the simple inert gases, ethylene, 
benzene, carbon tetrachloride, and lead tetramethyl raise the lower limit 
when added in relatively small quantities (Table V.). Moreover, it is 
noteworthy that these molecules all lower the explosion limit of P4- 05 
mixtures. At first, it would appear that a strange anomaly exists between 
the two reactions, in other respects so exactly similar, but a simple 
explanation is obvious when the problem is treated in the following way. 
It will be assumed that inhibition at these low pressures is due to the 
removal of oxygen atoms, X0, by the foreign gas or vapour and that the 
rate of the reaction is k'[Xo] [X]. The stationary concentration of Xo is 
thus reduced, and the expression for [X0] becomes 
d[X °] = I + k[XP] [02] - k[X0] [PH3] - K[Xo] - k'[Xo] [X]= ° (8) dt 
I being the rate at which X0 is produced spontaneously in the explosive 
reaction and photochemically in the stable reaction. [Xp] is not 
affected, therefore 
d[Xp] 
dt = k[Xo][PH3] - k[XP][O2] - K[Xp] = o 
On solving these equations and simplifying on the assumption that the 
chains are long. 
(9) 
d[PH3] Ik[PH3]/K' 
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TABLE V. 
459 
Foreign Gas. [PH,]. [02]. [X]. k'/k. 
o67 14:e - - 
0'65 2'71 020 I.5 X IO-3 066 I4o - - 
114e4 . . . i28 0.89 - - 
129 I59 O11 5 X IO-3 
143 200 022 36 X I0-3 
177 2.62 0.32 31 x Io-3 
IIü . . . 127 oS7 - - 
I30 I07 0II 2.4 X I0-3 
129 0S6 - - 
130 104 0.09 2.3 X I0-3 
I32 221 032 2.5 X 10-3 
133 1.38 0.21 23 X Io-3 
. 0.65 144 - - o64 170 oI06 o8 X Io-3 
o65 1.82 0.125 10 x 10-3 
Direct photo -oxidation, Zn spark.* 
CïH,. [P1-I3]. [03]. [C2H4]. 
0.461 oS66 27 
0.480 0.918 0.605 82 0.9 X I0-3 
0.271 0.502 46 
0.269 0'504 0.466 So 0.7 X 10-3 
ti is the time in seconds for the reaction to go 25 per cent. to completion. 
* The authors are indebted to Dr. H. L. Roxburgh for these data. 
If Ro and R be the rates in absence of and in presence of X, then 
RolR% = I -Ì- k'[.][02] 11[X] (I I) K C I + [PH3] + [02] 
inhere K is the value of K' at a total pressure of i mm. of PH3 and 02, 
µ is the inert gas coefficient for X. On substituting the appropriate 
values k' /k may be calculated. But v, the chain length below the 
lower limit is given by v = k /K[PH3] [02], k/K and k' /k may therefore be 
computed. If it is further assumed that the propagation collisions are 
too per cent. efficient, then the ratio k' /k gives the efficiency of the in- 
hibition collisions directly. 
In the explosive reaction account must be taken of branching and the 
equation for [X0] becomes 
(11X0] 
= I + ak[Xp] [02] - k[X0] [PH3] - K[X0] - k'[Xo] [X] = o (12) dt 
(7.- I) being the probability of branching. On solving these equations, 
equating the coefficients of terms containing [Xo] to zero and carrying 
out the necessary simplifications, the explosion pressures are given by the 
equation 
[02](k(a -- s)[PH3] - k'[X]) = K(i +µ[X] /([PH3] + [02]) (I3) 
It can now be seen why the oxidation of phosphine is much more sensitive 
to poisons than is the oxidation of phosphorus. Although the magnitude 
Of the propagation coefficients are probably similar, the probability of 
46o INERT GAS EFFECTS 
branching is widely different. For P4 - 02 (a - i) is about io -1, and1 
for PH3 - 02, 10-8. If.Xo in the phosphorus reaction is also an oxygen 
atom and therefore similar inhibitive processes are at work in the two 
reactions, then the phosphine reaction will be loo times more sensitive 
to a given poison. It is therefore not surprising that benzene, ethylene 
carbon tetrachloride behave as inert gases in the P4 - 02 reaction by 
lowering the limit, whereas they act as strong poisons in the PH, - 02 
reaction by raising the limit. By substituting the figures in Table III, 
in equation (13), the ratio k'lk has been evaluated for each gas, and is 
given in the last column of the table. The required values of were 
calculated by analogy with the 9.ther reactions listed in Table II. k'lk 
obtained for ethylene from the explosive data may be checked by measur- 
ing the retardation of the stable photochemically induced oxidation below 
the lower limit. Ethylene does not absorb the radiation of the zinc 
spark which is responsible for the dissociation of phosphine and thus 
no correction on this account need be applied. Again, it is a marked 
inhibitor although acceleration by inert gases (e.g., argon) is also dis- 
played in the same pressure range.° Employing equation (I I), kIK 
has been evaluated, and as y in the tube used was 800 for o5o mm. PH, 
and 0-50 mm. 02i k/K = 3200, k'lk is given in the last column. The 
agreement between the values is exceedingly good considering the 
different nature of the two reactions. Relatively the stable reaction is 
less sensitive to poisons because the chain length is shorter than that at 
the explosion limit, the determination of k' is thus more accurate. This 
method is, of course, limited by the fact that most of the inhibitors 
absorb light of longer wave -length than phosphine itself. 
The relative, and on certain suppositions the absolute, values of the 
inhibition coefficients for the P4 - 02 reaction can be obtained from their 
influence on the upper limit.10 If the two reactions are really identical in 
that X0 is an oxygen atom, it would be expected that at least the relative 
values of k' would be identical. Such is apparently not the case. For 
P4 - 02, benzene and sulphur dioxide are both weak inhibitors, whereas 
for PH3 - 02i the latter behaves as an inert gas and the former as an 
inhibitor. Similarly, ethylene is ten times more powerful than benzene 
in P4 - 02, but exerts about the same effect on PH3 - 02. Lead 
tetramethyl is a comparatively weak inhibitor for PH, - 02, contrasting 
with the powerful inhibitive action of lead tetraethyl 10 in P4 - 02. 
There are, unfortunately, no data at the upper limit of PH, - 02 
mixtures to check the magnitude of the inhibition observed at the lower 
limit. 
The authors are greatly indebted to Dr. E. B. Ludlam for his ready 
encouragement throughout the work, and to Professor E. K. Rideal for 
kindly criticism of the manuscript. One of them (H. W. M.) thanks the 
Royal Commissioners of the Exhibition of 1851 for a Senior Studentship, 
and the other the Trustees of the Moray Fund of Edinburgh University 
for a grant. 
Summary. 
The effect of foreign gases on the lower explosion limit of PH, - 02 
mixtures has been determined as accurately as the experimental conditions 
will permit. H2, Ne, A, N2, CO2, N20, and SO2 all lower the limit in the 
normal way by impeding the diffusion of the chains to the walls. There is 
e Melville, Proc. Roy. Soc., 138A, 389, 1932. 
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no measurable gas phase inhibition when the pressure of the gas is of the 
same order as that of the phosphine and oxygen. This agrees with observa- 
tions on the effect of some of these gases on the upper limit. 
C2H4, COH,, PbMe4, and CC14 all raise the lower limit in marked contrast 
to the lowering of the limit observed with P4 - 02 mixtures: It is shown 
that the reason for the difference is that the probability of branching of 
chains in the PH, - 02 reaction is less than that in P4 - 02 mixtures, and 
that a given inhibitor exerts a more powerful influence on the former 
reaction. The value of the inhibition coefficient has been calculated and 
in the case of ethylene, checked by measuring the inhibition of the stable 
photo oxidation of phosphine. 
An extended table of inert gas coefficients has been compiled. 
Chemistry Department, Laboratory of Colloid Science, 
University of Edinburgh. University of Cambridge. 
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